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Yes, tell me more about SYSTEM 2000®. 
o Send literature. 
o I'm interested in attending a free seminar. 
o Have someone call me. 

Attach your business card and mail to: 

MRI Systems Corporation 
P.O. Box 9968 Austin, TX 78766 
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Draw on the biggest 
choice of colors. But draw the line 
on price. Thats practical! 

At Tektronix, ~e build 
plotters that keep your 
choices up and your 
costs down. 

Practicality is why 
Tektronix pioneered the 
smart small plotter. It's why 
we keep your options open, 
with a bigger selection of ink 
colors, pen points and plotting 
media than onjust about any 
other plotter around. Capabili
ties like those of our B-size 
(A3) 4662 prove that higher 
performance can actually cost 
less: 

Interactivity. Plotter intelli
gence combined with digital 
technology helps you draw 
more realistic curve forms. 
Rotate and scale automatically. 
Digitize right from the 4662 
with built-in joystick control. 

Quality. In most applications, 
precision, repeatability and 

plotting speed are unsurpassed. 

j 
Built-in self-testing 
and data buffering 
help operations 

~~~~ ~"_ proceed smoothly. 

.• .,..11_ 
;e " 

Compatibility. RS-232-C 
and GPIB (lEEE-488) interfaces 
are built-in. Foreign language 

and symbol fonts 
are optional. Easy 
software routines 
are always available. 

Versatility. Select felt tip or 
wet ink pens. Plot on paper, film 
or Mylar® in up to nine colors. 
You can draw overhead projec
tor presentations one minute, 
binder-sized reports the next. 

Economy. It's not just initial 
cost that makes our 4662 
so affordable. Simple, digital 
design leaves less to go wrong, 
makes plotting a cinch for 
anyone to learn. 

Why pay more for a plotter 
that's more trouble than it's 
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worth? Insist on capabilities 
that earn their keep: Call your 
local Tektronix representative 
for samples of our Practical 
Plotters at work. Or call our 
toll-free automatic answering 
service at 1-800-547-1512. In 
Oregon, call 644-9051 collect. 

Tektronix, Inc. 
Information Display Division 
P.O. Box 500 
Beaverton, OR 97077 
Tektronix International, Inc. 
European Marketing Centre 
Post Box 827 
1180 AV Amstelveen 
The Netherlands 

The practical plotters 

Tektron~ 
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE 
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Loued. 
For all 

the right 
reasons. 
Great smart CRT terminal family ... 
text editing ... windows ... program
mable function keys ... graphics .. .low 
price ... multiple pages of memory .. . 
full/half duplex ... form generation .. . 
APL option ... networking ... good 
buy ... block mode ... bar charts ... 
quantity discounts ... human/user en
gineered ... enhanced performance 
for low-speed user ... non-glare/high 
resolution screen ... adaptable ... more. 

HDB 
~)]lijlil]U 
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3700 Market Street Philadelphia, PA 19104 
215-382-5000 

Boston - (617) 444-8132; New York City Area -
Infocon: (516) 759-9276; New York State - Naco 
Electronics: Syracuse (315) 699-2651, Rochester 

(716) 223-4490; Delaware - Infocon: 
(302) 239-2942; Washington, D.C. - International 

Systems Marketing: (301) 986-0773; Canada -
Allcom Data Ltd.: Ottawa (613) 226-2340, Montreal 

(514) 288-8784, Toronto (416) 492-9231; 
Switzerland - Mitek AG: 01 662252. 

DISTRIBUTORSHIP INQUIRIES INVITED. 
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I DATAMATION 

TWENTY YEARS AGO/TEN YEARS AGO 

LOOKING 
BACK 

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1960 
Some things never change. A letter sent to 
Robert M. Bennett Jr. (IBM, San Jose, 
Calif.) appeared in the January/February 
1960 issue of DATAMATION, and concerned 
the upgrading of computer conferences. 
Bennett was to act as general chairman on 
the next WJCC, and the "letter, from four 
RAND employees (E.A. Feigenbaum, I.D. 
Greenwald, F.J. Gruenberger, and E.H. 
Jacobs) was full of suggestions to improve 
the quality of future conferences. 

The primary objective of a confer
ence was, and is, to give participants an 
opportunity to meet and talk with col
leagues. The four RAND men thought more 
planned luncheons, post-conference hours 
social gatherings, or meeting places in the 
conference area set aside for small, im
promptu groups to assemble would promote 
this objective. 

Another situation in need of remedy 
was parallel sessions. The suggested solu
tions were simple: "There should be no 
more than two sessions in parallel at anyone 
time, and then not all the time; and the total 
number of papers should be drastically re
duced." And speaking of papers, opinion 
was that the program committee needed to 
take a firmer stand on requirements. Papers 
unsuited to be given orally (too technical, or 
too dull to keep the listeners' interest) 
should be refused. Nor should anyone be al
lowed to read a paper; anything that could 
be read to a group could just as easily be a 
handout. State-of-the-art papers (including 
product announcements) could be useful, 
but stricter requirements were necessary to 
avoid dullness. And papers that were sim
ply a pat on the back for a company or per
son should never be permitted. 

Also discussed was timing of 
sessions. "Session chairmen, we have 
found, like to be good Joes and let a speaker 
wander a few minutes over his time peri
od." This was decent to the speaker, but 
quite rude to the next person scheduled. Nor 
did attendees wish to sit through a four-hour 
talk when they were promised a one-hour 
session. 

Another problem "touched on was 
registration procedure. "Registration at 

some recent conventions has been pretty 
miserable. It is ridiculous to have to sweat 
out a long line, then get your card to fill out, 
then find that the little girl has never before 
met the problem of making change, and 
then go to another line to have an identifica
tion tag typed-the point need not be 
labored further. A very small amount of ad
vance planning would payoff handsomely 
here. " 

FEBRUARY 1970 
Shortly before publication of this issue, an 
edp salary survey was conducted by The 
Merchants and Manufacturers Association 
in Los Angeles. The survey compiled infor
mation from 171 firms in the southern Cali
fornia area (to'tal employment reported on 
was 422,569, with 7,100 in dp job classi
fications). A few of the participating 
companies were Burroughs, Lockheed 
Electronics, and Getty Oil. Worth noting 
were the salary disparities among the vari
ous companies for identical job categories. 

Programmer trainee salaries ranged 
from $390 to $1,020 monthly, with a $700 
median. People in this category rarely 
stayed there beyond 18 months. The inter
mediates earned between $580 and $1,235, 
and the median was $850 a month. Salaries 
for senior programmers ranged from $675 
to $1,665, with a median of $1,025. Ac
cording to the survey, a senior programmer 
was not considered to be in a supervisory 
position, nor was he classified as a perma
nent project leader. However, when he did 
mo~e up to the supervisory spot, the salary 
median was $1,235 and could range. from 
$900 to $1,920 monthly. 

Median salaries for computer opera
tors were as follows: $540 for trainees, 
$610 for intermediates, and $700 for sen
iors. Their supervisors ranged in salary 
from a very low $530 to $1 ,450, with $895 
as the median. Perhaps the most striking 
salary range listed was for dp manager. The 
median was $1,460, and the category in
cluded both busines3 and scientific applica
tion positions. The high salary in this 
category was a monthly $2,665, with a low 
of $680. ~ 
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NEC SpinwriterTM terminals are fine-quality communica
tions devices that are enriching thousands of terminal net
works. 

Users call them "super" terminals because Spinwriter 
devices are versatile, user-configurable, quiet, dependable, 
and print at rates up to 55 CPS. 

They come in six models, including an APU ASCII 
model. They have numerous operator convenience features. 
They are available in both RO and KSR configurations. 
And they offer a wide variety of forms handling options. 

Our APU ASCII model, for example, supports the APL 
programming language and character set. Automatic tab 
setting simplifies printing of columns. And our unique 128-
character print elements allow you to convert easily-by 
switch or under software control- from APL to ASCII mode. 

Spinwriter terminals offer more forms-handling options 
than other terminals: vertical, horizontal or bidirectional trac
tors; and pin-feed, friction-feed, bottom-
feed, front-feed and cut-sheet 
devices. Most are 
operator-changeable. 

t 

I~:!~' 
\ ... 

'\ 

NEG Spinwriter terminals are the most rugged, and the 
quietest, typewriter-quality terminals you can buy. Our 2000-
hour MTBF assures maximum uptime. Our 60 dbA sound 
level lets you put them in an office. 

For more information about NEC terminals, call our 
nearest sales office. 

f'JIEC. (GflJiUD9 GJf(l~5" 
the perfect tpJlfDntetr.. 

( j, .•. j'~.;~(l"" 
I 

" v, I .:" :1" '--' . 
.' ", ..... "-: . "_ I 

liEC jJl'!riolrmertio[(9 Svstems, fine .. 
Herne Office and Eastern Region: 5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA 02173, (617) 862-3120 

Central Region: 340J South Dixie Drive, Dayton, OH 45439, (513) 294-6254 
Western Region: 8939 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045, (213) 670-7346 

Southern Region: 2965 FlvNers Rd., South, Atlanta, GA 30341, (404) 458-7014 
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It's 3:46 A.M. You're sleeping 
soundly because you know your 
day will begin smoothly. Before 
you left for home yesterday, you 
knew your Intertel EMS-One 
Network Control System would 
test throughout the night for 
network faults. 
You're feeling confident because 
EMS-One is working unattended 
all night to give you a total status 
picture of your network in the 
morning. Only EMS-One has this 
automatic preventive maintenance 
(APM) function. It's looking at 
every line, modem, and interface ... 
doing the work of a whole fleet of 
technicians at remote sites. A testing 
feat that sets EMS-One apart from 
any other network control system. 
In fact, at this very moment, APM 
is running tests and recording the 
results of these tests at the central 
site. All automatically. All accu rately. 
So when you go to work later on 
todaY'Jou'li have a complete 
printe listing of test results, giving 
you a clear, up-to-date picture of 
your network You can then resolve 
or bypass problems quickly and 
effectively. With plenty of time 
left for other business activities and 
a second cu p of coffee. 
If downtime is keeping you· up, 
look into Intertel EMS-One 
Network Control with APM. For 
a good night's sleep. 
Zzzzzzzzzzzzzz. 

Write or call for our brochure. 
Intertel, Inc., 6 Vine Brook Park, 
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803. 
617-273-0950. 

[ intertel] 
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The Sign 
of the 80s. 

Greater yield has arrived 
with Tl's new Silent 700* 
780 Series Electronic Data 
Terminal Family. 

C lear the road for the 
most innovative ther
mal printing data ter
minals available on the 
market today. Introducing TI's 
new state-of-the-art 780 Series 
of 120 characters-per-second 
data terminals. 

Every model in the four
member family features TI's in
novative dual-matrix thermal print
head providing virtually silent 
120-cps optimized bi-directional , 
printing, that cuts down On print 
cycle time and yields four times 
the printing speed of conventional 
thermal printing data terminals. 

Industries with high output 
printing demands will find the 
Model 781 Receive-Only Printer a 
reliable business partner. The 781 
RO features an operator control 
keypad for referencing the terminal's 
operating status, a lOOO-character 
receive buffer and 110 to 9600 bits
per-second communications speed. 

Commercial applications can 
get top-quality performance from 
the desktop Model 783 Keyboard 
Send-Receive Data Terminal with 
features like a full ASCII keyboard, 
self-test diagnostics and program
mable answerback memory. 

The lightweight 17 -pound 
Model 785 Portable Data Terminal 

is an ideal traveling companion for 
remote data access and entry ap
plications. With a built-in 1200-bps 
acoustic coupler, the 785 can 
transmit and receive data from 
anywhere using a standard tele
phone and electrical outlet. 

The Model 787 Portable 
Communications Data Terminal is 
designed to improve your com
munications capabilities. The 787's 
1200-bps direct.:connect internal 
modem allows users to plug di
rectly into a standard data jack. 
With its memory dialing feature, 
the 787 can dial a stored number 
and provide audible feedback of 
the phone line's status, The 787 
can also disconnect the phone line 
with a simple hang-up command, 
so you can bptimize on-line com
munications and minitrtize com
munications costs. 

Available user-oriented 780 
Series options like international 
keyboards and protected answer
back memory add even more 
versatility to your busirtess 
communications. 

TI is dedicated 
to producing qual-
ity, innovative 
products like our 

new 780 Series Family. And TI's 
hundreds of thousands of data 
terminals shipped worldwide are 
backed by the technology and relia
bility that comes from over 30 years 
of experience in the electronics 
industry. 

Supporting TI's data terminals 
is the technical expertise of our 
worldwide organization of factory
trained sales and service repre
sentatives, and TI-CAREt, our 
nationwide automated service 

XlII OlYMPIC dispatching and field _ 
":C(9P service management 
:.~rll. ~~. ,D D__ information system. 
: : ~ That's why TI has been 
L',~~., ... ,. - appointed the official 

computer and calculator company 
of the 1980 Olympic Winter Games. 

The 80's can be yours today. 
For more information on the 780 
Series Family, contact the TI 
sales office nearest you, or write 
Texas Instruments Fifty Years 
Incorporated, of 
p. O.Box 1444, Innovation 

MIS 7784, ~ 
Houston, Texas Vt 
77001, or phone 
(713) 937-2016. 

*Trademark of Texas Instrwnents tService Mark of Texas Instruments Copyright ©1980, Texas Instrwnents Incorporated 

TEXAS INsrRUMEN1S 
We put computing ~ithin everyone's reac~. 
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A NEW WORLD OF 
PERSONAL-PROFESSIONAL 

COMPUTATION. 
Imagine the new world that 

would unfold before you if you had. 
a powerful, portable, completely 
integrated computer system at your 
personal disposal. And at an afford
able price. That's exactly what 
Hewlett-Packard has just created. 

THE HP-85: A PERSONAL 
COMPUTER FOR 
PROFESSIONALS. 

At the lab, on your desk or in your 
study this 20-pound, self-contained 
system provides professional com
puting power when and where you 
need it. That means no more waiting 
for data to be remotely processed 
and returned. 

A COMPLETE COMPUTER 
SYSTEM IN ONE SMALL 

PACKAGE. 
You get all this in the HP-85: 

Interactive graphics under keyboard 
control. 
16K RAM Memory standard. 
Standard typewriter keyboard with 
separate numeric key pad and eight 
user-definable special function keys. 
High resolution CRT display with 
powerful editing capability. 
Built-in thermal printer produces 
a hard copy of the display dn 
command. 
Built-in tape cartridge drive. Each 
cartridge provides 217K bytes of 
storage capacity. 
Operating system and BASIC lan
guage, permanently stored in ROM. 

A SOPHISTICATED COMPUTER 
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS. 

Hewlett-Packard has combined 
these sophisticated capabilities 
with advanced design to give you 
a system that is easy to use yet 
uncompromised in its power. 

A key to this achievement is 
Hewlett-Packard's choice of BASIC 

for the HP-85's language. BASIC 
is easy to learn and lets you solve 
complex problems in an English
like, conversational style. 

Sixteen graphic commands have 
been added to the HP-85's extended 
BASIC to give you easy control of its 
amazingly versatile graphic capa
bilities. You can draw graphs, label 
axes, set the scale of the X and Y 
axes independently, plot data and 
control the graphics display either 
from the keyboard or in programs. 

Other advanced capabilities 
include software security, flexible 
string commands, an internal clock, 
programmable beeps-more than 
150 commands and statements to 
give you the power you need to solve 
your problems swiftly and easily. 

DESIGNED FOR TODAY 
AND TOMORROW. 

Whether you're in science, 
engineering,· industry or business, 
the HP-85 you need today can easily 
be expanded or customized to meet 
your needs tomorrow. ' 

You can double RAM capacity to 
32K or expand ROM firmware to 
80K with optional modules that 
plug right into the HP-85. 

It's easy to enhance the system's 
capability by adding powerful HP 
peripherals like a high-speed, full
width line printer, full-size plotter, 
or flexible disc drives. 

You can also streamline your 
problem solving with HP Application 
Pacs which offer preprogrammed 
solutions in a wide variety of 
disciplines on prerecorded magnetic 
tape cartridges. 

The HP-85's versatility, expand
ability and sophisticated simplicity 
all grew out of Hewlett-Packard's 
underlying principle of excellence 
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by design. Excellence by design 
means rigorous quality control and 
testing as well as a worldwide main
tenance support network. 

When you buy"the HP-85, you're 
not just buying a computer system, 
you're buying the confidence that 
the Hewlett-Packard name brings 
and the knowledge that the HP-85 
can expand with your changing 
needs. 

For the address of your nearest 
HP dealer, CALL TOLL-FREE 
800-648-4711 except from Alaska 
or Hawaii. In Nevada, 800-992-5710. 
For details on the HP-85, send the 
attached coupon, or write: Hewlett
Packard, 1000 N.E. Circle Blvd., 
Corvallis, OR 97330, Dept. 275A 

rhO- HEWLETT 
~~ PACKARD 

619/20 r-----------------------, 
HEWLETT-PACKARD 
Dept. 275A 
1000 N.E. Circle Blvd. 
Corvallis, OR 97330 

Please send details on HP-85. 

NAME ________________ __ 

TITLE ________________ __ 

COMPANY ______________ _ 

ADDRESS ______________ _ 

CITY __________________ _ 

STATE ________ ZIP ______ _ 
-----------------------~ 
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The AMtext 100 gives you the best 
of both processing worlds. 

The AMtext 100 system makes it 
easy to do word processing and data 
processing. Simultaneously. 

In fact, in a recent survey con
ducted by Datapro, the AMtext 100 
was rated the number one shared 
resource system-for the second 
year in a row. 
The best of word processing. 

Our unique Type-Rite software 
package makes any word process
ing job easy. You can use it to type 
and edit text, create forms and move 
columns at the push of a button. 
And the AMtext 100 can handle up 
to four systems disks. So you can 
store up to 320 million characters. 

You also have a choice of high
quality character and line printers, 
ranging in speed from 55 characters 
per second to 600 lines per minute. 
The best of data processing. 

We make data processing easy, 
too. Our Account-Rite package can 
handle general ledger, accounts 
payable and receivable, and payroll. 

And it produces management 
reports to your exact specifications. 
All records are kept confidential, 
because you set up your own special 
. access codes. 

Most important, you can do word 
and data processing simultaneously, 
because the AMtext 100 is a true 

shared resource system. Many 
different applications can be pro
cessed simultaneously from multiple 
independent work stations. 
A system you can depend on. 

AMtext systems are easy to 
learn and easy to operate. We pro
vide thorough operator training. 

And they're backed by locally
based support and service. 

For more information, write to: 
AM Jacquard Systems, 1639 11 th 
Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404 . 
Or call toll-free (800) 631-8134, 
except in Alaska and Hawaii. From 
New Jersey, call (201 ) 887-8000, 
extension 777. 

This ad was entirely composed on the ComplSet system. 
ComplSet, Jacquard and Jacquard Systems are registered trademarks, and 
Account-Rite, AMtext, The Informationists and Type-Rite are trademarks of 

~~ W Jacquard Systems 
the I nformationists. AM International, Inc. ©1979 AM International, Inc. 
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A few lines on increasing the 
productivity of your computer. 

• 
You'd find it hard to be productive, too, if you were right in the middle of 
manipulating important data, and you suddenly received a request for infor
mation you hadn't thought about for nanoseconds. 

Yet, your very expensive, highly advanced CPU has to put up with 
interruptions like that.~l1:daY long. .'. 

If your company>uad.a Kqd~k;IMT-15,O 'nllcr,oimagetenninal, how- .... ', 
ever, your computer could spend :much more of its vafuable time maniputating i, , 

data. And a lot less time searching for it. 
That's because the IMT-150 terminal has its own intelligence-a 

built-in microprocessor that enables it to perform on-line lookups in seconds. 
At the touch of a button. Without tying up your mainframe. 

The IMT-150 terminal helps your people be more productive, too. 
They can find needed data quicker and easier, resulting in more lookUps 
per hour/day. 

. And because source information stored in superdense microimages 
can be linked to complementary indexes in your on-line data base, you can 
reduce the cost of keeping non-dynamic information in a dynamic state. 

The choice, then, is a simple one. 
You can increase the productivity of your computer by buying more 

expensive and sophisticated data-storage equipment, in order to handle 
growing information demands. 

Or you can buy a Kodak IMT-150 
microimage terminal. 

rc Eastman Kodak Company, 1979 

1880 f411980 

r-------~--------

I Eastman Kodak Company 
I Business Systems Markets Division 

Dept. DP0513 Rochester, NY 14650 

o Please send me more information about the 
, Kodak IMT·150 microimage termiJ;1al. 

I:' tJ Pl~~s'ehave:aKodak 'representdtive:.'.:;;:,' 
contact me. . .. ," 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City 

State Zip 
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The BTl 5000/ES. Single sys- I Tell me all about the BTl 5000lES 
tem prices start at just $29,950 for I N 
10 megabytes hard disk, 4 ports. arne ----------
BTl Systems are delivering the best I Title ----------
pricelperformance at over 2,000 Company ________ _ 
installations. And the BTl 5000lES I Address 
. will deh.·ver the best B""I I Cit ---S-ta-te--Z-i---
for you, too. Just I .a. I y - p 
send us the coupon, COMPUTER Phone 0 

we'll show you how. SYSTEMS I 870 W. Maude Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

If you ""ant to support 4 to 32 interactive 
users simultaneously ""ith the best possible 
perforlllance at the lo""est possible cost, 
this is the computer that makes it possible: 
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LOOK AHEAD 
r-------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------~"i~' 

WATCH FOR 
E SERIES EXPANSION 

Two IBM 4300 announcements anticipat~d in the next month or 
two include one above the 4341 that will wipe out the 3031. 
It'll be about twice the speed for half the price of the 

WAITING FOR DEC 

WAITING FOR DG 

MICROCODE TOUCHE 

IBM READIES 
SUPPORT FOR X.2l 

3031, says Computer Financial Inc. The New Jersey firm 
also looks for a late second-quarter 1980 announcement of 
a swing machine with about twice the speed of ,a 3033. 

A source at Advanced Computer Techniques Corp., New 
York, says the machine that will "obsolete" the 3031 
will be dubbed the 4351 and will appear in April. He says 
the 4351 will offer speeds up to 1.4 MIPS (millions of in
structions per second), a big boost over the 303l's 1 to 1.2 
MIPS rating. He claims the 4351 cpu will cost $400,000 

~ -
(

Digital's "baby VAX," the expected VAX 580 "Cornet" system, 
may offer 80% of the power of the VAX 780 at 50% of the 
price. Analysts expect the announcement soon, with another 
DEC product on its heels: a dual 1170 to push back Tandem 

~mputers' challenge in DEC's prized Bell System market. 

r 

Users awaiting Data General's 32-bit "Eagle" system have 
heard of yet another delay, but expect the product announce
ment by March, with full software late this year. 

IPL Systems, the Waltham, Mass., PCM manufacturer, expects 
to have fully replicated IBM 4300 microcode functions on 
one of its own Omega machines within a month. IPL had pre
viously confounded doomsayers when it implemented microcode
equivalent to IBM's VM-Assist, and ACPS for VM and VS/l. 
With the 4300 announcement of ACPS for DOS/VSE, the PCM 
men began Omega implementation as soon as they could get the 
4300 principles of operation. IPL, now represented in Europe 
by Olivetti, claims to have "completely shadowed" the Grey 
Giant's inscrutable firmware technology. 

IBM has given its support to a relatively new network standard 
proposal, called CCITT Recommendation X.2l, and is prepared to 
implement it on some systems as early as ~xt Apr~. CCITT 
X.2l (proposed by the Consultative Committee on International 
Telephone and Telegraph) is a Level 1 physical interface stan
dard that specifies the basic electronic and circuit level 
connections, as does the EIA RS 232C standard. But it calls 
for vastly simpler designs; for example, connections with 15 
pin~ instead of 25 pins. A spokesman for Tran Telecommunica
tions Corp. of Los Angeles, which will also support the new 
standard, said it could shave the cost of interfaces by as 
much as two-thirds. 
~is expected t,.? suppotl.-a-u.on-:-switched ~sion~e 

interface on its 3276 _a~inals b'y Ap:s!-,.l, and in 
May will adapt~_~-pd 327~erminals. In June, 

"'x;Zl would be supported on IB~l105 front-end communications 
,,-~sors and on it:....""'BIliOdistributed ~rocessing system. 
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IBM WILLING 
TO COMPROMISE? 

(1 

ASCII/TELETYPE CRT 
DUE OUT OF TELEX 

TELEFILE TOUTS 
T-85 AT 
MARTIN-MARIETTA 

360'S BEING 
SOLD FOR SCRAP 

22 DATAMATION 

LOOK AHEAD 
Switched network interfaces would be supported early in 1981. 

To accomplish this, IBM is understood to have developed an 
X.2l module that could be implanted in any of the company's 
terminals -- all the way to word processing machines. The 
module would convert the systems from RS 232 to X.2l stan~ 
dards, depending on the market for X.2l versions. 

A high ranking officer of IBM recently told one of our 
sources that while IBM would never voluntarily agree to 
being split into a number of separate companies, the corpor
ation might be willing to discuss the concept of separate, 
arms~length subsidiaries. When asked if that approach had 
been discussed with Justice trustbusters, the IBM exec re
plied that the government has probably never thought of that 
idea. A Justice Department source" responded that the govern
ment would consider nothing short of divestiture. 

Telex Computer Products, a major supplier of IBM 3270 plug
compatible terminals, has targeted the "glass Teletypes" 
with anothe~ plug-compatible peripheral (PCP) product. Telex 
will soon announce an ASCII/Telety'pe-compatible crt, the 
Telex 310 with a l5-inch display. It offers many of the fea
tures of the Telex 278, its PCP 3278 replacement. The 310 is 
priced at $1,250 for a single unit; $900 in quantities of 100 
or more units. 

Telefile Computer Products, which was one year late in act
ually introducing its Sigma 9-like computer, the T-85 (August 
1979, p. 61), is on target with its benchmarks if an agree
ment being negotiated in late January actually comes to pass. 
The system was up and running CP-V (a highly touted Xerox 
Computer Systems operating system) early this year and would, 
if the agreement is consummated, be doing the same in mid
March at Martin-Marietta in Denver. 

A California dealer in used computers last month had a half
megabyte 360/50 with three channels in his inventory that he 
was willing to sell at wholesale for $6,000. That means it 
would retail at less than $10,000. Prices of used 370/l38s 
and l48s are lower than they were four or five months ago, 
now that deliveries of the 4300s have started. But as for 
the 360s, "some of 'em are being given away." 

Last Sept"ember the dealer sold a 360/30 at $100 for 
scrap. Mod 40s are available for $4,000 to $5,000, and 65s 
are going wholesale for less than $20,000. The problem, of 
course, is maintenance and the real estate taken up by these 
older machines. Prices of some used disk drives are above 
their levels of last November, we hear, with the 3350 
remaining "firm and high." 

Last August a iss with a DAT box sold for just over 
$200,000; you can probably get one today for about $50,000. 
A 155 without the DAT is worthless, we hear. The 168 has 
hit on hard times. It was selling in December 1978 for 60% 
of list, fell to 30% of list the following month, and today 
is down to about 25% of list. A 158 now fetches $400,000 to 

(Continued on p~ge 65) 



A Major Enhancement 
Release 8 Is The New MARK IV. 

Now you can choose a major new product that 
can dramatically reduce the cost of programming your 
business applications. 

It's called MARK IV® Release 8. It offers major 
new improvements in throughput, graphics' 
capabilities, on-line support, and multi-dimensional 
arrays. 

(MARK IV is the most successful application 
implementation software product ever sold. Today 
it's in use at more than 1,400 computer sites in 44 
countries. ) 

Release 8 has been configured to deliver optimal 
price/performance for your operating system, data 
base, and virtual memory needs, and DOS-level 
systems at attractive prices. 

Enhancement By Committee. 
Many of the advantages available to you in 

Release 8 are the direct result of the experience of 
actual MARK IV users: the System Evaluation 
Committee of the MARK IV User Group. 

The number one priority of this experienced 
group was array processing. 

So now the new array definition capability of 
Release 8 lets you process multi-dimensional arrays 
to quickly produce aging reports, cross-foot 
financial reports, and statistical summaries. 

Enhanced Throughput. 
You achieve it through major architectural 

changes in Release 8 software. 
You get single-step processing capability. 

This simplifies execution procedures and reduces 
I/O channel activity for report sorting. 

And since Release 8 uses sophisticated 
compilation techniques, execution speed is 
comparable to equivalent COBOL jobs. 

Enhanced Data Display. 
Graphics is another new feature of Release 8. 
You can produce vertical or horizontal bar 

graphs. Scatter diagrams. Absolute or relative bar 
graphs. And recap summary reports. 

All of this display flexibility can be extremely 
useful in graphic management reports, forecasting, 
and mathematical or trend analysis. 

Enhanced On-Line Support. 
Release 8 now makes the MARK IV data 

inquiry language available for CICS and 
INTERCOMM environments-together with 
several query language extensions and enhanced 
IMS/DC support. 

And Release 8 now provides a compatible query 
language for use with all of these operating systems 
and monitors: 

OS, OS/VS, DOS, DOS/VS, IMS/DC, CICS, 
INTERCOMM, TSO, and CMS-among others. 

Enhancement Of The Mind. 
MARK IV Release 8 is a new Implementation 

System from Informatics. It is a working tool. A 
system specifically designed to expand the problem
solving power of the human mind. 

Discover all of the ways it can help you realize 
the maximum potential of your programming staff. 

Just mail the coupon. Or, call (213) 887-9121. 
Telex: 69-8473 

r------------------------------------------------, 
I Mr. Ron Mullenaux, Informatics Inc. ® • I 
: 21050 Vanowen Street, Canoga Park, I 

I California 91304 • # t· · I : 
l Yes. Tell me more about MARK IV In orma ICS Inc. ! 
I Release 8 and how it can enhance I I 
: the' pr()ductivity of my operation. The Information Management Company : 
, ·,~,~:·"~:4'~~~""c~'cK;C;""~~~~~~1.~~~.~~~~c/:~,~.,:·,,~~~~~~! .. ~~,~~~ ____ ~~*~~~_~~~:~~--~~~~~% 

I 
I 
I 

Name D 1279 ! 
Title I 
--~--------------------------------------------------------I 
Company 1 
--~~------------------------------------------------------I 
Address I 

C
-·----------------------------------------------------------- 1 

Ity State Zip I L ________________________________________________ J 
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MARCH 
NCC Office Automation Conference, March 3-5, 
Atlanta. 
Sponsored by AFIPS in cooperation with its member societies-the 
Association for Computer Machinery, the Data Processing Man
agement Association, the IEEE Computer Society, and the Society 
for Computer Simulation. Contact Jerry Chiffriller, c/o AFIPS, 1815 
N. Lynn St., Arlington, VA 22209, (703) 243-4100. 

The National Office Exhibition and Conference, 
March 10-12, Toronto. 
The office of the future and methods of storage and transmission of 
information will be debated. Contact Paul Day, 2 Bloor St. West, 
Suite 2504, Toronto, Ontario M4w 3E2, (416) 967-6200. 

Interface '80, March 17-20, Miami Beach. 
Will feature the data communications/ddp conference while the 
Datacomm School will be held to introduce newcomers to the 
fundamentals of data communications. Contact Peter Young, 160 
Speen St., Framingham, MA 01701, (800) 225-4640; in Massa
chusetts, (617) 879-4502. 

Viewdata '80, March 26-28, London. 
The first world conference and exhibition on computerized tv-based 
information, education, and entertainment. Contact TMAC, 680 
Beach St., Suite 428, San Francisco, CA 94109, (800) 237-3477; in 
California, (415) 474-3000. 

APRIL 
Federal DP Expo, April 28-30, Washington, D.C~ 
Update on trends, applications, and state of the art of all facets of 
ADP. Contact Sheldon Adelson, Conference Director, 160 Speen 
St., Framingham, MA 01701, (617) 879-4502. 

Computerized Office Equipment Expo-Midwest 
'80, April 3D-May 2, Chicago. 
Will feature the latest developments in computers, word proces
sors, copiers/duplicators, telephone systems, and other business 
equipment. Contact Industrial and Scientific Conference Manage
ment, Inc., 222 West Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606, (312) 263-
4866. 

MAY 
Micro/Expo '80, May 6-8, Paris. 
Will feature four major themes: Personal Computing, New Prod
ucts, Industrial Applications, and Communications. This is the 
largest all-micro industry trade show in Europe. Contact Christo
pherChambers, U.S. Sales Manager, Micro/Expo '80, 2020 Milvia 
St., Berkeley, CA 94704, (415) 848-8233. 

NCC, May 19-22, Anaheim, Calif. 
Will cover the broad areas of management, applications, science 
and technology, and social implications. Contact AFIPS, 1815 North 
Lynn St., Arlington, VA 22209, (703) 243-4100. 

CECON, May 20-22, Cleveland. 
The exhibits will display new products related to instruments, 
components, and systems. Contact Cleveland Electronics Confer
ence, Inc., 2728 Euclid Ave., 5th Floor, Cleveland, OH 44115, 
(216) 241-5515. . 
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CALENDAR 
NAECON '80, May 20-22, Dayton, Ohio. 
The National Aerospace and Electronics Conference is the oldest 
and best-known specialized national forum for the exchange of 
information on aerospace electronics. Contact Gordon Rabarus, Air 
Force Avionics, 140 E. Monument Ave., Dayton, OH 45402, (513) 
255-2802. 

JUNE 
National Computer Graphics Association 
Conference, June 16-19, Washington, D.C. 
Will include tutorials in particular computer graphic fields, confer
ences focusing on new developments in computer graphics, and 
vendor exhibitions. Contact National Computer Graphics Associa
tion, Inc., 1129-20th St., NW, Suite 512, Washington, DC 20036, 
(202) 466-5895. 

DATA COMM, June 17-19, Geneva, Switzerland. 
DATA COMM is an international forum where developments in 
microprocessors, mini/microcomputers and associated services can 
be seen, together with new equipment for data communications and 
distributed processing. Contact Industrial and Scientific Confer
ence Management, Inc., 222 West Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606, 
(312) 263-4866. 

World Computing Services Industry Congress II, 
June 23-25, San Francisco. 
Geared toward the serious discussion of responsibilities as custo
dians of the international information resources. Contact ADAPSO, 
1925 Lynn St.,Arlington, VA 22209, (703) 522-5055. 

Syntopicon VIII, June 23-26, Minneapolis. 
The International Word Processing Association conference will 
feature one day of conference and three days of exhibits from all 
major vendors of text processing systems. Contact IWP, Maryland 
Rd., Willow Grove, PA 19090, (215) 657-3220. 

World Conference Transborder Data Flow Policies, 
June 23-27, Rome. 
Contact F.F. Bernasconi, P.o. Box 10253, 23 viale Civil ita del 
Lavoro, Rome, (Phone) 5916041. 

SEPTEMBER· 
Integrated Systems Expo '80, September 9-11, 
Washington. 
The National Micrographics Association will feature the develop
ment and promotion of the effective uses of micrographics, includ
ing interfaces with other information-processing technologies. 
Contact John Bidwell, NMA, 8719 Colesville Rd., Silver Spring, 
MD 20910, (301) 587-8202. 

Federal Computer Conference, September 22-24, 
Washington. 
Cosponsored by DATAMATION. Will address the management of 
change in the 1980s for federal dp users. Contact Ms. Lynn Green, 
P.O. Box 368, Wayland, MA 01778, (617) 358-5181. 

Compcon Fall '80, September 22-26, Washington, 
D.C. 
Theme will be Distributed Processing and Networking. Contact 
Executive Secretary, P.O. Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901, (301) 
439-7007. 
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The Challenger III Series is the micro
computer family with the hardware features, 
high level software and application 
programs that serious users in business 
and industry demand from a computer 
system, no matter what its size. 

Since its introduction in August, 1977, 
the Challenger III has become one of the 
most successful microcomputer systems 
in small business, educational and 
industrial development applications. Tens 
of thousands of Challenger Ill's have 
been delivered and today hundreds of 
demonstrator units are set up at systems 
dealers around the country. 

The Challenger III systems offer 
features which make their performance 
comparable with today's most powerful 
mini-based systems. Some of these 
features are: 

Three processors today, more 
tomorrow. 

The Challenger III Series is the only 
computer system with the three most 
popular processors- the 6502A, 68BOO 
and Z-80. This allows you to take 
maximum advantage of the Ohio 
Scientific software library and programs 
offered by independent suppliers and 
publishers. And all Challenger Ill's have 
provisions for the next generation of 16 
bit micros via their 16 bit data BUS, 20 
address bits, and unused processor 
select codes. This means you'll be able 
to plug a CPU expander card with two or 
more 16 bit micros right in to your 
existing Challenger III computer. 

Systems Software for three 
processors. 

Five DOS options including develop
ment, end user, and virtual data file single 
user systems, real time, time share, and 
networkable mUlti-user systems. 

The three most popular computer 
languages including three types of BASIC 
plus FORTRAN and COBOL with more 

languages available from independent 
suppliers. And, of course, complete 
assembler, editor, debugger and run time 
packages for each of the system's 
microprocessors. 

Applications Software for Small 
Business Users. 

Ready made factory supported small 
business software including Accounts 
Receivable, Payables, Cash Receipts, 
Disbursements, General Ledger, Balance 
Sheet, P & L Statements, Payroll, Per
sonnel Files, Inventory and Order Entry 
as stand alone packages or integrated 
systems. A complete word processor 
system with full editing and output 
formatting including justification, 
proportional spacing and hyphenation. 

OS·DMS, the software star. 
Ohio Scientific offers an Information 

Management system which provides end 
user intelligence far beyond what you 
would expect from even the most 
powerful mini-systems. Basically, it 

The Challenger In 
Series. 

from Ohio Scientific. 

allows end users to store any collection 
of information under a Data Base 
Manager and then instantly obtain 
information, lists, reports, statistical 
analysis and even answers to 
conventional "English" questions 
pertinent to information in the Data Base. 
OS-DMS allows many applications to be 
computerized without any programming! 

The "GT" option yields sub· 
microsecond microcomputing. 

Ohio Scientific offers the 6502C 
, microprocessor with 150 nanosecond 

main memory as the GT option on all 
Challenger III Series products. The 
system performs an average of 1.5 
million instructions per second executing 
typical end user applications software 
(and that's a mix of 8, 16 and 24 bit 
instructions! ). 

Mini·system Expansion Ability. 
Challenger III systems offer the 

. greatest expansion capability in the 
microcomputer industry, including a full 
line of over 40 expansion accessories. 

Networking and Distributed 
Processing 

OS-65U level 3 now provides 
networking capabilities as well as time 
sharing ability allowing Challenger III 
based systems to be expanded to meet 
the most demanding business 
applications. 

Prices you have to take seriously. 
The Challenger III systems have 

phenomenal performance-to-cost ratios. 
The C3-S1 with 48K static RAM, dual 8" 
floppies, RS-232 port, BASIC and DOS 
has a suggested retail price of under 
$4000. 80 megabyte disk based systems 
start at under $13,000. Our OS-CP/M 
software package with BASIC, FORTRAN 
and COBOL is only $600, and other 
options are comparably priced. 

For literature and the name of your local 
dealer, CALL 1·800·321·6850 TOLL FREE. 
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C3-B wins Award of Merit at 
WESCON '78 as the outstanding 
microcomputer application for 
Small Business. 
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Please •• 

PEOPLE TO FILL 
VOU~ DATA 
PROCESSING NEEDS. 
DASD Corporation is a nationwide Data Processing 
Service Organization with offices in major cities. 
Our staff is carefully selected from people most 
qualified in the latest computer technology. Our 
library of fully documented software is conscientious
ly maintained. And our line of conversion tools is the 
most comprehensive available. Anywhere. 
Altogether, we have total capabilities. For you . 

fill me in •• • We can support peak load situations, when major 
on DASD's ••• development projects, conversion or attrition place 
total capabilities. • • 

Name •••••••• 

.. ---------- .. 
Title ___________ • •••• 

Company 

......... 

Phone ________________ _ 

Address _________________ _ 

City State Zip-____ _ 
If you'd like information on a specific problem, please specify. 

an unusually heavy workload on your own staff. Or we 
can simply furnish the technical knowledge not 
available within your own organization. 

We'll stay on the job short term. Or long term. 
'Working side by side with your people to contribute 
the extra manpower and experience necessary to 
complete a specific project. Or ... undertaking full 
project responsibility, matching our capabilities and 
expertise against the calendar to complete im
plementation within budget and on time. 

Our dramatic growth reflects our professional, 
common sense approach. Our adaptability to a 
variety of situations. And our ability to create 
customized programs for specific needs. Our 
impressive track record and many satisfied clients are 
our best credentials. 

If you'd like tO,know more about us, fill in the coupon. 
Or call. We'd welcome the opportunity to fill your data 
processing needs. 

DASD Corporation 
Corporate Services Center 
9045 North DeelWood Drive 
Dept. DM23 
Milwaukee, WI 53223 
(414) 355-3405 

PEOPLE/PRODUCTS/RESULTS 
Atlanta • Baltimore/Washington D.C. • Chicago 
• Dallas • Des Moines • Detroit • Florida • Hartford 
• Houston • Indianapolis • Kansas City • Los Angeles 
• Milwaukee • Minneapolis • Omaha • Philadelphia 
• San Francisco. Seattle 
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I • 
~Semlnaron 
Interadive 
I • 

Computing 
I 
Clnd the DTSS 

~~!~~~~~~~~naron 
pteractive Computing, to be held in Miami 
,each, March 20th and 21st. (That's the same 
veek as Interface '80, so just plan a couple of 
ixtra days in town, and make your trip all the 

rore worthwhile.) 
In the 1980's, new interactive computing tools 

\
vill extend the capabilities of decision-makers 
nd fuel the growth of organizations, large and 
'mall. And there's a real need for useful informa
ion about these new possibilities. Now DTSS 
I,corporated, a subsidiary of Metropolitan Life 
r.surance Company, will tell you about interactive 
pmputing opportunities in a comprehensive 1112 
lay seminar, presented by experts in the field. 
INHO SHOULD AnEND? 
I In-house data processing managers who want 
o stem the flow of interactive dollars outside 
heir company ... Managers of service bureaus 
~ho want to offer interactive features to their 
,:ustomers ... Management consultants who 
~ant to include interactive computing techniques 
n their repertoire of skills and capabilities ... l .. Just about anybody who wants to take advan
.age of the incredible opportunities offered by 
'nteractive computing systems. 
I So-if you have been looking for a better way 
to use interactive computing services, you'll want 
(0 attend this event! 

'WHAT WILL YOU LEARN? 
I You'll learn about interactive computing and 
Its value to the modern organization, as well as 
the current status of the market for interactive 
'5ervices. 

You'll learn, from hands-on experience, how an 
interactive system works, and what it's like to use 
a computer in a fast, easy problem-solving mode. 

You'll learn how you can manage, market, and 
utilize interactive computing services at a low 
investment and a low cost with the added benefit 
of a lucrative software exchange program
through the recently announced DTSS Associates 
Plan, which has been created explicitly to make 
interactive computing available to a wider com
munity of users. 

In short, you'll learn all you need to know 
about the expanding new world of interactive 
computing services, and how you can enter that 
field. Now. 

WHO WILL PRESENT THE 
SEMINAR? 

The seminar will be presented by experts in the 
field of interactive computing. They will be led by 
Daniel Walkovitz, President of Corporate Man
agement Systems, Inc., a leading developer of 
Decision Support Systems for business. 

You will also have the opportunity to experi
ence interactive computing directly, and meet on 
a one-to-one basis with members of the DTSS 
staff, who will discuss interactive computing and 
the DTSS approach in detail with you. 

WHERE WILL THE SEMINAR 
BE HELD? 

The seminar will be held at the Holiday Inn 
Hotel in Miami Beach on March 20th and 21st. 
The day's schedule will be completed at noon 
on the 21st; giving you plenty of time to return 
home. So if you are planning to be in Miami any
way, why not attend an event that could make 
the 1980's your best decade ever? 

The cost of the seminar is only $125.00. Worth 
it? You bet. 
Just fill out the attached coupon and return it to 
Paul F. Henneberry, Associates Plan Manager. 
And don't delay. Space is limited. 

-_._---,-_.-.,----- ---------------

Ui!i5 
The Immediate Alternative. A subsidiary of 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. 10 Allen 
Street. Hanover, NH 03755. 603/643-6600. 

r------~---.., 
REGISTRATION FORM: 

SEMINAR ON INTERACTIVE 
COMPUTING AND 

THE DTSS ASSOCIATES PLAN 
March 20th and 21st, 1980 
Holiday Inn, Miami Beach 

Please send completed form with a check for 
$125 to: 

Paul F. Henneberry, 
Associates Plan Manager 
DTSS Incorporated 
10 Allen Street 
Hanover, NH 03755 

NAME 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

_ STATE AND ZIP 

Call 603/643-6600 
for further 

information 

L TELEPHONE DM28 I -----------

Overcoming the 
Barriers to 
High-Performance 
Low-Cost 
Interadive 
Computing. 
NOW 
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[o)©llDBILIE 1~lE CAI?AC~nr OIF Y(HHS IDIEC® um02. 
o DEC LSI-11 AND PDp®-11 COMPATIBLE-Hardware, software and media. 
o DOUBLE Tt-IE CAPACITY-One megabyte on each diskette. 
o ALL DEC AND IBM FORMATS-Convenient data exchange between 

DEC and IBM systems. 
o BUILT-IN BOOTSTRAP-Automatic system loading without an 

expensive extra board. 
o EXCLUSIVE "HYPIERDIAGNOSTICS"-Built-in intelligence for selectable 

self-testing and display. 
o LOW PROFILE, MODULAR PACI<AGE-One half the size of the RX02. 
o HIGHER PIERFORMANCE-34% faster average access than the RX02. 

Advanced technology and innovative engineering deliver DEC-compatible flexible disk 
systems with added capabilities and superior performance. When you need increased 

storage capacity and proven reliability for your DEC computer, 
look to the leader-DATA SYSTEMS DESIGN. 

D Please call me. D Please send me more information. 
My system: D LSI-11, PDP-11/03, LSI-11/2, D LSI-11/23, D PDP-11/_ 

Name _________ Title Company ______ _ 

Address City _______ State ___ Zip 

Telephone Data Systems Design, Inc. 

~ 
3130 Coronado Drive 

D 0 a .. , _' Santa Clara, CA 95051 
(408) 249-9353 
TWX 910-338-0249 

Eastern Regional Sales 
990 Washington Street, Suite 101 
Dedham, MA 02026 
(617) 329-5730 
TWX 710-348-0563 
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Thousands 'of- .-.. -- --
data terminals
aroundthe
country can _ -
reach, your _ --
computer with -
a local phone call. 



That's the GTE Telenet data communications 
network. 

, If your computer talks with terminals in 
many different places, you should know 

about us. 
We've assembled a network that's just 

a,local phonecallaV{ay from hundred~ of ; 
u.s. and other North American cities, 

as well as! major citiesaround,the world. 
And y'ou can tie into it quickly, without 

cha nging yOljr present com puter system. 
Our rates are incredibly low. You pay a 

monthly charge for computer access to the 
network. T,hen .you pay on Iy for actua I network 
timeand traffic-· as little as six cents 
a minute." 
. Let usshoWyouhQw\N~can save you 
-moneyi n dat~lcommu nications.Aca II to 
GTE Telenetwillstart 
thingsmoving.CalltJs"" 
collect, at703~827-9'565. 

Or writ~lVIarketingEomrntmicati()nsDepartment, 
GTE Telenet, 8330 Old Courthouse Rd., Vienna, ',' 

I VA 22180. 

. , " ..... ,GTETelenet 
, · Thedatanetworlf .,.' 

A part of (51 i #I 
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THE REAL BUGABOO 
Re: "That Old Bugaboo, Turnover" (Octo
ber, p. 96), Mr. McLaughlin has missed the 
boat! 

Have you heard these statements be
fore? "I want to change jobs because ... 
· .. my boss does not appreciate me." 
· . . the internal political hassle has put me 
in an untenable situation. " 
· .. this place is a nut-factory. Not only do 
we not know where we're going, but we 
don't even know where we've been!" 
· . . I see where improvements can be 
made, but no one wants to listen." 
· . . I was promised an assignment to the 
new project; now all I do is maintenance." 
· . . all I do is put out fires or react to 
crises. " 

These are real reasons stated by real 
people. If managers are sitting around won
dering about turnover and looking for a 

'place to put the blame, they don't have to 
look very far. The problem with all of the 
above is upper management. The solution 
to all of the above is upper management. 

Mr. McLaughlin at least was on the 
right track when he alluded to stable compa
nies being those with loyal employees. But 
it is not a one-way street. If employees are 
to be loyal to companies, companies must 
be loyal to them. However, loyalty is not 
expressed in terms of money, rotating job 
assignments, hiring part-time staffs, or giv
ing "lots of challenge" (in other words the 
reward for doing good work is more work), 
as Mr. McLaughlin's article suggests. 
Loyalty is expressed in terms of genuine 
concern, support, mutual trust, and protec
tiveness on the part of both the individual 
and the company. We all know that we as 
individuals do not interact with the compa
ny-we deal with the representatives of that 
entity, who are people in the upper manage
ment echelon. 

Mr. McLaughlin gave examples of 
so-called solutions. One example was the 
Ohio company which alluded to its training 
program as the way to retain staff. Is it the 
training program that has helped retain the 
staff or is it that the upper management of 
this company has shown its employees [a 
path to] personal growth? I simply cannot 
believe this company has solved the turn-

LETTERS 

over problem with a training program. I 
would bet the upper management of this 
company is doing other things similarly 
showing interest in its employees-and the 
employees are responding in like manner. 

With respect to the grocery chain 
that gives' 'lots of challenge" to its employ
ees, data processors will migrate to some 
extent to where the action is, but will they 
stay? I know of a large retail chain that 
offers' 'lots of challenge. " Its turnover rate 
is astronomical. Either the grocery chain 
cited is not telling all or it has been lulled 
into a false sense of security and it is only a 
matter of time before it experiences a sig
nificant turnover rate. 

Let's face the real issue squarely. 
Turnover is a management-caused problem 

and can be resolved with sound manage
ment solutions. The solutions must be based 
on dealing with individual employees in a 
manner that shows the employees you are 
genuinely concerned about them, will help 
them to develop professionally, will reward 
them appropriately, and will help each one 
to make the best possible contribution to 
overall company goals. The majority of em
ployees who see this loyalty will return it to 
the company by producing results and stick
ing with that company. 

GARY DUSICK 
Deputy Director
Technical Services 

DP Dept. 
County of Riverside 

Riverside, California 

¥ ~ 
. "Our only way out is to call him up and put him ~n ;,~ 

© Datamation until this whole thing blows over." 
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NO COMPARISON 
Re: Look Ahead (November, p. 17), a user 
in Los Angeles claims to have found a 370/ 
158 "wheezing" in 90 degree heat while a 
4331 next to it "hummed along" oblivious 
to the climatic problems. It puzzles me that 
while the 4331 does not need special air 
conditioning for the mainframe, it very 
definitely does need controlled conditions 
for peripherals. 

I would also like to point out that the 
4331 is not in the same performance catego
ry as a 370/158. (In fact our studies show 
the 4331 to be roughly equal to a 360/40 in 
most applications.) This is important to the 
conditions under which the machine can 
operate-please don't compare a 4331 to a 

.3701158. 
JAMES F. BENTON 

Executive Director 
Computer Lessors Assn., Inc. 

Washington, D.C. 

DARWIN AND DP 
Re: Letters (October, p. 41), it seems that 
the somewhat hostile letter of Peter S. 
Graham was essentially asking the entire dp 
industry to engage in some healthy intro
spection. Not of the methods, media, or 
techniques, but of the basic criteria with 
which we formulate and rationalize them. 

The potential for abuse, as Mr. Graham 

points out, must not be assumed to be solely 
applicable to users of a system, or to the 
dreaded pUblic. The systems designers and 
decision-makers who are mature or even 
genius in technology and busin~ss often pay 
for their superdevelopment in those areas 
with a lack of development in others. There 
is sufficient argument that one such area 
could be an acute, practiced awareness of 
one's social responsibility. 

As 'technocrats,' we are responsible for 
the civilization's potential. And the ques
tion has been posed: will we continue to un
thinkingly follow the somewhat pathetic, 
self-aggrandizing mores of Social Darwin
ism as programmed into us, or will we be 
able to assume a bit more personal control 
over our value systems? 

DANIEL B. SMITH, JR. 

Denton, Texas 

IN PRAISE OF 
SMALLER COMPANIES 
Re: "Beginners' Software Woes" (Sep
tember, p. 103), a number of the comments 
made cast the small firm in a very bad light. 
The Independent Computer Consultants 
Association is a national not-for-profit 
professional association representing small 
consultants all across the country. About 
65%-75% of member firms are third party 
software companies. 

Smaller firms do charge less. This is 
because they have less overhead, and be
cause there is a certain level of risk a busi
ness takes in using them. This risk is offset 
by a lower cost. As with any product or ser
vice, it is the responsibility of the end user 
to weigh many variables including cost 
when making a decision. The fact that Mr. 
Raff "couldn't make it at the prices I had to 
charge because of the competition" is a fact 
of life in a free competitive society. He 
claims his firm must charge too little to get 
the business. "The average is about $20 an 
hour, " he says .• 'This is not enough to sur-
vive. " 

I disagree. A number of our smaller 
member firms make it very well on $20 an 
hour, or in some. cases, less. Consider if you 
will a small professional organization made 
up of two people. Their overhead is mini
mal because all work is done at client loca
tions. There are few accounting or legal 
expenses. They have few business expenses 
other than an answering service and tempo
rary typing help. On this basis, if they are 
able to work 200 billable days a year, in
come will approximate $64,000. It would 
be very easy to support a small business 
nicely on this amount of money. If a firm 
must maintain a sales force, large central of
fices, secretarial, accounting, and other 
overhead functions, it is reasonable to ex
pect a larger fee. But this does not mean the 

Eli:rrrinate the Hidden Costs of System.s Developm.ent 

With Central Software from PRC International 
Central Software, a systems de
velopment tool for IBM 370 
users, puts a handle on the ob
vious and not-so-obvious costs 
of developing on-line and batch 
applications software. 

How? Central Software elimin
ates the need for many routine 
and time-consuming functions 
in the systems development 
process. These routine and in
efficient functions are often the 
root of delays and cost overruns. 
Central Software promotes effi-
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ciency, security, and reliability ... 
and puts you in control. 

Here's what Central Software· 
can do for you: 
• save up to 40% on human 

resources 
• reduces development time & 

costs up to 50% 
• enhances programmer 

productivity 
• eliminates hours of 

debugging time 
• reduces training time 
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Planning Research Corporation 
Program Products Group 
1764 Old Meadow Lane 
McLean, Virginia 22102 
Telephone: (703) 893-8909 
Telex: 899105 PRC INT MCLN 



"CuDinane's newly 
released CULPRIT 5.0 
is the most powerful 
report generator available 
today for use by non
programmers and pro
grammers alike. It is at 
least ten times faster than 
COBOL, produces up to 

100 reports in a single pass, and can access a 
broad range of both conventional and data
base rde structures regardless of storage 
media. More important, CULPRIT 5.0 is con
sistendy easy to use no matter how complex 
the users' reports are. tt 

-Ray Goodwin, Marketing Manager, Audit and Retrieval Products. 

CULPRIT 5.0 provides these new time-saving and flexibility 
features: 

• Freeform language 
• Compound arithmetic operations 
• I F statements 
• Up to 32-character names 
• Global selection logic and workfields 
• Simplified parameter statements 
• Enhanced run-time options 
If your "simple" report generator drives you to COBOL when 

the reports get complicated, you need the consistently powerful 

and easy-to-use report generator-CULPRIT 5.0. 
If you have poor turnaround on report requests and/or 

valuable applications programmers tied up writing report 
requests that end-users could be doing themselves-you need 
CULPRIT 5.0. . 

If you are using up too much CPU time getting reports out of 
your IBM 360/370, 303X or compatible system-you need 
CULPRIT 5.0. If your report generator can't 
access virtually any file system, including 
database, and output to any media-you need 
CULPRIT 5.0. 

Attend a free seminar in your area. Fill out the 
coupon or simply attach your business card and 
mail it to us. 

Please send me 
literature on the follow
ing Cullinane Products: 
(Circle boxes that .--......L----, 
interest you.) 

Name/Title _______________ _ 

Company~-----------------

Address ________________ _ 

City _______ State _____ Zip __ _ 

Phone ______ My computer is ______ _ 

Mail to: Cullinane Corporation, 20 William St. 

L 
Wellesley, MA 02181, Phone: (617) 237-6600 OM/Feb. '80 ----__________ ~ ____ J 

Repor~;o~!:lIinane 
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small firm charges too little. 

A comment is also made that entry 
level computer users can be hurt because the 
software supplier may go out of business or 
abandon him before a contract has run out. I 
know. from experience that this is true not 
only with small but also with some large 
firms. In many cases, the company is better 
off ~ith a smaller firm. To a large firm, a 
$20,000 contract is a drop in the bucket. It 
may even be used as a training project if it is 
felt they cannot afford to put their best peo
ple on it. The small company sees this same 
contract as representing one-third. of their 
annual income. They will provide the client 
the time, consideration, and attention 
riecessary to have a successful system de
veloped. 

STEVEN A. EPNER 

President 
ICCA 

St. Louis, Missouri 

EFTS CITED AS VULNERABLE 
Re: "The Head-in-the-Sand Caper" (Sep
tember,p. 70): I would like to point out a 
slight, inaccuracy; George Oram,. of the 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board, and the 
late Robert Rodgers, of the FDIC, were 
members of the National Commission on 
EFf in addition to the two federal agencies 
mentioned. 

For several years I have been devel
oping security procedures, mostly crypto
graphic, for EFf systems. I have noticed in 
the financial industry an indifferent attitude 
to potential vulnerabilities as indicated in 
your article. The attitude seems to be that 
there is no reason to invest in costly equip
ment and reprogramming to prevent a crime 
that has not yet happened. I fear this will 
lead to ill-devised procedures installed in 
the face of some crisis, and that these hasty 
measures will not be effective and will tum 
the industry away from effective counter
measures. 

A real danger does exist. I hope your 
article stimulates those in positions of trust 
to initiate projects to reduce the substantial 
exposure in currently operating networks 
before a catastrophe of national proportions 
occurs. The procedures and devices re
quired are well within the current state of 
the art. 

MARVIN SENDROW 

Advanced Computer Security Concepts 
Annandale, Virginia 

WHERE TO SHARE 
Re: "Computer Buffs Share Expertise 
Through Clubs" (Readers' Forum, Sep
tember, p. 277), let me follow up with the 
pertinent addresses. On a national level, the 
Personal Computing Society, Inc. serves to 

link up hobbyists, computer consumers, 
and others interested in personal computing 
and desiring to share ideas, formulate stan
dards, participate in networking, and many 
other projects. Further information can be 
obtained by writing to Box 147, Village 
Station, New York, NY 10014. 

For those in the New York metro
politan area, write the New York Amateur 
Computing Club, P.O. Box 106, Church St. 
Station, New York, NY 10007, or better yet, 
call the hot line at (212) 864-4595. 

ABBY GELLES 

Executive Director 
Personal Computing Society, Inc. 

New York, New York 

CORRECTION 
Re: Structured Programming at Work" 
(October, p. 130), E. W. Dijkstra's article 
, 'GOTO Statement Considered Harmful' , 
appeared in the March 1968 -not 1978-
Communications of the ACM. 

JIM BOWMAN 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

We welcome letters about our 
articles. Please keep them brief and 
include your name and address. 
Write to us at 666 Fifth Ave., New 
York, NY 10019. We reserve the right 
to edit or excerpt letters. 

A New IIIIIIII~IIIIII~III!IIIII Reader from Intermec 
. *BAR CODE* 

All Codes in One Package 
The new I ntermec Model 9300 Bar Code 

Reader lets you read all common bar codes 
with speed and accuracy. Easily accessible 
program switches let you select between 
8 different codes. 
Smallest On-Line Reader Available Today 

The 9300 saves valuable work-
space. Overall reader size is only 
9"x6"x1~' Mount virtually any
where on your existing equip
ment or workstation. 

38 DATAMATION 

Code 39® 
Codabar 
UPC 
EAN 
Code 11 
2 of 5 
Interleaved 2 of 5 
Ames 
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Intermec·Quality and Reliability 
The 9300 will provide years of reliable 

and virtually maintenance-free service, 
thanks to the quality design and construc
tion you've come to expect from Intermec. 
Broad I nterface Features 

And, the 9300 is loaded with interface 
features. Dual RS-232-C asynchronous, 
ASCII interface; full/half duplex, block 
transfer and more ... the 9300 may be 

attached to an Intermec multiplexer, 
allowing upto 16 readers 
on one RS-232 port. 

For prices and additional 
information, contact: 

(ffi!) ~ [;:]u~OOMEC® 
THE BAR CODE EXPERTS 
lriterface Mechanisms, Inc. 
P.O. Box N 
Lynnwood, WA 98036 
Phone (206) 743-7036 
TWX (910) 449-0870 
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I 
If you know anything about tenninal 

printers, you probably know something 

I 

about our LA36 DECwriter II-the largest 
selling tenninal printer ever made. 

The DECwriter II set whole new industry 
! standards for reliability and perfonnance. 

And now there's the DECwriter N. 
With the , 

DECwriter Iv, we 
used the same 
sound thinking and 
proven features 
that made the 
DECwriter II so suc
cessful. 'frue 30 CPS 
throughput. Micro
processor control. 
Switch-selectable 
110 and 300 baud 
rates, and solid 
state components 
for unmatched 
reliability. 

But then we 
added a capability 
to the DECwriter 
'IV that sets it apart 
from the com peti
tion even more. 

Unequalled 
flexibility in 
paper handling. 

The DECwriter 
IV gives you all this flexibility because a ter

I minal that can't handle all types of paper 
isn't just inconvenient. It's also expensive. 

For instance, some tenninals restrict you 
to using 8112" x II" paper-sideways. Which 
may be fine for some jobs, but awkward 
for others. 

Others force you to put up with the high 
cost and short shelf life of thennal paper. 
And they can't handle multi-part fonns 
at all. 

But the DECwriter IV matrix impact 
terminal lets you use the right paper for 
every job. Which means no waste. Easy 
filing, too. 

In the standard LA 34 friction feed con
figuration, you can use rolls or sheet paper 
in any width upto 140/8". 

Take a minute to sn'ap in the tractor-feed 
option, and the DECwriter IV converts to 
handle standard or custom fonns up to 
four parts. 

Forms as narrow as 3". Or as wide 
as 140/8". 

All in a portable printer no bigger than 
an office typewriter. 

So why put up with all the restrictions 
you get with other terminals. Restrictions 
that cost you time and money. 

With the DECwriter Iv, one size fits all. 
For 30 day delivery, contact your 

terminals supplier or write to: 
Digital Equipment Corporation, 
Tenninals Product Group, MR2-2!M67, 
One Iron Way, Marlborough, MA01752. 
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How do YOU avoid downtime? 

This way? Or this way? 

The choice is yours. Some IBM* computer installations can lose up to 
$5,000 per minute when the computer system fails. But that's only one reason 
why the T-Bar 3900 Series of Computer Peripheral Switches can save you 
money. If your system demands continuous on-line operation, call or write 
T-Bar today. Let us show you how other companies have used T-Bar alterna
tives to minimize· downtime. 

*or IBM compatible, such as Amdahl, Hel and CDC. 

r----------------------------------------------~------~-----------, 

141 Danbury Rd. 
Wilton, CT 06897 
203 762-8351 

Show me how T-Bar can help to minimize 
downtime. 
Name ________________________ __ 

Company _____________________ _ 

Address ______________ ~ ___ _ 

L ________________________________________________________________ ~J 
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JOHN L. KIRKLEY, EDITOR 

THE OFFICE 
MERRY-GO
ROUND 
The computer industry merry-go-round has 
a new brass ring. It's called office automa
tion, and almost every company in the busi
ness is betting that the ring is really made of 
solid gold. 

To make it official we now have a 
big, glossy new show-the Nee Office 
Automation Confere'nce, which will be held 
March 3-5 at the Georgia World Congress 
Center in Atlanta (see "Examining the Of
fice of the Future," page 120). Initial ex
hibit space was all sold out, so conference 
organizers found more and filled that. At
tendance figures were pegged at 15,000 but 
that projection may be modest. All in all, it 
appears that we',!l have a fitting welcome to 
a major new show, one that some day may 
outstrip the Nee. 

That last phrase. may sound like 
heresy to those of us who have been in the 
industry for the last decade or more. We're 
used to the Nee being the show of shows. 
But the potential of the office automation 
industry is so huge that attempts to quantify 
it are, at best, only a wild guess. 

For instance, depending on whom 
you talk to, the worldwide expenditures on 
administrative processing, including labor, 
range from $400 billion to $800 billion' 
annually. And, as the industrialization and 
commercialization of human society con
tinues, the' figures will grow even larger. 

o How much of this is adaptable to the new 
~ techniques of capturing, processing, stor
al ing, and disseminating information is un
~ clear. But we do know that our rudimentary 
o word processing gear, the still embryonic 
:> « forays into fax and electronic mail, the at-
o tempts to develop management information 
>
al systems that managers can actually use, all 
6 represent the very first stag~s of develop-
1= ment. 

You can be sure that in Atlanta next 
month there will be a number of speakers 

:3 who will dwell on the enormous promise of 

EDITOR'S 
READOUT 

office automation. And they're right-the 
potential is staggering. But there will also 
be voices of caution, and they will be right 
too. Along with the promise there is peril. 

As we move automation from the 
factory floor and the accounting department 
into the office, we are on new and slippery 
ground. 

We are moving from the objective to 
the subjective, from productivity that can be 
measured in discrete units to that strange 
melange of human interaction and ambigu
ous communication that characterizes the 
office environment. 

Pressed for results the tendency will 
be to do the do-able, to automate what we 
did manually in the past and then point to 
efficiencies that can be measured in people 
fired or not hired. The fact that we may be 
perpetuating management systems or work 
environments that are superflous and waste
ful may never be considered. 

The office of our very near future 
may also add to a growing malaise in this 
'country-lack of pride in work and the 
product of that work. Improperly imple
mented, our electronic gadgetry can form a 
technological barrier between the worker 
and the work-whether the individual is a 
secretary, manager, chief executive, or 
clerk. 

It is also worth noting that Euro
peans are much more, concerned about 
another facet of automation than we-the 
potential for the technological obsolescence 
of the individual and loss of jobs. 

In the promised lotus land of the 
'70s, work took second place to "doing 
your own thing." In the '80s, work is re
gaining its status as a central activity of 
human life. 

Studs Terkel, writing inhis remark
able documentary Working, characterizes 
his book this way: "It is about a search. . . 
for daily meaning as well as daily bread, for 
recognition as well as cash, for astonish
ment ratper than torpor, in short, for a sort 
of life rather than a Monday through Friday 
sort of dying." 

To escape that kind of dying, to in
crease our producti vity, to realize the poten
tial that is implicit in this new electronic 
age, we must look afresh at all the time
honored ways of living and working in the 
office environment. We must devise new 
systems, new ways of implementing the 
technology that is developing around us. 

Otherwise we will simply automate 
our mistakes, and, as the office environ
ment disintegrates, we'll hear over and over 
again that weary refrain, "It wasn't my 
fault, it was the computer. ' , * 

---l 
L-______________________________ ~ ________________________________ _L ________________________________ ~ 
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Complete Line of FCC Registered 
DOD Direct Connect Data Modems 
Designed to Save You Money the 
Moment You Plug Them In. 

o DIRECT REPLACEMENT - Unplug your Be1l103J, 
113C, 202S, 201C, 208B or 212A and plug in a 
Rixon T103J, T113C, T202S, T201 C, T208B or 
T212A replacement. It's that easy. 

o SAVE MONEY - Compare prices ... the Rixon 
Alternative is lower! 

o YOUR CHOICE - LEASE OR BUY - With Rixon, 
you can lease with a buy option or buy outright. 

o OTHER Rixon ALTERNATIVES include ... dial-up 
test center ... exchange/repair program ... ser-
vice contract ... the latest technology and built-in 
diagnostics. 

o PEACE OF MIND - For more than two decades, 
Rixon has served data communications needs with 
quality products and service. 

A satisfied customer is our first consideration. 

SEND FOR THE RIXON ALTERNATIVE KIT ••• 
with details on our complete line of DOD data mo
dems, a comparison chart on prices, details on 
our lease and service programs and more. 

Al SI DL DATl 
tg) IR MR SD RD Me IN 'a •• ".) --._-

Al LT RT 

ItO III ST f" 

!OJ 0 )';'7'cJ1 r(\\ n 
LFJ L/~l'::::::)U'CJ ii'JC. A SUBSrOIARY OF 

3022 ~ Rixon, Inc., 1979 

SANGAMD WESTDN 
2120 Industrial Parkway, Silver Spring, Maryland 20904 

(301) 622-2121 • TWX: 710-825-0071 
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Up until now, networking has been 
more promise than performance. 
Now there's the XODIAC™ Network 
Management System - Data General's 
new, user-transparent network soft
ware. XODIAC lets you hook-up any 
number of AOS-based ECLI PSE sys
tems and keep your entire DDP 
operation righ~ under your thumb. 
You can even add our other commu
nications products to access other 
systems. 

XO D lAC user-transparency 
means no network-specific program
ming, less reprogramming, and more 
control for you .. No other comp.uter 
company can give you networking 
software that's easier to use. 

And XODIAC communications 
are based on the internationally 
recognized X.2S protocol from ccrrr 
so you can access public data net
works like Telenet in the U .5., Datapac 
in Canada, and Transpac in France. 
XODIAC Network Management 
System. It works. For more informa
tion, call or write, or send in the 
coupon. 
Data General Corporation, Westboro, MA 01581, 
(617) 366-8911. Data General (Canada) Ltd., / 
Ontario, Canada. Data General Europe, @ // 
61 rue de Courcelles, Paris, France, / 
766.51.78. Data General Australia, / o~· 
(03) 89-0633. ECLIPSE is a "/ ?J.'\.~'\.e~" 
registered trademark and t>~ "/ ~.(S-c., ..... " 
XODIAC is a trademark of ae;A..~"/o~Q?J.'\.?J. (,:§.'. 
Data General. C) Data ~~/ e~<f?<V ?J.~ 
General Corporation, "/ ~'\.\,(,~ ~e"~ 
1979. ~ //'~~<>e?J." 
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What could anyone 
possibly do Vlith 85,000 

Dumb Terminals? 
That's how many ADM-3A's there 

are out in the field working right 
now. And more being shipped each 
day. Now just what accounts for 
such remarkable popularity? 

Sure, it's the definitive dumb 
terminal, adaptable enough to 
fit . a hoqt of applications. It has 
a 12-inch diagonal screen. Full 
or half duplex operation at 11 select
able data rates.·1920 easy-to-read 
characters in 24 rows of 80 letters. 
59 entry keys. An RS232C inter
face extension port. And direct 
cursor addressing. 

But we wondered if all 85,000 
Dumb Terminals were being used 
for just everyday data entry. So 
we checked around. 

And found that people are using 
Dumb Terminals for things even we 
never thought of. 

THE ADM-3A GOES INTO 
BUSINESS. 

More and more OEM's are put
ting the Dumb Terminal into small 
business systems. They assemble 
a package that usually contains a 
disk, memory, a printer, and a 
video display terminal- the adapt
able ADM-3A. 

So the chances are that when you 
buy a small business system from 
someone, it'll contain, you guessed 
it, the amazing Dumb Terminal. 

IT TAKES STOCK OF THE 
SITUATION. 

Many businesses are using the 
Dumb Terminal, along with a light 
pen (Universal Product Code 
Decoder), to keep track of their 
inventory. The decoder is interfaced 
to the Dumb Terminal, and when 
a piece of merchandise imprinted 
with a Universal Product Code 
passes under it, the item is entered 
into a computer for tallying. 

Simultaneously, the item is also 
displayed on the ADM-3A's screen 
- so it's instantly available for quick 
double-checking. 

PROGRAMMERS LIKE 
IT, TOO. 

Surprisingly enough, many 
computer programmers use the 
ADM-3A as an effective, portable 
I/O device. They can take it into 
a back room or, along with an acous
tic coupler, to their homes if they 
wish, and compile programs nearly 
anywhere. 

By using telephone lines, they 
can have direct access to a compu
ter. Or, with the addition of an 
inexpensive cassette, the program
mer can store the program on 
tape and enter it into the mainframe 
at a later date - with no loss of data. 

THE DUMB TERMINAL PUTS 
ON A NEW FACE. 

Some of our more ambitious 
customers have transformed their 
ADM -3A's into sophisticated graph
ics terminals. Simply by installing 
another PCB, they've enabled their 
terminals to perform complex plot
ting, graphics, and even draw charts. 

And the Dumb Terminal is so 
adaptable that these industrious peo
ple had no trouble with installation 

, - the graphics PCB required not 
the slightest cutting or soldering. It 
simply slipped right in and started 
working, all in a matter of minutes. 

YOU CAN EVEN TAKE IT 
HOME TO MEET THE FAMILY. 

We discovered that many com
puter buffs are using the Dumb 
Terminal as an inexpensive way 
to upgrade their systems. After 
all, the equipment found on most 
microcomputers leaves a lot to 
be desired. Such as the tiny five 
or six-inch screen, for instance. 

By upgrading to the ADM-3A, 
they get a full 12-inch screen that's 
easy on the' eyes. Not to mention 

DUMB TERMINAL 
SMART BUY . .. ""'""""""" ~ I DATA PRODUCTS DIVISION 

a lot of capabilities they wanted, but 
just didn't get on their systems. 

All for only $895: 

THE DUMB TERMINAL. THE 
HALLMARK OF VERSATILITY. 

When you get right down to 
it, the Dumb Terminal's applications 
are pretty amazing. 

It can be interfaced with a stag
gering variety of RS232 devices. 
Such as cassettes, disks, floppy disk 
drives, printers, paper tapes, and 
readers, to mention just a few. 

In fact, the ADM -3A is compatible 
with just about any RS232 device 
you can name. Even other video 
terminals, if you wish. 

And people, call this a "dumb" 
terminal? 

WHAT WILL THEY THINK 
OF NEXT? 

Who knows? But it seems that as 
long as there are Dumb Terminals, 
people will find new, unsuspected 
uses for them. 

Of course, the ADM-3A will 
continue to be the same dependable 
data entry terminal that's made it 
an industry legend. 

With good, reliable features and 
a minimum of frills. Nothing could 
change that. The fact is, we think ' 
that's probably the main reason that 
so many people have come up 
with so many uses for the ADM -3A. 

Who said you can't teach a Dumb 
Terminal new tricks? 

Lear Siegler, Inc.!Data Products 
Division, 714 N. Brookhurst Street, 
Anaheim, CA 92803. (800) 
854-3805. In California (714) 
774-1010. TWX: 910-591-1157. Telex: 
65-5444. Regional Sales Offices: 
San Francisco (408) 263-0506. Los 
Angeles (213) 454-9941. Chicago 
(312) 279-5250. Houston (713) 
780-2585. Philadelphia (215) 
968-0112. New York (212) 594-6762. 
Boston (617) 423-1510. Washington, 
D.C. (301) 459-1826. England 
(4867) 80666. 

Dumb Terminal® terminal is a registered trademark of Lear Siegler; Data Products Division. 
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..• Con Schlage 732 
Access Control and Alarm Monitoring System 
Schlage made the card slot obsolete with the introduction of the "proximity" concept of access control. The simple act of 
placing an electronically coded card within close proximity to a hidden sensor literally "opened "new doors" in access 

Control access by 
"proximity" and take 
the nightmares out of 
access control. alarm 
monitoring. personnel 

control state-of-the-art. Now those same proven advantages of the proximity system have 
been incorporated with microprocessor technology to improve monitoring and reporting in 
critical security areas, personnel identification, fire alarms, parking, fuel monitoring, and a 
myriad of other applications. The SE/732 system effectively controls up to 32 entrances and 
8000 employees. It also monitors, programs and reports in easy-to-read English text. 
Write for a color brochure on the SE/732, or call toll-free (800) 538-1755. In California, 
(408) 736-8430. Telex 910-339-9398. Worldwide representation for sales and service." 

~"SCHLAGE 
~ELECTRONICS 

A Schlage Lock Company 

1135 East Arques Avenue 
Sunnyvale, California 94086 

identification and reporting with the SE/732. For a Free Print of "The Octopus." suitable for framing and 
without advertising. write on your letterhead to Schlage Electronics. 
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~ lab test results are critical to 
effective health care. We woulddt trust them to 
anything less than Scotcli Brand DiskPacks!' 

IIIIHIU 
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Dr. David B. Kaminsky, 
Director of Laboratory, 
Eisenhower Medical Center, 
Rancho Mirage, CA 

Eisenhower's health care programs 
depend on the accuracy of almost 
30,000 clinical tests every month. So 
its laboratory depends on Scotch 
949/80 Disk Packs. 

Every Scotch Disk Pack is designed to 
resist the damage caused by head 
crashes and to protect critical data
two advantages of the exclusive 
3M CRASHGUARD@ protective disk 
coating. 

Each pack is tested to assure it exceeds 
industry performance standards 
before it leaves our plant. We make 
certain you can depend on every pack, 
because we know nothing less than 
the best is acceptable for your vital data. 

Scotch Disk Packs are available in 
a wide range of configurations to meet 
your needs. 

For information about how you 
can purchase Scotch Disk Packs, call toll 
free: 800,328,1300. (In Minnesota, 
call collect: 612,736,9625.) Ask for the 
Data Recording Products Division. 
In Canada, write 3M Canada, Inc., 
London, Ontario N6A 4Tl. 

If it's worth remembering, 
it's worth Scotch 
Data Recording Products. 

3M 



AJgets 
intoyour 
timeshare 
system. 

And gets the job done. Efficiently. 
It doesn't matter if your sys-

tem is in-house or if you're using a 
commercial timeshare service. 

The new AJ 1234, for example, 
gives you all the portability of an 
acoustic coupler plus the reliability 
of a modem-all in one compact 

, unit that operates at speeds up 
to 1200 bps. Every RS 232 terminal 
in your building can use it. 

The new AJ 1256 Direct-Connect 
Modem-compatible with the 

AJ 1234 and Racal Vadic's VA 3400 
series modems-also operates at 
1200 bps. Just plug it into a voice or. 
data jack and you're ready to go. 

The A 242A Acoustic Coupler 
(over 15,000 now in use) connects 
to any RS 232 or TIY terminal. It's 
reliable, operates at speeds up 
to 450 bps, and is compatible with 
8ell1 03/113 type data sets and 
other AJ couplers and modems. 

And you can lease these units 
at low rates-even lower in combi-

TYPICAL IN-HOUSE TIMESHARE SYSTEM 

Telephone Line 

TYPICAL COMMERCIAL TIMESHARE SYSTEM 

AJ 1234 

A 242A 

nation with AJ terminals. You get 
the convenience of dealing with 
one company. And the peace 
of mind that AJ's national service 
organization gives you. 

To get AJ into your timeshare 
system, get in touch with the AJ 
regional office nearest you: 
San Jose (408) 946-2900; Chicago 
(312) 671-7155; Hackensack (201) , 
488-2525. Or write Anderson 
Jacobson, Inc., 521 Charcot Avenue, 
San Jose, California 95131. 

AVAILABLE IN THE U.S. AND CANADA ONLY 

Voice Grade Line 

a ANDERSON 
~JACoBsoN 
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"OUR CLIENTS EXPECT THE 
HIGHEST LEVEL OF SERVICE, PERFORMANCE 

AND ECONOMY. WE CHOSE THE 
MEMOREX 3652 DISC DRIVES TO 

HELP US DELIVER ON THAT CONTINUING 
CUSTOMER COMMITMENT:' 

Bill Currie is vice president of the 
Ottawa Systemcenter of Datacrown, 
Inc., one of North America's leading 
computer service companies and 
the largest in Canada. Datacrown will 
open a Systemcenter near Washing
ton, D.C., in 1981. Datacrown relies on 
Memorex 3652 disc drives to help 
meet client data storage needs. 

Memorex's double density disc 
storage subsystem is not designed to 
just meet the 40% annual growth rate 
in on-line storage demands. After all, 
no disc system on the market delivers 
more. 635 million bytes per spindle, 
1.27 billion bytes per disc module, 
and over 20 billion bytes per disc 
subsystem. But companies such 
as Datacrown needs more than just 
capacity, they need performance, 
reliability, and cost effectiveness. 

More Performance. 40% faster 
access times over single density 
products. 15% faster access times 
over competing double density 
products. Twice the fixed head 
capacity. Optimized mapping of 
the data tracks. 

More Data Availability. Which 
means less downtime. A lot less. Thanks 
to any number of unique features, 
including damped servo system, 
variable settling time circuitry, proprie
tary bearing design and a unique 
HDA switching techique. 

Cost Effectiveness. The Memorex 
double density design saves a full 23% 
in required floor space, 6% in power 
requirements, 3% in heat dissipation. 
Add to that the 100% saved by being a 
double density product and you wind 
up with the most efficient use of the most 
important resource of all ... your dollars. 

In addition, Memorex now introduces 
the exclusive Intelligent Dual Interface 
as an optional feature at no 
additional cost. Memorex's 
performance testing has 
confirmed that the Intelli
gent Dual Interface can: 

• Improve job turnaround 
• Increase channel 

utilization 
• Decrease missed 

reconnections 
• Improve system 

throughput 
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William Currie 

And behind it all? Memorex experi
ence. Four generations worth. And a 
reputation well served by over 30,000 
spindles and one million disc packs 
installed worldwide, over 95% of them 
still in operation. 

The Memorex 3652. It's a story 
that made sense to Datacrown. And 
we think it will make a whole lot 
of sense to you. 

For more information on the 3652 
disc storage subsystem, contact your 
local Memorex representative or 
write us at San Tomas and Central 
Expressway, MS 1449, Santa Clara, 
California 95052. Or call (408) 
987-0701. 

MEMOREX 



FOCUS 

JAPAN SETS SIGHTS 
ON SOFTWARE 

Buoyed by successes in hardware, Japan is now focusing on 
software. Its master plan is to catch up with the U.S. 

by Edward KI' Yasaki 

PACKAGES 
ON THE 
UPSWING 
Japanese users have to be 
educated to think in terms of 
s~ftware companies. 
The growth rate of software sales in Japan is 
about five years behind that of the U.S., 
says Kazuro Fujimoto, president of Soft~ 
ware ag of Far East Inc. He says he's speak
ing not of software sales in monetary terms, 
but rather the rate at which software is 
growing in Japan. 

Fujimoto's primary product, of 
course, is adabas. The first installation in 
Japan took place in 1975. But following that 
first sale, to automaker Toyota Motors, 
there were no more sales for eight months. 
Believing in his product, however, Fujimo
to and his salesmen persisted; in the ensuing 
four years, they had made 40 adabas instal
lations in Japan, one in Singapore, and one 
at Philippine Airlines. 

Four years ago, observes the gray
haired executive, there were some 25 instal
lations in Japan ofCincom's Total, another 
25 of Informatics' Mark N, and only one of 
adabas. "The growth of my company," he 
says in fluent English, "is an index of the 
changing attitudes of Japanese users." 

And that may well be a key to the fu
ture of the software industry in Japan. 
Those users are the targets of several pro
grams designed to stimulate them to pay 
separately for software-whether they get it 
from their systems vendors or from soft
ware companies. The government is 
providing financing to encourage the devel
opment and sales of packages, and even the 
Software Industry Assn. at its conference in 
Tokyo late last year chose packages as its 
theme. Users of packages, and there are a 
few, go for such things as language proces
sors, utility programs, and data base man
agement systems, however, rather than 
applications programs. 

Indeed, the best-selling package in 
Japan, with some 240 installations, was 
said to be The Librarian, from Applied Data 
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Research. In second place was Easytrieve, 
from Pansophic Systems, with 120 installa
tions, and in third place was Panvalet, also 
from Pansophic, according to a study pub
lished last July. No other package had 100 
or more sales. Lagging further behind were 
Mark IV, adabas, Total, and such products 
as Dylakor's DYL-260, Syncsort, and Com
plete. 

This study came up with a count of 
772 installations of packages that originated 
abroad and 356 domestically developed 
systems. 

One package not included in this 
count is an MRP (materials requirement 
planning) system for manufacturing compa
nies being sold in Japan by Arthur Andersen 
& Co., one of the so-called Big Eight ac
counting companies in the U. S. The firm's 
Administrative Services Div. , based in 
Tokyo and headed by partner Leighton F. 
Smith, has some 55 people designing and 
installing computer systems. 

In his three-year stint there, Smith 
has installed the MRP system at two sites and 
is installing it at three more places. But the 
division has installed a number of other sys
tems at Japanese customer sites for such 
things as general ledger, market analysis, 
and financial planning and control. In the 
use of software, says Smith, Japan is about 
10 years behind the U. S. 

Smith's staff has taken the MRP sys
tem developed in the U. S. and modified 
about half of it for the Japanese market
place. They've added on-line inventory 
control, a new accounts-payable module, 
and an outside vendor-control system, for 
example, and removed such things as ca
pacity planning and labor control. 

The American company, selling 
something still relatively new in industry, 
has an educational job on its hands. It has to 
spread the gospel, sell the benefits of in
stalling something called MRP. And this 
obviously takes time. But Smith says with a 
smile that he has no competition because 
Japanese software companies don't have 
such packages to offer. 

Smith's generalization is valid. 
Users tend to rely on their mainframe ven
dors for software. Or they develop it in
house. But seldom do they think in terms of 
a software company, much less look for a 
proprietary package that might fit their 
needs or be modifiable to do the job. As a 
result, software houses have not been will
ing to develop generalized packages or to 

actively seek any salable software from the 
prolific American marketplace-until fairly 
recently, that is. 

A survey a year ago of 400 Japanese 
computer users showed that 77% had used 
software packages but 23% had not. The 
users indicated they had worked with' 270 
packages that they had paid for, and an 
additional 286 that were provided to them at 
no cost. Users said almost 80% of the pack
ages were supplied by their mainframe ven
dors, 22% originated with a foreign 
software company, and a mere 9% from 
domestic developers. 

Of those who do not use packages, 
56% said none fit their needs, 11 % said they 
were too expensive, another 11 % said they 
didn't know packages existed, and 4% 
couldn't find any packages that run on their 
computers. 

MITIADDS 
MUSCLE TO 
THE CAUSE 
Research is aimed at automating 
the production of software. 
For the last few years, a conscious effort to 
upgrade the technical level of software 
knowhow in Japan has been under way. 
This is in contrast to the initial days of the 
computer industry, when the focus of gov
ernment and private industry was on hard
ware. The latest ina series of government
subsidized research programs designed to 
improve the level of hardware technology 
was the so-called VLSI (very large scale inte
grated) circuits project, government fund
ing of which is scheduled to end this year. 

But while the funding of hardware 
projects was being phased out, the Ministry 
of International Trade and Industry (MITI) 

folded into the mix some money for soft
ware R&D. One of MITI'S goals is to add 
muscle to the software industry, hopeful 
that some of the companies, at least, would 
develop software production knowhow, if 
not also a high degree of technical compe
tence and innovativeness. 

Toward this end, Mm has sponsored 
research aimed at automating the produc
tion of software--developing the capability 
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to build a program by assembling it from its 
component parts. With such a system, it 
was thought, it could improve software 
productivity, the reliability of programs, 
and their maintainability. The so-called 
Program Productivity Development System 
(PPDS) was to be applicable to business dp 
software, including accounting, marketing, 
personnel, and production scheduling sys
tems, as well as scientific/engineering com
putation-engineering design, operations 
research, and automatic control, for exam
ple. 

It called for the development of soft
ware modules that could be linked into 
working programs; this effort began in 1973 
and continues today. There also was a need 
for tools with which to handle the modules 
-to store them, to retrieve them, and to 
link and edit them . No claim was ever made 
for 100% automation, so facilities would 
also be required for the manual develop
ment of additional modules and their inser
tion into programs. An initial estimate 
called for the production of more than 9,000 
such modules, but no one today will talk 
about the number of modules because it is 
said to be a meaningless quantity. It turns 
out that one group developing modules
say, in business dp-had a different defini
tion of a module from a group working on 
.engineering software. As a result, a module 
might be as simple as one line of code or as 
complex as a subroutine of a hundred lines 
or more. 

The system has been demonstrated 
to the public, but early last fall there still had 
been no schedule drawn up for the system to 
go commercial. 

The unpleasant fact is that 
Japanese users do not make 
much use of packages. 

Within the Program Productivity 
Development System are supposed to be 
modules that will assist the designer in 
documenting what he is trying to develop 
and also in debugging his program. In
cluded are such things as syntax checkers, 
flowchart generators, automatic documen
tation production aids, and cross-checking 
of variables. These are capabilities that 
have been around but, perhaps, never be
fore brought together in one system. 

One goal is to be able to write pro
grams that are machine-independent. The 
output of the system is not a machine lan
guage but rather a language called CPL-B 
(common programming language B), 
which is a subset of prj!. There are pre
processors that take CPL-B statements and 
convert them to prjI that runs on the target 
machine. And all Japanese mainframes 
have a PIlI compiler. 

"If PASCAL had been born two or 
three years earlier, I think we would have 
adopted PASCAL," laughingly says Hiroshi 
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Suzuki, project leader of the PPDS project at 
the Joint System Development Corp., a: 
company formed to coordinate work on the 
project. 

Before the start of the PPDS project, 
the government took one of its early moves 
to stimulate the software industry. In 1970 it 
began making money available to software 
companies to help finance the development 
of salable packages, both applications pro
grams and systems software. In the initial 
nine years or so ofthis program, some $2.8 
million had been loaned out to fund the 
development of 84 systems, according to 
Fumihiko Kamijo of the Information-Tech
nology Promotion Agency (IPA). 

It is the IPA through which money is 
passed. Under this so-called multiclient 
development plan, a software house must 
come to the IPA with an idea for a new pack
age it wants to develop, along with the 
names of clients who have promised to use 
it. Within five years, the software firm must 
return 70% of the development funds pro
vided. Despite all precautions, sighs Kami
jo, software companies are not profiting 
from these ventures. They normally show 
up with a list of 30 to 40 clients, but actually 
find only four or five buyers. The pattern 
has been for users to purchase applications 
programs, such as for simulation or educa
tion, and to rent systems software. 

Kamijo, who is director of develop
ment and promotion at the government 
agency, says only 20% to 25% of the pro
grams developed under this program have 
been commercial successes. A notable 
example is a FORTRAN language processor, 
of which there are said to be 80 installa
tions, for a Nippon Electric Co. minicom
puter. There also is a data generator system 
that prepares input data for some finite ele
ment method. More than 20 such systems 
are said to have been sold. Despite this lack 
of success, says Kamijo, the program "will 
be continued." 

Thus the unpleasant fact remains 
that Japanese users tend not to use packages 
much. Out of a total software market of 
some $500 million in the 12-month period 
ending March 1978, sales of packages were 
an estimated 2% to 3%, says Teiichi Ni
shikawa, director of Mm' s Data Processing 
Promotion Div. It is "nearly nothing," he 
laments. This lack of commerce in software 
packages, he fears, is partly to blame for the 
lag in software development and the lower 
level of the technology in Japan. 

Accordingly, MITI has as one of its 
goals the elevation of package sales to 20% 
of total software sales by 1984. Few people 
view this as realizable. 

To help achieve this goal, the Pro
gram Reserve System was implemented 
during the current fiscal year. Under this 
program, domestic software developers are 
allowed to register their program products 
with the IPA. When any of those packages 
are sold, the vendor is allowed to place 50% 

of the revenues into a reserve fund for five 
. years. The amount placed into reserve is de

ducted from the company's annual reve
nues, thus lowering its tax obligations. 
After the five-year period, the company 
must pay its taxes on only 25% of the 
amount held in reserve. 

UNBUNDLE: 
THE "IN" 
THING 
More than 1,000 program 
products are now registered by 
Japan's JECC. 
An indication of the extent to which Japa
nese mainframers have unbundled their 
software is provided by a look at the largest 
registry of progratn products in Japan. It 
exists at Japan Electronic Computer Co., 
Ltd., the company established by the six 
major mainframe makers to help finance 
system leases. Two years ago, on Jan. 1, 
1978, JECC began maintaining a registry of 
programs available through the six systems 
companies-and a seventh, NEC-Toshiba 
Information Systems, which is a joint mar
keting company established by Nippon 
Electric and Toshiba. 

As of Sept. 10, 1979, there were 
1,060 programs registered there, most of 
them from Fujitsu. The breakdown shows 
40 operating systems, 309 language proces
sors, 88 DB/DC programs, 609 applications 
programs, and 14 miscellaneous. Accord
ing to Akira Nakano, manager of the techni
cal services department at JECC, more than 
30 packages were in use and being paid for 
through JECC. The income to the leasing 
firm from this activity was averaging about 
$1,300 a month per package. 

The numbers, however, are not 
terribly meaningful because the leasing 
company gets involved only when the user 
leases his system throughJEcc. Some main
frame companies, such as Hitachi, lease 
only a small fraction of their systems 
through JECC, preferring to handle the fi
nancing by themselves. In these cases, 
where the user purchases the hardware or 
rents or leases the system directly from the 
vendor, the software also is contracted with 
the supplier and not through JECC. Thus 
these statistics tell only part of the story. 

But what's significant is that the 
ma~nframers have unbundled software, ex
cept for those programs that until now have 
been available to users at no charge. And 
this means that users will begin to become 
acculturated to the new practice of paying 
for software that previously had been sup
plied gratis by the system supplier. 
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TOKYOTO 
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CAC establishes a staff of coders 
in Taiwan. 
Many people have written about the differ
ences between East and West. In the story 
below, Joseph C. Berston explains how one 
Japanese software company is capitalizing 
on its ability to segment the software 
production process. Mr. Berston heads 
Com-Stute Inc., a software firm in Yokoha
ma, Japan, ajob that has kept him in Japan 
for the last 20 years. 

. With a few exceptions, all software devel
opment in Japan is divided into three sepa
rate activities-problem definition, 
functional specifications development, and 
coding. In most cases, each activity is per
formed by a different group. It is a method 
of software production that has been per
fected at Computer Applications Corp., 
Tokyo, a company that has no affiliations 
with any American firm of similar name. 

CAC, founded in 1966, is one of the 
leading independent software companies in 
Japan, which is to say it is not linked with 
any of the mainframe manufacturers. Last 
year, with a staff of 240 people, it reported 
sales of 1. 7 billion yen, or almost $7 mil
lion. 

Special skills are required to look at 
a problem and develop a set of problem 
statements that accurately describe the real 
world. Different skills are required to devel
op functional specifications from a set of 
problem statements, and still other talents 
are required to code these functional speci
fications into a usable program. Segment
ing these activities has been difficult in the 
U. S. for a number of reasons, but possible 
in Japan because of differences in the cul
ture and work attitudes. 

It is, of course, essential that the 
work passed onto the next group in the 
production of software be sufficiently de
tailed so that further involvement of the 
previous group is not required. And that's 
the way it is done at CAC. 

The company was able to consider 
the establishment of a staff of coders in Tai
wan, where CAC had sent some of its more 
experienced programmers on consulting 
contracts. They found the Chinese there to 
be well educated and quick to learn" the 
skills required for software production. 
They also found that differences in wage 
levels between Japan and Taiwan were sig
nificant, and determined that they could 
capitalize on this by producing software 
there. 

Producing problem definitions and 
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functional specifications require contact 
with the customer. It therefore is not practi
cal to perform these functions in Taiwan. 
Coding, on the other hand, would be practi
cal because it required little or no contact 
with the customer. And it required no 
change in the method of operation at CAC. 

The only difference was that the coding 
group was about three hours away by air, in
stead of down the hall. 

CAC Taiwan was founded in Sep
tember 1978 as a joint venture with Systex 
Corp. of Taiwan. It organized a staff of 
some 25 software engineers, or experienced 
and certified programmers, including three 
or four from CAC in Tokyo. Functional 
specifications of new software are sent to 
Taiwan for coding and debugging and the 
finished programs returned to Japan. 

The startup has not been without its 
problems, according to Shigeru Okubo, 
president and cofounder of CAC, but the 
work flows better and with fewer problems 
as each new job is handled. "At our present 
stage, we are experiencing almost no diffi
culties," Okubo says. "The operation is 
solid and smooth." 

With the differences in wage levels 
between Taiwan and Japan, there should be 
a 30% to 40% reduction in costs. Ikubo ex
plains, however, that the Chinese staff is 
still being trained and thus the company's 
experiences are not representative of a ma
ture organization. "But I can say that all in
dications are that it will be a substantial 
(cost) reduction," he says. 

OTHER 
COUNTRIES 
COOPERATE 
To sell computer systems in 
South Korea, Fujitsu established 
a facility there~ 
Computer Applications Corp. is not the 
only Japanese company coming to terms 
with rising labor costs by producing soft
ware overseas (see above). The dominant 
mainframe manufacturer, Fujitsu Ltd., has 
a somewhat similar activity going on at its 
wholly owned South Korean subsidiary, 
Facom Korea Ltd. The operation is de
scribed below by another American, Mike 
Fidel, who has been completing his educa
tion and working in Japan for the last four 
years. 
Software production was not the reason 
Fujitsu established a facility in South 
Korea. Rather, it was to sell computer sys
tems there. 

"The blueprint called only for the 
founding of a sales and technical support of-

fice," according to Masayoshi Kuri
bayashi, president of Facom Korea. The 
South Korean government, it turned out, 
had been studying general business trends 
around the world and concluded that the na
tion should get into the business of export
ing software products. Fujitsu, therefore, 
was allowed to enter the South Korean mar
ket if it satisfied two conditions. 

The first requirement, Kuribayashi 
says·, was that Fujitsu tie up with a local 
company. The Japanese company would 
initially be allowed to have a 70% owner
ship position in the joint venture, dropping 
to 50% at the end of five years. As it turned 
out, says Kuribayashi, "They are still 
trying to find a suitable partner." 

The second requisite was that Fujit
su establish a software development center 
to "train Korean people in the technical as
pects of software production." This condi
tion has been met, the Facom executive 
says. Of the 150 people at Focom Korea, 
about one-third are engaged exclusively in 
producing software that has been subcon
tracted to them from Tokyo. Adds Kuri
bayashi, "They even have an M-160 for 
their own use," a system equivalent to an 
IBM 370/148 in power. 

Akihiro Ishii, vice president of 
Facom Korea, describes the development 
process as typical of most software work 
done by Japanese mainframe makers. 
Company software engineers in Japan draw 
up all the specifications, usually consisting 

. of design and data layout charts, HIPO dia
grams, flowcharts, and other documenta
tion. The manufacturer can then either 
engage the temporary services of program
mers dispatched by affiliated software 
houses or subcontract the work out, as is the 
case with Facom Korea. 

"Korean programmers," Ishii says, 
"do all the coding and debugging with the 
occasional support of two resident Japanese 
specialists." He explains that the finished 
software product is sent to Japan for final 
integration and testing. 

Ishii notes that the group began 
three years ago by producing systems soft
ware for a batch environment. "In fact, we 
were responsible for developing the fast 
one-pass FORTRAN compiler now being used 
at a number of Japanese universities," he 
says. His group is now said to be working 
on more advanced software, including sub
systems for Fujitsu's os IV/F2 and F4, which 
correspond to IBM'S DOS/VS and OS/VS2, re
spectively. Optimism also shows on Yang
han Park, manager of the software develop
ment department, as he expresses his 
group's eagerness "to someday develop the 
nucleus of os. " 

Since all software specifications are 
written in Japanese, one would expect the 
Korean staff to encounter language prob
lems. Not so, claims Yoshio Mori, vice 
president in charge of the software develop
ment department. "Our members can read 
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and speak Japanese very well." He says all 
new employees are taught Japanese during 
their six-month probationary period. "As 
we share essentially the same grammar, 
Japanese is easy for them to learn. Besides 
which, most of our recruits have learned 
some Japanese while in college." 

Described as a "company experi
ment," this is the first attempt by Fujitsu to 
produce software overseas. Adjustments 
have been made, according to Ishii, "to fit 
the Japanese concept for management to the 
Korean way of doing things." He thinks, 
for example, that Japanese employees tend 
to work together harmoniously· toward a 
common goal, whereas Koreans tend to be 
more individualistic. "Management must 
keep a very close eye on things," he says. 

If this experiment were to succeed, 
and it is said to be' 'too soon to judge," it is 
thought that there are only a few countries 
where it can be attempted. One requirement 
is that the overseas programmer be able to 
work in the Japanese language, for his in
structions come to him in that form. And it 
helps to be somewhat close geographically 
to Tokyo. But Ishii also feels that software 
production could be undertaken in industri
alizing nations where there happens to be a 
sizable Japanese community. He cites 
Brazil as a likely candidate. 

China is another. Says Mori: "Al
though our grammars are different, we use 
the same writing system." But for the mo
ment, he thinks Fujitsu's experiment in 
Korea "just happens to be a special case." 

JAPANSIA 
ANALYZES 
REVENUES 
Software companies still depend 
heavily on jobs from mainframe 
makers. 
The average Japanese software company 
gets almost two-thirds of its revenues from 
software development activities, <:Jout 28% 
from the operation of a computer center, 
another 3% from the development and sale 
of turnkey systems, and less than 1 % from 
the sale of software packages. That, at least, 
is the finding of a survey conducted by the 
Japan Software Industry Assn. 

Much to their dislike, it was also 
shown that the companies are heavily de
pendent on jobs from mainframe manufac
turers, who account for 60% of their sales; 
end users account for a mere 30% of sales. 
The large number of software houses whose 
future is tied directly to the continued good 
health of a specific mainframe manufactur
er stems from the fact that Japanese main-
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framers farm out so much of their software 
needs. Some of the affiliated houses were 
formed specifically to serve these needs, 
not only performing the coding Junction but 
perhaps also dispatching personnel to the 
parent company as these needs arise. 

At the same time, it should be noted 
that there are a number of major indepen
dent software companies with no ties to one 
mainframe maker. And such a company 
will often go out of its way to avoid any hint 
of reliance on one vendor for its business. 

This can become a problem wheri an 
independent enters the turnkey systems 
business, perhaps acquiring a minicomput
er here, a disk drive there, a crt and a key
board from a third source, and adding 
proprietary software to come up with a 
small business system. The vendor might 
have to offer this system in three flavors
with an ABC minicomputer, a BCD mini, and 
an XYZ-not only to flaunt his indepen
dence but also to satisfy a user who prefers 
one brand of mini over another. From an 
economical standpoint, it makes no sense, 
but what's a systems house to do? 

The same SIA survey, in which 60 
major companies responded, showed that 
growth over the next five years would show 
up in the turnkey systems business, which 
could account for 8.4% of sales in 1984, 
and the software packages business, in
creasing to 4.8% of sales. 

EXPORT 
MARKET 
ALSO EYED 
Japanese are becoming aware 
of the benefits of proprietary 
software. 
At a Software Industry Assn. conference in 
Tokyo last October, Teiichi Nishikawa of 
MITI said he was thankful for the excellent 
quality of the software packages imported 
into Japan from abroad because they have 
made people aware of the benefits to be 
gained from using proprietary software. In a 
private conversation, he adds that he is 
hopeful the Japanese will be able to export 
some packages they've developed. 

And that, indeed, is the intention of 
the stronger software houses. Tokyo-based 
Computer Applications Corp., for exam
ple, has a package called ATOMS IV that is 
used for computer operation management. 
The acronym comes from automatic opera
tion management system, and it was origi
nally developed by Mitsui Bank, 
subsequently simplified and more features 
added by CAC. In the first year of sales, five 
installations were chalked up, according to 
CAC president Shigeru Okubo. Because CAC 

is selling the Mark IV system from Informat
ics, he said they were discussing the possi
bility ofInformatics selling ATOMS IV in the 
V.S. 

A system that is said to reduce com
puter operator personnel, called A-Auto, is 
being sold in Japan by Software ag of Far 
East Inc., whose president, Kazuro Fujimo
to, is confident they can find a ready market 
for it in the V.S. This system, developed by 
Fuji Photo, the photographic supplies man
ufacturer, runs on IBM mainframes and per
forms job scheduling and monitoring. It is 
currently being developed into a general
ized system. 

"We wan't to do business with 
American corporations as well." 

It's quite likely that CAC will be able 
to get Informatics to sell its software in the 
V.S. and that Mr. Fujimoto can get Soft
ware ag of North America to do the same for 
his packages. 

But other Japanese software compa
nies have begun opening offices of their 
own in the V.S. The start of this is seen in 
Southern California, where two companies 
have begun operation. 

In the first year of its operation, a 
company called Management Information 
Science IntI. in Torrance has garnered two 
systems development jobs, one as far away 
as New York City. There, it is developing 
an on-line real-time system for Nissho
Iwai, a large trading company with a 370/ 
148. And in nearby Gardena, MISI is devel
oping a parts control system for American 
Honda, the automobile importer. MISI vice 
president Takeshi Sakai notes that two other 
automotive firms, Datsun and Toyota, are 
also based near by. With a staff of only 10, 
he's forced to concentrate his sales pitch on 
Japanese companies doing business in the 
V. S., he says, "but we want to do business 
with American corporations as well." 

Last August, a company named DPC 

America Inc. opened its office in downtown 
Los Angeles. Like MISI, it traces its ancestry 
to a software and services company in 
Tokyo, and seeks initially to offer consult
ing services to companies from Japan, of 
which there are an estimated 400 in South
ern California. Both companies are placing 
a lesser emphasis for now on the search for 
software packages that might be marketable 
in Japan. But DPC America's Haruyasu Na
kayama says he sent several packages to 
Tokyo for determination on marketability. 

How about selling Japanese pack
ages in the V.S.? "That is an interesting 
field, too," says Sakai. Definitely, says 
Nakayama, although there will be a prob
lem with documentation. He adds that an 
American company trying to get into the 
Japanese market might feel the necessity to 
form a joint venture, and the same might 
apply to a Japanese company entering the 
V.S. market. * 
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LA friendly' . II 

opera system. 
Ease of Use. Versatility. 
"At Wellesley Col- "AMS specializes in 

lege we wanted to develop custom projects-where 
a plan that would encour- we design, write, and 
age our faculty members implement an applicatiop 
to integrate computer for a client's special needs 
usage into their courses. and then sell it on a 

"We needed a com- timesharing basis. Our 
puter with a 'friendly' mix of clients reflects a 
operating system, one wide variety of needs. 
that was both powerful Some want instant infor-
and easy to use. A system mati on on manpower 
simple enough for begin- resources and manage-
ners but with extended ment planning. Others 
capabilities for sophis- need complex graphics 
ticated research work. capabilities. And others 

"The DECSYSTEM- want data base inquiry 
2040 with the TOPS-20 for research and analysis. 
operating system was . . "We wanted a sys-
perfect for us. It's easy for Gene Ott, Dlrector of Computer SClence, tern to improve efficiency, 
the novice to use, yet has Wellesley College, Wellesley,Mass. yet be flexible enough 
the ability to run a wide variety of high- to handle any application we might 
level languages and applications software. develop. That meant an interactive 
We're also delighted with the large library DECSYSTEM-2060. 
of excellent courseware we've been able to "Today, we have three 2060's support-

, obtain from other colleges and universities." ing 200 users, performing such varied 
functions as data base maintenance, finan
cial planning, production distribution, 
and program development. 

"We're so pleased with the versatility 
of our DEC SYSTEM-2060's, we've already 
ordered another one to meet our growth 
plans for 1980." 

Charles Rossotti, President, American 
Management Systems, Washington, D.C. 
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Productivity. 
"At Dorsch Con

sult, we were faced 
with an extremely 
sensitive problem. 
All our programs 
were running on a 
Univac operating 
system and obvi
ously our program-' 

Kornblicher, ED P Manager mers were comfortable 
rsch Consult,' with it. But, because 
lnich, West Germany we had to share the 

Univac with other 
customers, tum-around time was increas
ing and we needed more productivity. 

"In our search for more computer 
power, we became tremendously enthusi
astic with the speed and capacity of the 
interactive DECSYSTEM-20. 

"Once we had installed one, we were 
truly amazed. Tum-around time was dra
matically cut. We could handle lots of large 
programs-some with up to 50,000 state-
ments in them. . 

" And finally, thanks to the TOPS-20 
operating system, our programmers had 
very little trouble switching to the new. 

r------------------I 
DECSYSTEM-20 

The interactive computer 
for the big system jobs. 

o Please send your Interactive User Reports 
Brochure. 

o Please have a sales representative contact me: 

Name ________________________ __ 

TItle __________________________ __ 

Company ______________________ _ 

Address ________________________ _ 

City _________________ State ______ _ 

Zip' Telephone ____________ _ 
Send to: Digital Equipment Corporation. 
MRI-l/M55, 200 Forest St., Marlborough, 

_ MA0175:'Tel617-481-951': Ex~885~ __ A-2-~-.J 

system." 
CIRCLE 40 ON READER CARD 



as ore 
rma Ion. 

Inventory management requires fast and accurate gathering of 
many streams of information. Followed by fast, accurate and economical 
transmission of decisions. 

Companies with widely diverse needs in inventory management 
are today using Bell System solutions to problems of controlling inventory 
size and costs. 



"'Trademark of AT&T Co. *Trademark ofPlantronics, Inc. 

Hospitals plagued with spiralling costs now use Bell teleprinters 
to reduce their investment in supplies. Distributors use Dataspeed® 
data communications terminals as a part of their order processing and 
inventory management systems. Department stores use them to monitor 

I and control complex inventories. 
Banks use our Transaction II telephone to help manage their 

inventory-money. And. thousands of economical VuSet* data 
communications terminals track inventories in a wide variety of industries. 

Whatever sort of information you manage, we have system 
I solutions to help you do it faster, more efficiently. Because nobody has 

longer, broader, more sophisticated experience in information networks 
than the Bell System. 

With our knowledge, our advanced communications 
technology, our thousands of experienced information management 
specialists-and with service that is superb~we can help your business. 

A call to your Bell Account Executive will put our knowledge 
to work for you. 

The knowledge business 

@ 



Yes, Tally is the best teleprinterl 
Ask any operator that uses onel 

Once you get your hands on a Tally 1200 Baud Printer 
Terminal, you'll know the difference. Tally teleprinter 
operators give testimony to quieter operation, better 
key action, the better heft and feel of overall construc
tion. The operator efficiencies like downstream loading 
or keyboard programming, logging on as a CRT, true 
1200 Baud throughput, an easy to see LED column/ 
line readout. 

And options like the Tally quick tear attachment 
that allows fast and easy forms removal immedi
ately after printing. Or, the auto front feed 

TALLY® 
PRINTERS 
WORLDWIDE {" 

L&I:J Tally Corporation is a member l,.· •. ;~ .. '·.",' "'WJ of the Mannesmann Group. \;" ;.c ... 

CIRCLE 42 ON READER CARD ..a.:b 
--.,",~;~,,-.;'-.," 

attachment for handling and formating individual cut 
forms such as statements and invoices. 

Operator conveniences like easy paper loading, 
easy snap-Jn ribbon replacement, always consistent 
and pleasing print quality, six different type sizes, lots 
of forms control features. 

The TallyT-1612 is available in KSR or RO models. 
The unit can be tabletop or stand mounted. Service 
worldwide. See your local Tally dealer or send for 

our brochure. 
Tally Corporation, 8301 S. 180th St., Kent, 

WA 98031. Phone (206) 251-5524. 
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UJ COMMUNICATIONS 

> DEeNEY. 
i= TAKESAIM 
() ATSNA 
UJ With its Phase III upgrades, 

0.. 
DECnet, appears to offer the 
major architecture alternative 

, " , 1"\ to SNA. 
V ,I Addressing some previously unanswered 

CC 
concerns of users, Digital Equipment Corp. 
has developed upgraded capabilities for its 
DEcnet communications network software. 

UJ' . With the launching this month of 
, pEcnet Phase I1I,DEC has serv'ed notice that 

0.., its network can provide .JiEamic adaptive 
~atfUQlUing .. will ~tet;SQDDect ~ 
..!!!MLSystems Network rchitecture, and 

Z 
will be X.2S compatible to allow iriterfac
ing with the emerging public data networks. 

Taken collectively, the Phase m up
- grades appear to make DEcnet the major 

architecture alternative to SNA. Considered 
individually, DEC'S networking features are 
not now available from IBM or other ven
dors. 

The crucial dependency of com
munications networks, on the often fragile 
reliability of common carrier facilities 
makes the availability of backup data links 
vitally important. When a network link 
fails, it is desirable for the network to have 
the capability to switch to an alternate link 
automatically under computer control, se
lecting the next most efficient link to do the 
job. Such adaptive dynamic alternate rolit
ing has not been available for users of net
work architectures, although IBM and others 
have been working toward that goal. ' 

DEC calls its alternate routing capa
bility Adaptive Message Routing (AMR) , 
and it allOws one DEC net node to send mes
sages to as many as five imermediate nodes. 
Each node stores a routing table for the en
'tire network. Where more than one path 
exists between source and destination 
nodes, the network automatically selects 
the least ~h aCc9.nbng to line values 
assigned by the network manager. 
- , The least cost routing tables are 
updated whenever chan es in line status 

- occur. If servIce is interrupted on any link in 
'-the network, DEcnet automatically reroutes 

the message across the next least cost path. 
Although least cost tables are normally used 
for the alternate routing capability, other 
criteria such as traffic loading, for instance, 
could be substituted; explained Michael 
~~nstein, DEC net produCt manager. 

DEC net now mcorporates two types 
of routing nodes. The first can send, re
ceive, and forward messages; the second 

type, called end nodes, only sends and re
ceives. Multitasking DECnet systems run
ning under.,B.sx-llM-Plus can function as 
~s while small 
. single-user systems using core-only RSX-
~rticipate as end nodes only, ~~DEC -

spokesman said. --
DEC has also begun a program to 

provide compatibility with IBM SNA net
works. The first product is a~sNA protoco~ 
emulator that runs under RSX -11 M an 

"'allOwS point-to-point connections, between 
"any mapped PDP-ll with 128K of stor
age" and an SNA net, Weinstein said. The 
SNAIPE product simulates the operation of a 
3790 Programmable cluster terminal ~ 

: troller and allows a PDP-II system to com
'Iiiiiiiicate with an SNA host machine. The 

emulator is said to allow users' 'knowledge
able in SNA" to develop applications which 
can interface with applicatiori programs 
running under IBM'S CICS, IMS, TCAM or 
VTAM. 

Three levels of support are available 
under sNAIpE-Emulator Control (EC), Ex
tended Emulator Control (XEC), and Appli
cation Control (AC). EC requires the least 
involvement for the application in SNA 
protocol, but has restricted support for 
protocol options. EC mode could be used to 
send data to a CICS, VTAM or TCAM applica
tion, and the user is responsible for provid
ing an application program covering the 
end-user level or layer in the SNA system. 

XEC provides more support of SNA, 
but requires the user to get more involved 
with the SNA layers. This mode would be re
quired by users who want to interface with 
an IMS system running in an SNA network. 
By using the XEC mode, the user gets access 
to "function~'11': management headers," 
which allow routing to a device or data com
pression. The user also has access to se
quence numbers and bracketing 
information, according to DEC. 

The AC mode is described as the 
most powerful method of interfacing. It 
gives the application direct access to the 

A future upgrade will be X.25 
support,promised out within 
the next 24 months. 
SNA transmission subsystem. The user is re
sponsible for having the Rsx-llM system 
cover the end user, presentation, services, 
and data flow control layers ofthe protocol, 
the company explained. 

The SNA protocol emulator can sup
port up to 61 SNA sessions and is used in 
conjunction with the Dup-l1 synchronous 
line controller. It may also be implemented 
with the KMC programmable microproces
sor for greater line efficiency, Weinstein 
pointed out. Up to four Dup-ll s can be sup
ported under the 3790~emulator program. 

Also as part of the Phase III an
nouncement, DECoet incorporates a 
multipoint capability , the ability to support 



rietwo~k command temiinals, which were 
described as a form of virtual terminal, and 
network management capabilities. 
. . T~n~feature 

allows up to six remote (or slave) systems to 
communicate over a single line with a host 
(or master) systein. The host controls com
munications and polls each remote system. 
Multipoint corifigurations c~m exist within 
larger nets as subgroups enabling both mas
ter and slave systems to participate in mes
sage touting, file transfer, and resource 
access to other systems. 

The network command te1Jllinals. 
capability allows termirial users at one DEC
net node to interact with any other node uti
lizing the same operating software. 
Interaction proceeds as if the terminal were 
local to the remote system and the rietwork 
interface is said to be user transparent. Net
work command terminals provide users 
with direct access to programs arid devices 
on remote systems "with minimal interrup
tion of local processing," DEC claimed. 
, Network management allows con-

trol centers to be established at one or more 
nodes to monitor loads, error rates, line 
condition and node status "at any point in 
the network." .Network management soft
ware is, said to enable the network inanager 
to evaluate network efficiency and optimize 
traffic flow by dynamic adjustment of line 
values and routing tables. The control cen
ters can perform system and line testing on
line, Weinstein said. 

. Although the DEcnet upgrades JlliL-
. not include a specific X.25 compatible 

product, Weinstein said this would be an
nouriced with the rest of the Phase III pro
gram within the next 24 inonths. The initial 
mention of X.25 support is designed to as
sure userS that DECnet systems will be able 
to interact witli X.25 links and nets, Wein
stein explained. 

A key element of DECnet Phase III is 
the customer support plan, which provides 
the user with various leveis of vendor assis
tance. ti~!~~!~ desi~n, eerf0E?ance anal-
~an~.!Qmer training can De mclllired 

under the plan which is customized accord
ing to customer needs .. 

- DECnet Phase III support systems 
runningunderRsx-11M, Rsx-llM-Plus, and 
Rsx-11s will be available next month. Sup
port for systems running Under RSTS, VAX, 

TOPs-lO, and Tops-20 will be available 
sOjn, aiong with the SNA emulator soft-
ware, DEC said. The next Phase III addition 
will be made within four months, Weinstein 
promised: 

One-time software license fees for 
Phase m software are as follows:J],OOO for 
the SNA emulator package, which runs 
under Rsx-llM; 500 for other Phase III 
features running under RSX -11M; 1,5lJOlOi-

those runmng Rsx-lls; and $5:OOu--ror 
... those running RSX-l1M-Plus. First deiIV
eries are scheduled for the end of next 
month, according to a DEC spokeswoman. 

TECHNOLOGY 

FERRITE'S 
OUl;THIN 
FILM'S IN 
The new thin film read/write 
head will significantly improve 
disk drive price/performance. 
As more users take deliveries of their IBM 
3370 disk drives, a new technology is being 
dispersed through the community. The thin 
film read/write head, a significant upgrade 
from the ferrite heads now in use, is expect
ed to touch off a new wave of improved disk 
drive price/performance specs. 

"The significance of the thin film 
head is that it achieves higher bit densities 
per square inch and thus gives you more bits 
per dollar per drive," says Raymond C. 
Freeman Jr., a consultant in Santa Barbara, 
Calif. It does not allow you to build a cheap
er drive, he explains, but "you get more 
bytes per buck." 

In thin film heads, the semiconduc
tor technology is applied to the manufactu:-e 
of heads, making it possible for the first 
time to batch-fabricate them. As in the con
version from the use of core memories to 
semiconductor memories, the new product 
is no longer labor-intensive. Rather, it is 
capital-intensive. The winding of cores for 
the read/write head is replaced by a deposi
tion process. 
. "It's going to make a major change 

The new thin film heads are like 
semiconductors and are made by a 
deposition process. MAGNEX will use 
a thick wafer and integrate the thin 
film head with the slider in one piece. 

in peripherals," says Joel H. Levine, direc
tor of marketing at Magnex Corp., an 
Exxon-affiliated company organized to pro~ 
duce the new heads in San Jose, Calif. The 
computer user, he· adds, "is going to get 
higher performance, higher capacities, and 
higher throughputs from the next level of 
peripherais he's going to seeY 

The use of thin film heads by IBM in 
its new 3370 disk drives, deliveries of 
which began only recently, is expected to 
provide an impetus to the wider application 
of this technology. Says Levine, "Finally 
IBM has taken the big step, which now 
establishes credibility for the concept and 
creates some very broad market demand. ' , 

People have been,talking about thin 
film heads for years. In a limited way, it has 
been on the market for a few years, one user 
being Burroughs, on a head~per-track disk 
drive. But there has be,en no majorcommer
cial application until the IBM 3370. 

Magnex's Levine explains that it is 
necessary for IBM to take the lead in the use 
of something like thin film technology. It 
was not until IBM came out with, its own 
floppy disk drives, for example, that that 
craze began. The oems then applied their 
innovativehess, improved the product, and 
helped push both the technology and the 
market. The same can be expected with thin 
film heads, says Levine. 

, 'I· think the significant point is that 
they [IBM] took the first step, and now the 
marketplace with its innovative capabilities 
will go ahead and extend that into all kinds 

There had been no major 
commercial application of thin' 
film heads until the IBM 3370. 
of products far beyond what IBM is offer
ing. ". 

Over the shorter term, however, 
thin film heads promise to _ increase storage 
capacities and produce higher throughputs 
in disk drives, later on with tape drives as 
well. The IBM 3350, for example, uses fer
rite heads, records at some 50 tracks per 
inch (tpi), and packs approximately 6,000 
bits per inch (bpi). But in the newer 3370, 
with thin film heads being. rated conserv
atively, data is recorded at 635 tpi and along 
the track at 12,000 bpi. Thus the areal 
density is more than doubled, to some 7.6 
million bits per . square inch. 

Besides packirig data more densely, 
however, the new head technology provides 
an additional leg ~p on ferrite heads. 
Whereas heads in the, past have written onto 
and read from only one track at a time; re
quiring then a repositioning, with thin film 
it becomes practical and ecoriomical to pro~ 
duce multiple-track heads. This means,. of 
course, that instead of having to reposition a 
head to read an adjacent track; a slow and 
mechanical process, one need only switch 
electronically from head to head. So, in ef
fect, one achieves a larger cylinder and 
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE 
lowers the average access time. This be
comes especially significant with the small
er 8 inch disks, where there isn't too much 
information stored in one cylinder. 

On its 3370, IBM is said to have two 
heads on an access arm, although only one 
is used. That gives them a choice; they can 
use the good one and in this way can im
prove their yields. In its initial offering, 
says Levine, Magnex will do likewise be
cause in the oem world that Magnex sells to, 
everyone at the start does as HiM does. Get
ting back to the example of the floppy disk, 
Levine points out that in it hilly everyone 
started with the same media revolving in the 

In the. oem world, everyone at 
the start does as IBM does. 

same direction. Only after market accept
ance were the oems able to develop varia
tions on the original theme,and the same 
will apply to the configuration and applica
tions of thin film. heads. 

But after the initial exposure, how 
many heads might there be in one unit? Five 
to 10 as a starter, says Levine. "And it'll in
crease as we improve our yields. ' , 

In addition to the heads, improve
ments are also expected in the media, the 
disks themselves. The 3370 uses oxide
coated disks rather than newer plated disks, 
which would be able to accommodate even 
greater packing densities. Using thin film 
heads and plated disks, experts say, areal 
densities of from 50 to 100 million bits Per 
square inch are possible, perhaps by the 
mid-1980s. 

Analysts at the research firm of 
Input in Palo Alto, Calif., say the inter
mediate step between today's coated dis}(s 
and plated disks will be what is called high
energy oxide coatings. In a study just re
leased, Input sees continued decreases in 
prices for disk storage (see table) through 
the remainder of the century. The next 
.decrement is expected early this year with 
the announcement by IBMofits follow-on to 
the 3370. 

Other observers note, however, that 

DISK COSTS AND 
FUTURE PROJECTIONS 

IBM Year An-
Model nounced 

2311 1964 
2314 1965 
3330-1 1970 
3340 1973 

, 3330-11 1973 
3344 1975 
3350 1975 
3370 1979 
33XX 1980E 
XXXX 1985E 
XXXX 1990E 

E=ESTIMATE 
Source: INPUT 
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Cost/MBit/ 
Month 

$89.00 
14.20 
8.78 
9.63 
5.46 
3.94 
2.75 
1.91 
1.10 

.55-.80 

.30-.55 

the price of drives has remained fairly con
stant over the years. What brings down the 
price per megabit is a constant doubling in 
capacity, and this comes about because 
manufacturers keep increasing the areal 
densities by improving both media and 
heads. 

The technology currently in use is 
something called inductive heads, which 
detect the preserice or absence of a recorded 
bit by measuring a change in flux. But in the 
laboratories is a new technology called 
magneto resistive. Instead of measuring a 
change in flux, this thin film material is 
sensitive to the level of a flux. It has two 
main operating advantages: It can work 
with narrower tracks, making pOssible even 
greater areal.densities, and it is not sensitive 
to the speed of the media passing. by. This 
means it can be used with slower-speed tape 
drives, for example, and with floppy disk 
drives, and some 8 inch Winchester drives. 

"So we're in the infancy of thin film 
technology," says Magnex's Levine. 

-Edward K. Yasaki 

OFFICE AUTOMATION 

SPIFFY 
OFFICE 
AT AMOCO 
AMOCO has an electronic 
integrated office that's. so 
popular it has to schedule 
tours for visitors. 
"I think what we're doing is best termed 
mechanization," explained James Steward, 
manager of computer research at AMOCO 
Production Co., Tulsa, Okla. "We're just 
looking at things that are being done in the 
office and trying to better mechanize 
them." 

It's a modest claim from the man 
who directed the implementation of what 
many IBMers consider the most advanced 
"office of the future" system up and run-

,ning. Working with IBM, AMoco-the ex
ploration and production arm of Standard 
Oil of N.J .-developed a. powerful elec
tronic mail and message system on a 3701 
168, using the transpOrtable VMlCMS, IBM'S 
popular conversational .. monitoring os. 
Steward has found it necessary to schedule 
monthly briefings on the system for outside 
visitors; and .the tour is nearly booked two 
months ahead. 

"There is no doubt in my mind that 
the vM/CMS faction within IBM has won the 
interactive contest," Steward said. "I think 
MVS will stay for batch-type jobs, but I think 
vMlCMS is going to be IBM'S only major 

offering in interactive computing in the near 
future. " 

AMOCO calls its system Eos--"':'Elec
tronic Office System-and it was de
veloped at Tulsa's AMOCO Research 
Laboratory over the past two years, AMOCO 
adapting a set of programs provided by an 
"unnamed" vendor. "We are not claiming 

. to have made great strides in going in and 
changing the whole darn office structure," 
said Steward. "Thatis going to come, but 
my personal opinion is you better go 
through the complete mechanization stage 
first and then double back. It's kind oflike 
writing a computer program. I don't care 
how great a computer analyst you have. 
There are very few computer systems ever 
designed that are then built exactly the same 
way. . . . I think the learning curve here is 
much greater than most people realize." 

At AMOCO, the computer research 
staff was first drawn into the field in the 
eady '70s. The corporation had decreed that 
each facility would have word processing 
centers in 1972, but the wp center for the hlb 
was constantly overburdened. "The girl in 
charge of the Wp center came up to us and 
said, 'You have a computer, can't you 
help?' " The computer center had just ob
tained IBM'S SCRIPT program, so it consent
ed. By 1975, with rewritten software and 
hardware modifications, the lab had a very 
efficient wp system on-line on a 370/158. 

Steward said the big leap took place 
in September 1977, when the computer cen
ter obtained a set of programs-from the 
"unnamed vendor" -that were the core of 
an electronic mail system for VMlCMS. The 
two systems, the SCRIPT wp and electronic 
mail, have been integrated and expanded 
into AMOCO'S Electronic Office System. 
"When we first got our hands on the mail 
systein . it was from a bunch of corriimter 
scientists who were used to writing com
mands," explained Steward, "but we've 
since put a lot of effort into transforming it 
into a menu-driven system so that profes
sionals who had never used a computer 
would not be afraid of it. ' , 

The users' key to the system is the 
EOS "mail log," which alerts a user to 
iricoming messages. "We've been deeply 
committed ·to interactive computing for a 
long time," said Steward, "and we felt 
strongly that our scientists should have this. 
We now have about 500 terminals in this 
buiiding, forabout 650 people. That in
cludes just about everyone who needs one 
-almost every professional on staff has his 
own, including the vice president of re
search, who uses his heavily." Under vMl 
CMS, he said, the complete EOS demands 
about 3% to 4% of the 168's resources. 

At AMOCO'S Research Lab, "we do 
not have secretaries in the normal sense any 
more," said Steward. "I do my dictating 
through the word processing center. They 
enter everything into the computer, so I can 
edit it on a crt or as hard copy if I want. The 
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ARCPAC. 420K memory, 20MB disk memory 
illustrated here. Each applications processor is 
multilanguage, multifunction. 

IT ow you can get business computing 
power with multilanguage and tele

communications capabilities. With easy 
growth, at reasonable prices, Datapoint has 
the system for you. We call it the Attached 
Resource Computer™ system, or ARC™ for 
short. The major components are proven 
Datapoint hardware. That's why we can ship 
you an ARCPAC in about three months with 
all necessary processors, disks, connecting 
cables and system software. All at a new, 
low, packaged price. 

The bigger it gets, the better 
ARCPAC is a multilanguage, multifunction, 
multiterminal system for both batch and 
transaction processing. Any processing work 
station runs COBOL, RPGPLUS, BASIC
PLUS, DATASHARE® and all Utilities. 

The system can grow as your needs 
increase-simply, easily, in incremental 
steps, at affordable costs, and without re
programming. Unlike mostJarge systems, it 
actually gets better as it grows. 

The ARCPAC shown here, for exam
ple, can handle 1.85 million instructions per 
second (mips). Add on another 60K pro
cessor and the system's capacity increases to 
2.10 mips. A second 60K processor added 
on brings it up to 2.35 mips.And on and on, 
almost without limit. 

No systemwide failures 
Because of its architecture, if part of the sys
tem goes off-line, you're still in business. 
Other parts of the system can simply take 
over for the off-line processor, or a replace-

_ ment processor can be quickly plugged into 
the system. Either way, the system keeps 
right on working. 

The ARCPAC Package 
ARCPAC is designed to make it easy for you 
to get into attached processing. The package 
comes in two versions: with 20MB of disk 
storage or, for a little higher price, 120MB. 
Both packages include five 60K applications 
processors and one 120K file processor, plus 
all connecting cables, system software, and 
languages, at the low package prices. 

You have plenty of add-on options to 
configure the ARCPAC precisely to your 
needs. These options can include additional 
processor power, more disk capacity, extra 
terminals and compatible Datapoint periph
erals like printers, magnetic tape drives and 
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others. You have a wide choice of telecom
munications systems to make the ARCPAC 
part of a geographically dispersed network. 

The two-year lease rate is $1,950 per 
month for the basic ARCPAC with 20MB of 
disk storage. One- and three-year leases are 
also available. Maintenance is currently 
$552 per month extra. 

Nationwide customer service 
Datapoint has 665 Customer Service Repre
sentatives stationed in 138 local service of
fices around the country. Customers call one 
toll-free number, 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week, when they need service, and are 
usually in contact with a service rep in less 
than an hour. 

The Datapoint approach 
Datapoint out-thinks its competition to help 
you out-think yours. ARCPAC is just one of 
the ways. Datapoint made dispersed data 
processing feasible and is building now to
ward the integrated electronic office of the 
future. Whether you need a hundred small 
systems for your branch offices or a major 
computing facility for corporate headquar
ters, Datapoint has an answer . 

For more information on ARCPAC, simply 
send in the coupon. 

*Based on the monthly two-year lease rate with 
five users and an average of 176 working hours per 
user per month. Does not include maintenance. 
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document is eventually filed, however, and 
if it is to be transmitted to the research cen
ter there are never any more hard copies un
less someone wants one for some reason. 

"This system has a pretty nice audit 
trail on it and it has several levels of securi
ty. We're now starting to put our computer 
manuals into the system, but our current 
emphasis is to make the whole system more 
user-friendly and forgiving. 

"We're going to be placing a lot of 
effort on something we misleadingly call 
PHONEBOOK, " said Stewart. "It will start 
with a phone directory for the entire corpo
ration, but it will evolve into a system of 
distribution lists. So ifl want to send some
thing to everyone on distribution list 122, 
the EOS will send it electronically where it 
can, and print hard copy and mailing labels 
where it can't." ' 

AMOCO's lab now has fewer secre
taries than it had eight years ago, when it 
first introduced the wp centers-although 
total staff has about doubled. Now, said 
Steward, "we have 11 women plus supervi
sors in the wp center and we have women 
who won't leave, women who no longer 
consider it a promotion to be made an 
administrative assistant to some supervisor. 
They'd rather work in the wp center because 
they find it more challenging. It's a strange 
phenomenon. " 

-Vin McLellan 

MEETINGS 

PTC'80 
WEATHERS 
THE STORM 
Though the natives called it 
"liquid sunshine," the rain 
didn't dampen the spirits of 
PTC '80 aHendees. They were 
more concerned with stormy 
topics than tropical storms. 
The second annual Pacific Telecommunica
tions Conference was held in Honolulu, Ha
waii, during some of the most adverse 
weather the island state has experienced in 
20 years. 

On the second day of the confer
ence, in early )anuary, a severe tropical 
storm came ashore on the island of Oahu, 
knocking out power and blowing gale force 
winds across the usually placid setting of 
Waikiki beach. 

Although technical sessions on the 
second day had to be delayed several hours 
due to high water and electrical problems, 

PEGGY KARP: Many issues in the origi
nal version of X.25 were not precisely 
defined. 

the conference attained its major goal of 
forging a framework for telecommunica
tions understanding among the countries 
which surround the Pacific Basin. 

More than 500 delegates represent
ing over 20 countries attended the three-day 
event, which devoted a large number of ses
sions to the problems associated with bring
ing satellite and other advanced 

TO EVERYONE WHO'S SAID/tOUR DATA NETWORK CAN'T 
SUPPORT MORE COMPUTERS AND TERMINALS: 
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HOGWASH. 
DCA's statistical multi
plexors/network proces
sors give your terminal 
users access to all host 
computers located any
where in your network. 
And with our port con
tention feature, more ter
minals can be supported 
with fewer expensive 
computer ports. There 
are a lot more advan
tages to a DCA network 
- write or call for our 
brochure today. 
Digital Communications 
Associates, Inc., 135 
Technology Park/Atlanta, 
Norcross, GA 30092 
404/448-1400. 

IF~~I 
ENGINEERED 
lDEXPAND 
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Isn't one clear, colorful picture worth 
a thousand lines of print-out? 

Get the picture fast with Ramtek's 6114 Color
graphic Computer. Operating alone or with your host 
computer, the 6114 not only provides you with 
state-of-the-art tools for graphically and colorfully 
displaying your data, it also gives you PASCAL, the 
modern, interactive computer language that speeds 
up manipulating and formatting that data. 

The 6114 is just one of five color and black arid 
white graphic computers that you can choose from in 
Ramtek's 6000 Series. Designed with the informa
tion management needs for business, education and 
industry in mind, the Ramtek 6000 Series is de
signed to make data retrieval faster and more 
effective. Hardware options permit you to choose 
the resolution and graphics manipulation features 
that fit your needs. One time-saving software option 
provides a basic package of graphics and text routines 

that simplify applications programming. 
For complete information on the Ramtek 6114 

Colorgraphic Computer and the entire Ramtek 6000 
Series, write: Ramtek, 2211 Lawson Lane, Santa 
Clara, CA 95050. Or, call your nearest Ramtek office. 

Why is PASCAL better for business? 
Business, industry and educa-

tion are turning to PASCAL for 
their interactive program-

ming needs. To find out what 
PASCAL offers and how it 

can benefit you, request 
"PASCAL, A Program
ming Language For 
Today:' It's Issue 

Number 1 of Ramtek's 
"USE OUR EXPERIENCE" series. 

Ramtek 
Our Experience Shows. 

REGIONAL OFFICES: Santa Clara, CA (408) 988-2211, Newport Beach, CA (714) 979-5351, Seattle, WA'(206) 838-5196, Albuquerque, NM (505) 298-2200, 
Dallas, TX (214) 422-2200, Maitland, FL (305) 645-0780, Huntsville, AL (205) 837-7000, Chicago, IL (312) 956-8265, Cleveland, OH (216) 464-4053, 
Dayton, OH (513) 278-9461, Washington, DC (301) 656-0350, Metropolitan NY (201) 238-2090, Boston, MA (617) 862-7720, Netherlands 31 29685837. 
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telecommunications services to lesser de
veloped areas of the Pacific. 

A permanent organization to estab
lish a forum for discussion of Pacific 
telecommunications problems and interests 
was established, and it was decided that PTC 
'81 will be held in January of next year 
again in Honolulu. 

One of the most important issues 
discussed at PTC '80 was the standards-mak
ing effort now going forward to reach agree
ment on a universal public packet network 
interface. 

In a highly technical paper describ
ing the detai~roblems existing within 
the presenCX.25 standard, Peggy Karp or 

-alE '1 eJenet, Vienna, Va., traceo the evolu
tion of the standard which is now the basis 

for virtually all public packet networks. 
When X.25 was originally adopted 

in 1976, the standard filled an immediate 
need for a commonly accepted protocol, 
Karp said. But there were many issues in the 
original version that were not precisely de
fined and thus were left for further study, 
she pointed out. 

Up to now, the lack of a standard 
user interface has meant that special inter
faces to packet switched networks have 
been designed by individual network 
providers. As a result, data communica
tions vendors have had little incentive to 
program their products to interlace with 

packet switched nets, since a unique inter
face would have to be implemented to con
nect to each network, she said. 

Despite its shortcomings, X.25 has 
served to provide a sound framework for the 
development of a user interface to at least 
five operational public packet switched net
works. In addition, the existing version of 
the standard has provided a framework for 
vendor X.25 implementations from such 
companies as Data General, Prime, and 
Tandem, she eXpfalnea::-- ---

As emerging public data nets 
become operational, questions 
arise about the continued 
viability of private nets. 

The proposed technical changes 
now being considered will eliminate re
maining problem areas and unresolved 
issues which were present in the original 
version. Once these changes are adopted by 
the CCIlT, future standards work can then 
concentrate on the specification of the so
called higher level protocols, Karp con
cluded. 

One of the vital policy issues facing 
many countries and users was raised by 
Philip A. Tenkhoff of Network Communi
cations IntI., Olympia, Wash., in a presen
tation titled 'Private vs Public International 

Networks: Coexistence or Annihilation?' 
As the emerging public data networks be
come operational, Tenkhoff said, there is 
some question about the continued viability 
of private network facilities. 

Private networks developed because 
the public carriers could not provide the ser
vices desired by users, Tenkhoff told ses
sion attendees. These included error free 
facilities, volume dependent tariffs, diver
sity of data speeds, and high reliability-all 
of which were important to data communi
cations users. 

The private nets that evolved, he 
continued, generally lacked standards, but 
they were cost effective and were basically 
nonregulated except for their tariffs. As pri~ 
vate nets have grown in capability and 
proven their operational value to users, their 
role as part of international nets has become 
uncertain. 

According to Tenkhoff, this uncer
tainty has been caused by the emergence of 
public data networks. The operational value 
of these networks has not yet been demon
strated, he added, and many of them ran 
into early difficulties. Although the public 
data nets employ international standards 
and advanced technology such as packet 
switching, they offer restricted protocol 
support. 

Since the Postal Telegraph and 
Telephone (PIT) administrations in most 

FOCUS: the solution to the information control puzzle. 
FOCUS is the most complete 
user' oriented information con' 
trol system available today. Using 
English,language sentences, you 
can both prepare reports and 
manage data online. And with 
FOCUS you can also develop en, 
tire applications faster than with 

structures such as IMS,"IDMS, 
VSAM and ISAM. 

5. Graphs, financial models, 
formal statistics - decision, 
supporting data in understand, 
able graphic hard copy or CRT 
display. 

any other system. Over 400 major companies, 
Operating interactively institutions and government 

(CMS/TSO) on IBM 370,4300, facilities are using FOCUS to 
or compatible mainframes, speed up their data analysis. 
FOCUS combines these 5 key Among them are: J. C. Penney, 
functions into one system: ITT-Continental Baking, Merrill 
1. Report generator & query J.C=====:::2!======Z====='" Lynch, United Airlines, Yale 
language - solve your ad hoc problems and prepare University and the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. 
standard reports with full formatting and calculating. FOCUS can save you time, effort and money. For more 
2. Relational file structures - gain flexibility and reduce information, call or write for our brochure. 
redundancy when data is stored in FOCUS shared struc' 
tures which are ~inked by common fields. 

3. Database management & updating-attend to all 
your data,capture, data-validations and add,delete,change 
maintenance tasks. 

4. Reports from existing files - instant interface with 
all ,your current files from simple sequential to complex 

~FCI:US 
Information Builders, Inc., 254 West 31st Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10001 (212) 736,4433 

FOCUS is also available on a service bureau basis 
through the international network of Tymshare Inc. 
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Up to four 18Mb -Winchester
type hard disk drives 

Display terminal 
~ 

Letter-quality or dot 
matrix printer 

Horizon I/O flexibility 
allows expansion to 
meet your needs 

Unsurpassed Performance and Capacity! 
North Star now gives you hard disk capacity and process
ing performance never before possible at such a low 
price! Horizon is a proven, reliable, affordable computer 
system with unique hardware and software. Now the . 
Horizon's capabilities are expanded to meet your growing 
system requirements. In addition. ~o hard disk p~rform
ance, the Horizon has I/O versatility and an optional hard
ware floating point board for high-performance number 
crunching. The North Star large disk is a Century O~t~ 
Marksman a Winchester-type drive that holds 18 ml"lon 
bytes of fo;matted data. The North Star controller inter
faces the drive(s) to the Horizon and takes full advantage 

North Star Computers Inc. 
1440 Fourth St. 
Berkeley, CA 94710 
(415) 527-6950 TWX/Telex 910-366-7001 

of the high-performance characteristics of the drive .. Our 
hard disk operating system implements a powerful file 
system as we" as backup and recovery on floppy diskette. 

Software Is The Key! 
The Horizon's success to date has been built on the qual
ity of its system software (BASIC, ~OS, PASCAL) and 
the very broad range and availability of application S?ft
ware. This reputation continues with our new hard disk 
system. Existing software is upw~rd compatibl~ f~r use 
with the hard disk system. And, with the dramatic Increase 
in on-line storage and speed, there will be a continually 
expanding library of readily available application software. 
For further information, conta<;:t the OEM sales depart
ment at North Star Computers Inc. 

North Star OEM System Prices 

HORIZON-HD-1 
Horizon computer with 64K 
RAM, 2 quad capacity mini 
drives and one HD-18 hard 
disk drive $5880* 

*in OEM quantities 

HD-18 
Additional 18Mb hard disk drive 
for expansion of HD-1, or your 
present Horizon 

$3150* 
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countries are developing the public data 
nets there, the question arises as to whether 
private network facilities will continue to 
operate, he explained. If the availability of 
private lines is regulated to status quo, then 
there will be serious restrictions placed on 
users who want to expand their private net
works. Tenkhoff added that the cornerstone 
of private networks is the leased line tariff, 
and there is evidence that some PTIS want to 
shift these flat rate facilities to volume de
pendent alternatives. He noted that such a 
recommendation has been made by Italy be
fore an international standards body. 

Despite the apparent deemphasis of 
private lines in many countries, there are 
questions about the ability of public nets to 
meet user demands. These X.25 networks 
~ do not sUpPOrt"omary syrrchr~ 
nous commUnICatIOns and batcli protocols 
~uch as HASP. Tn additIOn, Ieiikhoff said~ 
t~perate at higheuia1a.-S~. 
He added that there is also some question 
about the effect that transborder data flow 
restrictions will ha;e on the public net: 

WOrks. In view of these many uncertainties, 
Tenkhoff told attendees, users are not at all 
clear about the potential for interconnec
tions between public and private networks. 

Behind the public versus private 
network debate rest questions of telecom
munications policy. Tenkhoff contended 
that the user is concerned with cost effective 

facilities, reliability and flexibility of ser
vice; the PTIS, on the other hand, are con
cerned with optimizing revenue, 
maintaining control and prestige, and 
providing the greatest public benefit. With
in this environment the PTIS want to devel
op national public data networks charging 
volume sensitive rates, and they want to dis
courage use of private networks by increas
ing flat rates and setting up usage 
restrictions, Tenkhoff charged. He 'predict
ed that the 1980s will see a tenuous coexist
ence between public and private data net
works. 

The emergence of videotex 
services will require the 
telephone companies to 
examine the impact on the 
phone network. 

During a question and answer peri
od, Philip Kelly of the British Post Office 
said the PTIS did not want to do away with 
private net facilities. But he did urge the 
development of international standards for 
private nets. It is expected that private net
work users will utilize public facilities for 
backup, Kelly said, but this type of usage is 
limited so long as private nets do not operate 
under common standards. 

In a session discussing information 

retrieval services in the home, Don M. 
Berry of GTE Corp., Stamford, Conn. pre
dicted that vi~wdata or '4deotex services 
would soon be introduced successfully in 
the U.S. 

The components needed for video
tex services such as inexpensive computer 
systems with massive amounts of storage, 
packet nets with distance insensitive tariffs, 
and special semiconductors for use in per
sonal computers and video games are all 
available now, he noted. 

Berry warned, however, that the 
emergence of videotex services will require 
that telephone companies examine the im
pact these services will have on the tele
phone network and particularly on the local 
phone net. By 1985, he predicted, half of 
the 100 million households in the U.S. will 
have terminals operating on the phone-net-
work. -

According to Berry, these terminals 
will not replace voice communications, but 
instead will add new traffic to the telephone 
network. Letters will be replaced with elec
tronic mail, checks will be replaced with 
electronic funds transfer, shopping trips 
will be replaced with purchasing-at-home, 
and magazines, books and newspapers will 
be replaced with video displays. 

In order to handle these new ser
vices, the GTE exec claimed, telephone fa
cilities will have to be upgraded. Today a 

Data Processing, Word Processing 

Interested distributors and OEM's please contact our office. 

SORD COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC. 
Isoma No.2 Bldg., 42·12 Nishi·Shinkoiwa 4·chome, 
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SORD U. S. A., INC. ' 
Internatio.nal Trade Center, 8300 NE Underground 
Drive, Kansas City, Missouri 64161, U.S.A. 
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Double Your Power with SOlD 
@ Data Based General Purpose User's Program (PIPS) 

Can you believe that three months' work with an 
assembler or a month of writing BASIC can be reduced to 
just a few hours? There is no faster way for developing 
software than with PIPS (Pan Information Processing 
System), the SORD original. 

@ SORD Word Processor 
You no longer have to redo those form letters every time. 

Just type in the date and na'mes, and SORD's easy-to-Iearn, 
easy-to-use word processor will do the rest. You can even 
assign single-entry designators for frequently used terms to 
save having to type them each time. 

Take a low-cost general purpose 
computer like the M200 Mark II, 
add a Z80A CPU, a high-speed 
APU, and a hard disk system to 
free you from the floppy. You 
come up with the power and speed 
of a mini in a micro enclosure. 

Hardware 
• Z80A (4MHz) CPU 
.64 KB RAM 
• High-speed APU 
.8 MB Winchester hard 

disk drive (max. 4 drives) 
.350 KB minifloppy disk 

drive for backup 

• Extended BASIC 
• BASIC Compiler (APU 

Version) 
• FORTRAN-IV 
• COBOL 
• Relocatable Assembler 

Distributors--------------------------------
• CHRISTOS AXARLIS S.A. Athens, Greece Phone:36.15.483 Telex:4108. COMPTRONIX AG Horgen, Switzerland Phone:01/725 04 10 Telex: 
58799 • N.V. EGEMIN S.A. IBENELUX) Schoten, Belgium Phone: 1031 )452790 Telex:32525 • GEPSI Paris, France Phone:554.97.42 Telex: 
204871 • INDUSTRIA MACCHINE ELETTRONICHE Pomezia, Italy Phone:(06)91.21.641·2·3 Telex:6112:10. MULTIPLEX COMPUTER Lille 
Skensved, Denmark Phone:(03)66 9511 Telex:43574 • SCANDINAVIAN MICRO COMPUTER AB Gothenburg, Sweden Phone:031·22 84 30 
Telex:5421389 • BANGKOK DOCUMENT CO., LTD. 8angkok, Thailand Phone:2527506 Cable:DOCUMENT • COMPUMAX ASSOCIATES 
(N.Z.) LTD. Palmerston North, New Zealand Phone:70451 Telex:31308 • MITSUI & CO. (AUSTRALIA) LTD. Melbourne, Australia Phone: 
60·1481/8 Telex:30245 • SAMPO CORPORATION Taipei, Taiwan Phone:7712111 Telex:31109. SIN TUNG HING S.A. Papeete, Tahiti Telex: 
STHMG 286FP • COMPUCENTRE Montreal, Canada Phone:(514)354·3810 • ARGENDATA S.A. Buenos Aires, Argentina Phone:40·5669/8908 
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Delivery That's OEM Responsive 
Perkin-Elmer tape and disk drives are avail
able now. When we saw the demand for our 
drives grow, we responded by making the 
investments necessary to be responsive to 
OEM delivery requirements. Our commitment 
to OEMs includes a new 250,000 square foot 
manufacturing complex with the ·production 
capacity that can meet today's requirements. 

Our OEM Commitment Our commitment 
to the OEM goes beyond new facilities. It's a 
multi-faceted corporate commitment that in
volves a powerful combination of investments 
in advanced production and testing equip
ment, responsive management, financial 
strength and competitive products. A commit
ment that assures product reliability, on-time 
delivery, and responsiveness for our OEM 
customers. 

Responsive Products We offer the OEM. 
tape and disk drives that have become the 
industry standards. Our tape drives are avail
able in sizes from 7 inches t010V2 inches 
with speeds ranging from 12.5 ips to 75 ips 
and recording densities up to 1600 cpi. 
Our Super Series cartridge disk drives are 
available in front-loading and top-loading 
configurations. Storage capacities are from 
2.5 to 20 megabytes. 

Responsive Answers For a responsive 
answer to your tape or disk requirements, 
write or call today. Then, you'll see what it 
means when we say we're OEM responsive. 

Perkin-Elmer, Memory Products Division, 
7301 Orangewood Avenue, Garden Grove, 
CA 92641 (714) 891-3711 

PERKIN-ELMER 
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voice switch is used to route videotex data 
to a packet switch that is connected to a 
packet network. Tomorrow, with the intro
duction of digital switches, it will be possi
ble to go directly to the home subscriber and' 
eliminate the need for modems, Berry said. 
Once the data network for videotex services 
is established, telephone companies will be 
able to supply a residential system that will 

With digital switches, it will be 
possible to go directly into the 
home and eliminate the need 
for modems. 

provide environmental controls on gas and 
electricity usage, alann services for securi
ty, CATV for video conferencing, ~nd a vari
ety of other services in addition to videotex, 
he predicted. 

As if to answer Berry, Dennis 
McCaffry described a home infonnation 
retrieval test scheduled .to begin next spring 
in Canada by the Manitoba Telephone Sys
tem. As director of the test, McCaffry ex
plained that Project IDA will include tests at 
100 homes in a suburb of Winnipeg. He said 
services to be provided will include alann 
reporting, utility meter reading, 12 cable tv 
channels, plus a variety of videotex offer
ings. 

-Ronald A. Frank 

IBM TAKES STAND ON 
STANDARDS 
The IBM position on important international 
network standards is often misunderstood, 
according to James E. Merkel of IBM in Ra
leigh, N.C. Speaking at a PTC '80 session 
dealing with packet switched networks, 
Merkel gav~ some definitive insights into 
IBM'S current position in the standards area. 

Those who have frequently stated 
that IBM is opposed to X.25 are not aware of 
the vendor's thinkingJl'e told session atten
dees. "IBM is very much in favor QfX.25 as 
a publi~KefIletwork)nterfa~e," Merkel 
said:1\dmitting that IBM had originally said 
X.25 was "premature" when it was first 
introduced, because the company felt there 
was more work to be done on the technical 
details and that it made no accommodation 
for tenninals, Merkel said IBM now is 
generally in favor of the standard. 

"We don't feel the same way today 
. insofar as the technical content is con
cerned," he said. But the key to X.25 is its 
support for virtualCircuits, and the standard 
can support up to 4,095 virtual circuits. 
"Our view is that this is too rich for tenni
nals, and we are looking forward to a sim
pler synchronous interface," Merkel said . 

Turning to a discussion of the link 
control level ofX.25, Merkel said the CCITI 

X.25 recommendation of high level data 

JAMES E. MERKEL: "IBM is very 
much in favor of X.25 as a public 
packet network interface." 

link control (HDLC) includes both an asyn
chronous response mode (ARM) and an 
asynchronous balance mode (ABM). "We 
have some serious doubts about whether 
ARM"" should be continued since eYeryniing 

<Tn th~ ARM can be supported in the AB.,¥," he 
explained. For this reason, IBM feels the 
"front-runners" are nonnal response_ 
~ode, which IBM supports, and ABM. 



Merkel next turned to IBM'S syn- X.25 adopted within standards-makiris.., 
chronous data link control (SDLC), which is CBodies IBMllas tor some tIme provIded an 
part of the company's .systems Network Ar- ~e~face to both the Canadian Datapac _. 
chitecture. '~!t' is our technical judgment and French Transpac pac e SWI c e net
that SDLC is a pure subset of the mternation- works, he pomted out. More recently, IBM 
at standard HDLC and IS also a pure subset of has indicated its support for the X. 21 Q,hysi-

.... ANSI'S Advanced Data Communications cal interface standard by announcing sup
ControlProcedure (ADCCP),:' he said. De- port of this interface for the DDX public data 
'spite thIS, he admItted that certain differ- Qet;-ork operated by Nippon Telephone & 
ences exist in SDLC. One of these is the lirik Telegraph in Japan, he said. IBM'S decision 
test that rovides us;;'~h an additional not to support X.25 in the U.S. was made 
'command to test the data lin 10 SDLC.net. ~ly for business reasons and is not re-
This comma~d is now bemg considered 6y --rated to any technical capabilities. -
ccnT standards-making bodies for inc1u- ~~::::::::====::::===~=======------J 
sion into the standard, he revealed. 

~PLC also supports SNA loop opera
tions ana this is not defined in the standard, 
'tWerkel continued. And while the HDLC 
standard allows the use of any multiple ofN 
bits, IBM has chosen to use eight bits. 
Nevertheless, SDLC should still be consid
ered a pure subset, hesuggested~ 

In the Levell, or electrical interface 
layer, }1erkel said the new Rs-449 "is a step' 
jn the wrong directIon" because it requires 
the use 0 more pin connections. As an 
alternati ve ~ X. 21 is a rather simple interface 
and IBM supports it, he said. 

"'" Returning to his statement that IBM 
generally is supportive of X.25 and public 
data networks, Merkel reminded the atten
dees that IBM had .played a role in getting 
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COMPANIES 

HOME IS 
WHERE THE 
WORK IS 
Heights employees work from 
their own homes, but there's 
no moonlighting going on. 
When Luanne J ames visited England in the 
fall of 1978 she met Anne Russell. 

It was. a fortuitous meeting for 

James and potentially for legions of home
bound data processing specialists through
out the U.S. 

Russell is one of the founders of F 
International (August 1976, p. 13), which 
brought an old idea-that of women work
ing at home while caring for children-to a 
new industry, data processing. Founded in 
1962, F International initially operated only 
in the United Kingdom. Today it is an orga
nization of more than 600 people, 98% of 
them women, operating also in Holland and 
Denmark. 

James had good reason to be im
pressed with what F - International was 
doing. When she became a computer pro
grammer back in the '60s, she had a young 
daughter to support. Her job required long 
and irregular hours, and child care arrange
ments were a problem. 

She brought the ideas behind F 
International to the U.S. in founding 
Heights Information Technology Service, 
Inc., early last year. By December the 
company had handled some 90 contracts 
from two offices, in Oakland, Calif., and 
White Plains, N. Y . 

Heights has the benefit of manage
ment support and advice from F Internation
al as well as training in the use of special 
techniql;les that have been developed for 
project specification, estimating, schedul
ing and control. The company has a license 
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to use F International's techniques and 
name in the U.S. 

, In addition to James, who also is 
president of Argonaut Information Sys
tems, a software products company in Oak
land, the other. principal in Heights is 
Burton Grad, president of Burton Grad As
sociates, Inc., a New York-based consult
ing firm for computer services companies. 

James formed Argonaut in 1971. 
She is a director of the Association of Data 
Processing Service Organizations (ADAPSO) 

and IS vp of ADAPSO' s Software Industries 
Assn. 

Grad, who has been in the computer 
business since its inception, has worked for 
OeneraLElectric and, until a year ago, for 
IBM. Most of that time he was responsible 
for the production of software for use by 
other people. 

The Oakland office has as its man
ager Fran Haskell, who came to Heights 
from tQ.e State of California, "partly as a 
reaction to effects of Proposition 13 [Cali
fornia's tax cutting initiative passed in 
1978]." She has been "a programmer, a 
programmer analyst, a systems analyst, a 
data base administrator, and now I'm a 
generalist. " Heights is her first "brand
new venture, and I'm excited." 

There is one' other full-time 
employee in the Oakland office, an assistant 
administrator to handle marketing, al-

LUANNE JAMES (right) hired FRAN 
HASKELL to "man" the Oakland 
office. 

though not much of this has been done to 
date. "We get most of our contracts through 
the women's network, from women man
agers," said Haskell. 

James said that while the bulk of 
Heights' technical panel members (they 
have about 30) are women, men are not ex
cluded. Of the first 10 panelists signed up, 

one was a man, a father who wanted to stay 
at home with his children while his wife at
tended school. 

"We employ anyone unable to work' 
regular hours in an office and who is a 
professional computer programmer. This 
can include poets and the disabled as well as 
parents who want to be home with theirchil
dreh," said James. "But the firm is not 
seeking moonlighters." 

The company stresses its members' 
professionalism and competence to clients. 
It requIres three years of work experience 
from prospective programmers and at least 
five years from its systems analysts. ' 

In addition to its technical panel,the 
firm has a nontechnical panel of typists, 
which for the Oakland branch . numbers 
four: "We work on a project structute," 
said James. "Each contnict we get is as
signed to a project manager for coordination 
and he or she, ifit is wished, c~n hire a typ
ist from. his or her own neighborhood. " So 
far, Heights' biggest project has,t~k~ri five 
people six months to complete. James said 
F International's biggest involved 48 people 
for two years. . ' ' . , 

Heights hopes. to get joint contracts 
for its two offices and has bid on one such 
butdidn't get it. James wQuld'iike to see the 
operation go mitionwide by 198~. '.~We are 
considering from 20 to 25 different loca
tions, but decisions for startups will have to 

Call now for a quotidion 
(312) 733.-0497 

u.s. ROBOTI CS, I Ne. Terminals Modems 

The, 550 BANTAM 
from P~rkin-Elmer 

$799 

Ail the features of the 
Hszeitine 1400 & 

· LSI ADM-3A plus 
• Upper/Lo~er Case 
• 7x10 Character Matrix 
• White or Black Characters 
• Transparent Mode 
• Addressable Cursor 
• Tab Function 
• Backspace Key 
• Shiftlock Key 
• Print Key 
• Integrated Numeric Pad 
• Editing Functions 
• Extremely Compact: 

15" W x 19" D x 14" H 
• Silent fan-free operation 

A II products 
in stock! 
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LA34 
DECwriter IV 

• Tabs 
• 132 columns 
• 10, 12, 13.2, 16.5 

characters/inch 
• 2,3,4,5, 8'or 12 lines/inch 
• Optional tractor feed 
• 110 or 300 baud 
• RS232C/ASCII 
• Friction feed/up to 15" 

wide paper 
• 9x7 dot matrix, impact 

printing 
• Upper/lower case 

Teletype 
Model 43 KSR 

$1049 
Ii 110 or 300 baud 
• RS232C/ASCII 
• Pin feed/8%" H x 11"W 

paper is perfect for filing 
and copying. 

PENRIL 300/1200 
MODEM 

Originate/Auto-Answer 

$799 
• 0-300 or 1200 baud 
• Bell 212A & 103/113 

compatible 
• 1 year warranty 
• Stand alone 
• RS232 
• Full duplex over voice 

grade phone lines 
• FCC certified for direct 

connection to phone lines 
via RJ 11 C voice jack 

• (standard extension 
phone jack) 

• 132 columnn;s~-""";.j 
Ii Upper/lower case, true 

descenders 
• Dot matrix, impact printing 
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Couplers " . at 
Low Prices 

US~-31 0 O.riginate 
AcousticC'oupler 

• 0-300 Baud $159 
I! Bell 103/113 compatible 
• Stand Alone 
• RS232 
• ; Year Warranty 
• Crystal Controlled 
• State of the Art LSI Circuitry 
• 5 stage active filters 

,USR,-330. 
Originate! 

Auto:..Answer 
Modem 

FCC certified for direct 
connection to phone lines via 
standard extension phone 
jack 
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Space Center base operation~ The sputter
ing system, Lennon emphasizes, had noth
ing to do with the delay in launching the 
Space Shuttle. "If that had been the case, 
the National Aeronautics and Space Admin
istration could have hit it with 2 million 
bucks in hardware and solved the prob
lem." 

The ese people were asked to do a 
"post-implementation system review" to 
determine a less expensive way to correct a 
situation in which transactions were being 
processed so slowly-some requiring up to 
30 minutes to complete. Queue lengths 
were increasing and at least0!le period of 
downtime a day w~s be~ng, experienced be-

cause of hardware failure. Users were so 
timorous of the system that they put their 73 
terminal operators on a schedule where only 
top priority transactions were entered, the 
rest being batched for overnight processing; 

Their reason: the actual workload 
averaged 5,000 transactions a day and there 
was a backlog of2,000 to 3,000 a day. And 
things were getting worse. NASA waS antici
pating a workload for the next five years of 
9,000 to 14,000 transactions a day. 

And, of course, "minirilUm perfor
mance measurement tools were provided, " 
because NASA and other government agen
cies had always done iit that way," Lennon 
says., '~If a system became overloaded, you 

." ~ . { 

Instant Data Entry. 
No programming. no hassle. no delays. , 
Get your data entry applications off the back 
burner. Get cooking with KEY/MASTER.® 

so DATAMATION 

turnkey systems inc. 
50 Washington Street , 
Norwalk. Connecticut 06854 
[203] 853-2884 

merely added more metal." , 
The NASA syst~ni consisted of a ded

icated Honeywell H635 computer with 
256K of main memory, 16 IBM 2314 disk 
drives, a Datanet model 355 telecommuni
cations front-end processor and the 73 re
mote terminals. It used l-loneywell' s 
Transaction Processing Executive (TPE) and 
its database management system cailed 
Integra~ed Data Store software (IDS) operat
ing under Geos, the general compr~hensive 
operating supervisor . It used, Honeywell
provided transaction processing application 
programs (TRAPS). , 

The data base required soine 80 mil
lion words of on-line storage., Every~:me 
thought the system Was 110 bound. It wasn't. 
It was cpu bound, the ese studies found. 

Using a minimum of performance 
measurement tools, the ese group found, 
among other things; that the TPE \V,as hog
girig the cpu and needed more than two 
paths through the system or, in other words, 
more transaction processing applications 
programs. 

The ese team came to these conchi
sions by measuring response time, and 
queue time problems. A software patch was 
added to the transaction processing journal 
tape to record time into the TPE ,!-nd time into 
the TRAP, as well as time out of TRAP and 
time out OfTPE for each on-line transaction. 
The data was categorized by transaction, by 
TRAP and by location. 

It came down to a choice of two 
recommendations: dump the cpu or get a 
riew transaction processing executive. 

The decision was made to replace 
the cpu and enhance the transaction proces
sor so that two transaction application 
processors could be segmented functionally 
into eight independent TRAPS. This software 
change improved the system's throughput 
by 60%. The decision to replace the 256K 
Honeyweli 635 with a 512K Honeywell 661 
60 improved the response time, by, about 
40%. The system today is handling 12,000 
transactions a day with an average response 
time of seven seconds; 

Lennon says the heart of the prob
lem was that rio performance, data was avail
able when the system was being designed. 
"Most of it was done by intuition." And 
when her group took over, it fourid that the 
lise of measurement probes while the sys
tem was in operation would have degraded 
the already unacceptable response times 
even further. 

So the groUp compensated by adopt- ' 
ing such initial measurement techniques as 
doing end of job statistics, doing memory 
dunws, and making stopwatch studies. 
Now, however, it is recoinmendingthat 
performance data be gathered every day and 
then analyzed and archived. "And ifthe re
ports aren't available every day, manage
ment starts screaming," she says. 

"Now management is crazy for 
measurement," Lennon says. "They want 



Acotnputer& office . ... . .... 
~Fre~:~~~andexpo 
Check it out.· 

As a decision-maker in a competitive business, you 
know that computer-based business products can go a long 
way towards beefing up that bottom line. And if you've been 
thiilking that the big, national shows are the only places to 
see the newest computer and office systems products, we've 
got goodnews for you. . 

, The Expo '80 Conference & Exposition brings the 
very latest information and equipment to you. Probably just 
across town, if you're in a major market. 

At Expo '80, you'll find the most respected manufac
turers. iri the field, as well as a professional forum for the 
qiscussionof today's important applications topics. And 
because Expo '80 is on your home ground, there's a personal, 
"local" flavor that's friendly, meaningful, and productive. 

One stop shopping. 
. Expo '80 combines computers and office systems in 

the same show. You'll see everything from small business 
systems to electronic mail equipment, to word processing 
systems. All demoed by the industry leaders. Tandem, Data 
General, Hewlett-Packard, Sperry Univac, RCA, CADO/ 
Benchmark, Memorex, Control Data, General Electric, 
Lanier, Intel, Qume, Diablo, Word Stream, Basic Four, 
Olivetti, A.B. Dick, and many more. . 

Custom-made conferences. 
Expo '80's conference program addresses the subjects 

that 'you want to hear about: Word Processing Solutions for 
the Office Paperwork Bottleneck, The Banking/EFTS and 
Retail/POS Lirtkup, New Data Entry Techniques for Data 
Bases, Computer Graphics, WP & DP in Tomorrow's Office, 
and Output Techniques for Distributed Processing, to name 
justa few. 

Stay right where you are. 
Here's a list of the stops on the Expo '80 Tour. Be sUre 

to mark your calendar now for the show in your area. 
San Francisco Bay Area March 19-21 
Los Angeles March 25-27 Dallas April 1-3 
New York April 22-24 Baltimore April 28-30 
Boston May 6-8 Detroit June 3-5 " 
Chicago June 10-12 Cincinnati June 17-19 

. . If you'd like more information or registration mate
rials, just call the 800 number. In Massachusetts, call 617-
~64-4550. We'll be happy to give you all the details. 
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wei! into data 
communica
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already have a 
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cards that sell 
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lot more. They 
ali will save 
you space, 
power, bus 
loading and 
money while 
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performance, 
reliability, 
flexibility, and 
convenience. Take a look at the 
facts, then decide for yourself. 
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package and 

world-wide prod
uct support we 
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everything we do to be measured." Of 
course, she adds, they could have soJved the 
problem by hitting it with that $2 million, 
"or by flooding the computer room. " 

"My advice. is: do the measure
ments before a system ever gets going." 

. -Tom McCusker 

SERVICE BUREAU.S . 

TWO 'YEARS 
ANI)$10M 
LATER 
From a o~e-~a~ band to 400 
strong, Imperiai· Computer 
Services sets sights on 
nationwide network of .service 
bureaus. 
When Dwight Mensinger founded Imperial 
Computer Services in 1977, he had ambi
tious pla.ns. 

. His business objective was to devel
op, through selective acquisitions and 
managed internal growth, a nationwide net
work of computer service bureaus serving 

specific target industry groups. "It was just 
me, and my goal was to become a $10 mil
lion service company. Actually, I was aim
ing higher than that but if you say that, 
people don't believe you." 

Mensinger, who has been involved 
in data processing and banking for 29 years 
with the Federal Reserve, Central National 
Bank, Clevel<ind, and Computer Sciences 
Corp., already has achieved his $10 million 
goal in the two years of his company's exis
tence. 

He has acquired companies, but his 
most prized acquisitions are the people who 
make up his management team. "Most of 
them left lucrative jobs to join me," he said. 
"I'm not sure why. I guess I just sucked 
them in as Iwent along." Most are people 
he's known for a long time and many are his 
neighbors in Palos Verdes Estates, Calif. 

First to join Mensinger was James 
Power, who helped in the formation of ICS 

and joined full time in 1978. Power had 
been: president, Nitrol Corp., Los Angeles; 
vice president, Transaction Technology, 
Inc., Los Angeles; vice president, TRW Data 
Systems, Inc., Los Angeles; assistant 
operations manager, TRW Systems; and sen
ior staff administrator, AC Spark Plug Div. 
of General Motors. At ICS he is senior vice 
president, a director, and manager of the 
Data Services Div. 

Another early member of the ICS 

management team was Harold (Bud) 
Harfst, Jr., a senior vice president, director, 
and manager of the systems arid program
ming function of the Data Services Div. "I 
knew Bud in Cleveland w~en he worked at a 
competing bank," said Mensinger. 

ICS always has a miniinuin of 
three acquisition possibilities 
in the works. Not all of their 
acquisitions workout. 

Harfst's previous positions· . in
cluded:vp, Leader Corp., Seattle; data pro
cessing officer, Union .Commerce Bank, 
Cleveland; assistant mariager, customer 
programming support, NCR Corp., Dayton, 
and project leader, Iowa and Iilinois Gas 
and Electric Co., Davenport, Iowa. 

Donald C. Leonard, a senior vice 
president and a director speci~llizing in sys
tems analysis and design, strategic plan
ning, and producidevelopment for the 
financial sector, joined ICS in February 
1978. He had been a vIce. president, Pay
ment Systems. Inc., EI Segundo; president 
of his own consulting firm providing Elec
tronic Funds Transfer (EFf); related strate
gic plimnirtg, and product development 
services; and director of special products, 
TRW Commercial Systems Div., Redondo 
Beach, Calif. 
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Anthony Arminio; a senior vice 
president and director' who manages ICS' 

marketing function, joined in April 1978. 
He.had been senior vice president of HMO 
International, Los Angeles, and Pacific re
gional manager, Electrolux Div. of Con
soiidated'Foods Corp., Los Angeles. 

The last principal to join, last May, 
was' John B. Benton, who for two years 
served as executive director of the National 
Commission on Electronic Funds Transfer. 
He manages the ICS Planning and Consult-
ing Div: . 

A recent addition to his division was 
Max P. Beere, who had been director of 
telecommunications pla~ning for TRW E1ec~ 
tronics in. Los Angeles. Before that, as vice 
president in charge of marketing for Packet 
Communications, Inc., Boston, he de
veloped and marketed a national data com
niimications network service. He also was 
director of telecommunications systems at 
Tymshare, Inc., Palo Alto, Calif. 

Although ICS has done consulting 
since its inception, it was formed as a sepa
rate operation in Apri11978. "All of us par
ticipate in one way or another," said 
Mensinger. "We are a resource. Ours is a 
high level consulting practice. We maintain 
a half-dozen accounts we work with during 
theyear. It gives us visibility in the market
place and helps us to uncover potential 
acquisitions. ' ? 

On acquisitions, he said they always 
have a minimum of three and sometimes 
more in various stages. Not all their acquisi
tions work out. 

Their first, of Massey Data Entry , 
Services Co. in December 1977, did. And 
with. it, ICS gained a principal. William A 
Vernqr, who serves as senior vice president 
and chief financial officer .. had been vice 
president, finance for ADIAServices, Menlo 
Park, Calif., which had owned Massey. 

The' company looked· at 
"virtually all" of Itel's 
divisions before acquiring 
Medical Data Systems last July. 

When acquired by ICS, Massey, 
"which had been around .for 17. or 18 
years," had offices in Palo Alto, San Fran
cisco, Santa Cruz, Hayward; Los AngeIes, 
and Long .Beach. "We tuned it down and 
sold off some centers,' said Mensinger, 
"ret~tining the most profitable center in 
Santa Clara. Virtually all of our data entry 
work is under contract. We are not in the 

, business of taking on' overflow work." 
ICS' second acquisition, made about 

. a week after that of Massey, didn't work out 
quite so well .. The acquired company was 
Check Recovery Corp;, a firm which did 

. collection of bad checks for department . 

stores and food chains in the western u.S. 
anc\ was doing $500,000 a year in bUSIness. 
"They had the largest . negative data base 
available and that's what we wanted," said 
Mensinger. "Werehlined it for one year 
then sold it off. We couldn't convert the 
data base to anything and check collection 
was not a .business we wanted to be in." 

Another which didn't work out was 
tlieacquisition of Ne'twork Data Processing 
of California, Los Angeles, in November 
1978. it was a company providing on-line 
data processing and data entry services to 
distribution companies. "Our problem 
was," said Mensinger, "it was based on 
Honeywell hardware. Programming was in 
Easycoder. The devdopment needed was 
notour style. We figured we could make 
more money by selling it. " It was sold to a 
group headed up by fonp.er California 
LieiIt. Governor Mervyn Dymally . 

. The two most successful acquisi
tions to date form the core OfICS' Data Ser
vices Div. The first was Carter Associates, 
acquired in July 1978. The 17-year-old firm 
specialized in providing manufacturing, 
financial, and sales related data processing 
services to 60 high technology electronics 
fIrms in the Santa Clara Valley. 

The second, acquired last July from 
Itel Corp. (Mensinger said they looked at 
"virtually. aU:' of Itel's divisions), was 
.Medical Data Systems, a12-year-old Long 
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us. Pat. No. 4.153.749 

. Dept. D. 
32 Southwest Industrial Park 

Westw~od, MA 02090 
THE STATIC CONTROL PEOPLE (617) 326·7611 - ..... .-
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10,25,50,75 foot lengths 
- Extended lengths, .modems and custom 

assemblies,.5 to 10 days. 

ccp-
Computer Cable Products Div. 
Vertex Electronics, I nc~ 
150 Schmitt-Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735 
Tel: (516) 29.3-9880 Telex 14-3155 . 
Vertex Mid~Atlantic, Inc; 
10.774 Tucker St., Beltsville, MO 20705 
Tel: (30i )937-0180 
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE 
Beach, Calif., service company providing 
batch data processing to more than 130 
hospitals in California. 

These two firms are now the north
ern and southern California branches of ICS 
respectively. For both, product develop
ment is centralized in the company's Tor
rance, Calif., corporate headquarters. 
Currently work is under way on a front end 
for on-line data capture and inquiry for 
hospital customers in southern California. 

When ICS was formed, Mensinger 
was looking at acquisitions in four major 
marketplaces: discrete manufacturing, 
health care, the financial community, and 
the insurance area. They're into manufac-

turing and health care now. As for the finan
cial community, "we'll get there as soon as 
we can figure out how the hell to do it, " said 
Mensinger. Insurance? "We may never get 
there. " 

The company has grown from a one-
. man band to 400 employees in two short 

years. Mensinger is optimistic. "If we 
maintain our present growth rate, we should 
do $12 million in 1980 for a net profit of 
$750,000." But, in mid January ICS was ne
gotiating for acquisition of a publicly held 
held company with a nationwide network in 
place, which could dramatically increase 
that growth rate. 

-Edith Myers 

INTER ACT~VE REPORTS: 
SYSTEMS' CORPORATION 

SEE US IN ATLANTA, MARCH 3-5 
Don't miss the chance to see a live 

demonstration of the INTERACTIVE 
system at the NCC Office Automation 
Conference in Atlanta, March 3-5. 
Our integrated office automation sys
tem is generating. lots of user support 
and excitement. It's now in use in 
major corporations throughout the 
U.S. and Europe. 

JNTERACTIVE features a shared,,: 
logic system based on DEC POP-II * or 
V AX* minicomputers. Depending on 
usage, up to 30 active terminals can 
be connected to a single system, giv
ing a very low and competitive cost 
per station for a state-of-the-art sys
tem. 
Word and text processing integrated 
with data processing 

A wide range of data processing 
services is fully integrated with word 
processing. There are extensive facili
ties for: 

• electronic filing and retrieval 
• word processing 
• electronic mail 
• communication networks 
• data processing 

Special INtext terminals 
A popular feature of our system is 

INed, our CRT-based text editor. INed 
has full two-dimensional "cut and 
paste" operations, string search, mul
tiple file windows, and access to data 
processing functions. It operates on 
our specially-designed INtext termi
nals that offload much of the process
ing from the central CPU. 
Wide range of peripherals supported 

We communicate with a wide range 
of office output devices: 

• correspondence-quality printers 
• ink jet and laser printers 
• phototypesetters 

as well as line printers and other stan
dard output devices. 
·DEC, PDP and VAX are Registered Trademarks 
of Digital Equipment Corporation. 

A rich set of communications options 
for distributed systems 

A highlight of our demonstration in 
Atlanta is a connection between our 
text editor, our electronic message 
system, and the TELEX/TWX interna
tional network. You can originate 
TWX messages on our full-screen CRT 
text editor, and send, route, file and 
even receive them just like electronic 
mail. 

INTERACTIVE also supports net
work electronic mail so a user of your 
system in New York can send mes
sages over Telenet, Tymnet, or dial
up telephone lines, to your system in 
San Francisco (or Europe or ... ). 

We support the X.25 international 
data transmission protocol. 
A complete word processing system 

Among the many features provided 
with our system are: 

• justification, hyphenation 
• headers and footers 
• footnotes 
• flexible page numbering 
• headings 
• centering 
• underlining 
• page proofing 
• centralized file system 
• document and file security 
• spelling checks 
Our systems are available with com

plete installation, training, mainte
nance, and customer support. We 
have sales and technical support 
offices on the east and west coasts. 

Come visit us: booth #1913, 
March 3-5, Georgia World Congress 
Center, Atlant~ Georgia. The first 
annual NCC Omce Automation Con
ference. See us there or call us now. 

INTERACTIVE Systems Corporation 
1212 Seventh Street 
Santa Monica, CA 90401,213/450-8363 
1015 Fifteenth Street, NW, Suite 907 
Washington, DC 20005,2021789-1155 
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CRIME BILL 
REVISED 
In the new version of the 
computer crime bill, some of 
the computerese has been 
erased, as has some of the 
controversy. 
The newest edition of the Ribicoff bill-the 
Federal Computer Systems Protection Act 
-the controversial federal statute which 
will define computer-related crime, is now 
before Congress .. 

A final public hearing on the juris
dictional aspects of the proposed legislation 
is scheduled for later this month, after 
which the rewritten statute will be reviewed 
by the full Senate Judiciary Committee. The 
current version of the bill, the handiwork of 
Senator Joseph Biden's Criminal Justice 
Subcommittee, has already been introduced 
in the House. 

The new version of the bill lacks 
some of the familiar computerese that 
marked the original bill-specifically the 
word "access" as the criminally active verb 
-and is now cast in more traditional legal
istic phrasing, to the apparent relief of the 
judicial mind; but the Biden rewrite has also 
removed most.of the notably controversial 
elements of the bill. 

The original Ribicoff bill claimed 
federal jurisdiction over any criminal mis
use of computer systems owned or doing 
contract work for the U.S. government, 
financial institutions, or' 'any entity operat
ing in or affecting interstate commerce." 
"That," explained Kathy Zebronski of the 
subcommittee staff, "is broader than any 
federal statute in current law. We cut that. 
back to include only those computers which 
are owned by, under contract to, or operated 
for or on behalf of the U. S. government or 
financial institutions--{)r, computers which 
operate in, or use a facility of, interstate 
commerce. " 

The phrase "facility of interstate 
commerce" refers to communications links 
that extend the active computer system 
across state boundaries, she explained. The 
substitution greatly narrows the scope of the 
act. 

While narrowing the statute's juris
diction-with the narrow referent on inter
state commerce and a long cautionary 
section on federal/state relations-the new 
bill simplifies many of the definitions that 
caused confusion in the original legislation. 
The original bill attempted to separately de
fine "computer," "computer system," 
-' 'computer network," "computer pro
gram," "computer software," as well as 
the active verb "access." The rewrite relies 
upon the simple concept of "use," and 
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"Here are four reasons why we 
switched to NCR," says Dale A. Dooley 

of the Iowa Transfer System .. 
DOOLEY: 
,The Iowa Transfer System 
is the first electronic funds 
transfer system to operate 
statewide. Over 85 per
cent of the commercial 
banks in Iowa are support
ing members. We recently 
installed an NCR 8450 as 
the central element - the 
switch - in our network. 

NCR's SCHULTE: 
It's the element that 
makes the remote connec
tions, so that every termi
nal has access to every 
bank on the network. All 
across the state of Iowa. 

DOOLEY: 

NCR representatives have 
parallel specialties so they 
can be more responsive to 
the problems peculiar to 
their industries. It's a 
concept that is working 
well for us. 

DOOLEY: 
The third reason is soft
ware. Only NCR could pro
vide the switch software 
we needed when we had to 
have it. 

NCR's SCHULTE: 
Not only did we meet the 
deadline, but the transition 
to our system was very 
smooth. 

DOOLEY: 
Finally, our decision was 
influenced by the depend-' 
able performance of the 

Our first reason for going 
to NCR is monetary. With 
NCR, our costs are sub
stantially lower than under 
our previous arrangement. 

Dale A. Dooley (left) is executive director of Iowa Transfer System, other NCR systems 
Inc., in Des Moines. Jim Schulte is NCR district manager. within the network. And we 

NCR's SCHULTE: 
And at least a bit lower than the other alternatives you 
explored. 

DOOLEY: 
Then there is the support we received from NCR and 
from you, Jim. And NCR's known commitment to EFT. 

NCR's SCHULTE: 
NCR representatives are specialized. All the people in 

, my group work exclusively with financial institutions. 
So we are in tune with current financial trends. Other 

have had the same experi
ence with this system. Our uptime level has been very 
high - a critical consideration when you're talking 
about a network switch. 

In the NCR office nearest you, there is an account 
manager like Jim Schulte who specializes in your 
industry and knows NCR systems. Learn how an NCR 
system can help you. Phone him at the local office. Or 
write to EDP Systems. NCR Corporation, Box 606, 
Dayton, Ohio 45401. 

Complete Computer Systems 
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE 
broadens the definition of computer to in
clude hardware, software, and any proper
ty, tangible or intangible, directly related to 
or operating in conjunction with the system. 

In the rewrite, the subcommittee 
staff attempted to narrowly describe the 
computer systems which they sought to pro
tect--excluding personal or home use com
puters, word processing systems, and 
(oddly) computerized newspaper and maga
zine typesetting systems-and then broadly 
defined "computer" itself, with all atten
dant property and products. "In other 
words," explained Zebronski, "once you 
have a computer according to our defini
tion, most everything associated with it is 
also part of it. " 

The definition of computer in the 
old bill-"an electronic device which per
forms logical, arithmetic, and memory 
functions by the manipulations of electronic 
or magnetic impulses. . ." -had caused 
considerable problems. "Everybody went 
crazy about that," laughed Zebronski. "It 
seems to include digital watches, Be
tamaxes, and even microwave ovens." 

The new definition of computer 
broadens the old by adding any "property" 
or communications facilities directly re~ 
lated to the system, but excludes "an auto
mated typewriter or typesetter, or any 
computer designed and manufactured for, 
and which is used exclusively for routine 

VM/CMS 
users. 
Flesh out 
your APL;· 

If you're running, or plan to 
run, VM/370 with eMS, you 
owe it to your user community 
to run STSC's APL*PLUS®VM 
System on your computer. STSC, 
a world leader in APL time 

personal, family, or household purposes, 
including a portable handheld electronic 
calculator. ' , 

The "typesetter" exclusion, said 
Zebronski, refers to multisite computerized 
printing operations of several national 
newspapers and magazines. "If you put an 
ad in the Wall Street Journal, it's conceiv
able that that could be a computer fraud," 
she said. "That's why we put [the typesetter 
exclusion] in. The language is very bad, but 
in drafting legislation, you often have to set
tle for something bad to get at something 
specific.' , 

The definition of computer in 
the old bill "seemed to include 
digital watches, Betamaxes, 
and even microwave ovens." 

The exclusion of personal and home 
computers has nothing to do with whether 
misuse or unauthorized use of these systems 
should be a crime, she stressed. "It has 
everything to do with the traditional scope 
of federal interest. ... We're fully aware' 
that under this exclusion we're probably 
allowing crimes to occur, and we're hoping 
the states will pick up the slack with state 
legislation." Senator Biden, the subcom
mittee chairman, has publIcly called for the 
states to enact legislation "to reach crimes 

not covered by federal law." 
Nine states currently have "com

puter crime" laws; seven passed those stat
utes only last year, and many states have 
pending legislation. 

With the deletion of "access" and 
the concept of "unauthorized access"
which in the original draft of the legislation 
seemed to threaten programmers who play
fully used their employer's system, for 
"Snoopy calendars" and the like, with up 
to 15 years' imprisonment-the new bill 
relies on the traditional • 'theft of property," 
which is here defined as including computer 
serVices. The biggest concern in this area, 
said Zebronski, was in targeting people who 
access a system and overwhelm it, crashing 
it or just blocking the legitimate access of 
other users. "That, not the Snoopy calen
dars, was our concern. We took the unau
thorized access phrasing out just to placate 
people. There was not the slightest possibil
ity that someone would be prosecuted for 
that on the federal level." 

Still, she conceded, the misinterpre
tation was there to be made, and so a change 
was necessary. The subcommittee, said 
Zebronski, was very aware of the fact that 
this legislation will probably be used as a 
model for many of the state statutes now 
being drafted, hence the concern for preci
sion and the caution in the matter of state 
and federal jurisdiction. 

Call Bob Cook at (301) 657-8220, 
or return the coupon. Your productivity 
will be given new life. 

stsc 
(formerly Scientific Time SharinK Corporation) 

r-----------------------, 
I I STSC, Inc. 
I 7316 Wisconsin Avenue 
I Bethesda, Maryland 20014 

I 
I D We're heavy APL users; call us soon! 

I D We run VS APL on VM/CMS; send more details 

I D We run (or plan to run) VM/CMS, but we're not using 
VS APL; keep us on your VM/370 enhancement mailing. 

D If you release an MVS version of the VS APL * PLUS 
System, let me know! 

CPU Operating System --------

sharing services, has spent more than ten years building powerful, 
productivity-enhancing APL functions and features that fully meet 
the needs of the serious APL user. STSC's APL enhancements arc; built 
on your copy ofIBM's VS APL to provide tremendous power and user 
productivity not available with APL from any other vendor. 

Company 

I Address ------------------

I Ciry State Zip 

I L~~= ____________________ ~ 
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· GUARDIAN/EXPAND 
The Tandem MonSto~ Network 

Operating System 
The diHerences are enormous. 

The system is entirely transparent. 
It began with the Tandem NonStop System. 

First of its kind. The one multiple processor 
system in the world capable of continuous opera
tion-even during the failure of a processor I/O 
channel, disc controller or disc. Without loss or . 
duplication of any transaction, even those in 
process. And with maximum protection for the 
data base-at a level unprecedented in the indus
try. Plus phenomenal flexibility: expandable in 
low cost increments from a basic two processor 
system all the way to sixteen processors with the 
ability to support thousands of terminals per 
system. File capacity of up to four billion bytes 
per file, and no limit on the number of files. Extra
ordinary it is, all by itself, and now as many as 
255 Tandem NonStop Systems can be economi
cally interconnected in a powerful, complete and 
amazingly simplifiw.etwork. Read on. 

Announcing the 
4000 processor network. 

Here's how to tie together 4000 processors: 
Easy. Interconnected in the most beautifully 
simple way. Per the diagram. Point-to-point eon
nections can be made between all centers of over
lapping activities, but are not required. We can 
in fact tie the network together with a single 
continuous line. And there is no user involvement 
for pass-through. To get from ''N.,' to "F,' no user 
housekeeping penalties from "B:' "C:' "D;' & "E:' 

Conventional fixed network is difficult and expensive to expand 
and modify as needs grow. And they always do. Communication 
and utilization of data base records from twice removed nodes is 
prohibitively expensive in. applications programming, so more 
lines are the only viable solution. And that is expensive, too. 

It looks exactly as if all messages were being 
transmitted only next door. And X25 protocol is 
available as well. 

Introducing the distributed/ 
centralized data base. 

Totally transparent. With a split of geography 
completely invisible to the user. Not the separate 
interconnected data bases found in other net
works but a unified data base completely and 
transparently accessible throughout the network. 
No user, and no application program, has or re
quires any awareness whatsoever as to the actual 
location of any segment of the data base in the 
Tandem network. With a Tandem NonStop Com
puter System, your data may be in Ypsilanti, but 
it looks for all the world like it's residing right 
in your own local system. 

To get rid of a host of problems, 
get rid of the host. 

Having a host system in a network is tradi
tional. Unfortunately, it is also the traditional 
point of concentrated difficulties. For when the 
host goes down, so does the whole network. And 
even if the host is only suffering an intermittent 
difficulty, the integrity of the data base is up 
for grabs, not only in the host, but throughout 
the remote data bases as well. With Tandem's 
GUARDIAN/EXPAND Network; a local failure 
has no impact whatsoever on the rest of the 

Thndem pass-through packet switching enables "A" to communicate 
with "E" at no penalty in system overhead. And you can add direct 
lines, per "B" to "E" or "L" to "G" whenever traffic warrants with
out disrupting system performance or efficiency. Note that nodes' 
can be of variable sizes, all using Tandem NonStop Systems as the 
common element. Efficient, powerful and extremely low cost. 



system, and best-route switching automatically 
circumvents the trouble spot. If there is a failure 
in the communication link, the system will auto-

Comprehensive soltwa~
transparent and segmented. 

matically go around it. The system and the net- Under the overall supervision of GUARDIAN/ 
work stay up and running, and best of all-the EXPAND, the Network Operating System, each 
data is intact, its integrity assured. individual system maintains its own Guardian 

. .f. · Operating System plus all of the multiple proces-
A unique and unl led operating system- sor and control communications systems and a 

free of geographic limits. host of applications languages including industry 

Whereas most network operating systems 
are created "on top" of prior operating systems, at 
significant penalty, Tandem's Guardian Operating 
System was created from day one for the multiple 
processor environment. It treats all resources 
within the system as files, both hardware and 
software, and accordingly achieves complete 
geographic independence, both for the user and 
for the user's programs. This is beautiful at any 
time, and it is a lifesaver when increased work 
loads call for an expanded system, more processors 
and peripherals, and perhaps a new configuration 
of resources. This is unique: no reprogramming 
is required, not even recompilation. 

The long and the short of it
keeping costs down and perlonnanceup. 

No one can do that like Tandem. For the 
differing needs at each node can be met by the 
expandable Tandem NonStop System in varying 
configurations. Single system programming 
works over the entire network and will continue 
to work regardless of growth and complexity 
of the system. And because this is after all a mini
based system, the costs are low to begin with 
and add-ons come in low-cost increments. Without 
one cent of penalty on the original investment. 

standard ANSI '78 FORTRAN and ANSI '74 
COBOL. With T/TAL, EDITOR, SORT/MERGE, 
DEBUG, TGAL, ENFORM Query/Report Writer, 
and complete remote diagnostic capabilities, the 
software package of the Tandem NonStop Operat
ing Network is truly impressive. Best of all, it 
never requires one iota of modification as systems, 
nodes and the entire network expand and are 
modified to suit changing requirements. And any 
Tandem GUARDIAN/EXPAND node can com
municate with IBM or any other mainframe using 
industry standard protocols. We've made it possible 
and practical to go from any industry standard 
system to a low cost, comprehensive and flex-
ible network without sacrificing your original 
installation. 

.fyou're from Missouri,too. 
Call or write for complete information about 

the Tandem NonStop Operating Network. We'll 
be happy to demonstrate both how and why this 
system will cost you less to begin with, less to 
expand, and less to operate than any other 
network on the market today. And most likely 
for years to come. 
Tandem Computers, Inc. 
19333 Vallco Parkway, Cupertino, CA 95014. 
Thll Free 800-538-9360 or (408) 996-6000 in California. 

Regional Offices: New York (212) 760-8440; Chicago (312) 397-5200; Dallas I ~aN - EM 
(817) 640-8771; Toronto (416) 441-6806. Branch offices throughout the U.S.A., 

Canada and Europe. Distributors in Mexico, South America and Australia. 



NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE 

Zebronski said the subcommittee 
staff has been repeatedly approached by 
industry people who suggested a dollar
threshold for defining federal jurisdiction, 
perhaps $100,000 and up. "We didn't do 
that because you really can't," she ex
plained. "You can~t put a value on the elec
tronic impulses, can't put a value on lost 
time on the machine, can't put a value on 
the inability of someone else to work with 
the machine, or on what a program is worth 
to whom. It was just too diff,icult and unfair, 
so we ruled out that approach completely." 

~Viri McLellan 

KEY EXCERPTS 
FROM S. 240 

Sec. 3. (a) Chapter 47 of title 18, 
United States Code, is amended by . adding 
at the end thereof the following new section: 
§ 1028: Computer Fraud and Abuse 
"(a) Whoever uses, or attempts to use, a 
computer with intent to execute a scheme or 
artifice to defraud, or to obtain property by 
false or fraudulent pretenses, representa
tions, or promises or to embezzle, steal, or 
knowingly convert to his use or the use of 
another, the property of another, shall, if 
the computer: 

"(1) is owned by, under contract to, or 
operated for or on behalf of: 

"(A) the U.S. Government; or 

"(B) a financial institution; 
and the prohibited conduct directly in
volves or affects the computer operation 
for or on behalf of the United States Gov
ernment or finaricial institution: or 

"(2) operatesi~, or uses a facility of, 
interstate commerce; be fined not more 
than two times the amount of the gain di
rectly or indirectly derived from the of
fense or $50,000, whichever is higher, or 
imprisoned not more than five years, or 
both. 

"(b) Whoever intentiorially and without au~ 
thorization daniages a computer described 
in subsection (a) shall be fined not more 
than $50,000 or imprisoned not more than 
five years or both. 
"(c) Definitions. For the purpose of this 
section, the term computer means a device 
that performs logical, arithmetic, and stor
age functions by eiectroniC manipulation, 
and includes any property and communiCa~ 
Hon facility directly related to or operating 
in conjunction with such a device; bilt does 
not include an automated typewriter or 
typesetter; or any computer designed and 
manufactured for, and which is used exclu
sively for routine personal, family, or 
household purposes including a portable 
hand-held eleCtronic calculator. 

financial institution means-
"(1) a bank with deposits insured by 

the Federal Deposit Corporation; 

"(2) a member of the Federal Reserve 
. including any Federal Reserve Bank; 

"(3) an institution with accounts in
sured by the Federal Savings and Loan 
Insurance Corporation; 

"(4) a credit union with accounts in
sured by the National Credit Union 
Administration; 

"(5) a member of the Feqeral home 
loan bank systems and any home loan 
bank; 

"(6) a member or busiriess insured by 
the Securities Investor Protection CorpO
ration; and 

"(7) a broker-dealer registered with 
the Securities and Exchange Commission 
pursuant to section 15 of the Securities 
and Exchange Act of 1934." 

"property means anything of value, 
and includes tangible and intangible per
sonal property, infomiation in the form 
of electronically processed, produced, or 
stored data, or any eiectroriic data pro
cessing representation . . . and services; 

. "services includes computer data pro
cessing and storage functions; 

"United States Government includes a 
branch or agency thereof; 

."use includes to instruct, communi
cate with, store data in,or retrieve data 
from, or otherwise utilize the logical, 
arithmetic, or memory functions of a 
computer . . ." 

PEOPLE "account for the iargest single element in a dp budget, and there is no reaSon to expect 
any changes in this for the foreseeable future." Oatamation~ 1979 Of BudgetSutvey 

Managing the DP Professiorial-· . 
the challenge of the 80's 

DP Professionals are your most costly, yet most valuable resource. 
Managing these high talent people-systems analysts, application 
programmers,and data communications specialists-is different 
from .managing workers in manUfacturing or sales or administratiori. 
It requires special understanding and skill ... skill that uritil now 
could only come from seat-of-the-pants experimentation. 

. - . . 

MANAGING THE DATA PROCESSING PROFESSIONAL is 
• A three-day workshop: 
• Forthe data processing manager. 
• Developed by DP professionals for Df> professionals. 
• Focusing on today's concerns in running a productive 

data processing operation. . 

Increased productivity through management effectiveness
the thrust of this highly-participatjve wo~kshop; Topics i~clude: 
o What makes the DP professional tick? Understand high talent 
motivation as it relates to productivity. . 
o Your best management style, what is it? Identify your style and 
how to adapt your role to compliment your individuality. 
[J The. team concept. Learn how to achieve the synergism required 
for effective teamwork. . 
o Managing. turnover. Discover what you cari do to control attri
tion-actually make it work with you, not against you. 
o Career management. Address the need for career planning to 
encourage technical growth, job satisfaction, and loyalty. 

Workshop leader: SAMUEL R. CONNOR, Director of Roberts Asso-
Register,for one of the 1980 Workshops: ciates, formerly Manager of Management Development, Data Pro-
t> March 3-5, New York City cessing Division, IBM. 
!:: March 25-27,·Washington, DC r"'------------.-------- ... --~--------------------------------------1 
~ A'priI8-1D, AlIant.a ICOURSE FEE: $550 includes semiQar, REGISTRATION: 0 Single $550. 0 Multiple. . 1 
v May 13-15, Dallas Inotebook, reference books, and lunch. PAYMENT: 0 Check enclosed. 0 Bill my firm: P.O. # : 
[> June 3·5, Chicago. IDISCOUNTS: Team attendance rec- SEMINAR CHOICE:' 1 
~ June 3D-July 2, Tarrytown, NY :ommende~ for additional ~enefits- INFORMATION: 0 Send more information. .: 
~ Aug, 19-21, San Francisco lassures uniform understanding of con- 0 Please send information about in-house training 1 
~ Sept. 16-18, Los Angeles Icepts throughout company. 10% . 1 
v Oct. 7-9, Houston Idiscount available for 3 or more. NAME: 1 
t> Nov. 5-7, Boston IREGIS~RATION. DEADLlN~S: 2 TITLE: : 

Iweeks prior to seminar date. Mall form .. 1 
CALL (203) 629-2906 lor telephone (203) 629-2906. ORGANIZATION: 1 

% : ICANCELLATIONS: Course fee fully re- ADDRESS & ZIP: 1 
OR CLIP & RETURN Ifundable up to 3 qusiness days prior to TELEPHONE: 1 

/3/ THE COUPON. Iseminar date. 50% ref.und afterward. Mail to Ubi ENTERPRISES, 30 Milbank Avenue, Greenwich, CT. 068301 

ENTERPRISES Providing qualityeOucafionro-;7fiein7orma1iori'~piocessingiiiajjStry-:----------------------1 
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. . Advanced Micro Devices began by 
ri.1~king -the best integrated circuits in 
the business. We've built our reputa
tion on. microprocessors, memories, 
Qigital and linear peripherals and 
development systems. A $225-million 
dollar reputation." . 

There's a logical next step, and 
this is it. ' . - " 

AN~OUNCDNl~ THE, . 
DYANCED MICRODIEVICES 

SCHOOL OIF, . 
Dlf~(m:D ~~GD~lEIERnNJG. 

. If you'd like to know all there is to 
know about our parts, come to our 

, new School of AdvancedEngiIieering~ 
,Yotill find it in our Custo

. mer Education 
Cepter, a 
complete " 
educational 
facility . 
designed just 
for you. 

, . , • 

• 



There's no better way.to learn all 
about the AmZ8000 and Am2900 
families. To get hands-on experience 
with our development systems and 
evaluation boards. To find out about 
everything from microprogramming 
to PASCAL to microprogrammable 
computer architecture. . .. 

Although our School of Advanced 
Engineering is new, we've been teach
ing the courses for years. And our cus-

I 

tamers have told us our courses are 
. the best. Clear. Quick. To the point. 

Send in the -coupon and we'll send 
you all the details on out School, our 
staff, our courses. If you can't come to 
us, don't worry. Ask us about arrang-. .. 
Ing a semInar In your area. 

The Advanced Micro Devices 
School of Advanced Engineering. 
Because these days, you need all the 
smarts you can get. 

Advanced Micro Devices 
Customer Education Center 
490-A Lakeside Drive 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
I want all the smarts I can get. Send me your brochure 
on the School of Advanced Engineering. 

Name __________________________ _ 

Title ____________________ __ 

Company ________________________ _ 

Address ________________ _ 

City ______ State ____ Zip __ 

&@~@)[]1)CS@@ liv10CS[f@ @)@~OCS@~ " . 
901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Toll Free phone: (800) 538-8450, ext. 2325, 3665 

CIRCLE 880M READER CARD 



NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE 
IN MEMORY 
OF MAUCHLY 
Dr. John W. Mauchly, coinventor of the 
world's first electronic computer, died 
Jan. 8 while undergoing heart surgery in 
Ambler, Pa. He was 72 years old. 

Dr. Mauchly and his coinventor, 
Dr. J. Presper Eckert Jr., were front page 
news in 1946 when the War Department an
nounced their invention of a machine that 
applied electronic speed for the first time ~o 
mathematical tasks. It was dubbed ENIAC 
(Electronic Numerical Integrator and Com
puter). The following years saw the team 
perfecting the computer, scaling it down in 
size, and increasing its number of func
tions. (In an'article exclusive to the October 
1979 DATAMATION, Dr. Mauchlyamended 
and updated the ENIAC story .): 

FollowingENIAC, Drs. Mauchlyarid 
Eck~rt establis~ed their own company and 
developed it second computer in 1949 called 
~INAC; (Binary Automatic Computer),. the 

DR. JOHN W. MAUCHL Y: He was a 
coinventor of ENIAC, the world's first 
all-electronic digital computer. 

first computer to be programmed by inter
nally stored functions. BINAC served as a 
test of the plans they had formulated for 
UNIVAC, the world's first general purpose 
commercial computer, whose debut instal
lation was for the U.S. Bureau of Census in 
March 1951. 

The Eckert-Mauchly Corp. was 
bought by Remington Rand in 1950 and Dr. 
Mauchly remained as director of UNIVAC 
Applications Research for i 0 years. In 1959 
Dr. Mauchly left Remington Rand (which 
had merged with the Sperry Corp. in 1955) 
and founded Mauchly Associates, a con
sulting company that introduced the critical 
path method for construction scheduling by 
computer. In 1967 he founded Dynatrend, a 
computer consulting organization. Dr. 
Mauchly returned to Sperry Univac in 1973 
as a consultant. 

Dr. Mauchly is survived by his 
wife, two sons, five daughters, 17 grand
children, and two great grandchildren. 

96 DATAMATION 

BENCHMARKS 

IBM BOASTS NEW, 5280: IBM l~st 
month introduced the 5280 distributed data 
system; a new family of low-cost products 
featuring inteiligerit terminals. Five prod
ucts are available with the 5280. A repre-

,sentative configuration compnsmg a 
programmable keyboard/display station 
with main memory of 64K characters, two 
diskette memory drives with a storage ca
pacity of 1.2 million characters, a 120 cps 
printer, and a communications adapter Will 
lease for $517 a month on a two-year lease. 
The purchase price, will stand at' $i6,600: 

; I i 

UNIVAC EXEC TO VYDEC: Dr. 
George Champine, rec~nily named' as 
Sperry Univac research director, has joined 
Exxon's Vydec subsidiary in the new post 
of R&D vice president. Champine was ap
poirited to the Univac position'in September 
to fill. the vacancy created when Dr. Barry 
Bergerson left to join MariufaCturing Data 
Systems as R&D vice president. ChampIne 
was Univac's third research director in one 
year. He said he leftUniv~c w,ith some re
gret, but felt he could hot tum down the 
<>pportunity offered by Vydec. He was a 
Univac employee for 22 years. 

OK ECOM: The U.S. Postal Rate ,Com
mission has approved a plan for a decentralc 
ized version of the Postal SerVice's 
proposed electronic computer-originated 
mail (ECOM) service. The new proposal 
would allow communications common 
carriers to compete for the transinissipn por
tion of the system., The plan calls for ECOM 
service to go into operation in the next 12 to 
18 months if, approved by the board of 
governors of the Postal Service; This new 
plan replaces the previously' rejected 
proposal of a contractual arrangement be
tween the Postal Service arid Western 
Union, which would have given the Postal 
Service a monopoly over end-ta-end ECOM 
service. The competitive electronie mail 
system would entail'message transmission 
by common earners from customers to 2S 
"serving post offices" (sPOs) under Postal 
Service Control. The PostaL Service would 
offer connections at the. SPOS, to competing 
communications networks wishing to par~ 
ticipate in ECOM. Customers would use the 
carriers of their choice to connect their own 
computers with the SPOs. A. Lee Fritschler, 
chairman of the Postal Rate Commission; 
said ECOM would be provided on an experi
mental basis until Oct. 1, 1983. 

IBM LOANS AND HIKES: Following 
on the heels of the Oct. 4 public offering of 
$1 billion in notes and debentures, IBM se
cured a $300 million private loari with the 
Saudi Arabian government in the form of 
seven-year notes carrying 10.8% interest. 
Some analysts had seen the company's cash 
reserves declining despite projections that 

earnings would be up for the fourth quarter. 
Industry sources also feel that IBM'S short
term cash flow crunch will get Worse before 
it gets better. In a related move that serves to 
underscoreiBM's capital needs, the compa-, 
ny announced a price hike affectirig a wide 
range of systems, office products, software, 
and various, maintenance and educational 
services. A 7% incease in rental and lease 
prices was announced, aiong with a 5% hike 
in purchase prices for some dp gear and a 
7% hike on some wp products. Monthly 
maintenance will rise 15% to 20% for some 
dp and wp equipment, arid hourly mainte
nance will climb 15%. Program products, 
educational courses, and engineering ser
viees will increase by 10%. ,Caught in the 
crunch, interestingly, are the 4300, and 8100 
series machines, which wiii be affected in 
both purchase and rental categories. Ali 
models from the 370/115 'to the 3033 
processors will see an increase in lease and 
rentals. While some analysts see the hike as 
a reaction to the unexpected upsurge in rent
al vs purchase last year, an IBM spokesman 
claimed the increases reflected "the in
creasing cost of doing business.'; 

MAGNUSON INKS CRE'rUT: 
Magnuson Systems Corp. has signed an 
agreement with Bank of America for a'line 
of credit in eXcess of$5 million. The agree
ment is tied to Magnuson's sales and repre7 
seJ?ts the, company's first line of credit 
placement. Magnuson's sales in 1979 were 
about $10 million, according to company 
president Joe Hitt. 

TELEFUNKEN ACQUIRES:, AEG

Telefunken of West Germany has become 
the largest. single shareholder in Modular 
Computer Systems with a 25% siice that 
provides the small coniputer systemsmanu~ 
facttirer with a $30 million Cl;ish infusion: 
Along with the cash, Modcomp also picked 
up three Telefunken representatives as 
directors, expanding the board to 12. Mod
comp has also agreed to pay $2 million for a 
25% interest in a previously announced 
joint venture with Telefunken in West 
Germany . .The new company; A-T~M (AEG..; 
Telefunken Modcomp), wiil·take over the 
operations of Modcomp's ',West Gennan 
subsidiary as well as some AEG-Telefunken 
computer operations., According to Mod
comp spokesmen, the venture will be li
censed from both parents, and Telefunken 
will purchase Modcomp computers for re
sale to certain European markets. 

GTE, BUYS EMil". SEMI: (}en~raJ. 
Telephone and Electronics has purchased 
Electronic Memories, & Magnetics' Semi, 
Inc. subsidiary for approximately $20 mil
lion in cash. Industry sources and Semi offi
cials agreed that EM&M'S lack of money to 
support a semicoriductor operation was the 
main reason why one of its most profitable 
operations was sold; 
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hilli. . .. 
you're wailing, 

could 
be working. 

If you're waiting for an IBM 
System 34 or 38, you've got a 
lot of time on your hands. So 
why not take a few minutes 
and closely consider just what 
you'll be getting a year or two 
down the road. Most 
importantly, consider your 
options. 

Options like Wang's VS 
virtual storage computer, for 
instance. Compare the Wang 
VS and the System 34/38. We 
think you'll find the VS con~ 
sistently comes out on top. The 
VS will accept your RPG 
programs just like a System 3, 
with RPG II and CCP con
version aids available to 
protect your System 3 software 

I 

investment. With Wang's VS, 
you also get interactive RPG II 
programming with compila
tions 5-10 times faster than 
those on the System 34. 
Extensive program devel
opment aids. On-line and 
batch operations. Telecommu
nications. COBOL and BASIC. 
A fully supported data 
management system. Up to 4.6 
billion bytes of fixed and 
removable disk storage. And a 
data compaction feature that 
could cut your storage require
ments by at least a third. 

Best of all, Wang's VS gives 
you the flexibility to grow from 
a minimum VS configuration to 
a full-blown system with the 
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power of a high-end 370, 
without reprogramming or 
major equipment swap-outs. 
Plus the ability to do data pro
cessing and word processing 
at the same Wang terminal. All 
this now, for no more than 
you'll pay for a System 34 or 38 
next year. 

If your data processing 
problems in the eighties won't 
wait for solutions, call or write 
for more information on the 
Wang VS family. Better yet, ask 
for a VS demonstration. We 
can show you what we've been 
talking about - today. 

Wang Laboratories 
Lowell, MA 01851 
(617)"459-5000 

r----------~-, WAIT NO LONGER. 
II 0 Tell me more about Wang's VS. I 

o Show me the VS in action. I 
I Name I 
I Organization I 

Address I 
----State:...--Zip__ I 

Telephone I 
Send to: Wang laboratories, lowell. MA 01851 I 
(617) 459-5000 

DP107/D20 I 
Making lhe world more productive. 

--~---------~ 
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frol11 NorthernTelecol11. . 

We also l11ake 
. plain vanilla. 
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We build a low-priced, basic Remote 
Job Entry system-all the essentials 
without all the trimmings. Because it is 
extraordinarily cost-effective, it is one 
of the best-known, best-selling RJE 
systems in the country. But it's not 
the only kind of RJE you can get 

. from Northern Telecom Systems 
Corporation. 

For hearty appetites. 
If you need a lot of throughput, our 
large-scale RJE system can deliver up 
to 56,000 bits per second .. And push as 
many as 14 peripherals at the same 
time":"-to copy, convert and print out 
data at 1,250 lines per minute. 

For sophisticated tastes. 
Our large-scale RJE system accepts 
input and dispenses output in all 
the most popular flavors: cards, tape, 
disk and diskette. It drives exotic 
peripherals, like plotters, punches 
and paper tape readers. It can feed 
your output to remote printers- . 

and save mailing time by printing 
invoices, checks or bulky reports 

right where they~re needed. 

Add a KEYBATCH@ package, and 
our large-scale RJE system can do 
volume Data Entry jobs in its spare 
time. In fact, if you have both systems, 
each can be a back-up for the other. 

Three delicious extras. 
Plain or fancy, RJE systems from 
Northern Telecom can handle RPG. It's 
a handy way to generate reports your 
management would like to see. 

Each RJE system is compatible with 
Burroughs, Honeywell, Univac and 
CDC-as well as IBM. 

And since RJE compatibility is 
useless without communications 
flexibility, we offer synchronous 
or bi-synchronous. 

We can meet all your remote 
processing needs. So we can 
often meet them for less. 
Northern Telecom can deliver systems 
for Data Entry, DDP and On-Line, as 
well as RJE. Buying from a single 
source could save you money. And 
when you work with us, one service 
team can take responsibility for every 
part of your remote processing system. 
Twelve hundred field engineers across 
the country are ready to go to work for 
you right now. 

But the best reason to talk 
to Northern Telecom today
is tomorrow. 
We're combining data processing 
expertise with telecommunications 
expertise-a mix no other company 
can match. Today, it means better 
access to all the processing power 
you pay for. Tomorrow, it means 
a smoother transition to. the single 
system that will meet all your 
processing and telecommunications 
needs. Talk to Northern Telecom 
Systems Corporation. Where 
computers and communications meet. 

For the office nearest you, call our 
Marketing Services Department at 
1-800-328-6760. In Minnesota call 
(612) 932-8202. Or write Northern 
Telecom Systems Corporation, 
Box 1222, Minneapolis, MN 55440. 

flalrheln 
te_ecam 

Northern Telecom 
Systems Corporation 
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• Battery supported calendar clock • Complete JLP 
computer system 

( 

• Fits all computers via standard 
RS-232 or 20mA loop serial 
interface 

• Optional ten digit l J 
display ~=========~ 

.No user modification to operating 
system required 

• Dual independently selectable 
Baud rates 

• Automatically provides time 
when requested by computer 

• Automatic time restoration after 
power failure 

• Price $640 (single qty.) 

For more information on this 
timely product, contact: 

Digital Pathways Inc. 
4151 Middlefield Road 
Palo Alto, CA. 94306 

Phone: (415) 493-5544 . 

~~ 

DIGITAL PATHWAYS 
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Thcsc crisp la/llldcrcd shirts IIwec to thc sortillg lillc at all Aratcx proccssillg plallt. An IBJ! 8100 allmes locallll(l/wgc1llcl1t 
to kecp c/osc tahs 011 plant-Ieee! operations. 

The 8].00 Folds Neatly Xnto Place atAratex 
"\Ve installed our first 8100 oursel\'es 

in one weekend," says ~Iario Calderin of 
Aratex Ser\'ices Incorporated, "and by 
~Ionday we had our applications up and 
running at that plant. And they run \'ery 
well: we used to incur overtime to finish a 
day's work at that site with five online 
terminals. Now, with onlY f(Hlr terminals 
and the 8100, we finish tl;e same work I)\' 
2:00 P. ~I." . 

Aratex is a major textile rental com
pany, operating 42 plants across the 
United States - each with its own small 
computer. At fi\'e locations -e\'entuallv to 
he all 42-these are IB~18100 Information 
Systems. Aratex supplies uniforms, work 
clothes, towels and other specialized 
items to 140,000 business customers. 

~Iorc than -too programs, with some 
1.50 different screen formats f()r terminal 
transactions, have been developed at the 

company's Encino, Calif()rnia, headquar
ters anel installed in the plant computers. 
"\Vith distrihuted data processing, 
company-wide work should be processed 
at corporate; essentially plant-level work 
should he done at the plant," Calderin, 
director of management information sys
tems {(n' Aratex, continues, 

The remote units run as stand-alone 
systems most of the day, executing batch 
programs and accepting garment counts 
and other transactions entered interac
tively by plant employees. Once a day, an 
IB~I 3031 Processor in Encino polls each 
plant site to collect the new transactions. 
This updates a central data hase that hacks 
up the smaller svstems. 

The novel ;'loop" communications 
technology of the 8100 permits devices to 
be placed in any convenient location, 
Calclerin points out. "\Ve seldom need to 

handle the processor," he says; "we can 
put it out of sight. And we can easily add 
terminals or printers, or mo\'e them 
around." 

Adds Albert F. Robinson, vice presi
dent of management support ser\'ices: 
"Centrally de\'e10ping standardized sys
tems has cut our costs tremencloush,. For 
example, plant audits go much f~lster, 
since the auditors need not Il':,ll'n different 
procedures for each site. 

"At the same time, management re
sponsibility is returned to the 10ca11e\'e1. 
\Vith today's problems - go\'ernment re
strictions, inflation, and the like - the 10-
cal manager must detect trends much f:1s
ter. \Vhich customers are becoming slow 
payers? \Vhich have expiring contracts? 
Putting the data base at the plant site 
provides the manager with this kind of 
timely information." 
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A Bank That ~~Borrowed"From the Airlines 
Online banking and airline reserva

tion systems both must handle high vol
umes of short transactions. So when West
ern Bancorporation designed its online 
network, it chose as its operating system 
the Airlines Control Program (ACP). 

"The capabilities of ACP fit our trans
action stream beautifully," says Clayton 
W. Jackson, senior vice president of West
em Bancorp Data Processing Company, a 
subsidiary of the bank holding company. 
"We find that ACP uses our host computer 
very efficiently." 

Western Bancorp is an affiliation of 22 
banks in 11 western states. As its first proj
ect, the subsidiary managed the conver
sion of the group's 22 diverse DP centers 
to the unified network. 

Within this network, two independent 
data communication systems were set up. 

One consists of 3,663 teller terminals 
(IBM 3604 Keyboard Displays) in 810 
branch locations, using Systems Network 
Architecture (SNA). The other is a bisyn
chronous network linking the DP centers 
for data collection. 

At the center of the network, IBM 
3705 Communications Controllers man
age data traffic to and from 320 IBM 3601 
Finance Communication Controllers dis
tributed over 11 states. Yet the host com
puter in EI Segundo, California, the 
headquarters of the data processing sub
sidiary, is only a System/370 Model 148. 

According to Jackson: "Within six 
months, we built this data center, devel
oped the system, and started it up in the 
first 21 branches, as a joint effort with 
IBM. We could not have come close to 
that without SNA." 

Under SNA, most of the detailed com
munication programming for a tele
processing system is eliminated. 

Plans call for the use of the Advanced 
Communication Function (ACF) of SNA 
for computer-to-computer communica
tions, Jackson adds. "A customer will be 
able to go to any office to draw money, and 
the teller's inquiry at the terminal will 
automatically be routed to the appropri
ate data base to determine if funds are 
available." 

ACP serves a variety of financial, ho
tel, and other users with high-volume on
line applications, as well as many airline 
reservation systems. "With all these exist
ing ACP installations," Jackson notes, "we 
know that it works, is reliable, and has the 
positive recovery we need for handling 
money." 

A teller in a Western Bancorp branch in 
any of 11 states can access the data base in 
any other branch through a terminal. The 
Airlines Control Program (ACP) enables a 
relatively small host computer to handle 
very heavy transaction traffic. 



Allis-Chalmers industrial lift trucks ready for shipment. This Matteson, Illinois plant depends on the online computer, so Allis-Chalmers 
uses IBM's VM /370 to help assure uninterrupted production. 

VM/370 Gives Lift Truck Production a Boost 
"This plant is committed to online pro

duction control by the computer," says 
Dave Van Duyn of Allis-Chalmers Corpo
ration. "All its operations, and the move
ment of materials on the manufilctUling 
floor, absolutely depend on it." 

To insure uninterrupted data process
ing service, the company's Industrial 
'Ii'uck Division, headquartered in Matte
son, Illinois, uses Virtual Machine/370 
(VM/370) in its IBM System/370 Model 
138. VM/370 is a system con trol program 
under which one real computer simulates 
several functional machines. It appears to 
the users of each virtual machine that they 
have an apparently free-standing com
puter, logically separate and dedicated to 
their application. No one virtual machine 
can be affected in any way by activity in 
any other. 

"Availahility is the key benefit of the 
virtual concept;' Van Duyn adds. "I can't 
remember the last time a system problem 
affected production." He is manager of 
data processing and systems for the divi
sion, which manufactures fork lift trucks. 

At Matteson, where engine-powered 

hucks are made, the production control 
system processes order entry, material re
quirements planning, inventory control, 
shop order release and production sched
uling. It responds to inquiries regarding 
customer orders and shipment schedules, 
inventory availahility, and production 
performance. 

At the same, time, other end users are 
running online applications in other vir
tual machines. Engineers access the Con
versational Monitor System (CMS) to do 
interactive computations. Users at an 
Allis-Chalmers plant in Lexington, South 
Carolina, where electric vehicles are 
made, access their own virtual machine 
through an IBM computer. And the data 
processing department does interactive 
programming under CMS. 

"Having a virtual machine dedicated 
to program test is particularly valuable," 
Van Duyn notes. "It completely isolates 
production work from anything that hap
pens in an unverified program. 

"As a point ofinterest, I have defined a 
virtual machine for some purposes of my 
own. We hclve a lot of e~luipment. traffic 

with IBM, and I monitor the delivery 
schedule and the invoices interactively 
with CMS. In the same virtual machine, 
we keep track of the locations of 60 online 
terminals and who uses each one. I also 
keep on file a current copy of the configu
ration of our backup site. And we do word, 
processing under CMS for some of our 
system documentation." 

DP Dialogue is designed to proVide you 
with useful information about data proc
essing applications, concepts and tech
niques. For more information about IBM 
products or services, contact your local 
IBM branch office, Or write Editor, DP 
Dialogue, IBM Data Processing Division, 
White Plains, N. Y. 10604. 

-----.. - .... ----- --_ ..... = = =---= - - - --- .. ==-=-:::® 
Data Processi ng Division 
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OUR PRODUCTION CONTROL SYSTEM 
MAKES SCHEDULING SYSTEMS SEEM ... WELL ... OLD-FASHIONED. 

The UCC-7 Automated Produc
tion Control System does everything 
a scheduling system does. And that's 
just for openers. 

Because only UCC-7 goes on to 
help you manage the data center's 
entire thruput. From Input control 
... to Data Entry, Production Sched
uling, Set-up, Processing and Out
put ... all the way through Report 
Distribution. 

UCC-7 eliminates many produc
tion control problems. It automates 
workflow, allows unheard of sched
uling flexibility ,and alerts the 

. proper operation point of any im
pending delays and their causes. 

UCC-7 also solves some big 
operational problems. It drastically 
reduces reruns and the need for 
manual intervention. It improves 
control of output distribution. With 
UCC-7, you can make a significant 
improvement in CPU utilization. 

Now, for the first time, you can . 
centralize control for all work areas 
- Data Preparation, Scheduling, 
Operations and Distribution. Plus, 
you have one common source of 
information for all user requests. 
UCC-7 can tell you where the job is, 
when it will be produced and, if it's 
being held up, where and why it's 

being held up. So you can do . 
something about it. 

Call us about UCC-7 at 1-800-
527-5012 (in Thxas, call1-(214}-
353-7312. Or circle 75 

And, while you're at it, ask 
us about: 

A Tape Management System that 
protects data from loss or destruc
tion (UCC-l). Circle 76 

A DOS Under OS System that lets 
you execute DOS programs under 
OS without program conversion 
(UCC-2). Circle 77 

A Disk Management System that 
can save the cost of new disk drives 
(UCC-3). Circle 78 

A PDS Space Management Sys
tem that eliminates PDS compres
sion (UCC-6). Circle 79 

A Data Dictionary/Manager that 
really gets IMS under control (UCC-
10). Circle 80 

A Job Recovery Management 
System that makes restarts and 
reruns simple (UCC-15). Circle 81 

A GL/Financial Control system 
that fills the bill for Accounting 
(UCC-FCS). Circle 82 

A broad line of application 
software for the Banking and 
Thrift industries. Circle 83 

UCC 
SOFTWARE AND COMPUTING SERVICES 

UNIVERSITY COMPUTING COMPANY • DALLAS • LONDON • TORONTO • ZURICH 

UCC is a subsidiary of Wyly Corporation (NYSE) 
For information and an Annual Report, write 1000 UCC Tower, Exchange Park, Dallas, Texas 75235 



Small Business Systems surveyed Microdata Reality Gets Top User Rating 
rated 3.3, 3.5,3.3,3.3, and 3.3, 
respectively, by 34 users with 
45 units. The system/3 Model 
6 received 3.4, 3.7, 3.7 and 

a score of 3.66 (based on 27 
respondents using 55 units). 
The Reality earned 3.8 in 

Microdata Corp.'s Reality, 
Basic/Four Corp.'s Model 400 
and the IBM System/3 models 
6, 10 and 15 reaped the highest 
marks in Management Infor
mation Corp.'s (MIC) fourth 
annual small business systems 

users survey. 
To assess hoW well small 

business Systems are meeting 
users' needs, MIC polled 568 
companies that use 689 small 

performance, 3.8 in reliability, 
4.0 in ease of use, 3.4 in 
service and 3.3 in support. 

Based on nine respondents 
with nine units, the average 
for the IBM system/3 Model 
15 was 3.6. This System was 
rated 3.6,3.8,3.6,3.7 and 3.3 
in performance, reliability, 
ease of use, service and sup-

3.1 ratings in performance, 
reliability, service and sup
port, respectivelY, by eight 
users with eight units. 

Copyright © 1979, 
cW communications/inc., 
Newton, MASS 02160 

business CPU's. 
Each respondent was asked 

port, respectively. . 
Eight users with 17 Basic/ 

Four 400's gave that System 
an overall rating of 3.5. In 
performance, reliability, ease 
of use, service and support, 
the System was rated 3.5, 3.4, 

to subjectivelY rate the ven
dors and their products on 
performance (whether stated 
equipment specifications have 
been realized), reliability 
(uptime vs. downtime), ease 
of use (amount of time neces
sary to train neW personnel), 
service (maintenance) and 
vendor support (such as ad
vance training and program 

3.8, 3.4 and 3.4. 
Following this order, the 

IBM system/3 Model 10 was 

assistance). A four-point rating scheme 
was used (1 ::: poor, 2 ::: fair, 
3 ::: good, 4 ::: excellent). The 
survey results were given as 
averages of the ratings as
signed to each product in each 
of the five categories. 

The Microdata Reality, 
Basic/Four 400 and system/

3 

Model 10 and Model 15 were 
the only small business sys
temS to receive ratings of 3 ~O 
or higher in all five categories. 

Taking the average of aU 
five categories, the Microdata 
Reality topped the field with 

In Case ~ . OUR CO ou MIssed It, 

JUST CAME ,::nTORS 
A rec~~TH REft.~ FACE 

world asked Ie survey publish d' 
useTrs to eval~~:I~u.siness co~p~~e~omputer-

he result. our elr equipment system 
performan' competitors I ' 
inlfoverall u~:'rT~a1fs~aOcStt. in ease ~t.U~~ethlostlin 

you don't Ion. . ey ost 
competitors' ~;nt to make the sam ' 
nearest aUthori:~~ ~!ide, face Real~ mCstrl ke our Icrodata represej,ta~iv~~ur 

Mlcrodata Co Direct S I rporatlon 
Atlanta 4g4~~6offlces,: ~~thorlzed 
Chicago 312/9~-8900 An~~odata Dealers' 
Cleveland 2161 0-9100 Burn orage 907/276:2431 

Los Angeles 2131 
Memphis 901/34:85-8910 
Monroe 318/325_9~088 
Montreal416/862 18 
Nashville 615/373-g

125 

O~kland 415/547--6 5
636 

Phlladel h' 65 
Portland 5~3~gJ~779-1901 

~~~~in~g~~~9721~07t46~~~30 ~~siSt:%~?3~~~385~~61 
New J - 770 on 617/273 2 
New v.er~ey 2011964-6700 Dallas 214/243-63

9

5t

O 

San or 212/695-6509 Denver 303/77 
SI. L~~fs'~~74~~5~697-0430 ~~~ ;13/35~i~~:i' _ 330 EI P n on 403/468-2555 

aso 915/772-8 
Fayettsville 501/7 126 
Houston 713/44056-0970 
Honolulu 808/52 -6111 
~dianapO!iS 317/~-:~~~26 

ansas City 816/483-6900 

Puerto Rico -7714 
Raleigh 919/~~9f-~44-3020 
Salt Lake C'ty 020 
Seattle 206~64~01/531-1122 

~~byMicrodata 
Spokane 5091 -4990 
Toronto 416/8~5_6-1308 
Washington, DC 7~32/5 549-4300 
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RAMlSlr 
stretches your software budget 

In'1965, system development costs were fairly 
evenly divided between software and hardware. 
Today many sources indicate that 80% of the 
cost is, software. And the trend is continuing. 

Why? 'l3ec;ause software, technologies are not 
I.c;eeping up with hardware in improving pro
ductivity. Software is now the major constraint 
restricting~ffective use of computers. 

How can you get. more from 

WithRAMIS II, you just soy what you wont. You 
don't have to tell the computer how to produce it. 

A simple 'request gives you information from any
where in the data bose. And, you don't have to 
mal.c;e costly application changes every time you 
change the data base. 

lhereare 175,ways RAMISII can improve your 
data processing. We'd lil.c;e to tell you about 

them in our free RAMIS \I factbook 
your software dollar? 

RAMISII. ~ 
RAMIS II improves software produc- ~( 0 j 
tiviry by decreasing the amount of mon- ~. 
ey spent on maintenance. And increasing , 

We're Mathematica, a technical consulting, 
policy research, and computer software 

ftrminvolvedinthe improvement.-" 
of decision-making techniques. 

the amount left for productive new systems. 

With RAMIS II, n~w systernsare developed in 
.flomore thanon~ftfth the time required using 
conventional means. That's because AAMlS 1\ 
is both a data bose management system and 0 
complete English-liI.c;e nonprocedural language. ' 

Yesll'd like the free RAMlS II Factbook. 

1800·257·9576 

ZIP 

0-1 



OEM 
America Meets 

at the Invitational Computer Conferences 
In Boston ... in Ft. Lauderdale ... 
in Palo Alto and seven other cities, 
OEM decision-makers meet the 
country's top computer and 
peripheral manufacturers at the 
Invitational Computer Confer
ences - the only seminar/displays 
designed specifically for the 
unique requirements of the 
quantity user. 
In one day, at each 1979/80 
ICC, guests will receive a concen
trated, up-close view of the newest 
equipment and technology shap
ing our industry. Some of the 
companies which participated in 
the 1978/79 ICC Series were: 
CalComp, Cambridge Memories, 
Inc., Centronics, Cipher Data 
Products, Inc., Compugraphic 
Corp., Computer Automation, 

Inc., Computer Design, Com
puterworld, Control Data Corp., 
Data 100 Corp., Datamation, 
Datamedia Corp., Dataproducts 
Corp., Dataram Corp., Data 
Systems Design, Inc., Datum, 
Inc., Diablo Systems, Inc., Digital 
Design, Electronic Engineering 
Times, Honeywell Information 
Systems, Houston Instrument, 
ISS/Sperry Univac, Kennedy 
Company, Lear Siegler, Inc., 
MOB Systems, Inc., Microdata 
Corp., Mini-Micro Systems, 
Monolithic Systems Corp., 
National Semiconductor, NEC 
Information Systems, PCC/ 
Pertec Division, Perkin-Elmer 
Data Systems, PerSci, Inc., 
Pioneer Magnetics, Inc., Plessey 
Periperhal Systems, Powertec, 
Inc., Printronix, Inc., Remex, 
Rianda Electronics, Ltd., Shugart 
Associates, Storage Technology 
Corp., Sykes Datatronics, Inc., 
Tally Corp., Tektronix, Inc., Tele
type Corp., Telex Computer 
Products, Inc., Texas Instruments, 
Inc., Trilog. 

The schedule for the 1979/80 
Series is: 
Sept. 6, 1979 
Sept. 26, 1979 
Oct. 10, 1979 
Nov. 1,1979 
Nov. 15, 1979 
Jan. 15, 1980 
Feb. 6, 1980 
Mar. 25, 1980 
Mar. 27,1980 
April 28, 1980 

Palo Alto, CA 
Minneapolis, MN 
Newton, MA 
Cherry Hill,'NJ 
Southfield, M I 
Orange County, CA 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
Dallas, TX 
Houston, TX 
Atlanta, GA 

Invitational 
Computer 
Conferences 

Invitations are available from participating companies or the ICC sponsor. For further 
information contact: B.J. Johnson & Associates, 2503 Eastbluff Drive, No. 203, Newport Beach, CA 92660. (714) 644-6037 
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Many printers can give you good 
print quality on a first copy. The real 
challenge is to give you that same 
qualitY, copy after copy, on multi
part forms. 

Obviously, most printers can't. The 
further they get from the first copy, 
the more their quality fades. But, 
as you can see here, the quality of 
Printronix' sixth copy continues sharp 
and clear. 

This superior quality is achieved 
through a simple printing 
mechanism quite unlike any 
other. It forms characters by 
printing one dot row at a time, 
overlapping rows vertically and 
horizontally, while maintaining 
uniform hammer impact energy' 

requires fewer moving parts, 
eliminates most bearing surfaces, 
and employs simple hammer drive 
circuits. All of which means there's 
less to go wrong. And that's why 
Printronix can give you a full one-year 
warrantY, not the 90-day warranty 
typical of most other printers. 

For more information on the 
complete line of Printronix printers, 
call: (714) 549-7700. Or write: 

Printronix Inc., 
17421 Derian Ave., 
P.O. Box 19559, 
Irvine, CA 92713. 

The result is unequalled print quality PRIN-rRONIX 
and characters that appear SOlid. 

This same design app~lach also It's simple, to be reliable. 

REGIONAL SALES OFFICES: WES- ; 17421 Derian. P.O. Box 19559. Irvine. CA 92713. CENTRAL; 414 Plaza Drive. Suite 106. 
Westmont. IL 60559. SOUTHERN; ?'e C!>' ake Drive. Suite 180. Atlanta. GA 30345. EASTERN; 7Y2 Harris Road. Nashua. NH 03060. 

ct' 
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The sensible alternative 
to Versatec Series 1100 
and Series 800 plotters 

The Houston Instrument Series 8400 
is a better choice for OEM users of the 
Versatec Series 1100 and 800 plotters. 
The 8400 Series gives you unparalleled 
performance and speed in presenting 
eitherfree form graphics or alphanumeric 
data at a price well below that of . 
competitive plotters- plotter/printers. 

o Plug compatible with existing 1100 
and 800 plotters. 

o Software compatible with existing 
1100 and 800 plotters. 

o Performance compatible with 
existing 1100 and 800 plotters. 

" ,,® 

Cf2)~~~~~~~J)1 S~~~c:§ ~~.ij[D 
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Give us a call today for complete information. 

o All of this with quantity one prices 
starting at $5150 .. ClJ@Q..~G:YL:~@ [JlJ I 

DITi)~uD"Q.'[] ITUTIGGlru' DIVISION OF BAUSCH&LOMB~ 
·u.s. Domestic Price only 
~ Registered trademark of Houston Instrument 

For rush literature requests or local sales office information 
only, persons outside Texas call toll free 1-800-531-5205 

ONE HOUSTON SQUARE AUSTIN, TEXAS 78753 
(512) 837-2820 TWX 910-874-2022 

EUROPEAN HEA~· QUARTERS Rochetterl .. n 6 8240 Giltel 8elgium 
Phone 059/277445 Telex 8eulCh 81399 

"the gl phics· recorder company" 

"Circle number 89 for literature." 
"Circle number 170 to have a representativ 'II." 



DearMa: 
Racal-Vadic 

now has a Triple Modem 
for remote terminal users tool 

Racal-Vadic has really done it this time, Ma, with a 
direct-connect originate-answer TRIPLE MODEM for 
remote terminal and computer users. 

It's a 212A, a 103 AND a VA3400 in a compact, low 
profile cabinet. Including the VA3400 at NO EXTRA 
COST is very important, Ma. There are over 50,000 
in operation. Also, both Racal-Vadic and Anderson 
Jacobson have 1200 bps full duplex acoustic 
couplers built 
around the VA3400. 
And major terminal 
manufacturers are 
incorporating 
VA3400 modems 
in their latest 
equipment. 

Available from these stocking reps ... 

With TRIPLE MODEMS at remote terminals AND 
central computer sites, users can now standardize on 
Racal-Vadicand satisfy every switched network 
requirement from 0 to l200 bps. 

The whole story is much too long to tell in this 
letter, Ma. Better phone or write for complete details. 

Your independent thinking son, 

~~ft· 

222 Caspian Drive, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Member IDCMA 

I11lJJ@lJJlJJ 
The Electronics Group 

Tel: (408) 744-0810 • TWX: 910-339-9297 

Racal.Vadic Regional Offices: West: (408) 744·1727' East: (301) 459·7430 • Central: 
(312) 932·9268 • Northeast: (617) 245·8790 • Southwest: (817) 277·2246 

Alabama: (800) 327·6600 • Alaska: (907) 344·1141 • Arizona: (602) 947·7841 • California: S.F. (408) 249·2491, L.A. (714) 635·7600, S.D. (714) 578·5760 • Canada: Calgary 
(403)243·2202, Montreal (514) 849·9491, Toronto (416) 675·7500, Vancouver (604) 681·8136· Colorado: (303) 779·3600' Conn.: (203) 265·0215' Dlst.of Columbia: (301) 
622·3535 - Aorida: Ft. Lauderdale (BOO) 432·4480, Orlando (305) 423·7615, St. Petersburg (BOO) 432·4480 • Georgia: (800) 327·6600 -Illinois: (312) 255·4820 -Indiana: (317)· . 
846·2591 • Kansas: (913) 362·2366 - Maryland: (301) 622·;3535 - Mass.: (617) 245·8900 - Michigan: (313) 973·1133 • Minnesota: (612) 944·3515 • Missouri: (314) 821·3742 
New Jersey: North (201) 445·5210, South (609) 779-0200· New York: Binghampton (607) 785·9947, NY.C.(212) 695·4269, Rochester (716) 473·5720, Syracuse (315) 437·6666 

. N.Carolina: (800) 327·6600' Ohio: Cleveland (216) 333·8375, Dayton (513) 859·3040 • Oregon: (503) 224·3145, Penn:: East (609) 779·0200, West (412) 681·8609· S.CaroUna: 
(800)327·6600, Texas: Austin (512) 451-0217, Dallas (214) 231·2573, Houston (713) 688·9971· Utah: (B01) 484-4496' Wash.: (206) 763·2755 • Wisconsin: (414) 547-6637 
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• Insert/delete character 
insert/ delete line, ' 

full cursor control 

• Visual attributes, block mode, 
protected field 
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• Options: 
user programmable 
function keys, 
220V export option, 
composite video output 



• 32 visual attributes, 
insert/ delete line, 
insert/ delete character, 
columnar tabbing, cursor 
addressability, cursor sense, 
numeric only fields, erase 
variable/protected fields 

)~ 
I 

• Removable solid state 
keyboard with international 

character layouts, 
buffered printer, 

standard polling, 
paging 

I ........... . ............. ,""""'" """"'\\\\ • Page, field, modified 
field, prompted 
transmission,device 
status, function keys 
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GT-101 
ENGINEERING HIGHLIGHTS 
• Z-80 microprocessor· Solid state 
• Modular firmware keyboard 
STANDARD FEATURES • Line drawing 
• Block mode character set 
• Dual intensity • Printer interface 
• Reverse video • ADM-3A mode 

OPTIONAL FEATURES • Composite video 
• 8-user program- output 

mabie function keys • 220 volt operation 

GT-400 
ENGINEERING HIGHLIGHTS 
• Z-80 microprocessor • Modular firmware 
• Block/character • Function keys (8 

mode std. /24 option) 

OPTIONAL FEATURES • Modem cable/ 
• Line drawing 

character set 
• 2 additional pages 

of display memory 

modem printer 
cable 

• Hazeltine 2000 
emulation 

• Time sharing option 

For more information on GTC products and services, cal/ tal/-free today In California, dial 
800-432-7006; anywhere else in the United States, dial 800-854-678). Ask for Barbara 
Worth. Or write Barbara Worth at General Terminal Corporation, 14831 Franklin Avenue, 
Tustin CA 92680. We have offices throughout the world. In Canada, contact Lanpar Limited, 
85 Torbay Road, Markham, Ontario, L3R lG7 416-495-9123. 

• EIA RS-232, current loop, 
17 data rates (switch 
selectable) including 19,200 

char/sec., reverse channel 

dgn;l 
The right /buttOIl1J to pfLl!slh:M 

General Terminal Corporation 
CIRCLE 91 ON READER CARD 
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Despite the new product blizzard, 
the office continues to be the 

most undercapitalized por1ion of 
the labor market. 

A REVIEW 
OF OFFICE 

AUTOMATION 
by Amy Wahl 
There is no recession in the office automation 
industry. The ~ast year has seen many new 
product announcements and sales records set 
in every market segment. 

Yet, what has been the effect of the 
new product blizzard? Have we radically 
changed our view of the office and the ways 
in which we will permit technology to change 
our workplace? No. The office continues to 
be the most undercapitalized portion of the 
labor market. Many secretaries continue to' 
survive, performing significant volumes of 
work with no equipment beyond a typewriter 
and a telephone-plus reams of paper, a large 
eraser, and a filing cabinet. The predicted 
revolution in the office has not yet occurred, 
and it may never occur. Instead, we see an 
evolution of equipment and procedures which 
. is gradually changing the physiognomy of the 
office. 

Electronic typewriters were important 
. in 1979. IBM entered the market and now 
offers every prospective purchaser of a Selec
tric an electronic typewriter as the current 
state of the art. Electronic typewriters are not 
only seen as the natural upgrade for electric 
typewriters, they are also viewed by many 
users as an inexpensive, low-end word pro
cessing product. Enhanced electronic type
writers with larger memories (five pages is 
now common) permit short documents,to be 
recorded, revised, and automatically typed in 
final form. Some forward-thinking compa
nies believe the electronic typewriter with 
communications capabilities will represent 
the first cost~effective method for linking of
fice workstations into (primitive) document 
distribution systems. 

It troubles word processing managers 
that too many companies believe these low
cost word processing devices can be placed 
on every desktop, providing wp within the 
structure of the traditional office: In many 
newly restructured offices, secretaries may 
report to secretarial supervisors who manage 
productivity, balance workloads, and evalu
ate and develop the secretarial staff. These 
managers know that many of the productivity 
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It is the user's responsibility to integrate the 
electronic typewriter into the automated office
or pass it by when it only offers fancy gadgetry. 

gains attributed to wp came from the estab
lishment of this professional management, 
and to the implementation of improved proce
dures, rather than from the addition of office 
automation. 

Nevertheless, the electronic typewrit
er is here to stay; it is the user's responsibility 
to integrate it into the automated office or to 
pass it by when all it offers is fancy gadgetry 
with little or no possibility of improved 
productivity. 

BLIND PRO
CESSOR 

. DECLINES 

It is likely that 1980 will be 
the year in which nondis
play word processors are 
recognized as less produc

tive and less attractive than their sighted sib
lings. Also, significant decreases in price 
may make display systems the first choice of 
many users. A three-tier market is develop
ing: first-time users may go for low-cost 
producers such as electronic typewriters and 
blind systems (with a small but growing num
ber of new users opting for the less expensive 
display-based systems); more experienced 
users will generally choose display-based 
systems, particularly those with well-round
ed text editing capability; and the most so
phisticated users will look at multifunction 
display-based standalones and shared sys
tems. 

The nondisplay systems are weak in 
both ease of training and ease of use, and they 
usually offer significantly fewer functions. 
As pricing disappears as a justification for 
purchasing such systems, they will probably 
become less and less popular in the market
place. 

Multifunctionality was the buzzword 
in 1979. Practically every recent announce
ment nods in the direction of users who re
quire word processors to offer more than the 
ability to revise text.. Popular additions to the 
systems functions include: 
• Records of Information Processing. De
fined differently by various manufacturers, 
this means the ability to store data in records, 
and to sort records (or data extracted from 
records) in a variety of ways. Points go to 
vendors offering flexibility, ease of use, and 
speed. Some word processors offer these 
functions, but at such slow speeds as to be 
virtually useless for significant amounts of 
data. 
• Numeric Processing. For word processing 
users, this is the ability to total rows and col
umns, or to perform mathematical manipula
tions (usually arithmetic) on keyed data and 
store the results in a particular position. Many 
functions require some form of simple 
numeric processing to complete reports 
generated by information processing func
tions. Amazingly, there are some systems, 
notably the IBM OS 6, that offer sophisticated 
records processing with no numeric func-
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tions. 
• Data Entry and Data Access. With the 
widespread availability of a communications 
function on word processing systems, it was 
inevitable someone would notice these prod
ucts could be used as data processing termi
nals. In fact, some firms justify the purchase 
of a wp system by displacing infrequently 
used data entry/access terminals. The prob
lems here deal with converting a secretarial 
employee into someone who productively 
performs data entry/access, a task made hard
er by the inhuman engineering of much soft
ware, of appointing a traffic cop to decide 
when the multifunction terminal is a word 
processor and when it is a terminal. This job 
becomes particularly painful when downtime 
or overtime rears its ugly head. 
• Data Processing. Many word processing 
systems are, in fact, small computers with wJ: 
software. Some vendors admit this, and are 
offering word processing customers the abil
ity to write their own programs. The prob
lems here are first, the ability of the vendor 
and the office staff to provide appropriately 
trained programmers, and, secondly, the 
speed and suitability of the wp system's pro
cessor. 

STAND
ALONE 
SYSTEMS 

Some multifunction sys
tems are standalones. 
Increasingly, some are 
varieties of share systems. 

Once, all multi station word processing sys
tems were called shared logic systems. This 
means that essentially dumb terminals shared 
the logic (or intelligence) of a minicomputer. 
However, with the advent of the micro
processor it became easy, and inherently 
more reliable, to spread intelligence through
out the system; terminals, storage systems, . 
and even printers began to have microproces
sors. These multistation systems are often 
called "shared resource systems." Here, it is 
assumed intelligence is spread throughout the 
system; in fact, the system may be a series of 
interconnected, individual standalone units, 
such as the new CPT and Lanier systems, or 
the even newer Xerox 860. 

Certain resources, typically disk stor
age and peripherals such as printers, photo
composition output systems, ,OCR scanners, 
and other less frequently used components 
may be shared among a number of worksta
tions. As with shared logic systems, empha
sis is placed on lower cost, system reliability, 
and flexibility. Presumably, the failure of one 
component of a shared resources system does 
not mean the entire system is unusable; how
ever, if the component is a significant one, 
such as disk storage, this may not provide 
much remaining function. Emphasis may 
also be on permitting individual components 
to be located and controlled by a group or de
partment, rather than requiring the entire wp 

system to be centralized physically and 
placed under the control of a single manager . 
This is attractive to users who want to use ad
vance technology without the organizational 
trauma of changing their infrastructure. 

There are some people, mainly ven
dors, who would have the customer believe 

. integrated systems are here. This is rarely 
true. While many multifunction systems per
mit the same system to provide both text edit
ing and data processing, these are, at best, 
functions performed simultaneously and 
separately on different terminals of the same 
system. A true integrated system must go be
yond multifunctionality and offer the ability 
to access any record-text or data-and to 
combine any information within the system in 
any logical way. ' 

For instance, to create and process 
customer records and personnel records on a 
"word" processor, one might reasonably 
want to take data from these records and com
bine them with text to form new documents. 
Many systems make this process difficult, if 
not impossible. The next generation of sys
tems may treat text or data information in the 
same way (or at least make any differences 
transparent to the operator). The operator will 
combine data with text and to edit data. Also, 
because office workers use English rather 
than programming languages, the interface 
between operator and system will be English 
words, displayed on an easily read screen. 

Wang Laboratories is the ultimate 
success to date in the information processing 
industry. Starting with its WPS series in 1976, 
the company has steadily offered bigger and 
better word processing and information pro
cessing systems, including a broad variety of 
standalones, clusters, and large multi station 
systems. In the past year, Wang's offerings 
have broadened to include what the company 
refers to as Integrated Information Systems. 
This means that one can add dp to wp systems 
through the availability of BASIC on Wang's 
office information systems, or add wp to the 
Wang vs line of small- to medium-sized com
puters. While Wang is basically offering mul
tifunctional systems, integration is the long
range goal, and it is already possible to per
form certain combined operations. Wang has 
also announced a number of electronic mail 
facilities, including its combined VS/OIS 
Mailway System . 

OTHER 
NEWWP 
PRODUCTS 

A number of other promi
nent vendors have also an
nounced wp products in the 
past few months. There are 

distinct similarities (and some differences) 
among these products which are worth ex
ploring as we attempt to understand the cur
rent wp market. 

In November, IBM's General Systems, 
Div. announced the 5520, a classic shared 



logic word processing system plus an elec
tronic mail (or document distribution, as IBM 
calls it) scheme. The 5520 offers four system 
levels, with differences between models 
based on the number of work stations and 
peripherals supported and the size of the fixed 
Winchester disk storage. 

At present, the system offers a limited 
amount of word processing software; the 
5520 employs a particularly attractive display 
and its menu structure should make operator 
training easy. The system does not yet offer 
much in advanced word processing, nor does 
it offer any records processing (sort, select, or 
numeric processing). However, on a system 
with a powerful processor and software-Ioad
able instructions, additional functions might 
be added in time. The system in its basic form 
(a multistation wp system) is now available. 
Larger models and the electronic mail pack
age will be available in November. 

It is worth noting that the electronic 
mail package, as described by IBM, seems to 
be designed with noncomputer personnel in 
mind. Users may store lists of addressees, 
complete with telephone numbers and other 
information. The system will handle most of 
the process of sending and receiving the mail, 
and, in background, considerably increases 
the amount of work that can be done at the 
individual station. In fact, background pro
cessing is a significant aspect of this product; 
many chores can be performed in back
ground, with the system informing the opera
tor when a task is completed or if additional 
input or direction is required. 

IBM offers the system with a choice of 
daisywheel printer (a 55-characters-per-sec
ond Qume) or IBM'S own 6640 ink jet printer, 
with its unique dual sheet plus envelope feed
er. Communications to other systems are 
another important part ofthis product. Unlike 
IBM'S other multi station wp system, the 3730, 
the 5520 offers peer-to-peer communications 
between 5520s. It also offers access to such 
other communicating devices as the as 6, the 
WP 32, the Communicating MC-II to host com
puters, and to the 6640 and 6670 communi
cating printers. 

Also in November, Datapoint 
reentered the wp market with new wp soft
ware for its ARC systems. In fact, Datapoint, 
too, chose to offer much more than word pro
cessing. Its Integrated Electronic Office an
nouncement was geared to many aspects of 
office information processing. The system, 
which uses the ARC hardware with special 
keycaps forwp functions, has word process
ing, document distribution, and AIM, a new 
file retrieval package. 

All this, plus such prior ARC attributes 
as data processing, personnel computing 
(user programmability), data access, and data 
entry. The problem is that all this proceeds in . 
a structure designed more for dp people than 

for office users. It is top-heavy with codes to 
memorize. Some day dp vendors will learn 
that the method of communication used in 
American business is a language called En
glish. One of the problems of the Datapoint 
software is that many functions use what 
seems like English labels, with the words 
used differently than in ordinary. English. 
Happily, that is easily fixed. 

A considerable strength of the system 
is its powerful file retrieval package. The user 
need only key in combinations of English 
words describing a document and the system 
will report on the documents containing these 
combinations. Additional words may be 
added until a small number of documents has 
been defined. To aid in the search, the user 
can view the lines in the document in which 
the specified words appear. This information 
retrieval works very much the way users look 
for documents in their files (' 'I'm looking for 
a letterfrom Mr. Smith to Mr. Brown, written 
sometime in late '78 about a trip to 
Washington ... "). 

To the extent that technology employs 
familiar thinking processes, it will be quickly 
and positively received by office workers. 
Recent research shows that the more complex 
a system, the more frequently it must be used 
to be helpful-otherwise, we must review the· 
reference manual every time we want to do 
anything. Systems that replicate familiar, 
comfortable human activities are at an im
mediate advantage when judged by such stan
dards. 

NEW 
XEROX 
PRODUCT 

In December, Xerox 
announced a new standa
lone information proces
sor, the 860, a software

programmable upgrade of the 850 product. In 
addition to information processing capabil
ities (including records processing with 
numeric processing and-unusual in this type 
of product -a BASIC interpreter to permit user 
programming), Xerox also announced a new 
system interconnection, the Ethernet. 
. The Ethernet capability has been in 

Xerox facilities and in a few user sites for 
several years. Ethernet permits a coaxial 
cable to be strung throughout a firm's site, 
with individual workstations and peripherals 
hooking into the connecting cable through a 
simple tap. In effect, any workstation on the 
system can then choose to function indepen
dently, using its own hardware and software, 
or it can choose to make use of the Ethernet 
connection to attach itself to any printer or 
storage facility on the system. 

It also may provide gateways, permit
ting Ethernets at different physical locations 
to communicate with one another, or an 
Ethernet system to "talk" with host comput
ers, other networks (including Xerox's own 
proposed XTEN network, SBS, andAcs) and 

other communicating devices. Controllers at 
the gateway provide any translation (interpre
tation of codes) needed. Xerox claims the 
system has the advantage of no central pro
cessor and hence no possibility that a failure 
of the cpu will bring down the entire system. 
As with all distributed intelligece systems, 
this statement is literally true, but needs fur
ther analysis. It is certainly true that each 
standalone workstation of a network of Xerox 
products could continue to function if any 
other station failed. However, certain key 
functions in the network would not be avail
able if certain controllers malfunctioned. 
This would be especially important if the 
gateway controller (for communication func
tion) or the file controller were involved. 

How do all these announcements (and 
the dozens of announcements that have pre
ceded them) fit together? Key issues are: 
• All emphasize multistation systems, 
whether they are shared logic systems, like 
IBM'S 5520, or shared resource systems like 
the Xerox 860 with Ethernet. Clearly, they 
are aimed at the larger user who needs to pro
cess significant volumes of text and data. 
Note the assumption by many vendors that 
shared systems, barely recognized a few 
years ago, are today a fact oflife, particularly 
in larger firms. 
• Multifunction systems, too, seem to be a 
fact of life. All of these products offer both 
word processing and electronic mail. Data
point and Xerox emphasize such other func
tions as records or information processing 
and user programmability. In the IBM 5520, 
such function is conspicuous by its absence. 
While nods are given to extending multifunc
tionality beyond the secretary and to the 
principal, no system yet announced offers 
significant principal function in a way that is 
likely to be adopted by many non-dp users. 
• Communications is everywhere, acting as 
"glue" to add function, storage, or utput op
tions to systems, and to glue one system to 
another. Noncommunicating systems will 
eventually disappear entirely from the office 
automation market, and the communications' 
function will also become a requirement for 
the low-end products-the electronic type
writers discussed earlier. 
• Everyone gives lip service to the notion that 
systems must be easier to use by general of
fice personnel. A serious commitment to this 
concept has not happened. ~ 

Ms. Wohl is a principal in the office 
automation consulting firm of Integrated 
Technologies Inc., Levittown, Pa. Prior to 
joining ITI, she was executive editor of the 
Office Systems Group at Datapro 
Research Corp. Ms. Wohl is also a newly 
appointed contributing editor of 
DATAMATION. 
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AMY WOHl, conference program 
chairman, says more than half of the 
100 speakers are consultants. They 
are called in because there is no 
clearly defined vendor. 

CHARLES P. lECHT, president of 
Advanced Computer Techniques, New 
York, will speak at a special Sunday 
evening gathering March 2 on "Office 
Automation: Fact vs Fiction." 
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First conference of its kind will explore current and 
future technology for the automated office. 

EXAMINING 
THE OFFICE OF 
THE FUTURE 
by Tom McCusker 

"Twentieth century offices are being run by 
19th century office methods," said a recent 
press release from the sponsors of the first Of
fice Automation Conference, to be held 
March 3-5 in Atlanta. 

"While the office is the organiza
tion's information and communications nerve 
center," the press release continued, "it has 
not seen much of the technological advances 
that have brought computer technology to 
other line functions such as accounting and 
production. " 

There are many reasons for the ne
glect, such as a lack of economic incentive. 
But two key reasons stand out: 

1. Companies seem hard put to find 
the right groups within the organization to 
examine the subject of office automation. 

2. There is no,clearly defined vendor 
of office automation systems. 

"It's an area where companies have 
been doing more wondering than anything 
else, " says Floyd O. Harris, chairman of the 
Office Automation Conference, the first of its 
kind sponsored by the American Federation 
of Information Processing Societies (AFIPS). 
, 'About 70% of the articles in trade maga
zines are now devoted to the subject, but real 
down-to-earth knowledge of office automa
tion has not existed," says Harris, who is vice 
president of data processing with Life Insur
ance Co. of Georgia. 

He observes that in his own company 
"There is no group of people responsible for 
looking into the subject and determining 
where we will go." 

Consultant Amy Wohl, the confer
ence's program chairman, says that since 
there's no clearly defined vendor of office 
automation systems, companies must either 
train a staff "or go out and buy the talent." 
Often, that means consultants who specialize 
in office automation. In fact, Wohl says, of 
the 100 speakers at the conference, half will 
be consultants. 

AFIPS, which also sponsors the annual 
National Computer Conference, hopes it will 
be able to provide the kind of' 'down-to-earth 
knowledge" that Harris said is needed during 
the three-day conference and product exhibi-

tion at Atlanta's World Congress Center. A 
turnout of 15,000 persons is expected. By 
mid-December, it had signed up 103 exhibit
ing firms. 

W ohl said the conference is aimed at 
middle and senior management with office 
administration responsibilities, and data pro
cessing management. They'll be asked to pay 
$75 for the program and the exhibits. Stu
dents will be charged $10; one-day fee is $30. 
(Attendees can register in Atlanta or through 
the AFIPS offices at 1815 North Lynn St., Ar
lington, VA 22209, Telephone: 703-243-
4100.) 

HITTING 
ALL 
LEVELS 

The program reflects 
AFIPS' plan to reach all 
levels of the subject, wit~ 
some sessions devoted to 

current technology, others to management of 
the technology, and the rest to future technol
ogy. In addition, 13 luncheon sessions, 
limited to 50 persons each, will cover office 
automation in such industries as law, manu
facturing, insurance, banking, engineering, 
and government. 

Questions will be the deciding factor 
in the success or failure of the conference. For 
instance, speakers at the luncheons are being 
asked to limit their comments to 15 minutes, 
with the rest of the time devoted to audience 
interaction. Most speakers have been asked to 
keep their presentations short to make room 
for questions. 

Here are some of the titles: 
Word processing: What Does it Mean for 

Data Processing Managers? 
What Is Office Automation? 
Office Automation: Who Sells What to 

Whom? \ 
Why Automate? 
Micrographics 
Using Word Processing Within the Data Pro-

cessing Center 
Today's Word Processing Equipment 
Modem Telephone Technology 
OCR Scanners 
Extending the Mainframe Environment to 

Support Office Automation 
Implications of Change in the Office of the 

'80s 
Who Runs the Automated Office? 



RICHARD HARDEN, special assistant to President Carter for Information 
Management, and director of the Office of Administration, will address a 
conference luncheon March 3 at the Office Automation Conference. 

Sophisticated Interfaces for Users 
Electronic Mail 

_ Impact of Information Processing on the De
sign of Office Systems 

Voice Technology 
Selling Office Automation to your Manage-

ment' 
Network Technologies 
Case Studies in Office Automation 
Integrated Office Systems 
Networking Implications 

Wohl says the sessions related to 
current technology will be tutorial presenta
tions about what is available now, and the 
speakers mainly will be users of the equip
ment. "Many will talk about how they did it, 
or what they would do if they could start all 
over agan." There also will be sessions enti
tled "Vendor Perspectives." These mainly 
will explain to prospective users the limita
tions of what the vendors can offer. "In other 
words," says Wohl, "the extent to which a 
vendor can customize your system. " Know
ing'what is reasonable and what is unreasona
ble to ask of the vendor will enable a user to 
make better decisions on what can be done in 
implementing office automation systems, she 
adds. 

WHAT 
IS TO 
COME 

The future technology ses
sions will bring together 
the "research freaks, " 
says Wohl, who'll essen

tially be persons involved in research and 
who will talk about what is to come in future 
offices. Steve McLellan of Salomon Bros., a 
New York investment firm, will head a panel 
on the implication of networks, as will Ira 

Cotton of the National Bureau of Standards. 
Consultant Howard Anderson of the 

Yankee Group will talk about the present 
state of electronic mail, and later four re
searchers will discuss R&D in electronic mail 
and what to expect. Their topic: "Future of 
Electronic MaiL" 

Word processing, of course, will 
dominate the program because it's most often 
associated with electronic office procedures. 
Wohl says a lot of the content will be devoted 
to helping dp people understand how their de
partments can use word processing and also 
use it in servicing their dp users. Sam Kalon, 
of the IBM Office Products Div. in Franklin 

. Lakes, N.J., will tell dp managers what they 
should know about word processing in a ses
sion entitled "Word Processing: What Does 
It Mean for Data Processing Managers?" 

Alan Purchase, who will head a ses
sion entitled" Forecast of the Office Automa
tion Industry in the '80s," says there are 
many questions facing the industry, including 
the position of Japanese firms in the market. 
"What is the office automation industry 
going to look like in the '80s? Will such well
known names as IBM, Xerox, and Exxon 
dominate? Will there be room for smaller 
companies?' , 

Purchase, who is director of Business 
Automation Industry Research at SRI Interna
tional, Menlo Park, Calif., thinks there may 
be room for small systems houses to put to
getheroffice systems. One reason, he cites, is 
that up to now, no one company is selling a 
whole office automation package, "possibly 
because the industry isn't ready for it." But, 
he says, the fact remains that no company has 

yet to form an Office Automation marketing 
organization. And, he says, the industry 
could be a $50 billion business late into the 
'80s. However, Purchase admits that it will 
be hard to define as technologies become 
more and more integrated. 

"Will they be selling electronics or 
will they be selling furniture that embraces 
electronics hardware? Right now, the furni
ture is becoming more expensive than the 
hardware," Purchase says. 

AFlPS officials said many of these 
questions will be answered by the exhibitors, 
depending on the nature of their exhibits and 
what they'll be offering. Some ofthe exhibit
ing firms: 

Basic Four, Burroughs Corp., 
Commodore Business Machines, Compus
can, Dictaphone Corp., Digital Equipment 
Corp., Eastman Kodak Corp., Exxon Infor
mation Systems, GTE Telenet, IBM, Lanier 
Business Systems, Nixdorf Computer Corp., 
Olivetti Corporation of America, Sperry Uni
vac, Vydec, Wang Laboratories, Xerox Busi
ness Systems. 

Although AFIPS says early 
registrations indicate attendance will be from 
all over the U.S., organizers have been tour
ing Georgia and states surrounding it with a 
four-minute film describing the conference 
and the subject of office automation. Tradi
tionally, conferences draw a heavy percent-

. age of attendance from areas close to the 
conference site. 

Timing for the conference seems just 
right. Says AFlPS, "The rising cost of paper 
and paper-based communications, and the 
shrinking cost of computer technology has 
made office automation cost effective and has 
given rise to a threshold industry-the office 
automation industry. " Although the technol
ogy to upgrade office procedures, has been 
available for some time, it hasn't been used to 
any great degree. Such products as automated 
file storage and retrieval systems, voice oper
ated dictation systems, intelligent copiers, 
optical readers and scanners, high-speed 
printers, computerized communications sys~ 
tems, and microfilm media have been on the 
market for years. Yet, AFlPS notes, with all 
this capability, 82% of all correspondence is 
still originated by a writer putting pen or pen
cil to paper. 

So, says Wohl, "the successful inte
gration of required technologies to run the 
automated office ofthe 80's will depend upon 
the people who manage and operate them. " 
But integration means more than placing ma
chines side-by-side in one room. "It means 
taking a management approach whereby peo
ple are intelligently integrated into office sys
tems of the future." 

Perhaps for many, the Office Auto
mation Conference will provide the thinking 
for a start towards this integration. . 
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Suppliers have highly resolved to make a good 
impression on the computing environment with 
electronic printers. -

OUTPUT 
ALTERNATIVES 
by David Goodstein 
In the beginning, the computer spake not 
much, but when it spake, its voice was flash
ing lights. Then the goddess of technology 
gave unto the computer a teletype which sen
deth and receiveth both, and it was better. 
Later, when the computer had more to say, 
the engineers of the jade palace made a line 
printer, and it wasfast, and that was still bet
ter. And peace reigned in the seven kingdoms 
until the twin demons raster and ink jet 
appeared .. .. 
Imaging-not the kind done by Madison 
A venue slicksters for Presidential candidates, 
but the kind that deals with getting text and 
pictures -onto paper-is hot. Wherever one 
turns these days, someone is initiating a sur
vey, a study, or a seminar on electronic print
ing or one of its component technologi~s or 
pseudonyms. Every rock in the field of prod
uct development has a HeNe laser or ink jet 
nozzle lurking under it. 

The impactless impression this activi
ty leaves is one of high resolution-the era of 
output dominated by mechanical chain or 
train line printers is over. Low quality output 
is about to become the victim of a/massive as
sault of marketing propaganda. Here, we will 
explain the history of some of the output 
developments and the technologies, and ex
plore some of the implications of this impend
ing explosion. If you read quickly, you will 
know about it before the salesman presently 
in the elevator reaches your outer office. 

"Electronic printing" is the blanket 
'term we will use to cover a range of new de-
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vices and techniques. Electronic printing is 
evolving as the result of and near the intersec
tion of a number of trends in the overall com
puting environment. These trends are: 

1. Maturation of the data base. 
Lower prices for RAM and rotating memories 
now allow information and documents to live 
more of their life in electronic form. This has 
important implications on the nature of what 
gets output, where it happens, and when. 

2. Widespread acceptance of text and 
document processing terminals. The word 
processing gospel is creating a demand for 
faster, quicker, and better quality documents 
in the office enviromment. 

3. Rapid developments in micro
processors-now cheap enough to serve as 
control elements for lasers and ink jets. 

4. Development of digital raster-scan 
techniques for character generation. 

5. Cheaper network and communica
tions facilities that make local document out
put desirable, and certainly preferable to 
centralized reproduction and distribution by 
traditional methods. 

6. The rush by suppliers to reshape 
product lines to coincide with the realities of a 
distributed intelligence environment. 

These movements have broken down 
boundaries of what had been separate markets 
and technologies. Copiers, facsimile, com
munications, word processing, computer 
printing, reprographics, and typesetting, all 
former individual domains, are now seen as 
constituents of a new generation of electronic 
output devices, and concepts are flowing 
freely from segment to segment. -
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Product lines are being reshaped to coincide with 
the realities of 'a distributed intelligence 
environment. 

TABLE I 

OUTPUT COMPARISONS 
, , 

CHARACTER OUTPUT MEDIA RESOLUTION CHARAGTERS 
GENERATION DOTS/INCH 
TECHNIQUE 

Sanders media 12/7 matrix/direct plain paper 275 1,800-12,960 
(depends on 

character resolution 

IBM 6640 ink jet/direct plain paper 240 11,000 

Wang liP crt/direct plain paper 300 54,000 

IBM 6670 laser/direct plain paper 240 108,000 

Canon Laser Beam laser/direct 
Printer LBP·10 

plain paper 240 30,000 

Xerox 9700 laser / di rect plain paper 300 360,000 

;' 

Mergenthaler laser/indirect coated dielectric 723 4,500 
Omnitech 2000 paper (zinc 

oxide) 

Mergenthaler crt/indirect photosensitive 975 16,000 
Linotron 202 paper or film 

Autologic APS·5 crt/indirect photosensitive 1,440 80,000 
paper or film 

FIRST 
ATTEMPTS 
IN '60S 

The first attempts to induce 
computer users to exploit 
high speed typesetting 
combined with cheap off

set printing as an alternative to chain or train 
printers was in the early '60s. Photon, now 
part of Itek' s Graphic Systems Div., actually 
delivered three of its P·7000 typesetters to dp 
installations. All three came back to the fact0 4 

ry in record time. Noone wanted to deal with 
the problem of adding special command 
codes to "straight" computer output to pro
duce a higher quality. 

In the early '70s, Xerox added mini
computers and disk storage onto copier units 
that it used and evaluated within its own re
,search facilities. The first fruit of this re
search was the prototype delivered to the 
University of Toronto. This unit employed a 
crt for imaging (Fig. 1), and was used for di· 
rect output of library catalogs from a comput
er data base. 

Shortly thereafter, Xerox announced 
the 1200 computer "line printer." This ma
chine, unlike the Toronto unit or the research 
devices, used photographic character masters 
and a strobe-pulse of light to create an elec
tronic image, which was then transferred to 
normal paper and put through a toner/fusing 
sequence like standard electrographic copies. 
It was fast and better-looking than "normal" 
computer line printer output, but it was not 
yet an electronic printer-that was the Xerox 
9700. Introduced at the National Computer 
Conference in June 1977, the 9700 immedi-
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ately established a new market. It is a direct
output electrographic duplicator, a device 
that creates the image directly on its final 
copy using xerographic principles. This is in 
contrast to an indirect-output device that 
creates an image used to make an offset print-
ing plate. ' 

Price competition was not important 
to Xerox; the 9700 was introduced at $285K a 
pop, with an extra $ 10K charge to interface it 
to an IBM 370. This price did not stop the rush 
of buyers, and when Xerox's competitors no
ticed this, there was a predictable wave of an
nouncements and developments (often in that 
order), 

BASIS OF 
NEW GEN· 
ERATION 

Wang entered the arena in 
December 1978 with its 
Intelligent Image Printer. 
This was followed in Feb

ruary 1979 by IBM'S announcement of the 
6670 Information Distributor. Adjectives fell 
like rain: 

". . . a quantum advance in text gen
eration productivity," said Wang. 

, •• A significant step toward the much 
discussed office of the future," said IBM. 

These offerings formed the basis of a 
new generation of devices most commonly 
called intelligent printer/copiers or ICPS. 

What these devices have in common 
is that the input comes from either computers, 
communications lines, or word processing 
systems in electronic form; a product of a 
higher quality than that offered by traditional 

NUMBER CHARACTER APPROXIMATE 
OF FONTS SIZE PRICE 
AVAILABLE RANGE 

6 (average) 10,12, $ 30,000 
on-line 16.5,18 

5 on~line 
7off':'line 

9,10, 12 $ 24,000 

3 on-line 10,12,15 $ 32,000 
6 off-line 

4 on-line 10,1.2,13.3 $ 75,000 
9 off-line 

N/A N/A $ '10,000 
-oem only 
(no end user 

price available) 

4 on-line 4-30 $285,000-
12 off-line $337,000 

(w/all options) ", 

N/A 4.5-127.5 $ 26,000 

60 4.5-72 $ 45,000 

100 4.5-127.5 $ 80,000 

impact printers is available; the devices use 
some type of digital technique for image gen
eration. The digital technique can include a 
variety of technologies for the imaging: 
lasers, ink jet, "infinite" dot matrix, CCD, 

fiber optics. Production of the image involves 
translation of the text from characters ('. byte 

ELECTROGRAPHIC 
TECHNOLOGY 
We have tried to refrain from using the word 
"xerographic" (from a Greek phrase mean
ing "dry writing"). Although it is generic, 
it still is associated with Xerox, the compa
ny. Therefore, the term "electrographic" is 
emerging as the label of preference. Basic 
to this technology is the idea of creating an 
image with light on a photoconductive sur
face. Early machines used a selisium drum; 
more recent units, such as the Xerox 9200 
and the IBM 6670, employ a continuous belt 
of photosensitive materials. Both these sur
faces hold a charge of loose ions. When ex
posed to light, the ions leave the areas 
corresponding to white in the image. Minus
cule particles of toner with an opposite 
charge are attracted to the location of the 
charges on the drum. This forms a copy of 
the image which is then transferred onto a 
piece of plain paper. The toner is then fused 
by a thermal process. This is why the copies 
came out of your old copier toasty warm, 
and why the machine's life occasionally 
ended in smoke and flame. 
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mode") to character dot patterns ("bit 
mode"). This is done by calling out a pre
stored pattern of dots that represent characters 
as sets of onl off points. The devices described 
above operate at 240 or 300 bits per inch. 
These digital font masters are then stored in a 
page image or bit-map memory. Each bit in 
memory represents a picture element (pixel) 
that is either white or black in the output. The 
pattern is sent to the beam controller of the 
image generator. In a laser device, the data 
tells the modulator when the beam of laser 
light is to hit the photoreceptor surface and 
when it is to be deflected. The pattern of hit or 
no-hit lays down on the electronically 
charged surface a duplicate of the character 
master pattern. 

Once the page is imaged (charges 
have been cleared or allowed to remain from 
each pixel point on the photorecepter), it goes 
through the standard electrostatic toner/fus
ing cycles. 

Inkjet imaging is somewhat simpler, 
although it uses the same concept of imaging 
from a bit-map memory .. The actual image 
production is accomplished by modulating 
the flow of ink to the jet nozzle head as it 
travels back and forth across the output 
media. 

ICPs are very attractive at the moment. 
Almost monthly there is an announcement of 
a major market'study or a seminar series on 
the role of ICPS in our future. People whose 
business it is to know such things say that by 
1985, most computer installations will have 
an ICP, particularly those shops with main
frame computers of the 370/135 size or larg
er. Moreover, we are informed that some 75 
companies are working on ICPS and that the 
population oflaser printers alone will be near
ly 35,000 by 1985. In 1980, the outlay for 
these devices will top $475 million. 

ICPs are not the only high quality out
put devices available, however. There are a 
number of alternatives that offer differing 
levels of trade-offs in terms of output quality, 
speed, and utilization of other installed equip
ment. In the distributed environment, it is 
likely that a· mix of some or all of these alter
natives-including'traditionalline printers
will be used, each according to the type of 
output required. 

The next step up from ICPS is 
phototypesetters. Traditionally, these have 
been expensive and complex pieces of equip
ment that needed specialists for operation and 
maintenance and special command codes to 
control the size and shape of type to be pro
duced. The end product of typesetting, fur
thermore, has been pieces of film or 
photographic paper that required chemical 
development, and then had to be assembled 
into pages by a skilled manual process. Com
pleted pages were then used to create printing 
plates by a photochemical process. It is easy 
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There is liffle doubt that our concept of output is 
about to undergo a dramatic change. 

to understand why typesetters have never 
been considered interesting peripherals for dp 
installations. 

TIME 
FOR A 
NEW LOOK 

However, in the last five 
years, progress in typeset
ting technology has been 
so substantial that it is time 

for a reconsideration. Most of the difficulties 
listed above have been resolved to a point 
where they are no longer obstacles. For a 
start, typesetters have entered a new era. 
Mergenthaler-Linotype's Linotron 202, 
introduced in June 1978, has only one mov
ing part. Type is imaged on a crt screen at full 
size. Photosensitive paper is transported 
across the face of the tube, which has a layer 
of fiber-optical material bonded directly to it. 
This eliminates the service problems associ
ated with previous machines (which were 
monstrously complex electromechanical 
units requiring frequent service). It also aI-
lowed a drop in price from the $150K range to 
the $50K range. 

Complex input coding has not been 
eliminated, but it has at least been displaced. 
Several, companies now offer intelligent 
interfaces that can take information captured 
on a dp or wp system and add to it the codes 
required to direct the photosetter, producing 
finished type in simple formats. 

Pagination, still a big problem for 
traditional typesetting users, is being attacked 
from a number of angles. Probably the most 
immediate promise of a solution for dp instal
lations is the work done by Dr. Donald E. 
Knuth at Stanford. Knuth, of course, is best 
known in the computer industry for his work 
in mathematics. His pragmatic attitude 
toward life and work is illustrated by his re
cent concentration on typesetting and type de
sign, however. 

Two user-friendly programs, TEX and 
METAFONT, were developed out of Knuth's 
frustration with the inefficient process of 
typesetting he encountered in publishing 
papers in mathematical journals. Convinced 
that the composition process must be simpler 
than it appeared, he took a year off from other 
projects and did an initial implementation of 
Tau Epsilon Chi (TEX), a system that allows 
typographically unsophisticated users to pro
duce typeset versions of their own documents 
for publication. The system is being rewritten 
in PASCAL and is scheduled for release to the 
general computing community this year. 

METAFONT is similar in intent, allow
ing users with digital output capabilities (such 
as the Xerox 9700) to design their own output 
character shapes. Both programs share the 
concept that a majority of the intelligence 
specific to the task can be built into the pro
gram. Users with more expertise can get more 
complex solutions out of the program, but 
those with less time, experience, or patience 
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FIG. 3 

OPTICAL SYSTEMS OF, DUPLICATOR 
USING SPHERICAL LENS 

can get adequate results with a minimal in
vestment of learning time. 

To quote from the TEX user's manual, 
"By preparing a manuscrIpt in TEX format, 
you will be telling a computer exactl y how the 
manuscript is to be transformed into pages 
with typographic quality comparable to that 
of the world's finest printers; yet you won't 
need to do much more work than would be in
volved if you were simply typing the manu
script on an ordinary typewriter." 

TEX involves creation of a text file 
containing the raw manuscript and an indica
tion of certain events, such as the end of a chap'~ 
ter. Associated with this is a file of macros 
describing to the program what to do at those 
events (for example, change type size, add 
white space, or change to a bold typeface). 
This file, describes the document to be pro-

duced. When it is time to create the output, 
these are associated with a file that describes 
the selected device to the TEX program. 

TEX takes all of these and produces a 
file of text and commands that induce (or 
coerce) the selected device to produce output 
in the specified form. Users with a variety of 
devices could get proof copies on a line print
er or ICP, correct and edit text using standard 
on-line editors, and output the file later with 
modifications to a phototypesetter. These 
hard-copy devices would be transparent to the 
user. 

TEX is being widely used in universi
ties for production of technical documents. 
Some are extremely complex, invobing math 
formulas, boxes, and special characters. TEX 
operates on a DEC PDP-lO, or PDP-20 and is 
presently being translated into PASCAL, 
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presumably IBM-compatible. Similar pro
grams under development indicate that in the 
immediate future, automatic output of full 
pages direct from a computer data base, will 
be commonplace. Some of these programs 
even include full descriptions of "standard" 
documents. 

CAM 
TERMINALS 
ENTER 

Another development that 
makes typesetting an at
tractive output alternative 
is the Composition and 

Markup (CAM) terminal. CAMS have been de
veloped primarily to automate the composi
tion of newspaper display advertising. Some 
units are now being offered that solve page 
makeup problems for office or, book produc
tion as well. Most of these terminals operate 
by direct interaction. Operators need no 
knowledge of typesetting; a good eye for size 
of headlines, body copy, and captions is 
enough. 

The first company to target a specific 
market for a CAM terminal was AM Interna
tional. Long a power in corporate reprograph
ics departments, AM has watched the growing 
trend toward high quality document produc
tion with interest. Several years ago, the 
company began a program that made all AM 
word processing products compatible with 
the typesetters produced by the Varityper 
Div. In 1979, AM introduced its 4800 CAM 
terminal; it allows documents to be composed 
and typeset by secretarial personnel. 

More complex and powerful is the 
system offered by Bedford Computers. This 
CAM terminal is an integral part of a complete 
system with data base capability. It is de
signed to perform layout and subsequent 
typesetting of legal, financial, mathematical, 
or other highly structured documents. It is 
also being used to compose magazine and 
book pages (as with TEX, it can work on an 
entire document at a time-the 4802 does a 
page at a time). What makes the Bedford sys
tem different from the TEX program is the 
terminal. The operator sees type represented 
in actual size prior to output; changes can be 
made in real-time and the results observed. 

The Bedford system is what's needed 
in environments where large amounts of data 
base need to be quickly converted to large 
numbers of printing plates for long runs. 
Information output by a data base resident on 
a mainframe could serve as input to the real
time composition system; the system's pagi
nation software would assemble the informa
tion into pages and add appropriate control 
codes. Pages presenting difficulties in com
position, such as pages with too many foot
notes or tables forced onto a page too distant 
from the corresonding references, would ap
pear on the display screen. Human interven
tion would be used to resolve the conflict. 

This is really the best of both worlds: 
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Most of the difficulties in the phototypeseHing 
technology have been resolved to the point where 
they are no long~r obstacles. 

HOW ELECTRONIC 
COPIERS WORK 
Currently available ICPs-of which there 
are only three: the Wang Image Printer, the 
IBM 6670, and the Xerox 9700-all use an 
electrostatic printing technique based on the 
same process used in plain paper office 
copiers. The electrostatic technique is the 

, ability of a photoconductor drum or belt to 
accept light photographically reflected from 
a document and convert it into a latent 
image-or static charge-used to attract 
image toner particles that are subsequently 
transferred to a sheet of paper to form a 
copy. This technique involves two steps: ' 
the exposure of the photoconductor and ink
ing of the latent image to make a reproduc
tion. 

fastest, the Xerox 9700, can expose and 
print documents at two per second or 120 
per minute. (The IBM 6670 has a speed of 36 
copies a minute.) All of this is ~chieved 
without sacrificing image quality. ' 

The market today is easy to examine 
--each of the three primary products can be 
used in both wp and dp environmel)ts. How
ever, aside from that generalization, the 
products are worlds apart in market applica
tion. 

Prior to the appearance of these 
products, many companes explored 
straightforward nonimpact printing using 
continuous forms and cut sheets in the com
puter world: Xerox with its model 1200, 
IBM with the 3800 laser printer, Siemens' 
3352 laser printer, and Honeywell's Page 
Printing System. While these products are 
still significant in the market, they are 
limited in the ability to manipulate incom-

ing information. Forms printing, for exam
ple, is possible using the Honeywell PPS or 
the IBM 3800, but only by using a premade 
cylinder master containing the image of the 
desired form. By contrast, the Xerox 9700 
can be programmed to store the design of a 
form in its memory and write onto the copy 
in conjunction with incoming variable data 
(Table I). 

In summary: 
• WangJmage Printer: Designed to coexist 
with the Wang's OIS series of shared logic 
processors and Wang computers, the unit 
has limited intelligence but provides excel
lent quality output for both wp and dp appli
cations. It requires an excessive number of 
service calls per month (one call for every 
10,000 copies) due to the technology em
ployed at this volume level. The copier por
tion of the Image Printer is derived from a 
Royal RBC-IV copier. 

In electronic copiers, the inking and 
transferring of the image is performed in the 
same way, but because these devices accept 
electronic documents rather than hard-copy 
originals, the exposure technique is differ
ent. What is required is a source of light that 
can be switched on and off very rapidly to 
match the speed of the incoming electronic 
signal. The two obvious choices are crts (as 
used by Wang) and lasers (IBM and Xerox). 

IBM SCHEMATIC OF COPIER-LIKE PRINTER 

In application, the ICP interprets 
data input and instructs its light source to 
paint the photoconductor with light to form 
a latent static image. This is done in a con
trolled manner, with the light source sweep
ing the total image area in a back-and-forth 
raster format. Each "on" and "off' of the 
crt or laser appears as a small dot on the 
photoconductor with the total image com
posed of a dense grid of these dots. The ap
pearance of this grid is not accidental: each 
ICP is designed to paint a certain number of 
dots per square inch-the resolution factor. 

While some ICPS have higher resolu
tion factors than others, it is the way in 
which the dots are laid down in conjunction 
with one another that often provides the 
competitive edge in copy quality. The IBM 
6670, for example, has a dot resolution of 
240 x 240 dots per inch, while the Wang 
Image printer has 300 x 300 dots per inch. 
Presented with only those figures, one 
might assume the Wang unit had better copy 
quality when in fact the IBM machine prints 
material of equal or better quality simply 
because the dots are laid down on paper in a 
more attractive manner. None of the current 
ICPS has perfect copy quality. 

While the copying technique de
scribed seems complicated and cumber
some, it can take place at very high speeds. 
and provide quality output at high produc
tion levels. Even the slowest of the units
Wang's--can print 18 pages a minute. The 
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TABLE I. 

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE ELECTRONIC COPIERS 
MODEL 
PRINTER TYPE 
Process 

Recommended 
Volumes 

Wang Image Printer 
Electrostaticwith crt light source, 
fiber-optic face-plate light transfer
ence, dual zinc-oxide sheet master 
photoconductors in belt form, plain 
paper with dry tonerand heatfusing. 

On-line from Wang 0lS1100 Series 
controllers (up to a maximum of 24 
stations) or from Wang computer. 

Two pages 

300 x 300 dots per inch 

. 30,000 to 40,000 copies per mo. 
(claimed by Wang) 

PAPER SUPPLY Dual' paper trays,', 300 sheets each. 
8.5" x 11" to 8.5" x 14" sheet sizes. 

FONTS 3 (2 in ROM, 1 disk roadable) 
Type & No. On-Line 

Communications through OIS Series 
word processors. 

Alternating 'paper tray feeding. 
Condensed format printing. 
Font mixing within document 
10-,12- and 1S-pitch type styles plus 

, one proportional spacing' font 
All format and control instructions 
" generated byword processor. 

IBM 8870 Information Distributor 
Electrostatic with red helium-neon 
laser light source, organic photocon
ductor roll on a drum, plain paper with ' 
dry toner and hot roller fusing. 

Off-line with magnetic cards from 
IBM wp or on-line with wp or cpu 
via communication line. 

100 pages 

240 x 240 dots per inch 

About 16 seconds from' mag cards 
About 6.5 seconds from comm. line. 

Up to 36 copies per minute 

30,000 to 70,000 copies per month 

XerOx 9700 Electronic 
Printing System 
Electrostatic with blue laser light source, 
selenium photoconductor belt, plain 
paper, dry toner with hot pressure roller 
fusing. 

On-line with host computer or off-line 
through 9·track magnetic tape. Optional 
communications with Xerox wp. 

800+ pages 

300 x 300 dots per inch 

8 seconds 

120 pages per minute 

500,000 to 2 million copies per month 

Dual paper trays (2100 and 600 sheets) Dual paper trays (2,500 and 400 sheets)· 
8" x 10.5/1 to 8%" x 14" sheet sizes 8.5" x 11" sheet size 

9 

6 fonts in ROM 

$75,000 

$355 per mo. (ineL 5,000 copies) 
5,001 + copies per mo. at $.022 each. 

(24-month plan) $1,375 per mo. (incL 
5,000 copies); 5,001 + copies per mo. 
at $.025 each. 

Can communicate with IBM word 
processors and computers. 

Can be used as a convenience copier 
(36 cpm). 

Contains 11 on-line format programs. 
Available fonts incl. twol0-pitch, 

three 12-pitch, three proportional and 
one 13~3 pitch. 

Alternating paper tray feeding. 
Condensed format printing. 
Two-sided copying. 
Variable programs. 

12 fonts digitized and stored on internal 
disk. 

200 plus custom 

64,.96 or 128 per font. 

$285,000 

$3,900 per mo. (incl. 1,7 million per mo.) 
1.7 million + copies per mo. at $.0015 
each). 

Various plans ranging from $5,000 to 
$9,000 per mo. plus copy charges. 

Proportional spacing by programmed 
typestyle 

Forms creation and completion. 
Prints 3 to 18 lines per inch, 
Prints 4 to 30 characters per inch (pitch). 
Prints 4- to24~point character sizes, 
Stored formats. 
Graphic and logo generation. 
Optional two-sided copying, microfiche 

output and communications with wp. 
Condensed format printing. 

(Reproduced by permission of Datapro Research Corp.) 

• IBM 6670 Infonnation Distributor: The 
most impressive of the currently available 
units for word processing applications pos
sesses intelligence for stored fonnats, com
munications, copy manipulation, and the 
merging of input from various sources. The 
copier portion of the 6670 is derived from 
the IBM Series III copier. 
• Xerox 9700 Electronic Printing System: 
The most powerful of the three products is 

priced high and is considered to be a dp de
vice, although a recently announced option 
allows the Xerox 850 word processor to 
communicate with the 9700. It offers high
quality output at two pages per second and 
typesetter-like font and character-size 
selection; the copier portion is from the 
Xerox 9400 copier . 

-Thomas B. Holmes 

Thomas B. Holmes is managing 
editor of the Office Automation 
Group at Datapro Research Corp., a 
division of the information services 
group of McGraw-Hili Book Co. He 
holds a BS degree in 
communications. He is responsible 
for four multivolume reports about 
office automation. 
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nYOUDON'T 
HAVE TO CLIMB 

AMOUNTAIN 
TOGAIN 

ENLIGHTENMENT." 

Just send away for the Con
sumer Information Catalog and a key 
to enlightenment will appear in your 
mailbox. 

The Consumer Information 
Catalog is put out by the Federal 
Government. And it lists over 200 of 
their booklets that you can send 
away for. Most are free. And they can 
help you with things like how to buy 
a home, how to grow vegetables, .how 
to deal with headaches, simple 
plumbing repairs and many other 
everyday and not-so-everyday 
problems. 

So if you wish to learn about 
the mystic sensibilities of the 
wayward ancients, put on your climb
ing gear. 

But, if you wish to know about 
how to fix a leaky faucet, send for the 
catalog. Write: Consumer Informa
tion Center, Dept. A, Pueblo, Colo
rado 81009. 

Remember, it's free. Which is 
only right. After all, the first step 
towards enlightenment shouldn't 
enlighten your pocketbook. 

THE CONSUMER 
INFORMATION CATAWG 
A catalog of over 200 helpful publications. 

• a~ General Services Administration 
• ...., Consumer Information Center 
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FIG. 5 
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bull work by the machine, brain work by the 
person. These developments are, in our opin
ion, essential to opening up higher resolution 
typesetting technologies for use in the wider 
market. 

There is little doubt that our concept 
of output is about to undergo a dramatic 
change. Intelligent printer/copiers offer a 
happy solution for reproduction of moderate 
sized documents in short runs. Typesetters, 
fronted by programmed pagination intelli
gence and using quick offset for final imag
ing, provide an extremely desirable 
alternative for longer document runs. 

We have seen the future, and it goes 
ta-pocketa, ta-pocketa. . . ~ 

Mr. Goodstein is 
self-employed as a 
consultant in 
automation of 
typesetting for 
newspapers and 
commercial 
typesetters. He 
has given 

seminars on display composition 
terminals for NCA, MIT, and the 
Institute for Graphic Communication. 
He has been active as a programmer 
and systems analyst since 1964 . 



Solid engineering and 340 Ipm speed make the TermiNet 340 a more rugged, productive line printer. 

Don't let the compact size of the 
General Electric TermiNet 340 line 
printer fool you. Because no matter 
how hard you work it, it won't quit on 
you. It's that tough, that dependable 
and that much better than typical line 
printers. And it's available now. 

A true 100% duty cycle printer 
Unlike ordinary line printers, the 

TermiNet 340 can take the punishment 
of the broadest range of operating . 
environments -from front office to 
factory floor - without complaining. 
The key reason? A tough, ruggedly 
engineered design. As a result, it keeps 
on performing under tough-use condi
tions when other line printers would 
sputter and break down. 

Engineered to stay on the job. 
From top to bottom, the compact 

TermiNet 340 line printer is engineered 
with long-life components designed to 
keep the printer on-line. And businesses 
on schedule. 

One reason: extra-thick, heavy
duty, environment-resistant materials 
chosen for the base and housing. To
gether, they provide this rugged printer 
with the impact strength, dimensional 
stability and resistance to adverse envi-

ronments needed to keep working. 
More reasons: print and ribbon 

systems that won't wear out prema
turely and won't cause the problems 
other line printers do. Which is why 
the proven rotating-belt print system 
will last billions of characters. And 
why the ribbon cartridge will maintain 
very high print quality for at least 100 
million characters. 

Fewer service problems keep it 
working longer 

The fact is, TermiNet 340 line 
printers are such productive workers, 
they require very little attention and 
very little maintenance once they're up 
and running. Should service be 
needed, you can count on getting these 
printers back on-line in a hurry. That's 
because of convenient self-test features 
that make troubleshooting easy and 
fast. And because of a responsive 
nationwide service network that keeps 
downtime to a minimum and operating 
costs low. 

Find out for yourself. Mail the 
coupon today and see why so many 
companies have chosen the more pro
ductive TermiNet 340 line printer to 
get their work done. 

Quality that will make a lasting impression 

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
CIRCLE 92 ON READER CARD 

Any way you 
measure them, 
TermiNer 340 
line printers 
are more 

productive 
performers 

Mail today to: 
J. Walsh, 

General Electric 
Company, 

TermiNet 794-43, 
Waynesboro, VA. 22980 

Telephone:(703) 949-1474. 

o Send me more information about 
the TermiNet 340 line printer. 

o Have a sales representative contact me. 

o I'm also interested in a TermiNet 340 line 
printer demonstration. 

Name ___________ _ 

Title ____________ _ 

Company ____________ _ 

Address _____________ _ 

City _______ State ____ Zip __ _ 

Telephone _______________ _ 
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Prototyping software before production paid off in 
a product that was easy to use and had a number of 
useful features. 

DESIGNING 
TRANSLATOR 
SOFTWARE 
by Paul Heckel 
The Craig Translator, designed to translate 
words from one language to another, is also a 
general purpose computer that can run a vari
ety of programmed cartridges. Along with 
similar products such as Texas Instruments' 
Speak: and Spell, it is a forerunner of many 
inexpensive, small, handheld intelligent 
products with alphanumeric YO. Because 
hardware is now composed of a few common 
components such as microprocessors and 
memories, the role of software and the chal
lenge in its design is becoming singularly cru
cial. So, as we expected, the task of designing 
the software for the Craig Translator was for
midable indeed. 

The proto typing approach used by 
those of us responsible for developing the 
product should be useful to developers of 
other microprocessor-based products where 
human factors are important. Attention to 
human factors in the beginning of the soft
ware design accounted for the later success of 
the product in performing the difficult task of 
translation. 

The software engineers responsible 
for the translator faced four major problem 
areas. 

First, what the translator would do 
and how it would do it, as perceived by the 
user, would mean the difference between suc
cess and failure in the marketplace. 

Second, in order for the translator to 
have a large enough vocabulary to be useful, 

. a good data storage compression structure 
had to be designed. 

Third, the microcode was going to be 
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sizable, yet the space available to run it was 
limited. Cost considerations required the 
selection of a single-chip microprocessor. 
Thus the software engineers were confronted 
with the blivit problem: how to fit 10 pounds 
of spinach in a five-pound sack. 

Finally, the designers faced a tight 
time schedule; even worse, the pressure to 
complete the design became more severe 
when it was discovered that a competitor was 
making a similar product. (The total software 
effort took about seven months. The begin
ning of product design to product in the mar
ketplace was one year.) 

While all these problems proved 
solvable, attempting to deal with them simul
taneously provided a real challenge. 

The first major decision was to build a 
black box prototype configured on an 8085 
microprocessor. The prototype used a 16-
character display, a 44-key keyboard and was 
about 3 x 5 x 7 inches in size, operating on . 
an internal battery (Fig. O. It ran programs 
either from internal 2716 EPROMS or from an 
Intel program development system operating 
in debug mode. Some of the 2716 EPROMS 
were used to store test languages. 

Once the program had been de
bugged, the emulator could be disconnected 
and the 8085 replaced in its socket. PROMS for 
the program could be blown and plugged into 
the other 2716 sockets. The result was a port
able, self-powered prototype that could be 
readily demonstrated anywhere. 

The prototype software was written in 
PLM rather than machine language, thereby 
speeding the programming and making it 
easier to change. During this initial program-

ming stage, some critical decisions were by
passed. For example, we had yet to select the 
microprocessor. for the production version. 
We had not designed the final data structure. 

During the initial two months of the 
project we implemented the original speci
fication. Also during that time, and to a lesser 
extent during the following months, we pro
vided new versions. Each version was tested 
by various engineers and assessed as a mar
ketable product; as a result, several problems 
were discovered. More than 30 versions of 
the prototype were tested. At the same time, 
progress seemed slow and painful, but the re
sult was a product that was easy to use, had a 
number of useful features, and was capable of 
being implemented on a single-chip micro
processor. 

FOCUS 
ON USER 
PROBLEMS 

The prototype forced us to 
focus on some problems of 
human engineering. We 
were convinced we had to 

address the problems users would actually ex
perience, rather than those problems the de
signers imagined might be important, and we· ~ 
used the prototype to help us do this. ~ 

First, because the designers could 0 
play with the black box, they focused upon ~ 
what the black box actually did, rather than z 
on the abstraction of a specification. By so ~ 
doing, the frequent trap of writing and rewrit - 5J 
ing a software specification was avoided. AI- z 
though software, marketing, and engineering 0 

~ were occasionally unhappy, they all shared <t: 
some common perceptions of the final prod- g: 
uct. The repeated updating of the prototyping ~ 
reduced the number of last minute, unpleas- :::1 





Progress seemed slow and painful: more than 30 
versions of the prototype were tested. 

ant surprises. 
We caught some potential problems 

early. Certain features had undesirable side 
effects. Other features were just plain misun
derstood. For example, in the beginning "ro;
tate" was implemented to handle the problem 
of fitting more than 16 characters on the dis
play. We changed it to establishing operation 
like the moving sign in Times Square to give 
the translator more pizzazz. We had misinter
preted the original specification, but we were 
able to catch the specification ambiguity and 
fix it. 

We also developed the idea of flash
ing question marks. It was our policy to try 
out as many suggestions as possible as quick
ly as possible. This kept ego involement in 
specific ideas to a minimum. Several ideas 
worked th~ir way into the final product, while 
others were discarded. 

Ideas that were discarded were singu
lar and plural case endings, past tenses, and 
masculine and feminine genders. It was ofut
most importance that new ideas could be 
evaluated more objectively when people 
could implement them rather than merely dis
cuss them. 

Throughout the prototyping phase we 
were quite aware of the limits imposed by a 
single-chip microprocessor. The 3870 we 
chose contained only 64 bytes of RAM, 

whereas the prototype 8085 had used a 256 
byte RAM chip. Thus, in prototyping we could 
ignore the restrictions on ROM and RAM as 
long as we were careful not to commit our
sel ves to design decisions which would prove 
impractical in the 3870 production version. 
By avoiding such restrictions during the 
prototype stage we focused on developing the 
ideal product. We postponed dealing with the 
constraints of the final 3870 version until we 
had to. 

In several cases we were able to come 
up with elegant solutions to quite complex 
problems. For example, we were able to 
solve the homograph problem. Many words 
in a language are homographs-words that 
are spelled the same but have two distinct 
meanings. "Watch," for example, can mean 
"to look at" or' 'wristwatch." In French, the 
first is: regardez, the second montre. Our ini
tial response to such words was to ignore 
them. That is, we chose to leave "watch" out 
of the dictionary altogether, or to assign, arbi
trarily one of the two meanings. While only a 
small percentage of dictionary words are 
homographs, they occur frequently enough to 
become problems in almost every language. 

We solved the "watch" problem by 
adding a parenthetical qualifier at the end. 
Thus "watch" has two dictionary entries: 
WATCH (SEE) and WATCH (CLOCK). When the 
user types WATCH, the translator alternately 
flashes question marks, because WATCH, as 
such, is not in the dictionary. The user can 
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FIG. 3. 
BIDIRECTIONAL MAPPING TABLE 

then hit the Search key, and the device alter
nately displays WATCH (SEE) and WATCH 
(CLOCK). He then hits a space key when the 
one he wants is displayed. It turned out that 
the additional code required to program this 
procedure was quite small. 

DATA 
STRUCTURE 
CHOSEN 

The black box was critical 
to the human engineering, 
but it proved invaluable in 
other areas as well. In the 

first prototype we employed a very simple 
data structure: we just stored words, one after 
another, in the language cartridge. Thus,jn 
the English cartridge we stored the ASCII 
characters THE* A *IS* , and in the French car
tridge LE*UN*EST* (Fig. 2). The asterisks 
served as "end of word" characters. If the 
user keys in the word IS, the program counts 

64 BYTE 
RAM 

2KBYTE 
ROM 

the words until it finds the word IS, which is 
word number three. If translating to French, 
the translator counts to the third word in the 
French cartridge, EST, and displays it. This 
approach would be unacceptable in the 
production translator. First, 8 bit characters 
would limit us to about 650 words in a 32,000 
bit ROM. However, we eventually achieved 
1,150. Second, accessing any word could re
quire searching the entire dictionary car
tridge. (We evaded the problem of building a 
language compiler at this point by using the 
8085 assembler to generate the language car
tridges.) 

Early in the project Richard Schroep
pel, a specialist in data compaction, joined 
the project. Working with him we designed 
the final data structure. This data structure 
was first implemented in the prototype. 

Schroeppel built a language . compiler to 
generate the language ROMs. During the ini
tial prototyping we had defined the interface 
to the symbol table routines in a general way. 
Thus, we were able to redefine the data struc
ture by replacing the data structure subrou
tines. 

This is another place where 
prototyping really paid off. By keeping the 
data structure decision and language compiler 
out of the critical path, we gained two addi
tional months that enabled us to explore alter
natives,before reaching a decision. Then we 
tore out the old data structure routines and re
placed them with the new ones without affect
ing the user interface. 

In the production data structure words 
are stored in alphabetic order; a table provides 
bidirectional mapping between a word's 
alphabetic position and its language invariant 
word number (Fig. 3). 

If we had been forced to make the data 
structure decision much earlier, we would 
probably have picked an inferior structure. In 
fact, one major data structure decision was 
postponed to within a few weeks of releasing 
the final code. We were faced with two alter
natives for one of the data substructures, and 
our concern was centered about the amount of 
code the preferred one would require in the 
single-chip prpcessor. One method was a list 
of alphabetic positions indexed by the lan
guage word number. A second method was a 
bidirectional mapping algorithm. We chose 
to implement both in the pr:ototype and thus 
had the compiler generate both. Not until al
most all of the production code was debugged 
and running did we make our final decision to ' 
choose the bidirectional mapping algorithm. 

The index list of alphabetic positions 
was simple to implement. It was fast when 
mapping from the alphabetic position to the 
language invariant word number-it required 
only one indexed load. However, mapping 
from the language invariant word number to 
its alphabetic position required searching the 
list, which required referencing on average 
half of its entries-500 items for a 1,000-
word dictionary. 

We also implemented a bidirectional 
mapping algorithm, a sophisticated mathe
matical technique that allowed mapping in 
each direction by referencing only about 
2 log2 (N) words. For a 1,000-word list this 
meant referencing only 20 words in each 
direction (rather than 500 in one direction, 
one in the other). This algorithm took sub
stantially'more code, however, and thus we 
could not be sure we would be able to use it in 
the production version. 

After the production prototype was 
working and we realized the bidirectional al
gorithm would fit, we decided to use it. If we 
had been forced to make the decisions earlier 
we undoubtedly would not have been wi11i~g 
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It was the policy of the designers to try out as many 
suggestions as possible as quickly as possible to 
keep ego involvement to a minimum. 

to take the risk that the bidirectional al
gorithm would fit, and would not have com
mitted to it. 

During the time we considered which 
mapping algorithm to use we generated both 
from the language compiler and ran both on 
the 8085 prototype and eventually the 
producton version. 

Once the prototype was working, we 
concluded the code would not fit in the single
chip microprocessor without taking out 
several features. This was a critical point in 
the project. We had selected the 3870 because 
it could store 2,048 bytes of program memo
ry, was sourced by three vendors, and was 
inexpensive compared to the alternatives. 
However, the instruction set made it difficult 
to program. Furthermore, the development 
tools were abysmal. Our initial estimates 
indicated that the code would just barely fit in 
the 3870. These estimates proved wrong be
cause the code ended up requiring 5,000 
bytes instead of2,OOO. However, the original 
estimate did not include a calculator or sever
al other features that we added later. 

TWO 
COURSES 
PURSUED 

We decided to pursue two 
independent courses of ac
tion: we would do straight 
3870 machine coding of 

the prototype code, and simultaneously, we 
would bring up an interpreter version. As it 
turned out, the interpreter version had several 
advantages over the machine-coded version. 
• It enabled the translator cartridges to store 
code as well as data. 
• It provided calculator functions. 
• If our code size estimates were wrong, it 
permitted us to use an external ROM for part of 
the application code. 

A company that had developed a 
FORTH interpreter was brought into the 
project. It brought up an 8 bit version of its 
interpreter for the translator. It quickly be
came obvious that, for the reasons specified 
above, the interpreter version should be em
ployed in the production machine: the code 
would not fit without it. 

Eventually we not only added an 
external ROM but also 32 bytes of RAM (to the 
3870's 64 bytes) to make the program fit (Fig. 
4). While we had hoped to avoid both courses 
of action, we were able to integrate these 
changes within a few weeks once they proved 
to be necessary. 

While the 3870 software effort was in 
progress, the prototyping effort continued, 
but at a slower rate. New data structures were 
implemented. Several new ideas were tried. 
Some, such as recognizing phrases (how 
much = combien) were retained. 

Continuation cartridges were also dis
carded because they made the code run too 
slqw. During the concluding phases of the 
project, the 3870 software group was deliber-
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ately not advised of all the changes in the user 
interface. Its problem was hard enough with
out having to track a moving target. For this 
reason it was told only about major changes. 

Some features, such as case endings, 
were implemented in the prototype, then 
taken out. Others evolved over time. An 
example of a feature that evolved was the 
Search mode. The original version of the 
Search mode did not subtract letters from the 
end ofthe words. Until we added the subtrac
tion feature, Search was limited in its ability 
to identify words that were similar in spelling 
to the word the user had keyed in. 

When the. 3870 effort, began we gave 
it a final target but continued to modify the 
prototype. During this period, the prototype 
effectively buffered the 3870 effort from 
ideas that didn't work out, such as case end
ings. Only when the 3870 Nersion began 
working did we redirect the people's aim 
toward the somewhat changed prototype. 

The prototype approach had still 
another advantage. The 3870 dictionary car
tridges were identical to those of the proto
type, so language cartridges could be 
debugged on the prototype. Thus the 3870 
programmers could eliminate bad test ROMS 
from their list of potential problems. 

We did not write the traditional soft
ware specification for the project until we 
were more than half through the 3870 devel
opment effort. In fact, our initiru plan was to 
do without a specification entirely. Instead, 
we intended to use the prototype as the speci
fication. There were several reasons for this 
decision. First, two distinct versions of the 
specification evolved, the black box and the 
high-level PLM program listing. Any ques
tions about what the translator should do 
could be answered by either running the 
prototype or looking at the PLM listing. Sec
ondly, the inevitable misunderstandings and 
contradictions in a written specification were 
avoided. Finally, the absence of the speci
fication directed everyone's attention to what 
the prototype did, rather than to a piece of 
paper that represented an abstract version of 
the final product. In general, this proved to be 
a good approach. However, lack of a soft
ware specification did create some problems. 
We had no list of the features in the prototype 
to ensure that: 
• We had implemented everything. 
• We had tested everything. 
• We could determine all of the capabilities 
quickly. 

We were obliged to write an English 
language specification. As it turned out, the 
prototype and the English language specifica
tion complemented each other. 

When the first version of the speci
fication was written, we considered it 
complete. However, it went through several 
changes during the remaining two and one-

half months. (We maintained the specifica
tion on the development system and used the 
text editor to update it.) 

Features alone do not make a product 
better, although unused features can some
times be important for marketing reasons. 
What makes the better product is how the fea
tures help the typical user in normal circum
stances. A translator is a dynamic product. 
Thus, the best way to evaluate it is to play 
with it to see whether it seems useful, friend-· 
ly, easy to use, and interesting--<>r, alternate
ly, gimmicky, frustrating, difficult, and dull. 

In looking back over the project, there 
were some disappointments. It took longer 
than we originally expected. Seven months 
were required for the software effort. It took 
more memory than expected, requiring the 
addition of ROM and RAM. 

However, the software prototype 
proved beneficial in four ways: 
• We could keep trying new things. 
• The prototype was a good model of the 
final product, and thus everyone involved had 
similar expectations about what the product 
would do. 
• Several decisions could be postponed for a 
few· months without affecting the critical 
path. 
• We could focus our efforts on opportunities 
rather than problems. 

There may be development projects 
where such advantages are not so crucial, but 
these advantages are clearly beneficial in the 
development of innovative products. 

The prototyping approach is not a 
cure-all; there are many ways to misuse it. An 
important part is the person in charge of the 
prototyping. He must be able to single out and 
eliminate pitfalls that will prove impractical 
in the production version. It is also important 
to be receptive to trying several different fea
tures, even if the manager doesn't believe in 
them. ~ 

Technical Publicaton No. 54, "The Craig 
M J 00 Language Translator," is available 
from Interactive Systems Consultants, P.O. 
Box 2345, Palo Alto, CA 94305. 

PAUL HECKEL 
Mr. Heckel heads 
Interactive 
Systems 
Consultants in Los 
Altos, Calif., where 
he specializes in 
developing small 
(under five 
pounds) software-

intensive products. He is currently 
working on intelligent telephones 
and sales tools. 
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1I11ntelligence" is the latest intelligent 
reason to choose Marksman dish:s. 

Century Data's Marksman brought Winchester 
capacity and reliability ~ 

to the mini/micro 
marketplace. 

Systems designers 
haven't seen anything 
else like it for the money 
before or since. What's 
more, it's available. 

And now it has the intelligence to match - a 
storage system interface that's built right in. 

Intelligence gives you an even bigger headstart 
on incorporating Winchester into your system 
than before. Interfacing now takes only 4 or 5 
days instead of 4 or 5 months. 
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Already, we've had customers up and running 
diagnostics on Marksman in less than a day and 
systems which were shippable to users in less 
than a month. 

And Century provides the application infor
mation to make your software job quick and 
inexpensive. Give us a call today and we'll help 
you bring 10, 20 or even 40 MB on line smartly. 

Century Data Systems, 1270 N. Kraemer Blvd., 
Anaheim, CA 92806. Phone: (714) 632-7500. 

Century Data Systems 
A Xerox Company 
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Color 
hardcopy 
isfinally 
at hand! 

Color hard copy: the luminescent 
electronic image, captured in the per
manence of photographic prints and 
transparencies. Dunn Instruments 
makes it brilliant, accurate and effort
less to obtain from an affordable 
system. At last you can hold the new 
computer graphics and digital images 
in your hands. 

The source is the 631 Color 
Camera System. It packs a high resolu
tion, high linearity CRT, sophisticated 
optics and microprocessor exposure 
control into a compact, fast and friendly 
unit. For instant hard copy for immedi
ate analysis, use it with Polaroid Type 
808 film to make stunning 8x10 color, 
r---~~~~~ prints. Add the 

Actual 631 images on Polaroid instant 8x10 film. 

images you can project overhead. 
The 631 economically records the 

data from any raster scan CRT, for 
presentation, reproduction, access 
and display. Applications range from 
management information graphics to 
satellite remote sensing. Call or write 
for more information. We'll arrange for 
you to get your hands on actual results 
from the 631 Color Camera System. 

Dunn Instruments, Inc., 
544 Second Street, P.O. Box 77172, 
San Francisco, CA 94107. 
415/957-1600. 

The 631 
COLOR 
CAMERA 

optional motor
driven 35mm 
system for 
beautiful color 
slides. Or load 
8x10 transpar-

to;.;..-......-.;;...-~"-~-',. "'-__ ~~g~~i~~ and SYSTEM 
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"PolarOid" is a registered trademark of the 
Polaroid Corporation, 
LANDSAT image courtesy NASA-Ames Research. 
Cartographic study courtesy Harvard Laboratory 
for Computer Graphics. Management information 
graphics courtesy ISSCO. 

DUNN, 
INSTRUMENTS 



by Robert H. Holland 
The traditional approach to data base design 
in many corporations is to understand the user 
application well enough to translate it into the 
access method available from one or more se
lected data base management systems (DBMS) 

of the company. In this process, comparative
ly little attention is paid to the end user, and 
quite a lot is paid to the DBMS implementation 
of the user's application. 

Fig. 1 depicts the emphasis placed in 
the design environment of today. The down
ward arrow on the left shows. the areas of 
major concern for most data base developers. 
They ask what data base management system 
should be used, how does it interact with its 
host language and query language, what ac
cess methods should be used, and how should 
we physically map the data to disk for top 
efficiency. Data base developers spend al
most no time asking equally important ques
tions regarding the intended uses of the data. 
The data base industry has done little to in
crease the productivity and effectiveness of 
the data requirements definition portion of the 
design effort. The upward pointing arrow in 
Fig. 1 indicates the input design area of pri
mary interest in data requirements definition. 

We are interested in obtaining the data 
requirements of one or more applications, 
translating these requirements into one or 
more sets of subschema, then merging the 
subschema into a combined set called the 
schema. The schema then is a logical repre
sentation of a combined set of user require-

How to develop user views, which are logical 
representations of data needed to answer a question, 
make a decision, or provide informational education. 

DBMS: 
DEVELOPING 
USER VIEWS 

ments that we call user views. Later in the 
design process' the logical schema will be 
translated into a physical implementation of a 
particular DBMS. However, the logical 
schema or data base is not dependent upon 
any DBMS. The general steps of logical data 
base design then are represented in Fig. 2. 

Codd,1 Martin,2 and others discuss 
normalization once a good set of user views is 
available, but how does one go about getting 
a good set of user views to begin with? 

A user view may be defined as the 
logical representation of data required to an
swer a question, make a decision, and/or pro
vide informational education for its user. A 
functional system in any corporation is made 
up of many user views. One user of the sys
tem may logically have many views, and 
several employees with the same job function 
may have the same user view. As Fig. 3 de
picts, the purpose of defining a user view is to 
allow the logical relationship among data ele
ments to be identified, defined, and synthe
sized into an overall data base design 
'methodology. Such a methodology seeks to 
eliminate problems of ill-defined or forgotten 
relationships. Fig. 3 shows the user of a per
sonnel system in which the EMPLOYEE-# is 
used to access EMPLOYEE-NAME and SALARY. 

This represents a total relationship for the per
formance of some job-related function. It 
may not represent all the views of this user. In 
all likelihood, more views should be added 
before a logical data base design can be 
implemented. 

Various sources of user views exist 

within corporations. They may be obtained 
through the following means: interviewing 
the end user, analyzing scheduled output re
ports, investigating the occurrence and pur~ 
pose of special demand reports, summarizing 
information requirements from preformatted 
crt screens, determining potential on-line in
quiries, and analyzing data transfer between 
data bases on program modules for multiple 
applications. When generating user views of 
data, the analyst should note that a single 
preformatted screen, or scheduled report, 
may result in many user views. Thus, the 
company has many ways of determining the 
perceived logical structures of data required 
to support its application. 

HARD 
TO GET 
VIEWS 

Companies using the nor
malization process defined 
by Martin have generally 
found difficulty in acquir

ing user views. The primary factors of de
signer concerns are education of users, 
definition of a user view, gathering user 
views, complexity of a view, and integrating 
user views. 

Users need to be educated to the point 
of understanding the purpose for gathering 
their views of data. They must understand the 
definition of a user view in order to think of 
data in terms of individual groups of related 
elements. Experience indicates that after 
minimal education, users are capable of 
developing their own views. 

The process of gathering user views 
may be performed by using standardized data 
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A user view permits the logical relationship among data 
elements to be synthesized into an overall data base de
sign methodology. 

fonns or interviewing users. Such gathering 
processes are both tedious and time-consum
ing. However, the industry has seen compa
nies that do not properly develop user views 
spend approximately 80% of their dp re
sources in restructuring, reorganizing, and 
reloading data bases. Thus, corporate re
sources are squandered on unneeded mainte-
nance. 

Another problem area for designers is 
lleciding how complex a view should be. De
signers should keep in mind that a view 
should be the smallest set of data elements re
quired to answer a particular question, allow 
the user to make a decision, and/or provide 
educational infonnation. Corporations devel
oping user views have had difficulty deciding 
where a view starts and where it ends. They 
forget that many small views are easy to 
recognize and define, and the synthesis meth
odology will allow the complex integration 
required for the overall corporate setting. 

The process of integrating user views 
is also time-consuming and fatiguing except 
for the smallest data base designs. Productivi
ty in this part of the design process can be 
greatly enhanced by automated canonical 
synthesis which generates nonnalized data 
bases. 

Such software is now available on the 
market. The initial key to corporate success in 
data base management is to draw well-struc
tured user views of data. Nonnalization. of 
these views is the foundation logical design 
upon which all future physical data bases will 
be built. 

User views should be drawn as a bub
ble chart as shown in Fig. 4. In this figure the 
following symbols apply: 
• The elipse represents a data element. 
• Single arrow links mean that the first data 

element identifies the second data element. 
Thus, the head of a single arrow link iden
tifies zero or one occurrence of a data ele
ment. 

• Double arrow links mean that the data 
element at the tail of the arrow identifies 
zero, one, or many occurrences of the data 
element at the head of the arrow. 

• The asterisk denotes a key or concatenated 
key through which other data may be iden
tified. 

• The double asterisk denotes a secondary 
key. 

Three types of keys may be drawn on 
a user view; for completeness an attribute is 
also defined below: 

Primary key: a data element which 
has one or more single arrow links leaving it. 

Concatenated key: a primary key that 
is made up of more than one data element. 

Secondary key: a data element that 
only has double arrow links leaving it. 

Attribute: a data element which is 
identified by one or more of the above key 
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FIG. 3. . 
USER VIEW OF DATA RELATIONSHIPS 

KEY 

FIG,4. 

v 

v 
OWNED 

DATA ELEMENTS 

DATA RELATIONSHIP 

USER VIEW FOR PERSONNEL REPORT 

FIG. 5. 
PERSONNEL ALLOCATION VIEW 

types. 
For the user view in Fig. 4, 

EMPLOYEE- # is a primary key and EMPLOYEE

# + EFF-DATE is a concatenated key. The ac
cess paths to data elements in Fig. 4 are de
noted by the single and double arrow links. 
We see that EMPLOYEE-NAME, AGE, SEX, and 
EDUCATION have a single occurrence and are 
accessed by EMPLOYEE-#. Also, EMPLOYEE
# identified zero, one, or many DEPENDENTS 

and combinations of EMPLOYEE-# + EFF

DATE. In tum the SALARY for each employee 
number and effective data combination may 
be obtained through its concatenated key. 

Fig. 5 shows a user view which uti
lizes a secondary key. The diagram shows 
that all the employees of a department can be 
identified through DEPT-#, the secondary 
key. EMPLOYEE- # is also a primary key 
through which we can identify which depart
ment a particular employee works in as well 
as other employee attributes. 

We will not be concerned here with 
combining user views into a third normal 
form through canonical systems. Instead, the 
focus will be on providing a set of rules for 
successfully developing user views. These 
rules may be used by corporations to establish 
stable data structures. 

Rule 1. Do not draw complex user 
views. 

User views should be kept as simple 
as possible. They should express only one 
information thought or decision. Most user 
views can be drawn with no more than two 
levels of primary, secondary, or concatenated 
keys. Anything more complex has usually re
sulted from premature conclusion by the de
signers of the data bas~. 

Human beings do not synthesize data 
relationships very well; therefore, the devel
opment of complex sets of views should be 
relegated to a canonical synthesis algorithm. 
When humans perform this function, it 
usually results in poorly structured 
non-third normal form data base designs. 
Such data bases have to be continuously re
organized and reloaded with each new subject 
or application. 

Rule 2. Use standard forms and 
methodology for gathering user views. 

The user views gathered for a systems 
design must reflect the way users conduct 
business. Successful methods for reflecting 
such data relationships include views drawn 
from personal interviews, existing scheduled 
reports, special demand or exception reports, 
functional work transactions, and standard
ized data gathering forms. It is especially 
important for the analysts to understand the 
significance of these views reflecting user 
data requirements. A standard methodology 
developed internally will provide guidance 
for developing the type of views reflective of 
your organization. 
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The data base -industry has done very IiHle to increase 
the productivity and effectiveness· of the data require
ments definition portion of the design effort. 

Rule 3. Make sure that concatenated 
keys are drawn properly. 

Caution is needed in properly reflect
ing concatenated keys in user views. A sig
nificant difference exists between 

and 

One cannot access the salary of an 
employee simply by knowing an effective 
date. Since EFF-DATE is shown as a primary 
key in the left diagram above, the diagram is 
incorrect. The right hand diagram is the cor
rectly drawn user view. It properly indicates 
the combination EMPLOYEE-# + EFF-DATE to 
access SALARY. 

On the other hand the diagram 

represents a correct user view for identifying 
all the employees that work in a department. 
Also, EMPLOYEE-NAME may be directly iden
tified by EMPLOYEE- #. 

Rule 4. Make sure that attributes 
identified by a concatenated key are depen
dent upon the whole key. 

The following user view is incorrect 
in the dependency ofthe attributes on the con
catenated key. 
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Each attribute should be dependent upon the 
whole key, and it can clearly be seen that ss
,# and EMPLOYEE-NAME are not dependent 
upon the EFF-DATE portion of the concatenat
ed key. This user view should be drawn as the 
following in order to be correct. 

Rule 5. Do not include hidden pri- , 
mary keys in user views. 

The following user view contains an 
imbedded primary key: 

While many EMPLOYEE- # and EMPLOYEE

NAME attributes may be identified within a de
partment, the above diagram shows the rela
tionship improperly. It should be redrawn as 

Note that in the above diagram EMPLOYEE-# 

is no longer a hidden primary key. Since it 
now has a single arrow link to EMPLOYEE

NAME, it is -clearly a primary key. 
Rule 6. Investigate user views for 

possible secondary keys before implementa-
tion. 

When user views are first drawn it is 
not unusual to overlook secondary key possi
bilities. These are much easier to identify at 
logical design time than restructuring the data 
base to accommodate them after implementa
tion. 

Secondary keys are often used to an
swer inverse questions raised by u~ers. For 
example, the following user view may be 
used to identify the skill code of an employee 
within a .department. 

However, it may be anticipated that 
the personnel department may want to know 
of all the employees that have a certain SKILL

CODE. Thus the inverse use of SKILL-CODE re
quires that it become a secondary key. The 
diagram must be redrawn with a double arrow 
link to reflect this as follows: 

Companies are urged not to make everything 
a secondary key as these are candidates for in
verted file structures and costly to maintain; 
·however, judicious analysis of user views 
will undoubtedly produce some secondary 
keys which should be included in the final de
sign. This approach will save costly restruc
turing later. Experience shows that data base 
designers who follow the above rules will 
develop better data structures because not 
only will they be more stable in nature, but 
they will be reflective of actual user require
ments. The development of user views should 
not be taken lightly as it is the basic standard 
upon which the physical data base will be 
implemented. ~ 

1. E. F. Codd, "Further Nonnalization of the Data 
Base Relational Model" in Courant Computer 
Science Symposia vol. 6, Prentice-Hall Inc., 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1972. 
2. James Martin, Computer Data Base Organiza
tion, 2nd ed., chapt. 14, Prentice-Hall Inc., Engle
wood Cliffs, N.J., 1977. 
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With the addition of eleCtrostat-
ics, CalComp has the broadest . 
line of plotters available from any 
vendor. Whatever your applica
tion demands - flatbed,-beltbed, 
continuous. rolt computer output 
to microfilm or electrostatic -
CalComp has a solution. And our 
sales representatives, graphics consultants 
with years of experience, will make sure 
it's the correct solution. 

For plot previewing at an affordable 
price, our sales representative will introduce 
you tothe new electrostatic printer/plotters. They're 
ideal for mapping, plot previewing, business charts and 
graphs and a host of other applications. And they fUl1c
tion as a fast line printer as well. 

Our representatives .can help you select from a 
printerlplotterfamily that offers seven models, paper 
widths of 11" and 22" and plotting resolutions of.lOO 
and 200 dots per inch. Plus! therEl'sa v,dde range of 
operationalandapplication software ayailable. 

When your plotter application requires. a high 
degree of. resolution or larger.plots, our'graphics 
professionals will still have the answer. Take our com
pact 1012 desk~top plotters for starters: You get-crisp, 
clean 872" x 1l"or 1l" x 17". size plots arid the con
venience of Z-fold paper. 

For bigger jobs, there are 
six other.precision drum plotters 
to choose' from. Including the 
industry's largest, our new 1065, 
with an extra-wide 72/1 drum that 
plots at 30 ips. 

For the best of high-end per
formance, there's our. 960 belt
bed plotter. Itdeliv~rs big 33/1 x 
60" vertical plots. And nobody 
handles computer graphics on a 
grander scale. Our top-of-the-line 

flatb~d plotters - the 7000 System-.literally draw away 
from. the competition with a 43" X 59" plotting' surface. 

You also get .a reliability guaranty you'd only expeCt 
fro.!:ll. the graphics leader,AHCalComp plotters are 
co~ered by our unique one year warranty on parts and 
labor .. Andollr graphics consultants are backed by 22 
systems . analysts and over 100·service representatives 
in35 cities-the most extensive service and support 
network. in the plotter industry~ 

So; if you're looking fora solution to your graphic 
needs'lcaH us today; We've got all the right answers. 

~ 
California Computer Products, Inc. 

2411 West La Palma, Anaheim, California 92801, 
Tel: (714) 821-20n TWX: 910-591-1154. 

Sales and Service Offices: Tempe, AZ: (602) 894·9468 Orange, CA: (714) 639-3690, (213) 430-2104, Santa Clara, CA: (408) 249-0936. Englewood, CO. (303) 770-1950. Norcross, GA: 
(404) 448-4522, Rosemont, IL (312) 696-1770. Shawnee Mission, KS: (913) 362-0707. Waltham, MA: (617) 890-0834. Rockville, MD/Federal Accounts Manager: (301) 770-1464. 
Southfield, ML (313) 569-3123, Bloomington, MN. (612) 854-3448 SI Louis, MO (314) 968-4637. Union, NJ: (201) 686-7100 Fairport, NY: (716) 223-3820, Cleveland, OH: (216) 362-7280 
Dayton, OH: (513) 276-5247, Tulsa, OK. (918).663-7392. Portland, OR (503) 241-0974. Wayne, PA: (215) 688-3405, Pittsburgh, PA: (412) 922-3430, Dallas, TX; (214) 661-2326, 
Houston, TX: (713) 776-3276. Bellevue, WA: (206) 747-9321. For international sales contact CalComp International,. tel. (714) 821-2011 or write :2411 West La Palma, Anaheim, CA 92801. 
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Data Collection, pure and simp 
From the moment your 

employees entered the front gate 
until they left for home, they've 
always been on their own. 

And no matter how dependable 
they were it's been almost impos
sible to hold them accountable for 
their actions and their whereabouts. 

Accounting for the heretofore 
unaccountable. 

The Identification Network 
from Rusco Electronics gives you 
accountability for people and facil
ities that you never thought possible. 
It monitors and reports employee 
whereabouts and actions. And gives 
you an accurate, immediate record 
of who, what, where, and when. 

Now basic data entry is available 
anywhere. For instance, you can 
control the locking and unlocking 
of doors on a pre-programmed 
time schedule. 

, Parking lot entrances and exits 
. can be tied into the Identification 
Network. So you can always find out 
if an employee is on the premises. 

You can account for the use of 
the copying machine and 
knowhow 

many copies each employee makes. 
You can create an electronic 

time and attendance log of your 
employees ins-and-outs for auto

. matic payroll processing. 
You can even restrict after 

hours elevator use. For certain key 
people and certain floors. 

Those are just a few examples. 
How the Identification Network 
works. 

Each of your employees gets an 
Identification Network EntryCard™ 
with a personalized code. Each room 
or piece of equipment that requires 
accountability has a single, compact 
CARDENTRYTM reader. 

You simply tell the Identification 
Network which employees are 
allowed into each room and which 
employees are authorized to use 
each piece of equipment. 

If someone attempts to enter 
a room or use a piece of equipment 
that's off limits to them, the door 
will not open 
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or the machinery will not work. 
And a central printer imme

diately tells your security people 
that an attempted unauthorized 
entry has occurred, where it occurred, 
and when. 

It's that easy to account for 
(and control) unauthorized access 
and activities. And that easy to 
save money. 

The most important control of all. 
That, of course, is the ability 

to control losses. 
The simple fact is, if you can 

account for detailed activities in 
areas where you lose money due 
to theft and misuse of materials, 
machinery and information, you can 
cut those losses dramatically. 

That's exactly what the 
Identification Network does. It saves 
a lot of money. In a lot of places. 

Call or Write: Rusco Electronics 
Systems, 1840 Victory Blvd., Glen
dale, CA·91201, 1-800-528-6050, ext. 

691. In Arizona, 1-602-

1955-971:, ex. t..691 .. _ .... ____ . ___ ... _. 

• 
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~ 
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by Sarah Rolph 
A quiet revolution has been modernizing the 
entertainment industry. Digital audio and 
video recording techniques that have been ex
plored in the R&D community for over a de
cade are coming to fruition . 

.The underlying principle of both the 
videodisk, which is just hitting the market, 
and digital audio, exciting to the music indus
try because it evades some of the inherent 
limitations and complications of recording 
sound on magnetic tape, is that any signal can 
be recorded and then fetched as binary infor
mation. More information can be stored on a 
state-of-the-art disk than on any manageable 
form of magne'tic media, and, while optics re
search promises to provide newer, better, and 
probably cheaper disks, present technology 
has enabled some interesting products, and 
some exciting developments are in the wings. 

In the case of digital audio recording, 
a great leap forward in the accuracy of the 
sonic image is afforded because of the exact
ness of binary information and the immunity 
to background noise inherent in the recording 
medium. Present magnetic audio recording 
relies on an analog representation of sound 
waves-what goes on tape can be thought of 
as a picture of the sound. Because the signal is 
subject to distortion, modem audio recording 
techniques have brought the most minute 
sonic details under electronic control with 
computerized mixing boards and outboard 
devices like digital delay lines, which are 
used for special effects, ambient reproduction l.L. 

-the re-creation of, say, a concert hall's ~ 
ambience---{)r to make a person's voice ~ 
sound on key. ~ 

Digital technology continues to en- § 
hance the recording industry, as prototype 
digital recording and editing machines find 
experimental homes with enthusiastic pro
ducers and engineers. Three such machines 
from 3M are in top L.A. studios, Sony is very 
active in the field, and a number of small 
companies have begun to address the market. 
Yet, while the studios compete for the latest 
state-of-the-art technology, there as yet exists 
no mass medium with which to take advan
tage of the precision of digital sound. The 
digital disk will be that medium as soon as 
playback devices are on the market. 

The North American Philips Compa
ny has demonstrated an audio disk player that 

After more than a decade of exploration, digital 
audio and video recording techniques are coming 

into their own. 

THE DISK 
REVOLUTION 

The Thomson-CSF TTV 3620 uses this transparent videodisk. Made of thin glass 
coated with special resin, the disk is read with a transmissive rather than a 
reflective optical system. Soon 3M will be manufacturing both kinds of disks. 

closely resembles its commercial videodisk 
player, Magnavision, which is being test 
marketed in Atlanta, Seattle, and Dallas by 
Magnavox, a Philips wholly owned subsidi
ary. The audio player, called the Compact 
Disc system because the optical disk it uses is 
just 4lh in. in diameter, is not presently being 
marketed, nor have any marketing plans been 
made public. The interesting indication is that 
Philips sees separate markets for digital audio 

and video, whereas a combination machine is 
technically feasible. 

VIDEODISK 
MAKING 
INROADS 

The videodisk as a product 
has begun making com
mercial inroads in the 
industrial as well as the' 

home entertainment marketplace, as video
disk operations begin to emerge from the 
woodwork. Many are not yet ready to market., 
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The videodisk is making waves in business circles 
both as a potential communications medium and a 
way to boost productivity through training. 

Sony's microprocessor-controlled videodisk 
player, which will be aimed at the industrial 
market, has been demonstrated and is expect
ed to be introduced this year. Commercial 
competition has begun in two arenaS-RCA 
and the Philips/MCA alliance in the consumer 
ring, and Disco Vision Associates and Thom
son CSF in the business/industrial market. 
Disco Vision Associates (or simply OVA to 
distinguish it from the still kicking MCA 
Disco Vision, which provides software for the 
Magnavision unit) is the joint venture that 
stunned the business world when.it was an
nounced last September. IBM and MeA went 
50-50 on OVA, to which MCA contributed the 
basic industrial player, the PR 7820, and a 
disk production plant in Carson, Calif. IBM 
contributed a lot of cash, some patents, and, 
more importantly, the know-how with which 
to whip the Carson plant into shape for auto
mated mass production. The IBM team has 
apparently been very impressive in its anal-· 
ysis of the facility. Says one OVA source, 
"The greatest strength of having IBM is its 
manufacturing expertise." 

The Thomson-CSF 3620 being used with a microcomputer for self-paced 
instruction. The small keypad in the lower righthand corner of the machine is used 
for random access to a video frame. 

The PR 7820 is manufactured in Japan 
by the Universal Pioneer Co. Universal Pio
neer was started as a joint venture of MCA and 
Pioneer; OVA now owns MCA' s former 50%. 
Whether new hardware manufacturing facili
ties that may be needed will be built in the 
U.S. is unknown. The microprocessor-con
trolled PR 7820 sells for $3,000, or $2,25U in 
orders of six or more. 

The TIV 3620, the Thompson CSF 
institutional videodisk player that also con
tains a microprocessor, also sells for approxi
mately $3,000. The TIV 3620 is being sold 
with the ability to be hooked up to a micro
computer. The machine uses an optical disk 
made of glass and coated with photosensitive 
resin on which the binary information is 
microscopically carved with a laser beam, 
later to be read by the laser in the player. 
While the encoding process is similar to that 
used on the Philips optical disk, the read 
mechanism differs;. the Philips system is 
known as "reflective," while the Thomson 
CSF system is called "transmissive" because 
the laser focuses on the binary impression 
rather than bouncing off it. Because of this 
focusing action, both sides of the disk can be 
played without being turned over-the laser 
refocuses on the second side. This gives 54 
minutes of undisturbed playing time. The 
Philips disk offers 30 minutes a side in its 
present format, and an extended play format 
for movies is planned that would allow 60 
minutes a side. For this format, Philips varies 
the rotation speed of the disk, for proper 
tracking, which does away with the freeze-· 
frame capability. 

Sony has experimented with a 60-
minute-per-side videodisk by rotating it at 
900 rpm, rather than the 1,800 rpm the 
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Philips and Thomson CSF disks use. These 
speeds allow the use of freeze-frame because 
they correlate with the 525 lines U.S. and 
Japanese tv standard of 30 frames per second 
(for European tv, which carries a different 
standard, the videodisk spins at 1,500 rpm). 

Also weighing in with a 900 rpm ver
sion is the prototype lVC (Japan Victor Corp.) 
videodisk player, which may appear within a 
few months. The lVC unit uses capacitive 
pickup; the information on the disk is read 
electronically with a stylus, rather than opti
cally with a laser. This is similar to RCA'S 
Selecta Vision videodisk process, but on a flat 
disk (RCA'S disk has tiny grooves). The lVC 
machine is being developed at the Audio Re
search Center in Yamato, Japan, and will not 
only feature the 60 minute side with freeze
frame capability, but is being shown with a 
digital audio converter. 

The freeze-frame feature is an impor
tant part of the institutional player's attrac
tiveness. So many frames can be stored on 
one disk that the medium is very attractive to 
anyone who uses slide files. The frame-by
frame mode and the ability to go back over 
any portion of the material at any time also 
make the videodisk the most promising medi
um yet for truly interactive programmed in
struction. 

VIDEODISK 
INTERESTS 
BUSINESS 

The videodisk is making 
waves not only in educa
tion circles but in business 
as both a potential com

munications medium and as a way to boost 
productivity through training and education. 
Hughes Aircraft has completed a project for 
the Army using all stills. Text on the video
disk replaces a tank maintenance manual in 
the experiment, which is being evaluated 

against a control group. The TIV 3620 was 
used for the project, with an interactive 
microcomputer program that allows the 
learner to continue along the branches of a 
procedure as· the material is absorbed. 
Hughes is presently working on another step
by-step instructional program for a mainte
nance application. This time the Thomson 
CSF system will be used with full sound and 
motion, and will also be hooked up to a com
puter printer. 

Aside from potential industrial audio
visual uses, the optical disk is being seen as a 
promising medium for data storage. RCA's 
Government Systems Div. ' s Advanced Tech
nology Labs is working on an optical disk 
made with a proprietary tri-layer process. 
Originally studied by RCA for its potential as a 
storage medium for broadcast applications, 
the optical disk is now seen as a good mass 
storage medium. 

The Magnavox Government and 
Industrial Electronics Co. is also working on 
an optical disk data storage and retrieval sys
tem. Sources at Thomson CSF say work in the 
field of digital optical read-write technology 
is "progressing rapidly towards a product for 
the computer peripheral marketplace." And 
Philips' labs reports a working read-write 
prototype that initially will address the indus
trial market (no doubt because of the cost), 
but a consumer videodisk machine with 
recording capability may find its way into the 
home within the decade. 

WORLD
WIDE 
INDUSTRY 
EMERGES 

The emerging videodisk 
industry is clearly interna
tional, with a number of 
Japanese interests in
volved, the French compa

ny Thomson CSF a major force, and Philips 
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banking on an international alignment. 
With the promise of viable videodisk 

players, a number of sources of videodisks 
are gearing up. Philips will begin producing 
its disk in England at a $25 million plant now 
under construction. At least one other Philips 
plant will be in the U. S. , as part of a joint ven
ture with CBS Technology Corp. And 3M is 
entering the videodisk mastering and replica
tion business with a proprietary process with 
which it will be able to produce the Philips re
flective disk as well as disks for Thomson CSF 

(which entered into a mutual agreement with 
3M last summer). The production facility will 
be in St. Paul, Minn. and is planned to be 
operational by the last quarter of this year. 
Disk production comesout of 3M's optical 
recording project oftheMagnetic Audiovisu
al Products Div. The manager of the project, 
L. A. Troeltzsch, has been the director of the 
Mag xmalv division for the past six years, 
which is an indication of 3M's commitment 
to the videodisk. 

In last December's announcement 
that the RCA Selecta Vision videodisk player 
will be available through its retail tv distribu
tors early next year, RCA president Edgar H. 
Griffiths heralded the start of a "brand-new 
American industry." Selecta Vision will not 
only be entirely American, but entirely RCA. 

"We have invented, designed, engineered, 
and will manufacture this product," said 
Griffiths. "We will produce the software. 
We will sell the product-both the disk and 
the player. This is not an alliance between in
dependent companies who do not always see 
things eye to eye .... " 

The Selecta Vision capacitive disk, 
which uses a helical groove in conductive 
vinyl read by a tiny metal-edged diamond 
stylus, revolves at 450 rpm, giving the system 
no freeze-frame capability. And while the 
system had been demonstrated with stereo 
audio, the initial version will not include that 
feature. The most likely reason for this is 
RCA'S desire to keep costs down to get ajump 
on the market. Initial software offerings of 
300 titles, half of which are feature movies in
cluding such classics as Citizen Kane, should 
help RCA'S mass marketing effort to lock in 
users. RCA predicts it will sell 200,000 units 
the first year. 

Industry observers predict RCA may 
well succeed in taking hold of the consumer 
market for the simple reason that its machine 
will be sold for almost $300 less than the 
Magnavision unit. Magnavision price recent
ly jumped from $695 to $775; Se1ectaVision 
will sell for $500. 

RCA badly wants this new home enter
tainment market. Said Griffiths in his Decem
ber announcement, "When we introduce the 
videodisk we are going to take over first 
place, and I guarantee you we will never lose 
first place. The days are gone when RCA 

would pioneer, invent, and come up with a 
brilliant idea, only to lose it in the market
place or lose it for financial or other commer
cial reasons. Those days are gone, and we're 
never going to live through them again." ~ 
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Data base machines promise a solution to DBMS 
price/periormance problems. 

AID IN THE '80S 
by Raben Epstein 
and Paula Hawthorn 

In the '80s, computer installations will rely 
on special-purpose, add-on systems to handle 
work from overburdened cpus. One such sys
tem is the data base machine, designed to effi
ciently handle data base management tasks. 
The purpose for developing data base ma
chines is to solve three problems: 
• Most business dp involves simple opera
tions on well-organized data. Why, then, 
should the software and hardware be expen
sive, time-consuming, and complex? 
• The increasing use of one-line data bases 
creates a strong need for faster retrieval and 
updating capabilities. ' 
• Software costs continue to rise, and there is 
an increasing need for the software to be inde
pendent from the hardware. Also, the soft
ware must be portable and the data 
management function must be hardware inde
pendent. 

Data base machines promise to solve 
these problems; to fully appreciate their role, 
it is necessary to review the advantages and 
limitations of existing data base management 
systems (DBMS). 

Data base management systems are 
based on fundamentally sound concepts. 
They have cut software costs, reduced the 
time required to write application programs, 
improved software reliability, and simplified 
software maintenance. A functionally com
plete DBMS provides protection, transaction 
management, concurrency control, audit 
trails, backup, and recovery, and can save a 
programming staff time and trouble because 
the data management problems have been 
handled. Data independence, common con
trolled access to data, and organized, struc
tured approaches to solving problems are 
extremely valuable. 

The problems with DBMS on conven
tional hardware are cost and performance. A 
functionally complete DBMS is a large, com
plex system requiring years of programming 
effort. In a conventional system the DBMS is 
often the largest program. Wit~ the increas
ing cost of software, some data management 
systems cost more than the hardware. Since a 
DBMS is a large program, it requires hardware 
resources (extra memory, disks, etc.) beyond 
what the host system might otherwise need. 
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As well as being expensive, a complete DBMS 

'has performance problems caused by the 
general-purpose machine architecture, the 
general-purpose operating system, and the 
sheer size of the DBMS. 

Architecture. YO handling within a 
general-purpose architecture is a key limita
tion. The primary function of a DBMS is the 
retrieval, manipulation, and storage of data 
from secondary storage. With conventional 
architecture, this work must be accomplished 
in the host. If a user enters the command 
"Print the July sales total," all of the disk 
blocks that could possibly contain informa
tion about the sales for July must be brought 
into main memory. Then the DBMS scans each 
block and adds the total, which it displays to 
the user. The data must be moved from the 
secondary storage to main memory, thus im
pacting the YO channels as well as the cpu. A 
data base machine can move the intelligence 
closer to secondary storage. 

Operating System Conflict. A second 
performance problem is that general-purpose 
operating systems often interfere with the 
efficient operation of the DBMS. A common 
example of this interference is the use of buff
ers in a virtual memory system. A well-de
signed DBMS will try to keep frequently used 
disk pages in main memory . Yet, in a virtual 
memory system, those pages can easily be 
swapped out to secondary storage by the 
operating system, thus making more total 
system work than if they had not been buff
ered at all. 

Another conflict arises over the physi
cal placement of data on secondary storage. It 
is advantageous for the DBMS to control where 
data is written on the disk. For instance, in
dices should be kept near the data they refer
ence. Such control over physical YO is nearly 
impossible within many operating systems. 

Establishing a peaceful coexistence 
between a DBMS and an operating system may 
lead to allowing the DBMS to bypass part or all 
of the operating system. The other common 
solution is to integrate part of the DBMS into 
the operating system. To accomplish either,of 
these solutions, parts of the DBMS are fre
quently written in assembly language, and 
tied very closely to the machine on which the 
DBMS is implemented, losing independence 
between DBMS and host hardware. The user 
pays a high purchase price and then has con
stant changes as computer configuration up-

grades and other modifications are made. 
In contrast, data base machines can be 

independent, back-end machines. They do 
not need to know with what operating system 
they are communicating. This independence 
maintans the integrity of the general-purpose 
operating system while allowing systems en
chancements. 

Big programs. The third source- of 
DBMS performance problems is the sheer size 
of the program for a functionally complete 
DBMS. On small mainframes or minicomput
ers users notice a significant drag on the sys
tem response time when the DBMS is running. 
Unavoidably a complex system, a DBMS re
quires many system resources, and demands 
a large mainframe or top-of-the-line mini
computer. Most small business systems 
users, therefore, cannot complete data base 
systems. Implementing a DBMS on a dedi
cated mini used as a back-end processor 
offers a partial solution to the DBMS price/per
formance problems (see Fig. 1). The user 
command "Print the July sales total" is 
passed to the back-end system. There, the 
DBMS is its own operating system, free from 
host upgrades. However, the operating sys
tem was only one of three causes of poor per
formance, and a back-end mini still has the 
problems of general-purpose architecture and 
of running a large program in a small box with 
limited resources. 

DATA BASE 
MACHINE 
SOLUTION 

Data base machines 
promise a solution to the 
DBMS price/performance 
problems. Because a data 

base machine is a back-end system, it is not 
affected by changes in the host system, sim
plifying compatibility and maintenance. Be
cause it manages its own physical resources, 
it does not need an operating system. Manip
ulating data at the secondary storage level, 
the data base machine eliminates the need to 
transfer data· in and out of main memory. 
Most importantly, special-purpose hardware 
gives data base machines greater speed. Since 
it is. not a general-purpose system, a data base 
machine can handle data management func
tions many times faster than general-purpose 
systems. 

One example of a data base machine, 
the Britton-Lee Intelligent Database Machine 
(10M), is shown as a back-end machine in Fig. 
2. 10M is a self-contained hardware relational 
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A major advantage of the data base machine: it 
moves intelligence close to the secondary storage 
and efficiently manipulates the data. 

FIG. 1. 
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data base system. It connects directly to a 
maximum of 16 moving head disks, provid
ing basic read/write and advanced error cor
rection and sector reassignment. The IDM 
communicates with a host through either bit 
serial or high-speed byte parallel interfaces. 

An application program running on a 
host computer communicates with the IDM 
using a binary representation of a high level 
nonprocedural command language. The com
mand language allows for defining a data 
base, specifying indices on relations, and 
doing retrieval, update, and aggregations. 

Incoming queries (retrieve, append, 
replace, or delete) are examined by IDM for 
validity, and then analyzed to determine how 
they should be processed. The processing 
strategy depends on what indices are present 
and the physical location of data and statisti
cal information automatically maintained by 
the IDM. Basic computation and searching on 
the data base is performed by custom hard-
ware which operates at speeds 10 times the 
transfer rate of the disk. The IDM automatical
ly caches frequently accessed disk sectors. 
The cache size is variable and can be up to 2 
megabytes in size. Speeds exceeding 20 
transactions per second are possible in many 
applications. 

To gain access to the IDM, the user 
(interactive or batch) issues a high level data 
base command. The IDM interface program in 
the host transforms the command to a form 
understood by the IDM, and sends it under 
operating system control to the IDM. The IDM 
performs the command. If data is. to be re
turned to the user, the IDM sends the data 
back. In Fig. 2, only the translated command 
to print the July sales total is sent to the IDM. 
The data returned to the host is the July sales 
total. All the data management functions are 
performed in the IDM. 

The relational data model was chosen 
because it is easy to understand, supports a 
~igh level language interface, and can reduce 

MINICOMPUTER 
"GET JULY 
SALES TOTAL" DBMS 

RETURN 
TOTAL 

FIG. 2. 

(Read all of . 
sales, adding 
July total) 

THE IDM AS A BACK-END 

MAINFRAME 

en 
a: 
w 
en 
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application software costs. 
The relational model easily supports a 

nonprocedural interface. The user only speci
fies what is wanted (' 'Print the July sales 
total")-not how to get it. The query lan
guage is based on University of California at 
Berkeley's QUEL and on the IBM Research's 
(San Jose) sQL-2. 

HIGH 
SPEED, 
LOW COST 

IDM speed is limited by the 
speed of the secondary 
memory. One reason for 
the long delay between the 

first ideas for data base machines and the first 
commercial system is that processor technol
ogy would not support the high speeds neces
sary to process the data as it comes from the 
disk. IDM is able to process a disk block as it is 
read. By the time the one block is under the 
read head, the previous block is processed. 

The IDM maintains a fast memory 
cache so the time to execute a command can 
be made much faster than disk access times if 

BLOCK REQ. 

DATA 

TRANSFORMED 
COMMAND 

10M 

RETURN TOTAL ~_iiiiiiiii 

the data is in the cache. 
One of the major advantages of a data 

base machine is that it moves intelligence 
close to the secondary storage and efficiently 
manipulates the data. The overhead of com
municating with the'IDM is closely related to 
the length of the command. IDM allows trans
action commands to be stored in memory. 
The user program can run a stored transaction 
by simply naming it and supplying the appro
priate parameters. This facility provides a 
low-overhead mechanism for running fre
quently used, standardized transactiQns. 

The IDM also contains many user fa
cilities, such as a nonprocedural language 
(Intelligent Database Language); a complete 
indexing system; constraints to limit access to 
relations, portions of relations, speCific 
records; a view mechanism to allow alternate 
definitions of relations or collections of rela
tions; random access files creation; and an 
integrated data dictionary. 

Applications with a high transaction 
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The solution to problems of expensive, time
consuming, and complex software may be the data 
base machine. 

rate need a high bandwidth path between the 
host computer and the IDM; applications with 
low transaction rates are supported by both 
inexpensive serial interfaces and more so
phisticated parallel interfaces. When back
ending a larger system, a simple serial inter
face can be used if the transaction rate is low; 
otherwise the host system can be interfaced to 
a high speed, parallel bus. 

ELABORATE IDMhaselaboratehardware 
HARDWARE consistency checks, in
CHECKS eluding the standard recov-

ery and checkpointing 
features. Read retry and disk reassignment 
are automatically performed when media is at 
marginal levels. 

Some previously proposed data base 
machines have involved using associative 

Putanendto 
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. power-related . 
computer problems 
New ISOREGTM Computer Power Module 
isolates computer from voltage spikes, 
regulates voltages, and provides energy for 
riding through very brief power outages. 
Voltage irregularities raise havoc 
with computers. Transients and 
insufficient or excessive voltages 
can wipe out data, issue phantom 
commands, cause unwanted shut
downs, and even damage equipment. 

You can ensure clean, stable power 
foryourcomputerwith an ISOREG™ 
Computer Power Module. In a sin
gle device, ISOREG™ combines the 
benefits of super-isolation trans
formers and static voltage regu lators. 

ISOREG™ keeps voltages within 
±V2% even when line voltages devi
ate from nominal by +15% to -25%. 
If the line voltage shoots to 200% 
of nominal, the output voltage rises 
only 2<>10 above normal. Even a 1000 
Volt spike is filtered so that it is not 
even perceived by the computer. 
The ISOREG™ Module provides 
reserve energy to ride through a 
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out a complete voltage collapse. 
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250 VA to 25 kVA single phase, and 
7.5 kVA to 75 kVA three-phase. Input 
and output voltage levels are select
able for 60 Hz or 50 Hz power sys
tems in use around the world. Some 
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step-down transformers as well. 
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memory or eCDs as secondary storage. Such 
proposals provide high speed performance for 
certain types of queries for small data bas
es, and are very expensive. IDM uses moving 
head disks as the secondary storage medium. 

The historical problems in developing 
data base machines have been problems in 
achieving a high level interface, to the host, 
and in obtaining the necessary speed. Devel
opment of relational DBMS made possible the 
high level interface, and technology has final
ly reached the necessary speed for data base 
machines to be a commercial reality. :\\: 
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base 
management, 
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changes in system performance that 
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end data base machine. She has a 
PhD in electrical engineering and 
computer science from the 
University of California, Berkeley. 
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The computer industry is undergoing a structural 
change that will significantly raise its exposure to 
business downturns. 

COMPUTERS 
AND CYCLICALITY 
by Jack Nussbaum 
Most business analysts would now agree that 
1979 was the beginning of a recession, al
though they would also insist that it is going 
to be a mild one in comparison to our 1974-75 
experience. On the basis of the accepted defi
nition-two consecutive quarters of negative 
gross national product growth-we are not 
yet in a recession. But most business indica
tors point to a downturn. 

The people in the computer industry 
appear unconcerned; the experience to date 
has been that economic recessions merely 

'cause small dips in the industry's rate of 
growth, as was the case in 1975, rather than 
resulting in absolute declines. Only during 
the early '70s was a marked leveling off in 
growth observable. The usual explanation for 
this good fortune is that during downturns 
businesses maintain computer spending to 
wring more productivity from operations. 
The long-term nature of most dp projects is 
another reason for the industry's insulation 
from the business cycle. 

Depending on the severity of the cur
rent recession, past experience could very 
well repeat itself this time around. But can we 
expect this record-virtual immunity from 
business slowdowns-to continue? Examina
tion of the computer industry's structural 
changes suggests otherwise. While the indus
try's growth during the foreseeable future can 
be expected to continue to be strong-a good 
deal stronger, in fact, than that of the econo
my as a whole-there are compelling reasons 
why that growth will not be as smooth or as 
free from interruptions as in the past. 

-The connection between the computer 
industry's business cycle and its growth can 
be better understood after examining the 
magnitude of that growth. Comparison of the 
computer industry's year-to-year growth with 
that of the GNP shows the industry's dynamic 
expansion (see Table I). When these rates are 
compounded, the computer industry is shown 
to have grown by a 17.6% annual rate since 
1975, compared to only an 11.3% rate for the 
economy as a whole. These growth rates ig
nore inflation so they do not measure change 
in real terms, but they do show that since the 
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TABLE I 
GNP VS COMPUTER INDUSTRY GROWTH 

($ Billion) 
Compounded 
Annual Rate 

GNP 
Annual Change 
Computer 

1975 
1,528:8 

1976 1977 1978 
1,700.1 1,887.2 2,107.6 

11.2% 11.0% 11.7% 11.3% 

Revenue* 22.2 25.1 29.6 36.1 
Annual Change 14.0% 18.0% 22.0% 17.6% 
'DATAMATION FIGURES FOR THE TOP 50 FIRMS IN THE COMPUTER BUSINESS THAT ACCOUNT 
FOR 95% OR MORE OF THE INDUSTRY'S ACTIVITY. 

last recession the computer business has in
creased 56% faster than the rest of the econo
my. Thus the computer industry will account 
for an increasing share of the GNP. 

This conclusion was also reached in a 
1977 AFIPS study that projected the GNP share 
of dp user spending at 8.3% by 1985 (see 

I Table II). 
The industry's personnel expansion is 

another measure of the increasing share of the 
national economy. The same AFIPS study 
projects dp personnel growth between 1974 
and,1985 at 29% compared to only a 20% em
ployment rise for the overall economy. 

Recent industry expansion is also 
related to the increased use of dp technology 
for various convenience applications aside 
from traditional bread-and-butter chores such 
as payroll processing and receivables and 
payables tracking. From the vendors' per
spective, however, these convenience appli
cations are more risky, since they are more 
likely targets for controlling user budgets dur
ing recessions. 

VENDORS 
MORE 
RESPON
SIVE 

While technological 
innovation continues as the 
industry'S dominant force, 
vendors are increasingly 
being forced to be more re

sponsive to user requirements, as evidenced 
by the successful entry of plug-compatible 
manufacturers. Vendor responsiveness to 
user demand, made necessary by growing 
competition in the industry, is a radical devel
opment in an industry which historically has 
been powered by technologically based price/ 

TABLE II 
U.S. EDP USER 
SPENDING 1970·1985 

$ Billion* %GNP* 
1970 21 2.1 
1975 41 3.2 
1980 82 5.2 
1985 164 8.3 

'FIGURES ARE EXPRESSED IN 1970 DOLLARS 
(SEE DATAMATION, FEBRUARY 1978). 

. 

performance improvements that continue to 
accelerate. 

The emergence of data base comput
ers' transaction systems, and COBOL or other 
language-dedicated systems is one form of 
vendor response to user demand. The ad
vanced state of electronic technology puts the 
development of these systems within easy 
reach, but availability owes more to vendor 
competition than to technological feasibility. ~ 

Vendor responsiveness' to user de- ~ 
mand is also illustrated by special purpose ~ 
systems, usually industry specific, assembled ~ 
by systems houses and oems. This makes (!J 

vendors more dependent on specific user 5 
industries, locking them into the recessionary ~ 
track of their clients. ~ 

Since 1974, unusually high interest fu 
rates and accelerating inflation have come to z 
be closely linked, as well as associated with g 
recessionary business conditions. And with ~ 
energy costs out of control, this cyclical slow- b3 
down is likely to be the norm for quite some :3 
time. The present downturn certainly holds to -l 

this general pattern: 
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Installing Data Terminals? 
Have you considered all the problems 

with conventional installations? 
Unsightly wires ... difficult to mal.c;e electrical and phone hool.c;ups . 

wasted floor space ... expensive raised flooring ... machine vibration .. 
shored data terminals ... combining worl.c; stations and supervisor areas? 

\ TaSTaTION 
A solution to conventional installation problems 

... and much more. 
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The heightened uncertainty to which 
this sort of environment subjects the economy 
cannot be entirely avoided by the computer 
industry, especially as its relative size grows 
and as it becomes more closely intertwined 
with other business activities. A high interest 
rate and high inflation recession hits the 
industry with a twofold wallop. First, user de
mand for computer systems is likely to slack
en, thereby slowing or interrupting ,industry 
growth. Second, with weaker vendors also 
running into financial problems and business 
difficulties, further dollar cutbacks are likely. 
This scenario may materialize even if the high 
demand elasticity for computers continues. 

During future recessions users may 
assess dp-related projects the way they do 
other investments, on a cost/benefit basis and 
subject to the constraints of the prevailing 
business climate. Computer projects will in
creasingly have to be justified in financially 
quantifiable tenns which become stringent 
when interest rates are at double-digit levels. 

With more and more computers sold 
into smaller, more recession-prone busi
nesses, and as the use of computer technology 
spreads into every aspect of business activity, 
the industry's chance of being impacted by 
general business downturns multiplies. 

Under such conditions, it is not sur
prising many computer finns have recently 
been forced to merge or are being acquired by 
large, diversified companies looking to gain a 
foothold in a high technology. 

Thus, the computer industry is under
going a structural change that will significant
ly raise its exposure to business downturns. 
Ironically, this transfonnation is partly re
lated to the industry's very success-its abil
ity to grow faster than the rest of the 
economy. This heightened sensitivity to the 
business cycle is not necessarily expected to 
lend to a slower long-run rate of expansion, 
only to a more ragged growth curve. Vendors 
will have to time production and marketing 
campaigns more carefully. Users, too, will 
have to plan their projects more carefully. 
And investors will simply have to regard the 
computer industry as another growth indus
try, one with both ups and downs. ~ 

JACK NUSSBAUM 
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planning, market research, and 
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IBM for five years. 
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IN THE 
PICTURE 
Armin Miller is like the man who invents a 
method to make computer systems totally 
secure but until there's a market for this new 
technology is forced to sell padlocks door to 
door. 

Miller, in 1962, cofounded Data 
Disc Inc. with then Stanford Univ. business 
school professor Daniel Teichroew. 

That company designed and manu
factured its own heads and disks. It was the 
fIrst to develop a low-mass, three-point
suspension head. This made it possible for a 
disk to be started or stopped with the head in 
contact. The spacing between head and disk 
was extremely small, so the bit packing 
density was very high. At a time when 
others were recording on coated disks at 300 
bits per inch, Data Disc, with its thin-fIlm 
plated medium, was recording at 3,200 bpi. 

"We were really too early for every
body, " Miller laments. 

Now Armin Miller is the head of 
DataCopy Corp., a struggling, six year old 
Palo Alto, Calif., company. And this time 
he's into imaging systems, picture-taking 
systems that use a new solid-state technol
ogy, a signifIcant jump up from the vidicon 
tube still used in television cameras. The 
newer technology, using photo diode and 
CCD arrays, provides an image resolution up 
to 20 times that of a tv set and yet runs on 
only 5 volts. 

"Within the next 1 0 years," en
thuses Miller, "there will be electronic 
cameras" that will enable the user to take 
still pictures in color to show, for example, 
on the home tv set. For facsimile transmis
sion, one could take a picture of a page with 
a handheld device, instead of having to in
sert the document into a fax transmitter. Or, 
from the convenience of your desk, you 
could photograph a page and have it repro
duced at a copier located down the hall. 
"That opens up an enormous market that 
people haven't thought about yet. " 

The picture taken by such a camera, 
of course, is nothing more than a string of 
ones and zeros, not ASCII code. But the un
coded information can be manipulated in a 
computer. ' , You sort on the images, instead 
of on ASCII code," Miller explains. One 
could store images in a data base, allow in-
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ARMIN MILLER-"We were really too 
early for everybody." 

quiries against that data base, and retrieve 
those images. 

"That's going to be a big fIeld," 
Miller says. "And that's the fIeld we want 
to get into. We want to be making the input 
gizmos. " 

If the electronic camera is the busi
ness DataCopy wants to get into, however, 
factory source data entry is the business it is 
in until the market it seeks comes to frui
tion. And Armin Miller, who is an electron
ics engineer by education and background 
(he met Dan Teichroew when both were at 
the National Cash Register Co.), fInds that 
his job is to spread the word on benefIts of 
real-time source data entry for monitoring 
and controlling events as they occur in dis
crete manufacturing processes. 

Fortunately for Miller, his is not a 
missionary job. In the w.orld ofmanufactur
ing, it appears, the need for this capability 
already exists and the benefIts to be derived 
are readily understood. What is lacking, he 
says, is the knowledge that this capability 
really exists, that such a reader can be pur
chased. 

"What we're saying is, anything 
you can read with your eyes, we can read 
with our machine. Even tiny things that you 
can't read, we can." They're able to read 
alphanumerics on products, whether sta
tionary or moving. When the environment 
is such that a bar code label is inappropriate, 
Miller's camera will read the data that has 
been embossed or engraved or stamped on 
the surface. The camera has applications in . 
quality control as well, where it could set up 

to show, for example, that something pro
truding from the top of a product during or 
after assembly is at the correct height. 

For uses outside the industrial envi
ronment, Miller is able to demonstrate a 
handheld reader that can be passed over a 
line of printed text, serving as a selective 
copier. In the future, the scanned text might 
be recorded onto a cassette tape and that 
tape could be inserted into a copier to pro
duce'readable output. 

Miller, 59, says one of the draw
backs of microfIlm/microfIche is the 
necessity of duplicating the film and physi
cally delivering copies to, say, branch of-' , 
fIces. That's one way of distributing data 
bases, but there has to be an easier way. 

"That's the big problem with mi
crofilm, " Miller explains. "They can't 
send the image so they must send the physi
cal fIlm. One of the things we could do is to 
take a picture of the frame and transmit that 
image. " 

He talks of documents in banks and 
insurance companies that must bear the 
signature of someone, noting that some
times you have to store the image of a page 
-or a map or drawing. Not everything can 
be reduced to ASCII, and so people must not 
think that everything has to be in computer 
code. "As the price of memory comes 
down, all that stuff will become more 
practical, " he explains. "You do need a lot 
of memory. " 

THE TIME 
FOR 
SYNERGY 
"The information processing industry is 
coming together," said Thomas O. Harbi
son, group vice president of Basic Four 
Corp., Tustin, Calif. 

Harbison's new, present position is 
a result of the merger of two Management 
Assistance Inc. (MAl) subsidiaries last Au
gust. Merging were Basic Four, a producer 
of small busin~ss systems, and Word
stream, a manufacturer of standalone word 
processing systems, display terminals, and 
printers. Harbison had been presid~nt of 
Wordstream. 

"Word processing is simply an ap-

... ---~.-.... - ..... ----~. 



Rental Electronics is renting 

Desktop computer systems and graphics terminals 
from H-P ... plus data terminals and printers 

from just about everyone else ... 
off-the-shelf, right now. 

Rental Electronics, Inc. 
,(800) 227-8409 

In California (213) 993-7368 or (415) 968-8845 or (714) 879-0561 
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PEOPLE 

THOMAS O. HARBISON-Once man
aged a cemetery. 

plication of computer hardware; there is 
nothing unique about it. It's not even as 
unique as point-of-sale, which does require 
highly specialized equipment," Harbison 
said. 

"MAl management looked into the 
future and saw only one industry. We de
cided that now rather than later was the time 
to gain from synergy." 

There is a great similarity between 
the needs and requirements of the small 
business systems marketplace served by 
Basic Four and the corporate office infor
mation marketplace Wordstream has tradi
tionally served, according to Harbison. 

He believes a big benefit from the 
merger will be "a broadened research and 
development mission." Wordstream's R&D 
operation, headquartered in Houston, 
Texas, has become, as part of Basic Four, 
"an office information system development 
mission. " 

Wordstream's manufacturing 
operation, which has also been making 
Basic Four's DataWord (a combination 
word processing and data process~ng sys
tem), has remained intact. Marketing, 
sales, administrative, and financial opera
tions of Word stream were moved from New 
York City to Tustin. 

Harbison traveled between New 
York and Tustin during the last six months 
of '79 and made the final move west last 
month. It was the latest of many moves for 
the Wichita Falls, Texas native, who began 
his working life managing a cemetery in 
Houston. 

An accounting graduate of the 
University of Texas, he was working on a 
master's degree in professional accounting 
in Houston when he saw a job notice on a 
school bulletin board from Earthstone' s 
Cemetery. "It was too much to resist." 
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While running the cemetery, he was 
sold an IBM typewriter. The salesman also 
sold him on IBM, and Harbison was inter
viewed by the Office Products Division. 
After a friend told him he'd probably find 
the Data Processing Division more interest
ing, he tried that, and was hired as a new ac
count rep in Houston in 1966. 

Following a change to the 
Informations Records Division in St. Louis, 
and a short-lived IBM venture in printing 
presses, Harbison joined MAl in 1970 as 
branch manager in Kansas City. "It was 
just MAl Equipment then. In the same year 
he moved to help start MAl'S service divi
sion in Philadelphia and was responsible for 
naming it Sorbus. "That's for Sorbus tree, a 
Greek term meaning tree of edible fruit. Our 
logo was a tree." 

In 1972, Harbison left MAl to form 
his own service company, Probe One. This 
subsequently was sold to Computer Inves
tors Group (eIG) and Harbison returned to 
MAl in 1974 to help restructure Genesis 
One, an MAl sales organization. 

"This was really the beginning of 
Wordstream," he says. "We made two 
acquisitions." One was Texas Scientific 
Corp., a terminal manufacturer. The other 
was Avionics, an aircraft company in New 
Jersey that made flight precision instru
ments as well as the products later named 
Wordstream. "We kept the Wordstream 
part of Avionics and sold off the rest~ " says 
Harbison. 

AVISIT 
TOl.A. 
A chance stopover in Los Angeles in 1952 
led John Coughlin into a 21-year career in a 
visit to L.A. civil service data processing. 

And this brought him experience 
which is standing him in good stead today as 
a principal and vice president of Coughlin, 
Elkes & Senensieb, Inc., a consulting firm 
formed in January 1979. 

Back in '52, Coughlin, just released 
from the Army in which he had served in a 
machine records unit, was on his way to San 
Francisco to take a job with Bank of Ameri
ca. Visiting a friend in Los Angeles en 
route, he learned of a data processing open
ing ~ith the Los Angeles County Registrar 
of Voters and applied for it. He was hired on 
a temporary basis. 

Coughlin stayed with the Registrar 
of Voters until 1956, and then worked as as
sistant chief of data processing, Los An
geles County Assessor's office; chief of 
data processing, City of Long Beach, 
Calif.; manager, information systems engi
neering division, Department of Water & 
Power, Los Angeles. His last civil service 

post, which he held until 1973, was deputy 
director of data processing for Los Angeles 
County. 

A native of Jamaica, West Indies, 
where his father was in the foreign service, 
Coughlin came to the U.S. to attend Brown 
University, where he planned to study 
medicine. However, political unrest in the, 
West Indies and the desire to assist his fami
ly in emigrating resulted in Coughlin's tak
ing a job instead of attending Brown. As a 
"chaser, " (an expeditor of coil winders) for 
a manufacturing firm in Providence, R.I., 
he was called upon to help design a card sys
tem for production control, and was later 
transferred to the tab department. 

In 1956, Couglan participated in 
Los Angeles County's first civil service 
exam for programmers. "It was given at the 
Hollywood High School auditorium," he 
recalled. "Fifteen hundred people took it 
and they selected 22 to go into training. I 
was number 15. " He was trained on the IBM 
705 and the Univac I and II. 

He was then assigned to the asses-, 
sor's office, which put out a request for 
proposals and selected a Datamatic 1000. 
"it was produced by a Raytheon spin-off 
group, and used three-inch-wide tape and a 
fixed recording block. It was a maintenance 
monster, all pneumatically controlled." 

In 1964, he went to the City of Long 
Beach. "I arrived as they were attempting 
to convert a card processing system to a tape 
processing system. In the middle they lost 
control. It was my problem to get the system 
back under control. We ran the whole file 
every day and in two weeks we found most 
of the errors. This gained me a measure of 
local fame. " 

It also caught the attention of the 
Los Angeles Department of Water & 
Power, which was developing an on-line 
system and asked Coughlin to take charge 
of it. During his tenure with Long Beach 
and the Department of Water & Power, he 
continued to maintain contact with the L. A. 
County dp groups and to lobby for a con
solidated county dp department. 

In 1968, the consolidated -depart
ment was authorized, and in late '68, 
Coughlin was back with the county. 

When he fmally left the county job, 
Coughlin joined Gottfried Consultants, Los 
Angeles, where he met Louis Senensieb, 
another principal in his current firm. He left 
Gottfried in August 1973, but continued to 
work for the firm as a subcontractor. 

In 1974 he received a contract from 
the City and County of San Francisco to 
develop a long-range plan for San Francisco 
General Hospital. After this task, which 
took two years, Coughlin began working 
with Senensieb and Howard Elkes. Elkes 
and Senenslieb had \yorked at TRW. Togeth
er, the principals of Coughlin, Elkes and 
Senensieb claim experience in health care, 
distribution, savings and loan, and state and 
local government. ~ 



"Our On-Line 
Computer Output 
Microfilm Recorder 
is extremely fast, 
inexpensive to use 
and simple to 
operate!' 
DatagraphiX recently spoke with Mr. John 
E. Dye, Senior Director of Information 
Services, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North 
Carolina, about his company's decision to in
stall an on-line COM system. 

DatagraphiX: What prompted you to con
sider an on-line microfIlm recorder? 
Dye: There were basically two major rea
sons. Faster turnaround and operational 
convenience. With on-line COM we could' 
eliminate all of the tape handling. It doesn't 
require extra people and there is no 
throughput delay. We can get microfiche 

. duplicates to the users much more quickly 
than paper reports. 
DatagraphiX: Previously, you used a ser
vice bureau. Why did you decide to purchase 
your own unit? 
Dye: We did a cost justification study and 
found that the money we were spending on 
a service bureau was just about what we 
would have to spend for our own COM 
recorder. Initially, our present rieeds would 
utilize only 200/0 of the machine's capabili
ties, so we could grow without additional 
equipment costs. Economically, it made sense. 
DatagraphiX: Why did'you choose a 
DatagniphiX on-line COM? 

Dye: I've used DatagraphiX equipment for, 
about 15 years. I have found DatagraphiX 
to be a good, solid company that supports 
their equipment and provides reliable 
serVIce. 
DatagraphiX: Did you encounter any diffi
culties in the transition to on-line? 
Dye: We were impressed with how easy it 
was. Our technical librarian was able to 
perform most of the conversions. And 
DatagraphiX supplied very thorough train
ing in hardware operation and the use of its 
on-line software. 
DatagraphiX: So you are satisfied with the 
reliability of the AutoCOM II®? 
Dye: Very much so. Uptime is better 
than 95%. 
DatagraphiX: What is your overall reaction 
to the AutoCOM II? 
Dye: It meets our most demanding data 
processing requirements. It saves time, ma-, 
terial, space, and money, just to mention a , 
few advantages. Also, we believe microfiche 
has great advantages over paper in cost and 
availability. If we experience another paper 
'shortage, we have the secure feeling that we 
have a backup. Like Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield protection, it's reassuring to know 
we're covered against emergencies. 

For further information on how DatagraphiX' COM systems can help, call or write for our free brochure. 
P.O. Box 82449, San Diego, CA 92138, (714) 291-9960, Ext. 581, TWX (910) 335-2058. 

a General Dynamics subsidiary 
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OFF-LINE 
IBU researche.rs have fabricated 
and tested the smallest experi
mental electronic circuit elements 
ever reported. Called nano
bridges, the devices feature 
thin-film stripes of supercon
ducting niobium metal as little 
as 40 nm wide, '30 nm thick, 
and 120 nm long. The exper
iments represent an enlighten
ment in the application of re
cent advances in electron-beam 
lithography. Scientists may now 
explore superconductivity in 
electronic circuit elements even 
in a size range almost 1/100 of 
that found in existing microcir-

. cuitry. The work is an out
growth of IBM's recently 
achieved ability to produce fine 
metal lines only 8 nm in width. 

Motorola, Inc. and Rockwell Inter
national Corp. have announced a 
technology exchange and alternate 
source agreements covering Motor
ola's MC68000 microprocessor and 
Rockwell's 256k-bit bubble do-' 
main memory products. The agree
ment provides that Rockwell's 
Electronic Devices Division will 
receive technology to produce and 
independently market the Motor
ola MC68000-bit advanced micro
processor and selected family 
devices while Motorola's Semicon
ductor Group acquires the tech
nology to produce and indepen
dently market Rockwell's 256k-bit 
bubble memory devices, one mega
bit linear memory modules and 
control modules. Motorola will 
be used as a source for certain 
support circuits d~signed for 
production applications of the 
bubble memory devices. 

Trans Datacorp has announced 
development of a new hybrid fly
ing head which permits removable 
Winchester disks. The new head 
inserts a small core of higher 
performance hot-pressed manganese 
zinc ferrite in a hard cera~ic 
sl ider. Receasi:cg the core into 
the slider permits the head to be 
loaded. and unloaded, enabling 
drive designers to provide high 
density removable-pack and re
movable-cartridge drives. 
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HARDWARE 
EIGHT ·INCH DISK 
First it was floppies, then a small-capacity 
winchester disk, and now this vendor has 
jumped into the eight-inch Winchester disk 
market. Five and 10MB models are offered, 
featuring the same physical dimensions and 
mounting geometry as the vendor's widely 
used eight-inch floppy drives. Environmen
tal, DC voltage requirements, and interface 
command structure match those of the ven
dor's double-density sA850/851 floppy 
drives. 

The new Winchesters are offered in 
two models: the SA 1002, with an unformat
ted capacity of 5.33MB, and the SA 1004, 
with an unformatted capacity of 1O.67MB. 
Formatted capacities are 4.2MB and 8.4MB, 
respectively. Each has a transfer rate of 
4.34M bps; average access time is 70msec, 
and average latency is 9.6msec. Optional 
data separators and controllers are avail
able. In lots of 1 to 24, the SAlO02 has an 
oem price of $1,600, and. the SA 1004 is 
$1,980. In lots of 500 to 999, these prices 
drop to $995 and $1 ,250, respectively. SHU
GART ASSOCIATES, Sunnyvale, Calif. 

CIRCLE 312 ON READER CARD 

PAPER TAPE READER 
The 2001-3 punched tape reader is designed 
for applications where spooling isn't re
quired. The 2001-3 reads at 200cps bidirec
tionally in step or slew mode; rewind speed 
is 400cps. A wide-opening cover on the 
read station simplifies tape loading. The 
reader's power supply is self-contained; 
standard interfacing is TfL/DTL with either 
negative or positive logic levels selected by 
a switch. An Rs232 interface is optional. 
The 2001-3 sells for $595. EECO INC., Santa . 
Ana, Calif. 

CIRCLE 305 ON READER CARD 

MAG TAPE SYSTEM 
Intended for use with mini and microcom
puters, this vendor's SCDR-1050 half-inch 
mag tape system provides mM! ANSI compat
ibility. The dual density drive can operate at 
1600bpi phase encoded or 800bpi NRZI. The 
transport operates at 45ips. ASCII control 
characters can select record lengths of up to 
4KB. Connection to the computer is via an 
Rs232 interface; data arriving at up to 
9600bps are buffered at the interface board 
for subsequent DMA transfer up to the for
matter/controller. A complete subsystem 

sells for $8,475; slave daisychain drives go 
for $4,850 each. Quantity discounts are 
available. TANDBERG DATA, INC., San 
Diego, Calif. 
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DISK SYSTEM 
For use with Hewlett-Packard minis (2100, 
21MX, and the 1000 series) andDEC'SLSI-11 
and PDP-ll, this vendor's model 604 disk 
system provides up to 116Mb (unformatted) 
capacities of 14.5MB and 29MB; optionally, 
the drives can have an additional 144KB of 
head-per-track storage. Up to four 14.5MB 
and 29MB drives can be mixed on a control
ler. The vendor has a disk operating system 
for HP minis, as well as a disk handler for 
RTE users; handlers also are available for 
DEC RT -11 and RSX users. Prices start at 
$6,950 for a 14.5MB system. DICOM INDUS
TRIES, INC., Sunnyvale, Calif. 
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MICROCOMPUTERS 
Four microcomputer systems, two of the 
standalone variety and two for use as build
ing blocks, and a multiuser COBOL package 
herald this microprocessor-maker's expan
sion into the commercial, small business 
market. The models Mcz-1I20A and Mcz-l/ 
25A are microcomputer subsystems intend-

ed for use as modular building blocks in sys
tems for business and industrial 
applications. The 1I20A is a desktop unit, 
while the 1I25A is a rack-mountable unit. 
The two general-purpose, ready-to-run sys
tems are the desktop Mcz-1I50 and the rack
mounted Mcz-I170. All four use the 
vendor's Z80 microprocessor with 64KB of 
memory, and each sports interrupt-driven 
console capability and a floppy disk con-



And why not? We have something to brag about! 
In less than six months, more than four thousand people have 
proudly purchased Word Star-™ from over 250 dealers 
around the world. 

The reason is simple. Word StarTM is the word processing 
software package for Z-80, 8085 and 8080 microcomputers. 

So go ahead. Call us at (415) 457-8990 for the name of 
your nearest dealer. 

He's got a great deal to brag about, too. 

'VORD-STAR" by MicroPro 
We've got a lot to brag about. 

MicroPro International Corporation 
1299 4th Street, San Rafael, California 94901 

Telex 340388 Dealer/Distributor/a; E. M. inquiries invited. 

Stop by booth 1406 at the NCe Office Automation Show in Atlanta so we can brag, brag, brag. 

, 
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HARDWARE 
troller. All can support hard disks. HARDWARE SPOTLIGHT 

The Mcz-1I50 is packaged with an t----:---:-------------,------------------l 
integral crt display and dual.floppies; the problem of converting incoming fax mes-
Mcz-I170 comes with crt and a choice of sages to computer character sets is one of 
floppy or rigid disks. The building block 11 the few ~onversions not available). The 441 
20A comes with dual floppies, while the i/ can, however, convert between the facsim-
25A comes with a choice of dual floppies or ile protocols used. by different machines; 
a 10MB cartridge disk. Each of the four additionally, fax messages can be com-
microcomputers can be expanded to four pressed (e.g;, a six-minute transmission can 
disks, either floppy or rigid. The ready-to- be shortened to reduce phone line charges, 
use 1150 and 1170 come with operating sys- provided the receiving end has the hardware 
tern software, utilities, and macro assem- to reexpand the message). ' 
bIer. All four can optionally use higher level The unit has four communications 
languages including COBOL, BASIC, FOR- ... channels that,can be configured to interface 
TRAN, PASCAL, and the vendor's PLZ. Pric- to the networks the customer uses. The cu-
ing starts at $6,990 for the 1I20A, $16,925 COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL 441 comes with 600KB of diskette storage 
for the 1I25A, $8,460 for the 1/50, and "Communications terminal" may be a bit (expandable to 20MB of disk) and crt; an 
$18,240 for the 1170. Quantity discounts of a misnomer for the cU-441;.niultiproto- extra crt can be add'ed, and paper tape is of-
are offered. A multiterminal COBOL is of- col, multi device communications center fered as an option. A basic cu-441, with 
fered for all four; it is priced at $950, and seems a bit closer. The unit can send and re- crt, 'two communications interfaces (select;. 
requires an optional serial interface board ceive over Telex, 1WX, and DDD networks, ed from among 1WX, Telex, and DDD), 
priced at $595. ZILOG, INc., Cupertino, as well as providing conversions between 600KB of diskette storage, and a30cps print-
Calif. them. Additionally, text messages Can be er, sells for $11,350. COMPRESSION LABS, 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 332 ON READER CARD converted for transmission to facsimile ma- INC., 'Cupertino, Calif. , 

MULTIPROCESSOR 
Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) is the lat
est enhancement this vendor has made to its 
large-scale DEcsystem-l090 mainframes. 
In the past, the vendor supported multipro
cessing in a master/slave arrangement; SMP 
is said to yield throughput improvement of 
up to 50% over master/slave dual proces
sors. SMP supports up to 175 active jobs of 
512 transaction processing or dedicated 
applications terminals. Under SMP architec
ture, each processor is operationally 
equivalent; each performs computation and 
I/o processing. Peripherals are shared be
tween processors. The reentrant operating 
system allows either processor to handle 
user requests for service. SMP is intended 
primarily for use with the DEcsystem-l090 
dual processor using the KLlO processor. 
Single processor systems can be upgraded. 

A minimum DEcsystem-1090, with 
two processors, 1MB of main memory, one 
disk, 16 terminal lines, and the SMP operat
ing system, sells for $1,250,000. The sys
tem also can be upgraded from 1090 master/ 
slave configurations for prices starting at 
$10,000. Existing 1090 and 1080 uni
processors can be upgraded to SMP for 
$400,000 and $442,000, respectively (1080 
upgrades include converting the 1080 to a 
1090). DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP., May
nard, Mass. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 331 ON READER CARD 

SHORT-HAUL MODEM 
Users of asynchronous dumb terminals can 
use this vendor's model 410 asynchronous 
line driver for communications over private 
lines at speeds to 19.2Kbps. The unit is 
compatible with Bell 43401 equipment. Its 
transmission range is three miles at 
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chines from a number of vendors (the OCR FOR DATA CIRCLE 330 ON READER CARD 

9,600bpsor 15 miles at 1 ,2oobps. The 410 
sells for $200. MICOM SYSTEMS, INC., 
Chatsworth, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 334 ON READER CARD 

BAR CODE READER 
This vendor has moved into the oem market 
place with an optical bar code scanner 
that produces microprocessor-recognizable 
digital output. Dubbed the HEDs-3000, the 
unit can read all common bar code formats 
printed with a minimum bar width of 
0.3mm (0.012 in.). The wand reader incor-: 
porates signal conditioning circuitry that 
provides TIL and CMos-compatible logic 
level outputs. To conserve power, this cir
cuitry is controlled by a push-to-read switch 
(reportedly incorporated at the suggestion 
of the vendor's Corvallis Division, which 
will use the HEDs-3000 as the basis for its 
bar code reader for its Model 41 C top-:-of-

the-line pocket calculator). The oem prod
uct sells for $99.50 in lots of one to 99; the 
Corvallis Division's version, interfaced to 
the 41 C, is expected in the first half of this 
year at an as yet undetermined price. 
HEWLETT-PACkARD CO. , Palo Alto, Calif. 
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DISK 
For use with its Eclipse models S/250, C/ 
350, and M/600, this vendor's model 6122 
disk storage subsystem uses removable 
media with a 277MB per drive capacity. The 
disks conneCt to the processors via the Burst 
Multiplexor Channel. The disk subsystem 
is supported by two Of the vendor's operat
ing systems: AOS and RDOS. 

. Model 6122 includes a two-board 
controller, power supply, . mounting hard
ware and cables, free-standing drive and a 
disk pack; up to three additional .6122-A 
drives can be handied by one controller. 
The 6122 sells for' $38,500; the 6122-A 
add-on drives sell for $33,500 apiece. A 
dual port option is an additional $8,000. 
DATA GENERALCORP., : Westboro, Mass. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 335 ON READER CARD 
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SMALL SYSTEM 
This small business co'tnputer and word pro
cessing system integrator's iatest offering is 
the model 9000. Intended for Use in busi
ness offices, the 9000 consists of a micro
Nova 602 processor with 64KB of memory, 
10MB. of disk, terminal, and dot-matrix 
printer. BASIC, assembler, manuals, train
ing, and startup supplies are included in the 
9OO0's $19,995 price. Business applica
tions, data base, management and report 
writing packages are offered for prices 



This year's National Computer Conference will feature more to 
see, more to learn, more to enjoy than ev~r. Over 1,400 exhibits ... 95 
learning sessions ... a personal computing festival. .. professional 
development seminars ... a special mini-conference on computers 
in entertainment, and much more. Be a step ahead. Pre-register 
now and: 

• avoid registration lines at the Conference 
• save $15.00 on the full four-day program 
• receive your own personal printout, highlighting areas of spe

cial interest to you 
• be eligible for preferential housing 

Mail in the coupon to receive your NCC '80 pre-registration forms. 
Step on it. 
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To: AFIPS, 1815 North Lynn Street, Arlington, VA 22209 

D Please send me pre-registration, housing, and travel 
information forms for NCC '80. OM 

NAME _________ CO. ____ _ 

ADDRESS~ ____________ _ 

CITY ______________ _ 

STATE __________ ZIP--:-__ _ 

Anaheim Convention Center N' CC""·S' 0 
May 19-22 1980 



HARDWARE 
ranging from $1,500 to $2,500. COMPAL, 
INc., Woodland Hills, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 336 ON READER CARD 

TALKING TYPEWRITER 
A audio feedback uriit allows blind typists 
to prepare and proof documents on four IBM 
typewriters: the Mag Card II, the Mag Card! 
A, and the IBM Memory or Memory 100. 
Kn!Jwn as the Audio Typing Unit, the. de
vice c!Jnsists of an audio keypad, an audio 
console, and an optional headset; the unit 

attaches to any of the four aforementioned 
IBM typewriters. With the Audio Typing 
Unit, a blind operator can play back materi
al typed or stored on magnetic media. Using 
voice synthesis, the unit produces sounds 
corresponding to the keys typed; it can read 
back characters, words, sentences, and spe
cial function keys, such as tab or index. The 
Audio Typing Unit rents for $170 per 
month, or it can be leased for $150 per 
month on a two-year term. Purchase pric~ is 
$5,300. Deliveries begin this quarter in the 
initial market areas of New York, San Fran
cisco, Chicago, Washington, and Austin. 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP. , 
Office Products Div., Franklin Lakes, N.J. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 337 ON READER CARD 

CRT TERMINAL 
After concentrating on the oem market, this 
vendor. has developed its Zephyr smart 
terminal, which will be sold both as an oem 
product and through a newly formed dis
tributor network. Compatible with Lear 
Siegler's well-known ADM-31 and oth
er terminals, the microprocessor-based 
Zephyr has full cursor addressability, edit
ing, and protected forms mode. Its 12-inch 
screen displays 24 lines of 80 characters. 
The ASCII crminal can store two 1,920-
character pages of data. Various attributes, 
including underscore, blinking, and reverse 
video are available for use. The keyboard 
has a separate numeric keypad, cursor con-
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trol keys, 12 special purpose function keys, 
and 16 programmable function keys .. Both 
Rs232 and 20mA current loop interfaces are 
standard. Communications can be in full- or 
half-duplex at speeds from 110bps to 
19.2Kbps. Production began last month, 
with volume deliveries expected this quar
ter. One Zephyr sells for $1,220; 100 unit 
price is $976. ZEPHYR CORP., Santa Clara, 
Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 339 ON READER CARD 

PRINTER 
Intended for use in both offices and homes, 
the IMP Series of low-profile printers . is 
available in friction feed and tractor feed 
versions. The impact printers can print 80, 
96, or 132 character lines, with ,a through
put of one line per minute. The friction-feed 
IMP- i can make up to three copies on 8th 

inch wide paper; the IMP-2 ca!1 operate in 
friction-feed mode, or its tractors can be ad
justed for forms ranging in width from 2lh 
inches to 9lh inches. Both use a 7 x 7 dot 
matrix to form 96 printing ASCII characters. 
The IMP-2 also handles graphics under soft
ware controL Each has a 512 character buff
er, expandable to 2KB. Standard interfaces 
include RS232c, 20mA current loop, and 
Centronics parallel. Standard input rates go 
to 1,200bps, with 9,600bps operation op:' 
tional. The IMP-I sells for $695, and the 
IMP-2 sells for $795. Discounts are offered 
to oems. AXIOM CORP., Glendale, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 340 ON READER CARD 

ECLIPSE ADD-IN MEMORY 
The 5150 add-in memory board for Data 
General Eclipse computers stores 128KB 
and features on-board cache, error checking 
circuitry capable of correcting single-bit 

errors, and error logging and error display. 
DI~ switches are provided for address selec
tion. In singles, the 5150 sells for $4,500. 
INTEL CORP., Santa Clara , Calif. 
FOR DATA CiRCLE 341 ON READER CARD 

MINIFLOPPY 
In an apparent change of direction, this 
leading floppy maker has announced a 
family of four new drives with fewer tracks 
per inch. But this isri 't a step backwards: the 
new units are 96-track-per-irich models, 
exactly double that of a standard single
track-density, 48-track:-per-inch drive. Ac
cording to a company spokesman, this' will 
allow the new drives to recover data from 
the older, lower density diskettes. The four 
models introduced are the 10 15-V ,with an 
unformatted capacity of 436KB and FMlMFM 
recording (single quantity price $450); the 
1016, which uses GCR and has an unfoimat
ted capacity of 532KB ($490, quantity one); 
the 1015-VI, dual-headed MFM drive with 
872KB capacity ($530 for one); and the 
1016-VI, also a dual-headed drive, which 
uses GCR encoding to achieve slightly more 
than 1MB ($570, quantity one). MICROPOLIS 
CORP., Chatsworth, Calif. 
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MODEM 
This vendor's 3002 modem runs over 
unconditioned and dedicated 3002 tele
phone lines (and other transmission media, 
including loaded metalic circuIts and mi.:. 
crow ave links) at4,800bps., Theinodem 
can operate in full- or half,;duplex, and it 
can be used in point-to-point and multipoint 
operation. If the communications. link de
grades, the modem can fall back to 
3,600bps operation. A"dual-channel option 
allows the modem to support two indepen
dent channelS, each at 2;400bps or 
1 ,800bps. In single quantities, the 3002 
sells for $1,200.AVANTI COMMUNICATIONS 
CORP:, Newport, R.I. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 342 ON READER CARD 
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UPDATES 
In New Jersey, the price of li
quor is regulated by the state. 
Consequently, success in the mar
ket is dependent on the speed of 
service. The Baxter Warenouse 
Corp. of New Jersey has installed 
a Burroughs B 1815 in its New 
Jersey warehouse, together with 
two B 1700 systems and an audio 
response order entry system 
located in a second warehouse 
near Philadelphia. Orders are 
entered over special toll-free 
lines to two computer-linked 
audio response units. Baxter is 
able to process over 3,500 or
ders daily, putting it one round 
ahead of the competition. 

IBM, with a little prodding, made 
a major policy change not long 
ago. The change will allow a 
customer using System IPO/E to 
replace any IBM program with a 
fuctionally equivalent non-IBM 
program. Prior to this a System 
IPO/E customer was required to 
order a minimum of eight IBM pro
grams with no substitution pos
sible. Applied Data Research, 
Inc., one of the prodders, re
quested the change because of 
extensions made to VaLLIE, its 
on-line program development sys
tem. These extensions allow 
vaLLIE to support the interactive 
installation of a System IPO/E 
tape and totally replace the pre
viously required IBM program, 
VSE/ICCF, for this function. 
When using VaLLIE with System 
IPO/E, no changes are required 
to any IBM-supplied program. 

Sorbus, a leading supplier of 
maintenance to the dp industry, 
has introduced two new service 
programs to speed computer ser
vice time. Mobile service vans 
already operating in California, 
will bring parts to technicians 
on the job. Twelve repair depots 
will be established in key areas 
nationwide to cutSorbus service 
time on digital printed circuit 
boards' and other computer compo
nents. 
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SOFTWARE 
AND SERVICES 
TIMESHARING 
A pioneering timesharing finn has come up 
with what seems to be a new twist to mar
keting services: its Associates Plan allows 
customers to buy services at discounted 
rates and either resell services commercial
ly at higher rates, or use the sevices in
house when there is sufficient demand to 
make it economically attractive. An associ
ate (large user, small entrepreneur, or any
one between) pays a $10,000 Associates 
Fee to join the plan. This fee entitles the as
sociate to $5,000 (retail price schedule) 
worth of computer services, and the right to 
buy additional services at 50% of retail 
(with no minimum). The associate also gets 
a $5,000 credit toward licensing the ven
dor's software for use on the associate's 
hardware; the vendor sees associates mi
grating to their own hardware as they grow 
(if an associate should desire, the vendor 
will contract for facilities management). 
Training, marketing support, and an As
sociates Group also are provided. Users can 
access the vendor's Honeywell 66/17 main
frame via Telenet. Associates get access to 
all of the vendor's software, including lan
guage processors for BASIC, COBOL, FOR-
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MICRO LANGUAGE 
PLMX is intended to' be a universal high
level programming language for all 8 bit 
and 16 bit microcomputers currently avail
able or yet to be developed. The PLMX 
source language comprises Intel's PUM. 
This means the large body of existing pro
grams written in PUM for 8080s or 8086s 
can be recompiled for use on other micros. 
Additionally, programmers familiar with 
PUM are said to be able to pick up PLMX after 

TRAN, and put, data base management and 
inquiry packages, and communications 
software, including Datalink for intercon
nection to foreign mainframes. DTSS INC., 
Hanover, N.H. 
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5110 APPLICATIONS 
About a year or so ago, Adam Osborne (a 
familiar name to microcomputerists) de
cided the best way to protect his software 
from bootleggers was to publish the source 
code and documentation in copyrighted 
bOoks. He prefaced each book with the mes
sage that anyone was free to use and/or 
modify his programs and sell them, with the 
proviso that each user would need to buy the 
corresponding Osborne book of documen
tation. This company has adopted just that 
approach, adapting the programs for use on 
IBM'S 511 0 desktop computer. General 
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, and Ac
counts Payable are now available, with Pay
roll due next month. Each system sells for 
$250. The Osborne books sell for $20 
apiece. COMPUTER SUPPORT SYSTEMS, INC., 
North Mankato, Minn. 
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an hour or so of study. 
Most of the PLMX implementation is 

machine independent. Only an operating 
system dependent executive module and the 
final code generator differ in the various 
implementations OfPLMX. Lexical analysis, 
syntax analysis, and optimization are ma
chine independent. Source code compiles to 
a restructured intennediate code (again, 
machine independent). The final code 
generator takes the machine independent 
intennediate code and generates object code 
for the desired microprocessor. 

Executive modules currently are of
fered for TEKDOS (used on the Tektronix 
8002 microprocessor development system) 
and CP/M. Code generators for the 8080, 
8085, Z80, and 6800 are ready now, with 
versions for the TI 9900 and RCA 1802 due 
early this year. Also scheduled for avail
ability this year are code generators for the 
Z8000, 8086, and 68000. PLMX carries a 
$1 ,000 price tag for each combination of 
operating environment and target machine; 
discounts are offered for multiple installa
tions of each version. SYSTEMS CONSUL
TANTS, INC., San Diego, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD 





SOFTWARE AND SERVICES 

PROGRAM GENERATOR 
Developed to fulfill an in-house need and to 
fill an apparent gap in commercially avail
able software for DEC Datasystems, the 
Requestor-oriented Information Manage
ment System/Mechanized Program Genera
tor (RIMS/MPG) automatically generates data 
entry, data management, and data reporting 
programs. The system works with mBOL on 
Datasystems running crs-300 or crs-500, 
and it also works with BASIC-Plus and 
BASIC-Plus 2 on RSTS/E systems. The menu
driven system is said to be usable by even 
non programmers after about an· hour of 
training. 

RIMS/MPG comprises four modules. 
A Dictionary module allows users to define 
data elements for a given application. A 
module called SCREENS generates proce
,dures for entering, changing, inquiring, and 
deleting records' from master files l The 
Merge module writes the code to extract 
data from one or more dictionaries. Merge 
also performs arithmetic and logical opera
tions on the extracted data, placing the re
sults into either new or existing data 
dictionaries. The last module, Reports, 
generates programs to print formatted re
ports. 

End users can purchase the package 
for $7,500; oems also can get the package 
for $7 ,500 (until March 1), with sublicenses 
for customers' systems at $100 per system. 
A demonstration package for RIMS/MPG is 
priced at $100, which can be applied to the 
final purchase of the package. INFORMA
TION AND SYSTEMS RESEARCH, INC., Mon
roeville, Penn. 
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COMMUNICATIONS MONITOR 
Release 2.2 of this vendor's Task/Master 
communications monitor for IBM main
frames includes new support facilities, 
additional capabilities, and new packaging 
options. A Remote Diagnostic Facility 
allows on-line transmission of diagnostic 
data directly to the vendor's Express Ser
vice Center (previous maintenance efforts 
often required on-site help or exchanging 
core dumps through the mails). The vendor 
says Express service will allow resolution 
of most problems within a day. 

For use during application develop
ment, a System Simulation Package can be 
used to create streams of simulated message 
,traffic, subject to user-supplied parameters. 
A generalized application simulator simu
lates message processing in a multitasking 
multithreading environment. Task/Master 
now is offered in four models, a Standard 
'and an Extended version for os and for DOS. 
Purchase prices range from $42,000 for 
Standard OS to $78,000 for Extended OS. 
Lease plans, educational discounts, and 
multisite discounts are offered. TURNKEY 
SYSTEMS, INc., Norwalk, Conn. 
FOR DATA ~IRCLE 325 ON READER CARD 
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FORTRAN 
An implementation of the ANSI 1978 
standard for FORTRAN, dubbed DXlO 
FORTRAN-78, complements this vendor's 
FORTRAN compiler offerings for its Ds990 
family, models 4 through 30, and other sys
tems based on the 990/10 or 990112 mini
computer. The vendor will continue to offer 
its FORTRAN (ANSI-1966 version) to protect 
users' existing software, while adding DXIO 
FORTRAN-78 for those wishing to develop 
new scientific, industrial, engineering, and, 
business applications. This implementation 
of FORTRAN-78 includes Instrument Society 
of America-recommended process control 
extensions, a math/stat library, and inter
faces to a generalized forms language, sort! 
merge, and data base management. A one
year software license, including software 
subscription service, goes for $3,000. It is 
also available on lease for $90 per month. 
Deliveries began last month. TEXAS INSTRU
MENTS INC., Digital Systems Div., Hous
ton, Texas. 
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S/3, S/32, S/34 WORD PROCESSING 
Written in RPG-II for the System/3, System/ 
32, and System/34, this vendor's word pro
cessing package allows the user to maintain 
a user name and address file, a customer 
file, and a letter file (these files can be 
created and maintained by either the source 
entry utility or the file maintenance pro
grams supplied with the package). The let
ter file can contain letters or any other 
textual material, such as catalogs or manu
als. Upon user request, the system can print 
mailing labels, continuous envelopes, cus
tomer name and addresses on preprinted 
forms, or complete letters. The system also 
supports addressee selection based on a 
variety of criteria, including customer type, 
zip code, sales history, etc. The package 
sells for $2,500, including source code,' 
documentation, installation, and training. 
OAK SOFIWARE, Oak Park, Ill. 
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SOFTWARE MONITOR 
The Comprehensive Management Facility 
for VS 1 (CMF/VS 1) is a software monitor for 
performance evaluation, system tuning, 
and capacity planning. The latest addition 
to the vendor's CMF product line, CMF/vSI 
includes the Data Set Optimizer (DSO) sys
'tem as a standard component. CMF/vSI pro
vides a number of services, including data 
collection, timing, and data output to a vari
ety of sub monitors . These sub monitors cap
ture data on system behavior, including 
paging activity, cpu utilization, channel uti
lization, control unit and device activity, 
and real and virtual storage utilization. Re
ports can be prepared in columnar formats 
or using graphics. CMF/vDSI runs on 370s 
and 3Q3Xs (as well as compatible main
frames) running the VSI operating system, ' 

release 6.0 and above. CMF/VSl is offered 
for an introductory price of $8,500 (good 
through March 31). BOOLE & BABBAGE, 
INC., Sunnyvale, Calif. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 302 ON READER CARD 

PROGRAMMING AID 
For DEC users running RSTS/E or crs-500, 
XPACK is intended to improve new applica
tion development and documentation, re
duce maintenance, nearly eliminate the 
need for redesigns, and aid in conversions. 
The package consists of a number of utili
ties and a users' guide that sets forth stan
dards and procedures for applications 
development under RSTS/E. XPACK includes 
XPRESS, a preprocessor that allows 
mnemonic labels, macros, constants, and 
subroutine names. XREF provides cross
reference listings for programs written in 
BASIC+, BASIC +2, and extended BASICS. A 
software building and maintenance utility, 
XBLD, also is included. The entire XPACK 
package is available on perpetual licenses of 
$3,000; its components are available sepa
rately. MICRO-BASE ASSOCIATES, INC., Co
lumbus, Ohio. 
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AUDIT TOOL 
For both financial and edp auditors, Panau
dit allows evaluation of all aspects of inter
nal control and provides methods for 
obtaining evidential material while main
taining the independence of the audit. Audi
tors can write their own procedures in an 
English-like language and they can take 
advantage of roughly 50 preprogrammed 
procedures. 

Panaudit allows an unlimited num
ber of input files, be they sequential, index
ed sequential, VSAM, or data base (i.e., 
TOTAL, IDMS, IMS) files. Record selection 
capabilities include matching and merging 
any number of files, as well as searching 
files and selecting data based on input or 
calculations. 

Generalized audit routines perform 
such functions as checking for invalid codes 
in files, identifying duplicate records, date 
and time calculations, random number gen
eration, summarization, table look-ups, and 
aging analysis: 

The system also includes a data dic
tionary for storing file definitions of com
monly accessed files. A system ranking 
routine applies uniform standards to all sys
tems under audit, ranking them in relative 
priority. Routines also are provided to ana
lyze SMF and DOS/VS job accounting data. 
For DOS environments, Panaudit licenses 
for $23,000; for OS environments the li
cense goes for $29,000; and for "entry
level systems" Pan audit can be licensed for 
$17,400. PANSOPHIC SYSTEMS INC., Oak 
Brook, Ill. ~ 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 323 ON READER CARD 



It took S300 billioD 
tomakelBlI 

thiDk compatible. 
There was a time when 

IBM could do practically any
thing they wanted in hardware 
and software development. 
But times have changed. 

User investment in soft
ware and systems, approach
ing $300 billion, has reacheq 
the point where a revolution 
in hardware resulting in the 
incompatibility of existing 
software would mean suicide, 
even for IBM. 

A whole generation of 
computer buyers has grown up 
with the computer industry. 
They know computers aren't 
magic. They're expensive 
machines meant to perform 
specific functions efficiently. 
What users need is the on
going dependability to protect 
their sizeable investments in 
software and systems. 

Rumors regarding new 
IBM products still create appre
hension in the marketplace 

But the truth is, since the 
360 computer line, IBM has, 
announced the 370 Series, 
the 3000 Series, and the 4000 
Series, each of which offered 
upward compatibility from their 
predecessor. You can bet that 
IBM won't deviate from this 
course in the future. 

So we're In this 
together. 

Apparently, IBM not only 
recognizes the compatible 
mainframes industry as viable, 
they now realize we're all play
ing in the same league. The 
independents are strong and 
resourceful enough to absorb 
and satisfy user hardware, 
firmware and 

software needs. Compatible 
computers have come of age. 
And we've made a firm com
mitm~nt to that industry with 
the creation of National 
Advanced Systems. 

A winning team. 
National Semiconductor 

and Itel have worked together 
since 1974. National has built 
more compatible mainframes 
than any other independent 
manufacturer.ltel has installed 
more. By combining Itel's #1 
Datapr<;>-rated* service force 
and marketing expertise with 
National's proven technolog
ical and manufacturing capa- ' 
bilities w~ve developed a team 

worthy of the challenge. 
So it looks 

like IBM will have 
to stay compati
ble, or else. 

. * Datapro Research Corporation's 
annual sUNey/1979. 

~ National 
~ Advanced Systems 

The Compatible Computer Company. 
National Advanced Systems is a subsidiary of National Semiconductor. 
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RECORD REVIEW 

FIRST PHILADELPHIA COMPUTER 
MUSIC FESTIVAL 
Creative Computing CR 101 
Creative Computing has recently released a 
musical anthology from pieces presented at 
the 1978 Philadelphia Computer Music 
Festival. This grouping is a collection of 18 
cuts, mainly familiar melodies from classi
cal, pop, and traditional works. Fifteen of 
the pieces are entirely computer-generated. 
The other three are completed with some 
human accompaniment. Overall, the sound 
quality of these short musical entries is 
bright, even, and chromatic. The computer 
is used to imitate the sound of conventional 
instruments--calliope, player piano, clari
net-in conventional modes. Selections 
range from Bach's Fugue in G, to the Bea
tIes' Hey Jude to Wanhel's Rondo from 
Sonata in B flat for clarinet and piano. 

"All art," reminded Walter Pater, 
"constantly aspires toward the condition of 
music. " But the aspirations of the artists on 
this collection seem much lower; they have 
neglected the possibility of using the com
puter for the assembly oftruly innovative 
musi~al systems. Is this recording intended 
solely as a sublunary sampler for the inter
ested hobbyist? 

If this recording were, considered 
just as an advertisement for available soft
ware systems, it might have some value. A 
few programs, notably the ALF System with 
eight synthesis boards, and the Schertz, 
which is built from kits and surplus parts, 
offer some respite from an otherwise unin
spired collection. Even those systems are 
not exceptionally resourceful, but they do 
display inventions which might encourage a 
truly creative piece of music. That's what a 
music festival is supposed to do. 

Most of the popular tunes here 
(Mexican Hat Dance or Yankee Doodle 
Dandy) could have been more ably per
formed by music box or mechanical calli
ope. Perhaps the programmers attempted to 
mimic so-called real music in the hope that 
their systems would appear more formida
ble. Nowhere does one find a sense of inno
vation commensurate with the 
technological advancements offered by the 
software. 'Having the benefit of a new 
alphabet, the computer-musician ought to 
find something new to write about. Instead 
we have. a rehash of Rimski-Korsakov and 
Bach. Consider the importance of the pi-
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anoforte, the saxophone: new instruments 
engender new music. These technicians are 
looking in the wrong place for their musical 
prototypes. Rather than presenting pale 
mockups of Pachelbel, they could be ex
perimenting with the tools formulated by 
musique concrete or serialism. At least this 
would be more historically accurate. 

This is a collection of invidious 
novelty. With so little attention allowed for 
content or performance (and so much for the 
technical systems), we have nothing but a 
collection presented by and for, in Norbert 
Wiener's phrase, gadget worshipers. By 
relying on the predictable prepared sounds 
of the past rather than the experimental 
modifications of post-modem music, these 
technicians create something predefined 
and "functional," something that is only 
the simulation of music, not music itself. 

Automatons capabie of playing 
ditties are nothing new: in 1738 Jacques de 
Vaucanson introduced to the Paris Acade
my of Science an android flautist that could 
perform a few perfunctory musical pieces. 
Despite their appearance, such androids are 
only two-dimensional simulacra, incapable 
of self-regulation. Without self-regulation 
there can be no feedback, and without feed
back there is only a docile machine. Docile 
machines cannot make music. 

Computer music is appreciated not 
because it sounds like music made on a tin 
flute or because it sounds "lifelike," but 
because it enlarges the achievements of the 
past. No attention has been paid here to the 
works of Stockhausen or Cage. L. A. Hill
er's and L.M. Isaacson's work with the 
ILLIAC computer at the University oflllinois 
has also been neglected. Nor is there ac
knowledgement of Peter Zinovieff's 1968 
Partita for Unattended Computer (where 
"each realization will be essentially differ
ent' '). Blacher' s Incidents at an Emergency 
Landing (1966) has been ignored, as has 
Yannis Xenakis' STI48 (where the initial 
letters of the word "stochastic" are worked 
by computer to serve as components of a 
sound space). 

There are a few nice tunes. Malcolm 
Wright's SSM system performance of Neil 
Diamond's Desiree is pleasant and unas
suming. D. H. van Lenten's 1962 recording 
of synthesized speech from Bell Labs 
(familiar for the Bicycle Built for Two that 
Mad Hal croons in 2001) is still intriguing. 
These pieces are competently performed; 
polyphony and counterpoint are handled 
dexterously. But too little attention is paid 

DATA 
to the texture of the sound. Rondeaux and 
chaconnes sound lifeless and out of place in 
these sterile surroundings. It is difficult to 
assess the technological versatility offered 
by these systems when they are presented in 
such conventional and restricted modes. 

Is it the limited expectation of an 
audience that causes these musicians to 
limit their efforts? Can't they aspire to 
something beyond steamboat music or 
carnival tunes (which are best performed on 
their original instruments anyway)? The 
crudest of Aeolian harps would be prefer-

. able to the renditions on this recording. 
Computer music offers a great range 

for the innovator. It's sad to hear mere tink
ering with gadgetry. Future endeavors will 
doubtless transcend the traditional limita
tions of form. 

Interested technicians might want to 
acquaint themselves with some of the music 
already written for computer. Two journals 
pertinent to the computer musician are 
Computer Music Journal (Post Office Box 
E, Menlo Park, CA 94025) andElectronotes ' 
(1 Pheasant Lane, Ithaca, NY 14850). 

-Lee Froehlich 

Lee Froehlich, a freelance music 
critic, is a student of post-modern 
music and was formerly music 
librarian at Brentano's. He is now with 
Forbes magazine in New York. 

BASIC BOOKS BRIEFS 

PROBLEM SOLVING AND 
STRUCTURED- PROGRAMMING 
IN BASIC 
by Elliot Koffman 
and Frank Friedman 
This text emphasizes the problem-solving 
and structured programming techniques 
while teaching the BASIC language as imple
mented. in three versions: minimal BASIC, 

BASIC PLUS, and extended BASIC (S-BASIC). 

It is designed for a programmer's first 
course, and only a minimal mathematical 
background is assumed. 

The authors believe it is important to 
teach BASIC in the same way that other high
level programming languages are taught, 
and hence have stressed the development of 
good problem solving and programming 
habits throughout the textbook. There are 
numerous solved problems and example 
programs taken from a variety of applica
tion areas, each written with a top-down or 



stepwise approach. 
There is more than enough material 

for a one-semester course. The first eight 
chapters represent the core of the textbook 
while the last three chapters contain ad
vanced material on string processing, ma
trices, and files. An extensive set of 
homework programming problems is pro
vided at the end of each chapter, and exer
cises are inserted in the body. Solutions to 
selected exercises are provided at the end of 
the text along with a glossary of BASIC state
ments and structures. 

This is an excellent text for those 
who want to master structured program
ming techniques as applied to BASIC. How
ever, it should be pointed out that the only 
structured version of BASIC currently avail
able is Dartmouth S-BASIC, although anum
ber of extended BASIC systems (including 
DEC'S BASIC-PLUS and Univac's UBASIC) 

support the one-line IF-THEN-ELSE statement 
and the WHILE loop. Addison-Wesley 
(1979,448 pp., $11.50). 

BASIC PROGRAMMING 
IN REAL TIME 
by Don Cassel 
This is an older textbook, but certainly wor
thy of consideration for use today. The 
general approach is from the viewpoint of 
processing business applications in a real
time environment. The text does not 
presuppose prior exposure to computers or 
knowledge of rigorous math and yet can be 
appreciated by those already familiar with 
computers. 

The book provides a very compre
hensive but elementary treatment of BASIC. 

All problems have been run on a time-shar
ing system and the actual printouts are a part 
of the text. Exercises and programming 
problems follow each chapter. 

The material is presented in an easy
to-understand sequence, with the first three 
chapters devoted to an introduction to com
puters, time-sharing, and computer pro
gramming fundamentals. Subsequent 
chapters cover topics such as arithmetic 
operations, data imput and output, program 
control statements, lists and tables, subrou
tines, files, etc. This is an excellent text
book for the nontechnical individual as well 
as for those specializing in a computer 
science curriculum. Reston Publishing Co. 
(1975, 190pp., $9.95 cloth, $7.95 paper). 

FOUNDATIONS OF PROGRAMMING 
THROUGH BASIC 
by Peter Moulton 
This book introduces the foundations of 
programming in BASIC. A consistent style of 
problem solving, procedure development, 
and programming has been adopted in all of 
the examples to demonstrate a methodology 
that explicitly relates the resultant program 
to the processing procedure and to the prob
lem. 

Several strategies for testing and 
debugging programs are presented, and 
there is a chapter devoted to flowcharts, al
though flowcharts are seldom used in other 
chapters. The last four chapters each 
present an application area: matrices, sort
ing and searching, numerical methods, and 
modeling and simulations. The text also 
contains a chapter that introduces the three 
elementary constructs of structured pro
gramming: IF-TIffiN-ELSE, WHILE-DO, and 
REPEAT-UNTIL. The text provides a good 
mix of instructional material and applica
tion examples and hence is recommended to 
those who want to learn programming 
fundamentals through the BASIC language. 
John Wiley & Sons (1979, 271 pp., 
$10.95). 

BASIC AND THE PERSONAL 
COMPUTER 
by Thomas A. Dwyer and Margot 
Critchfield 
This is an extremely wordy book written for 
the enthusiast who needs a self-teaching 
guide and doesn't mind wading through lots 
of the English languge to get at the program
ming language. As its title suggests, the 
book is aimed at the person with his or her 
own personal computer; in keeping with 
that theme, it begins with an introduction to 
microcomputer hardware. 

The next few chapters present a self
instruction route to standard and extended 
BASIC, but the greater part of the text is de
voted to a wide range of applications, in
cluding some in graphics, sorting, 
computer games and art, simulations, and 
business. There are numerous examples and 
sample programs throughout, but somehow 
they seem to clutter the presentation of the 
language itself. Addison-Wesley Publish
ing Co., Inc. (1978,438 pp., $12.95, soft
co,;"er). 

BASIC WITH STYLE: 
PROGRAMMING PROVERBS 
by Paul Nagin and Henry F. 
Ledgard 
This is a good one. It's one of a series of 
Programming Style Guides by Mr. Ledg
ard, who professes, "Programmers can and 
should write programs that work correctly 
the first time." The book is designed as a 
guide to better programming, not as an intro 
to the details of BASIC, but should be of 
value to all programmers who have some 
familiarity with the language because it will 
help them write carefully constructed, read
able programs. Using BASIC examples, it 
offers short rules ("proverbs") and guide-
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Aramco needs you now 
to run our sophisticated 
teleprocessing network as 
it grows from 800 to 1500 
terminals. 
Aramco is the world's largest 
oil-producing company and the 
key firm involved in the devel
opment of Saudi Arabia's energy 
resources. 

Some of our projects are the 
world's most sophisticated. They 
are staggering in scope, complex
ity and imagination. Nowhere 
else is such advanced technology 
being applied so widely. 

Our advanced computer net
work is the absolute intelligence· 
center for all of Aramco's many 
activities. Everything depends on 
it: exploration, production, refin
ing, materials supply, engineer
ing, finance, personnel, process 
control, and more. 

Here are the highlights of the 
system: Two IBM 3033's, one 
370/158, one 370/168. Smaller 
systems include a MVSISE, 
JES2, TSO, IMS/VS and 
VTAM. 

Aramco's regional teleprocess
ing network, running under IMS 
and TSO, will be growing from 
800 terminals to 1,500 terminals 
next year. 

That's why we need good EDP 
people like you. 

The immediate openings 
• Analyst/Programmers. We need 
you if you have experience in 
engineering, finance, power sys
tems, inventory control, purchas
ing, payroll, industrial relations. 
Requirements: a BS or a BA in 

physical science, computer sci
ence, engineering, math, finance 
or business administration. You 
should also have at least 3 years' 
experience, preferably in one or 
more of these languages: PL/l, 
IMS-DB/DC, ADF, MARK IV, 
COBOL, FORTRAN. 
• Systems Programmers. Our 
Computer Science Division needs 
you to work on IBM 3033's, run
ning MVSISE, JES2 and VTAM. 
Requirements: a BS or a BA in 
physical science, computer sci
ence, engineering, math, finance 
or business administration. You 
should also have at least 2 years' 
experience in one or more of 
these areas: MVS, JES2, VTAM. 

Excellent combination 
of benefits offered 

As an EDP Specialist with 
Aramco, you can earn a competi
tive salary, plus a cost-of-living 
differential. In addition, you get 
a tax-protected premium for 
overseas employment which can 
amount to as much as 40 per
cent of your base salary. 

Beyond that, Aramco offers 
you a comprehensive benefits 
packa~e which includes 40 days' 
paid vacation every 121f2 months 
(this gives you the opportunity to 
travel in Europe, Asia, Africa)
plus housing for singles and fam
ilies, and American school sys
tems for your children. 

Interested? Send your resume 
in confidence to: Aramco Ser
vices Company, Department 
DM020080JWCA, 1100 Milam 
Building, Houston, Texas 
77002. 

CRAIJ~NGE BYCHOICE 

ARAMCO 
SERVICES COMPANY 
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lines to producing more nearly error-free 
programs, and attempts to dispel some 
myths-like the industry'S overemphasis 
on microefficiency. 

In its presentation of top-down pro
gramming development, the book actually 
includes much general discussion which is 
not specifically tailored to programming in 
BASIC, another example of its departure 
from the realm the other texts live in. Hay
den Book Co., Inc. (1978,144 pp., $5.95, 
softcover). 

THE BASIC COOKBOOK 
by Ken Tracton 
This one is different. It is neither a BASIC in
structional text nor a BASIC reference manu
al. Rather, the intention of this book is to 
supply a dictionary of terms used in BASIC 

with examples to illustrate all the functions 
and operations, as well as such mode and 
system commands as LOAD, RUN, LIST, etc. 
Each statement, command, or function. is 
listed in alphabetical order and is provided 
with examples and, In some cases, a flow 
chart. Although the author has included a 
large number of BASIC terms, some are 
missing. However, missing terms are usual
ly nonstandard or "machine dependent," 
or they are synonyms for some other way of 
doing the Same function for which the term 
has been included. Tab Books, Blue Ridge 
Summit, PA 17214 (1978, 140 pp., $7.95). 

PROBLEM SOLVING AND BASIC: 
A MODULAR APPROACH 
by Frances G. Gustavson and 
Marian V. Sackson 
This excellent text 4as been designed for 
use in a single-semester introductory course 
in computer science and data processing. It 
presents a thorough introduction to al
gorithm development and computer con
cepts. Modular,. top-down algorithm 
development is emphasized through non
mathematical examples that should be easi
ly understood by most students. The 
approach used should allow students to 
focus on algorithms and related computer 
concepts without simultaneously confront
ing specific applications. The BASIC lan
guage is introduced to allow the student to 
learn a computer language while simultane
ously learning problem-solving techniques. 
If what you're looking for, however, is a 
simplified self-teaching guide to the BASIC 

language, this is probably not the one. SRA 
(1979, 252 pp., softcover, $7.96). 

INTRODUCTION TO BASIC 
PROGRAMMING: A STRUCTURED 
APPROACH 
by Peter B. Worland 
This book is intended for teaching program
ming to a college-level audience. It could be 
used by people with a minimal technical 



You Ought To 
Be In Pictures 
Computer Graphics Beats Searching 
Stacks of Printouts. 

ISSCO graphics software speeds deci
~ion making. Instantly, obscure data 
comes into ,sharp focus. Complex re
lationships are suddenly simple. You 
get the total picture, not just a bunch 
of numbers. DISSPLA® graphics 
software is easy to use. The typical 
plot requires less than 10 instructions. 
Programs never termina~e because of 
error. Instead, you get correction mes
sages in plain English. DISSPLA 
works on most large scale computers 
and a selected number of superminis. 
It drives any plotting device that can 
draw a straight line and takes advan- , , 

tage of the advanced features of to
day's graphics devices. Built-in flexibil
ity lets you experiment with graphic 
formats from simple to complex. You 
get quality graphs and charts for 
presentations, management reports, 
internal documents ... even slides. 
Quickly. Accurately. Easily. DISSPLA 
features include: automatic scaling 
and legend, various axes systems, ex
tensive business features, shading 
patterns, fifty-seven alphabets, plus 
many more graphic enhancements. 

Now for non-programmers there's 
TELL.;A-GRAF® for virtual IBM and 
DEC systems. The.secret? Plain 
English commands to easily generate 
bar, column, line, surface arid pie 
charts without the frustration of 

, explaining your needs to a program
mer or art department~ , 
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Integrated. Software Systems 
Corporation 

4186 Sorrento Valley Blvd. 
San Diego, CA 92121 (714) 452-0170 

ISSCO Deutschland, GmbH 
Dietzstrasse 16 

0-5400 Koblenz, West Germany 
49261407989 Telex: 862891 

LEADING THE WORLD .,0 IN MACHINE AND . 
DEVICE INDEPENDENT, , -
GRAPHICS SOFlWARE 
FOR OVER A DECADE. 19,70-1980 
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background. It is written with a problem
solving approach. The author feels that be
fore one.can write a successful program to 
solve a problem, one must first thoroughly 
understand the problem. Thus; a significant 
by-product oflearning to solve problems on 
a computer is a greater understanding of and 
appreciation for the problems themselves. 

Where possible, the author has at
tempted to apply the principles of structured 
programming. The book is directed at 
beginners and progresses slowly through 
the first four chapters. A detailed presenta
tion of BASIC is made along with explana
tions of essential system commands. Many 
examples of programs and exercises are 
provided, and since a solutions manual is 
available, the text could also be used for 
self-study. Houghton Mifflin Co. (1979, 
328 pp., softcover, $10.50). 

COMPUTER EFFECTIVENESS: 
BRIDGING THE MANAGEMENT/ 
TECHNOLOGY GAP 
by C. Warren Axelrod 
Ignore the title. This book is an academic 
discussion of the many alternative ways to 
bill for computing services. Highly theoret
ical in its outlook, few commercial dp man
agers will have the energy and interest to 
plow through it. Unfortunately, they will be 
missing a very sound discussion. But, that 

is the nature ofthe trade-off taken by the au
thor. In an effort to write rigorously, he has 
probably lost the readership to whom the 
book is primarily directed. 

Pricing for computer services has 
been the subject of articles and papers for 
over 25 years. Rarely do two people agree 
on a set of fundamental assumptions about 
how the institution should establish the pric
ing schedule. if there is so little agreement 
on the basis for charging, then it is certain 
that the methodologies will vary also. Axel
rod touches neatly on most of the methodol
ogies although he is somewhat weaker on 
why various assumptions are made. Conse
quently, while there is sound material on 
value-based pricing, there is little about 
why a particular enterprise would want to 
adopt this as a basis. 

The working edp manager must live 
within a corporate culture that generates 
unspoken mores and a set of rules laid down 
in detail as "corporate policy." The use of 
services pricing as a means for achieving 
corporate goals and objectives is an ex
tremely important matter that is neglected in 
this volume. While it is very difficult to 
measure the contribution to profit or return 
on equity of a given computer service, it 
does appear that this in the long run must be 
the fundamental measuring stick. 

Cost and price are generally con
fused by dp specialists. No such uncertainty 

EDP SPECIALISTS 
career search opportllriities 

S18~OOO.$50,OOO+ 
DIRECTOR R&D, $50,000+, Total respon
sibility for THE KEY TECH group for 
dynamic, state-of-art corp, THE leader in 
field. Develop real-time, on-line, mini
based systems w/multiple custom I/Os. 
Req's achievements managing • software/ 
hardware systems/product dvlpmt pro
jects. Refer HG. 
DIRECTOR / SOFTWARE, $40,000·$48,000, 
Illinois leading scientific equip mfr seeks 
candidate to develop & direct all soft· 
ware eng activities related to state·of-the· 
art product line. Real·time on-line envir
onment. Tech deg preferred. Refer AT. 
SR. STAFF CONSULTANT to $40,000 + 
Bonus. Atlanta consulting firm seeks 
strong DP pro to function as technical 
troubleshooter for internal MCS group, as 
well as a consultant for numerous SE 
clients. Indiv selected must have strong 
tech bkgd including telecommunications. 
Refer·RS. . 
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE to $40,000. Major 
financial institution state-of-art level has 
openings in programming, language de-

. . 

I sign. compiler development, operating 
systems design. Refer NS. 
ANALYST to $30,000. Tired of your pres· 
ent SNOWBELT location?? Think SOUTH!! 
We currently have numerous FEE· PAID 
oppty'sfor.,P/A's, S/A's & software pro
fessionals at most levels·of ex]? Refer JS. 
SR. SYSTEMS to $30,000. Billion $ na
tional corp in Washington Metro area 
seeks Sr. Systems or Project Leader w/ 
solid financial related systems expo Ex· 
ceptional benefits. Refer OM. 
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER to $30,000. Our 
nationally expanding client co seeks sys· 
tems programmer for its corp office. 
Successful applicant will be tasked wIthe 
dvlpmt of a nationwide distributive pro
cessing network. Req's exp w/Honeywell 
level 6/66 GCOS MOD 400 operating sys
tem. Refer BS. 
SR. SYSTEMS to $28,000. Leading MD co 
seeks individual w/systems design & 
implementation expo Financial, mfg. appli. 
cations. Prefer large scale IBM environ· 
ment. Refer RN. 

CONTACT OUR NEAREST OFFICE ABOUT THESE AND OTHER FEE-PAID OPPORTUNITIES. 
OUR UNIQUE, COMPANY.QWNED OFFICE SYSTEM ASSURES PERSONAL, CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE. 

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19102-S. Burns, 1500 Chestnut St., 215/561·6300 
ATLANTA, GA 30346-R. Spang, 47 Perimeter Center, 404/393-0933 
BALTIMORE, MD 21204-R. Nelson, 409 Washington Ave., 3011296·4500 
CHARLOTTE, NC 28202-1. Schwab, 1742 Southern Nat'l Ctr., 704/375·0600 
CLEVELAND, OH 44131-A. Thomas, 5755 Granger Road, 216/749-6030 
McLEAN, VA 22101-0. Miller, 7921 Jones Branch Drive, 703/790·1335 
NEW YORK,. NY 10036-N. Shanahan, 1211 Ave. of the Americas, 212/840-6930 
PITTSBURGH, PA 15222-B. Sayers. 4 Gateway Center, 412/232-0410 
PRINCETON, NJ 08540-R. Davis, 3490 U.S. Rte. 1, 609/452-8135 
WILMINGTON, DE 19810-H. Greene, 3411 Silverslde Rd., 302/478·5150 
HOUSTON, TX 77056-G. Jones, 2801 South Post Oak, 713/877·1600 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90017-B. Coughlin, 707 Wilshire Boulevard, 213/623-3001 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111-W. McNichols, 601 Montgomery St., 415/392-4353 

exists for Axelrod. He understands that the 
key is pricing and cost is only'<me compo
nent of the equation. 

Because of the nonspecific nature of 
much ofthe material, some ofthe key ques
tieins on pricing that have disturbed dp man
agers for a long time are not directly 
answered. The questions include: Is dpa 
profit or cost center? Do we price competi
tively Iwith the outside world or do we stay 
15% to 20% under profit-oriented outsid
ers? If we run at an annual loss; where will 
the missing money be found? 

Axelrod provides a valid framework 
for' continuing the seemingly endless in
house discussions of pricing· for computer 
services. It isn't easy writing; no simple 
solutions are presented i~ neatly packaged 
form for instant implementation. Butthere 
is a basis for discussion presented here that 
will appeal to dp managers who can take the 
time to examine Axelrod's ideas. Informa
tion Resources Press, Washington, D.C. 

(1979, 200 pp., $22.95). 
-Philip Dorn 

REPORTS & REFERENCES 

MANAGING ALL THAT 
INFORMATION 
Finding yotirselfbeing inundated with more 
computerized information than you pOssi
bly know what to do with? Take heart; 
you're not the only one. So says the FrP or
ganization of Smithtown, N.Y. in fact, 
they've gathered together some experts in 
the information management area and. put 
their ideas in four bound volumes. Entitled, 
"The Corporate Role in Information Sys
tems Management," "Information Ser
vices-Present and Future," "Improving 
Information Services Productivity," 
"Computer, Security, Crime and Contin
gency Planning," the rePorts are geared to 
the middle manager who is looking for an
swers and guidelines. 

Corporate planners who must talk 
the future while existing with the present will 
find a forecast of the technologicaJadvances 
most likely to occur over fhe next 1~ years by 
Dr. Herbert Grosch, one of the pioneers in 
the computer field. Philip J. Kiviat of SEI 

Computer Services sets out program struc
tures that can be adapted to a new program or 
help an existing one and FrP's Robert Jacob
son offers planning guidelines to cover se
curity, crime, and contingencies that occur 
most frequently as well as those once-in-a
lifetime happenings. 

Each report is priced at $25 and is 
available from FrP, INC., 414 Route 111, 
Smithtown, NY 11787, or call Dr. Robert 
Carlysle at (704) 364-7960. 

'--POIV·mo....:s A • • • DATAPRO SOFTWARE SERVICE 
,........... A new loose-leaf "information service" is 
, personnelconsultanbl ----~ ~-----------' 
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If vau [auld. 
write abaak 

abaut missiles, 
radar aUiani[s, 
ele[tra-apti[dl 

.. . svslems, ar 
infrarl!d sl!nsars, 

Big rewards are waiting here for engi
neers and software specialists who 
can. communicate. 

We're the people who teach serv
icemen and' civilians around the 
globe to install, operate, test, and 
maintain some of the world's most 
advanced electronic systems: 

Fighter aircraft armament control; 
laser, satellite ground terminal, sur
veillance and detection, and other 
complex systems. 

We need individuals who can as
semble the necessary volume of engi
neering data and then organize, seg
ment, simplify, and simplify further. 

write liS. 
We need your experience on: 

Self-paced, and computer
aided instruction and test man
uals. and programs.' Reduced
fidelity simulation systems. De
sign of automatic test systems. 
Maintainability analysis and 
program development. Advanced 
fault isolation techniques. 

A great many of Hughes Aircraft 
Company's 1;500 current high
technology projects will require, sup-
r------------------. 
I I 

: HUGHES: 
I I L __________________ ~ 

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

SUPPORr SYSTEMS 
Equal Opportunity MIF/HC Employer 

U.s. citizenship required for most positions 

CIRCLE,121 ON READER CARD 

port functions for years to come. 
Much of our $4 billion backlog of con
tracts is earmarked for test, training, 
and other support materials - and 
the people to create them. There is a 
place for you to grow in our expand-
ing future. . 

If you feel your qualifications can 
help our military and industrial cus
tomers, write us - not a book right 
now, just a resume. Send it to: 

Hughes Aircraft Company 
Support Systems 
Professional Employment 
Department 014 
P.O. Box 90515 
Los Angeles, CA 90009 
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being offered by Datapro Research Corp. 
Aimed at managers, the two-volume refer
ence is called Datapro Applications Soft
ware Solutions, and addresses software 
issues from selection and plarining to instal
lation and maintenance. In one large section 
software packages are listed by company 
and classified by application. A directory of 
vendors is also supplied. User groups and 
trade associations' are listed as well, fol
lowed by a directory of management con
sultants. Also included is the ever-popular 
"Datapro User Ratings of Proprietary Soft
ware." 

While the volumes are arranged and 
billed as a comprehensive manual for in
struction, planning, operation, and "cur
rent awareness," the reference seems 
mostly to have been designed for the gener
al education of the software manageL And 
while the volumes contain quite a lot of 
reading matter, some sections have little 
current material. Consider, for example, 
the section entitled Reliability and Vendor 
Support. One article, or report, as the pieces 
are called, on Software Reliability, is a 
1976 paper. The rest of the section consists 
of a Datapro telephone survey on vendor 
support based on the Datapro honor roll, 
which shows vendor offerings for 30 soft
ware packages, and an excerpt on documen
tation for packaged software from a 1973 dp 
textbook. Many of the articles are in fact 
textbook excerpts, although some papers 
are from proceedings and other industry 
sources. 

Selections are not necessarily 
geared to the same readers. Some of the 
selections are quite technical, some are 
more general, and some are theoretical. The 
"specific application area" of electronic 
funds transfer, for example, is addressed by 
a chapter from .the second edition of James 
Martin's Future Developments in Telecom
munications. The rest of this section has 
been put together by the Datapro staff, and 
includes, in the case of telephone bill pay
ing applications, descriptions of specific 
'systems for sale, while in the case of sales, 
manufacturing, insurance, accounting, and 
banking applications, generalized over
views are given. 

The "information service" package 
includes the two-volume report, an inquiry 
service to answer questions by phone or 
mail, a monthly newsletter containing prod
uct and company news, and monthly sup
plements to the report. Supplements are 
planned to be 50-100 pages and. are intended 
to update the various segments of the 
volumes. The source of the supplements, 
according to Datapro, will often be other 
Datapro reports. 

The Solutions Series also includes 
volumes on the automated office and on the 
general field of dp. Applications Software 
sells for $330. DATAPRO RESEARCH CORP., 
1805 Underwood Blvd., Delran, NJ 08075, 
(609) 764-0100. 
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TRANSBORDER DATA FLOW 

AFIPS is offering two volumes about the 
issue of transborder data flow. Volume I, a 
report of the AFIPS panel on the subject, dis
cusses particularly susceptible organiza
tions, privacy protection, and technical and 
procedural considerations. A final chapter, 
Nonprivacy Issues in Transborder Data 
Flows, discusses national security and 
sovereignty, computer-communications 
economics and markets, and technology 
transfer. Shown here is one of the 13 figures 
in Vol. I. The privacy protection require-

ments referred to in the figure are according 
to the Privacy Act of 1974. 

Volume II, entitled Supporting 
Material on Transborder Data Flow, con
tains an annotated bibliography, national 
laws concerning privacy in Austria, Cana
da, Denmark, France, Germany, New Zea
land, Norway, Sweden, and the U.S. Also 
included are Council of Europe Resolutions 
andOECD draft guidelines. Volume I is $25, 
Volume II is $15. From AMERICAN FEDERA
TION OF INFORMATION PROCESSING SOCI
ETIES, INC., 1815 N. Lynn St., Arlington, 
VA 22209, (703) 243-4100. 

COST OF IMPLEMENTING PRIVACY 
PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS 
U.S. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (1976)* 

. OPERATING 
REQUIREMENT CATEGORY COST 

STARTUP 
COST 

$29.5 M 
3.1% 
2.3 

46.0 
23.2 

1.6 

TOTAL COST $36.6 M 
GRANTING ACCESS TO INDIVIDUALS 29.2% 
ACCOUNTING FOR DISCLOSURES 25.7 
PUBLICATION OF ANNUAL NOTICE 12.0 
TRAINING OF PERSONNEL 9.0 
CORRECTING RECORDS 5.8 
NEW DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES 4.1 4.0 

7.4 
12.7 

SECURITY AND CONTROL . 3.7 
ALL OTHER COSTS 11.0 
SAVINGS FROM SYSTEMS THAT -0.2 -0.2 

WERE ELIMINATED 

*97 GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, 6,753 SYSTEMS OF PERSONAL RECORDS, 3,852 BILLION 
RECORDS (86% OF THE SYSTEMS AND 94% OF THE RECORDS WERE MAINTAINED BY 20 OF 
THE AGENCIES), 

VENDOR LITERATURE 

INDEXING SERVICES 
A 12-page booklet describes this vendor's 
products and services stemming. from its 
annual coverage ofthe world's leading jour
nals and new multiauthored books. Cover:
ing the sciences, social sciences, arts, and 
humanities, the vendor's products and ser
vices fall into three main divisions: index 
reference services, document fulfiilment, 
and current awareness. Products described 
include Current Contents, a weekly service 
published in seven topical editions, and 
ASCA (Automatic Subject Citation Alert), 
an individualized computer-generated 
weekly service. Additional information can 
be requested using the pamphlet's back cov
er postcard. INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC 
INFORMATION, Philadelphia, Pa. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 350 ON READER CARD 

TERMINAL 
A folder of fact sheets describes this ven
dor's microprocessor-based terminal that 
can be configured to emulate a variety of 
terminals, including Teletypewriters and 
Burroughs m830s. Each emulator option is 
detailed on a separate data sheet, and a price 
list is included. SYSTEMS RESEARCH INc., 
Okemos, Mich. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 352 ON READER CARD 

CLEANING SUPPLIES 
This vendor's latest catalog presents 36 
pages of information on cleaning products 
tailored for many contaminants that may 
pose problems to dp equipment. The prod
ucts are designed to remove and avoid both 
particulate and film contaminants that inter
fere with the proper operation of tape 
drives, disk packs, crt terminals, and read! 
write heads; static control products also are 
included. The catalog describes contamina
tion problems, and this vendor's products 
designed to deal with those problems. Prod
ucts offered in the catalog include noncon
taminating, lint-free cloths, selective 
solvents, presaturated pads, and cartridge 
and disk pack inspection and testing equip
ment. An order form and price sheet is in
cluded with the catalog. mE TEXWIPE co., 
Hillsdale, N.J. 
FOR DATA CIRCLE 354 ON READER CARD 



Technical Support Specialists 

SWITCHON 
to a future of 
unlimited potel,tial in 
DATA . .. 
COMMUNICATIONS. 

Packet switching IS the future in data communications, and GTE Telenet is the 
recognized national leader in packet switching. We pioneered it. We proved it. 
And now we are dynamically expanding our packet switching network to meet 
fast-growing nationwide demands for GTE Telenet service. 

You can share the enormous opportunity provided by a career at GTE Telenet. We 
seek Data Communications Technicians to meet new growth requirements at our 
metropolitan Washington, D.C. headquarters facilities. Career positions are open 
at all education and experience levels for: 

• Project Managers . 
• Network Systems Specialists 

• Field Engineering Technical Specialists 
• Project Technicians 

• Network Controllers 
• Customer Service Technicians 

• Carrier Relations Coordinators 
• Field Service Installation Coordinators 

We also offer careers to Data Communications Engineers, Marketing Profession
als, Programmers, and Analysts. 

You will enjoy the GTE Telenet environment - innovative, stimulating, challeng
ing. And you will enjoy the growth potential and advancement opportunities 
inherent in our national leadership. A generous compensation/benefit package is 
still another reason to join us now. Send your resume in complete confidence, 
including salary requirements, to: Douglas F. MacaUlay,' Manager of Employment, 
GTE Telenet, 8330 Old Courthouse Road, Vienna, VA 22180. An equal opportun
ity employer m/f/h. 

GTE Telenet 
The data network 

A part of ( ?i i #I 
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SOFTWARE SERVICES 

Yes, yoU carl combine 
data processing and 

word processing! 
Doc-FTM can turn your general purpose com
puter into a word processing machine with 
access to, all. of ,your data processing re
sources. With Doc-FTM you can send "friend
ly" overdue account form letters to YOlir de
linquent customers, and you. can print a 
patient's medical record in humanized upper 
and lower case. You can also print reports, 
manuals, program documentation, etc.-and 
reprint easily from machine readable source 
(rather than waiting for extensive retyping) 
when changes oCCur. 
Doc-FTM is a document text formatter which 
processes user commands to position, justify 
and paginate text. It is distributed in ANS 
COBOL source form-'-boih as a stand-alone 
program and as a callable subroutine-for, 
$1000. 

SOFTWARE CONSULTING 
SERVICES . 

901 WHITTIER DRIVE 
ALLENTOWN, PA 18103 

(215) 797-9690 
ATTN: MARTHA CICHELLI 
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PREVENT ~~Wi'd Cards" 
iN YOUR DATA SUPER" 

, .. 

Jt..ALLEN SERVICES 

~CORPORATION 

wi"th •• ~, 

SHARED HASD USERS: 
Consider - SUPER-MSI ••• 

• PROTECTS YOUR DATA INTEGRITY by prevenlfng simultaneous destructive updates by 
Jobs In different systems. 

• ELIMINATES RESERVE LOCK·OUTS (both performance lock-outs and ' 
"deadly-embraces") , 

• DOES NOT SACRIFICE RELIABILITY as do other approaches to'thls problem • 
• INFORMS OPERA TORS andlor TSO USERS (as appropriate) about the precise task Oob, 

TSO user, etc.) CAUSING dataset conflicts. . 
• Provides POWERFUL OPERATOR COMMANDS to CONTROL and MONITERperiormance 

and activity. , , . 
• Is TRANSPARENT to USERS. and almost transparent to operators. 
• Is INDEPENDENT of system environment-for example, it works equally well with MVS, 

MVS·SE. SVS, MVT, VS1, MFT, HASP, ASP,JES2. JES3. etc. 
• Can be INSTALLED IN 10 MINUTES without an IPL and WITH NO SYSTEM CHANGES 

WHATEVER. . 
• Is ALREADY INSTALLED IN WELL OVER 100 INSTALLATIONS THROUGHOUT THE 

WORLD. ' 

For More Information or to Order a NO-Obligation FREE TRIAL ••• 
In EUROPE: Mr. Kaluzny In NORTH AMERICA: 

Rosemary (MSI) 
c..II: or wrlt .. UNILEVER GMBH c..II: , Or ."rite: ALLEN SERVICES CORP. 

040 3490 2229 
15 Dammtorwall 
2 Hamburg 36 
West Germany 

J::~;tr::'OI; 
Collect: ; 

Software Department 
800-543-7583 '203 212 W. National Rd. 
513-890-1200 Vandalia, OH. 45)77 
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CS-TRAN converts your 1400-series object 
programs directly to ANS COBOL. 

Over 500 users have eliminated 1400-series 
hardware and program maintehance costs, 
and have reduced their operating costs as 
well. 

Can you afford not to join them? 

~s 
C·S Computer Systems Inc. 

90 John Street; New York, NY 10038 • 212-349~3535 
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DECSTATION. 
OEM'S AND USERS 

Do you need business software? 

Produce your own, without programming!! 

Develop your data base, generate and 
regenerate as many reports and disk 
updates as you'd like. ,Put together 
your system or package with no 
direct programming, no bugs, and 
very little effort. . 

Too good to be true?? 

For more inform~tion contact: 

SYSTEMS ORIENtED SOFTWARE, INC. 
P.O. Box 2083. Clifton, N.J. 07015 

Tel. (201) 825-9095 
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DRTRMRTICN® magazin.es 

, ' . 

R~Wri"/EDP epoI . I 

1979/80 MINI/MICROCOMPUTER 
SURVEY AVAILABLE Now. .. ~ 

Audit Software 
Tools for 

360/370/4300* 
Dylakor 

The third annual DATAMATION maga
zine Mini/Microcomputer Market Survey 
has just been completed. Encompassing 
small business systems, intelligent termi
nals and data entry systems as well as 
traditional minicomputers, this analysis is 
essential reading for industry watchers, 
market planners, sales executives and 
users themselves. 

Available November 1, 1979, the report 
is being offered at a $40 savings for prepaid 
orders off the regular price of $445 in 
North America and $475 elsewhere. Addi
tional reports are $150. (U.S. Dollars). 

For a 
complimentary 
8-page Table of 
Contents, call 
Dorothy Chamberlin 
(203) 661-0055. 

TechnIcal publIshIng 
DB a company of 

The Dun iii Bradstreet corporation 

666 Fifth Ave.' New York, NY 10019 

16255 Ventura Boulevard 
Encino, California 91436 

(213) 995-0151 

Over 1000 
\. Installations 

~ ~ , 

'I\QJ~p *303X, AMDAHL, ITEL, etc. 
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RSTSjE & RSX-IIM 
SOFTWARE PACKAGES 
KDSS multi-terminal key-to-disk data 
entry system 
TAM multi-terminal screen-handling facility 
for transaction-processing applications 
FSORT3 very fast record sort for 
RSTS/E 
SELECT convenient, very fast extraction 
of records that meet user-specified criteria 
(RSTS/E only) 
BSC/DV a DV11 handler for most· 
bisynchronous protocols (RSTS/E only) 
COLINK links two RSTS/E systems 
uSing.DMC11s 
DIALUP. uses an asynchronous terminal 
line to link a local RSTS/E system to a remote 
computer system 

Evans Griffiths & Hart, Inc. 
55 Waltham Street 

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173 
(617) 861-0670 . 
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PL/l TO COBOL 
Dataware's Software Translator 
automatically converts from IBM PLl1 
to ANS COBOL (DOS or OS). The 
Translator is. capable of handling IBM 
as or DOS (48 or 60 character set) 
source programs as input. 

For more information on this'translator 
or the others listed below, pleCise write 
or call today, 

• EASYCODER/TRAN to COBOL 
• BALI ALC to COBOL 
• AUTOCODER (7070) to COBOL 
• COBOL to COBOL 

B" Dat:aware, Inc. 

~ 2565. Eimwood Avenue 
, Buffalo. New Yor. k 14217 

Phone: (716) 876-8722 
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MSM :: Ji!l~/1c-. 
~01JYO .. o •• 

The MULTIPLE SYSTEMS MANAGIER 

For: SRABED TAPE VSEBS 
Elimi'lHltes the problems of Multi-System 'TAPE Alloclltiovs 

• MSM automatically controls TAPE ALLOCATIONS among your 
systems. 

• MSM allows MORE EFFICIENT TAPE DRiVE UTILIZATION. 
Your tape drives will be treated as a single combined pool, rather than 
several smaller ones. This will have a tendency to red .... ce overall tape drive 
requirem~nts. 

• MSM ALLEVIATES CONFUSING OPERATOR BURDENS. 
Without MSM, operators must manually coo~dinate device usage among 
the various systems. 

• MSM ELIMINATES COSTL Y JOB RE·RUNS due to inadvertant 
multi·system tape allocation. 

• MSM PROVIDES A SINGLE·SYSTEM IMAGE with respecl to 
device allocation. 

• MSM is COMPLETEL Y COMPA TlBLE wilh the standard 
operating system allocation philosophy. 
MSM simply extends it to cover all systems in your complex 

• MSM.can be INSTALLED IN 10.MINUTES-NO IPL is reo 
quired. 

• MSM requires NO SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS Whatsoever, 
• MSM is TRANSPARENT to your users and operalors, 
• Additional OVERHEAD caused by MSM is INSIGNIFICANT. 
• MSM runs in conjunction with Super·MSI - the Multiple 

Systems' Integrily Facility. 
• Although MSM is currently available only for MVS e,,· 

vironments, support for other systems environments (SVS, 
MVT, VSl and MFT) is expected to be announced soon. 

,A., ALLEN SERVICES 

~CORPORATION 

To At:qu.ire MSM (or for Morf1 rnfornuation) ••• 
Rosemary (MSM) 

c.ll JlosetnQry: ,r~~~,f~~~; 800-543·7583 (Ext. 203) 

Collect: 513·890·1200 

ALLEN SERVICES CORP. 
or write: Software Department 

212 W, National Rd. 
Vandalia, Ohio 45377 
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AUTOCODER/ SPS 
to COBOL 

Dataware's software translator 
automatically converts a high percentage 
vI SPS/1400 Autocoder source code to 
ANS COBOL (DOS or OS). 

The Translator converts from: 

• IBM 1401 } can be mixed 
. in a Single 

e IBM 1401 SPS source program 

• IBM 1440 • IBM 1410 

• IBM 7010 

For more information on this translator, 
please write or call ioday. 

a-· Dat:aware~ Inc. 

t« 2565 Elmwood Avenue 
BUffa,lo. New York 14217 
Phone: (716) 876-8722 
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Dataware Software Translators 

RPG to COBOL 
Converts RPG and RPG II programs to 
the Industry standard ANS COBOL (DOS 
or OS) The translator achieves an 
extremely high percentage of automatic 
conversion (approaching 100%) of the 
source code 

RPG to PL/l 
Converts RPG and RPG II programs to 
an optimized Pl! 1 (OOS or OS) The 
translator achieves an extremely high 
percentage of automatic conversion (ap
proaching 100%) of the source code 

For more information on these and our 
other translators, write or call today, 

~ 2565 Elmwood Avenue B Dat:aware, Inc. 
Buffalo. New ,York 14217 
Phone: (716) _ 876-8722 
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REPORT-WRITER 
UTILITY 

MINI LANGUAGE 
DATA BASE UTILITY 

FOR IBM 360/370 
UNIVAC 90 

OVER 600 USERS 
WORLDWIDE 

FREE TRIAL 
AVAILABLE 

SYSTEM SUPPORT SOFTWARE, INC_ 
5230 SPRINGBORO PIKE 

DAYTON, OHIO 45439 
(513) 435-9514 (TELEX 288-324) 
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BUY,SELL,LEASE 

WHI:N yuU NEED 

'DEC ... 
TERMINALS 

• VT-100 • LA36 
• LA120 • LA1BO 

POP11 103 SYSTEMS 

LSI/11 MODULES 
Demand ... Deliv~ry 'Demand ... Dlscounts 

Demand ... UNITAONIX u 
· U 011110111 

c OR PO RAT I ON 

(201) 874-8500 
• 198 Route 206 • Somerville. NJ 08876 

• • orE LEX: ·833184 
,,"f,j,. 
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JOB ~ARKETPLACE 

Position Wanted 
COMMUNICATIONS 

SYSTEM 
MANAGER 

Extensive experience: 

. IBM MVS/JES2 
ACF/VTAM MSNF, NOSP, TCAM, 
BTAM, RTAM 
3705 ACF/NCP R2 
COMTEN 54.0; 61.6 EP,CNS,MAF 

Design, implementation and management 
of hardware, software and personnel in a 
large telecommunications network. 

Available late Feb., early Mar. 
(reply~ Box 2-80-A 

DATAMATION 
666 5th Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 10019 

188 DATAMATION 

DP MARKETPLACE 

BROKER IN 

DEC SYSTEMS 

& COMPONENTS 

C.D. SMITH &: 
ASSOCIATES, INC. 

730 N. Post Oak Road, 
#301 

Houston, TX 77024 
713-686-9405 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS with experi
ence in scientific applications are invited to 
apply for a position as Research Assistant Un
classified with the Climatic Research Institute of 
Oregon State University. Duties will include 
working with geophysical fluid dynamics 
models of the atmosphere and oceahs. Re
quires at minimum a B.S. degree and three 
years experience programming for research in 
the physical sciences. Starting salary $14,000 
to $18,000 depending on previous experience 
and salary. Application deadline is 1 March 
1980 with duties beginning approximately 1 
April 1980. , 
Please send resume to: Robert L. Mobley, 
Director of Computations, Climatic Research 
Institute, 811 S.W. Jefferson, Oregon State 
University, Corvallis, Oregon 97330. 
Oregon State University is an Equal Opportuni
ty/Affirmative Action Employer and complies 
with Section 504 of the rehabilitation Act of 
1973. 
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Abend-Aid 
Can Get You 
Out of The 

Dumps. 
Cut the high cbst of abends 
with the dynamic software 

Package Abend-Aid. 
Prints in English the cause 

, of abends and data 
needed. to co.rrect them. 

Call 313-559-9050 
TOMARK 

Another service of Compuware 
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AVOID PROBLEMS! 

Do you have: 
a system to develop? 
a study to be done? 
employees to be trained? 

Get the job done right! Hire a profes
sional. 

The Computer Consultant newsletter 
lists and describes consultants with 
the specific DP expertise you need. 
($21/year - 6 issues) 

Contact: 
Battery Lane Pubiications 
P.O. Box 30214-Q 
Bethesda, MD 20014 
(301) 770-2726 
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PROGRAMMERS 
ENGINEERS 

with systems programming/software 
dev exp IBM/OS & other large systems 
or minicomputer assembly language 
sought by quality energy, mfg, systems 
& consulting cos. Software. hardware & 
real time applications opptys. $19-
32,000 SW, SE. W. MW & NE. Other 
clients seek business applications ana
lysts & programmers with financial, mfg. 
or energy co applications exp Cobol, 
PLl, RPG, a'ssembly $18-29,000 SW & 
SE. 
Confidential contacts controlled by you. 
Resume to J. L. Gresham. BChE. MBA 
will contact you at home first. Est. 1966. 
member AIChE. Fees paid. (713) 781-
3300. 

Systemation Consultants, 
Inc. 

employment service 

P.O. Box 42212 Houston, Texas 77042 
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1980 
Openings 
Located In 
The Following 
Areas: 

NORTHEAST. 
Boston. MA 
Shelton, CT 
Hartford, CT 
New York City 
New Jersey 

MID·ATLANTIC 
Washington, D.C. 
Atlanta, GA 

MID·WEST 
Chicago, ILL 
Minneapolis, MN 

SOUTHWEST 
Dallas. TX 
Houston, TX 
SI. Louis, MO 
DesMoines. Iowa 
Denver, CO 
Salt Lake City. UT 
New Orleans, LA 

WESTERN 
Los Angeles, CA . 
San Francisco. CA 
San Diego. CA 
Portland, OR 

lala. 
lapra.antatlva. 
Dala Communlcallons 
30-40. Immediate 
PDt.nllallarnln.s 
Codex Corporation, the recognized leader 
in Data Communications systems. has im· 
mediate requirements for Sales Represen· 
tatives nationwide with a first year earning 
potential of 30·40K, expected to increase 
sharply in the second year. 

Successful app;lcanls should have a 
minimum of one year plus sales experience 
and a technical background helpful in 
te I epr oc es sing ·tel ecom m u n i cat i on s. 
Know;edge and/or experience with con· 
trollers, concentrators, multiplexers, 
modems, smart/dumb terminals, front end 
processors, or end user data processing 
equipment sales is desirable. 

Our openings are listed· pick the city of 
your choice and contact us for further infor· 
mation. We offer an excellent benefits plan, 
higher·than·average commisSion plan 
depending upon base salary and quota, and 
an internal support team ready to back you 
all the way. 
For more information, call 617·364·2000, 
Ext. 2442 or send resume or a brief his lory 

~~l~~:Ii::I~k~~~u~~ '"of S~!~lr ~~~~~dee~~ed 
allernales 10: Mr. ¢harles E. Campbell, 
CODEX CORPORATION, 20 Cabol 
Boulevard, Mansfield, MA 02048. 

cod~ 
corDorDTlOn 

It Subl,d,.ry of MOTOROLA INC 

An Equal OpporlunrlylA'flrmatl've Action Employer 
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I SA. PROGRAMMER/ 
ANALYST 
n.. World of Advertising Needs Youl 

ADS, Advertising Data Systems, Is currently developing 
a . sophisticated Four Phase Minicomputer System to 
further serve our client companies In the advertising 
and entertainment Industries. Between now and March, 
ADS will. be looking for a few good people to help us 
maintain and ~xceed our leadership position. 

Our parent company, JDC Services, In business since 
1957, boasts an Impressive $300 million In total sales. 
Offices are located In New York, Los Angeles, and 
Chicago and we're In the enviable position of being In 
a stable, Inflatlon·proof business. These are some of 
the facts that offer the seasoned professional security, 
varlet\, and advancement opportunities. 

Qualified applicants will have a minimum of oS years ex
perience In. COBOL, project leadership and systems 
analysis. Our salaries are excellent (In the top 20 % of 
the EDP industry) as are the benefits. Ahd you'll have 
a chance to use your skills In an exciting new environ
ment.. For immediate consideration, send resume to: 

ADVERTISING DATA SYSTEMS 

John Storto 
ADS 
303 E. Ohio 
ChlcGgo,ll60611 
equal opportunity employer m/f 
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i;:ven WebsterJs 
Kno\Ns About 
GUEST 
QUEST (kwest). v. 1. To make a search; to go on a quest. 
QUEST SYSTEMS, INC. n. 1. A corporation founded in 1968.2. The 
largest professional recruitment firm in the U.S. functioning solely in the 
computer sciences; its client companies pay all employment fees, 
interviewing and relocation expenses. Quest is known for its deep 
personal commitment to relate to each candidate as an individual with 
individual goals. 3. Its professional staff averages over 6 years of 
experience in EDP recruiting (additionally, staff members have direct 
hands-on experience in programming, systems, hardware sales, etc.) 
4. Quest is presently searching for programmers and analysts (com
mercial, scientific, systems software) for over 3,500 client companies in 
the U.S. Quest has openings in over 700 U.S. towns and cities. 5. 
Methodology - see Questsystem. 

QUESTSYSTEM (kwest sis'tem). n. 1. Discussing with an individual 
what he would like to be doing in light of what he has been doing. 2. 
Analyzing the realities of his objectives as they relate to the current job 
marketplace. 3. Contact1ng client companies and other Quest staff 
personnel to identify positions of possible interest. 4. Introducing the 
job candidate to his prospective employers by providing complete 
details to each about the other, ensuring the efficacious use of 
everyone's time. 5. Arranging interviews. 6. If employment offers are 
extended, Quest assists in evaluating the responsibilities, compensa
tion and opportunities (and relates tflose to the initially stated objec
tives). The Questsystem has been working for thousands of profes
sionals at no expense, whatsoever. Ask your friends of their past 
dealings with Quest. Then, put the Questsystem to work for you. For 
additional information on this subject, please inquire directly to Quest 
Systems, Inc. (All inquiries/resumes received will be responded to 
immediately and in confidence.) rnl Call Toll Free 

£J ~~!if~;'~~~~!~:!~B" 
Baltimore: (301) 788-3500 • Philadelphia: (215)265-8100 
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Software/Hardware 
MIS Professionals 
New England/ East Coast/ 

Nationwide 
Norton, Kleven and Co., Inc., has a wide variety of positions 
available in Programming, Systems Analysis/Design, Data 
Base Applications, Applications Programming, Compiler 
Development, Language· Design, Hardware/Firmware 
Design, for rrofessionals well versed in their field and are 
with some 0 the top companies in the Industry. If your ex
perience covers one or more of the following areas at the 
state-of-the-art level, contact us: Software Design and 
development; Technical Support; COBOLlIMS; Computer 
Sciences; Assembly or Higher Level Language Program
ming; Data Base Design; Compilers, and/or Operating 
Systems Design; Digital Logic Design; Interface Design; 
Technical Writing; Microprocessor Utilization; Computer 
Architecture. 

We've been providing confidential and industry
knowledgeable placement for, software/hardware/MIS pro
fessionals since 1969. We can also provide you with free 
resume preparation and career path counseling. Client com
panies assume all fees. 

"~Norton. Kleven and Co., Inc. 
INou~rRIAL RHAIION~ ,\IANALl,\llNllON'>Ul.I·\NI" 

Three Fletcher Avenue. Lexington. Massachusetts 02173 
Telephone (617) 861 -1020 

Member Massachusetts 
..-r.ifi1 Professional Placement Consultants 
I.AI.S.aJ National Computer Associates. Offices, Nationwide 

Representing Equal Oppor~unity Employees M/F 
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One of the largest banks in the Southwest invites you to join the sunbelt lifestyle of 
cosmopolitan Dallas. 
Immediate openings are avail,able for experienced managerial and senior level 
EDP professionals utilizing large scale IBM equipment under MVS, JES 2,CICS, 
ALC, COBOL, TSO and SPF software. 

If your background includes: 

DATABASE 
SOFTWARE SUPPORT 
CAPACITY PLANNING 

BANKING APPLICATIONS 
SYSTEMS DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION 

PRODUCTION PLANNING & CONTROL 
MARK IV Internals 

REPUBLIC can offeryou an exceptional opportunityfora truly challenging growth 
environment with exposure to current state-of-the-art technology on a daily basis. 
Excellent salaries and benefits provide a highly desirable compensation package. 

Contact: 
Mr. Charles Kight, Senior Vice President 
(214) 653-5260 
c/o Republic National Bank 
P.O.Box 225961 

Republic National Bank ~ 
of Dallas rA1 Dallas, Texas 75265 

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H 
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PRO GRAMMER/ 
. SYSTEMS ANALYST 

Shell's Information Center Technical Applications Pro~ 
gramming Group needs de greed Programmer/Systems 
Analyst with 2~5 years' technical programming experience 
in the following applications areas: 
• Computer Graphics~Cartography 
• Geological data bases 
• Computerized drafting systems 
• Digital well log processing systems 

Knowledge of Univac, Harris or IBM a plus. 
These openings offer career growth opportunities. Em~ 

ployees participate in an excellent merit salary program and 
a comprehensive benefit package. 

Send resume in complete confidence to: Shell Companies, 
Professional Recruitment Program, P.O. Box 2463, 
Houston, TX 77001. 

@ 
The Shell Companies 

Shell Oil Co., Shell Chemical Co. 
Shell Development Co. 
Shell Pipe Line Corp. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
. M/F 
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REPUBLIC 
OFTIUS 

ADVERTISING 
OFFICES 

Sales Manager 
John M. Gleason 
New York, NY 10019 
666 Fifth Ave. 
(212) 489-2200 

Eastern District Managers 
A. Treat Walker, 
Warren A. Tibbetts: 
New York, NY 10017 
420 Lexington Ave. 
(212) 682-7760 

New England District Manager 
Warren A. Tibbetts: 
Manchester, NH 03104 
112 W. Haven Rd. 
(603) 625-9498 

Midwest District Manager 
William J. McGuire 
Chicago, IL 60601 
3 Illinois Center Building 
303 East Walker Drive 
(312) 938-2900 

Western District Managers 
Alan Bolte, Jr.: 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 
1801 S. La Cienega Blvd. 
(213) 559-5111 

James E. Fillatrault: 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
2680 Bayshore Frontage Rd. 
Suite 401 
(415) 965-8222 

U.K., Scandinavia, Benelux 
Intergroup Communications, Inc. 
Wallace K. Ponder, European Director 
Paul D. Dimmock, Regional Manager \ 
31 Lyncroft Avenue 
Pinner, Middx, HA5 1JU 
England 
Tel: (01) 868 9289 
Cables: PACOM, Pinner 

Germany, Austria, Eastern Europe 
Tullio Glacomazzl 
13 Jermyn St. 
London SW1 Y 4UJ 
Tel: (01) 8393916 

France, Italy, Spain 
Gerard Lasfargues 
32 rue Desbordes Valmore 
75016 Paris 
France 
Tel: (1) 504 97 94 

Japan 
Shlgeru Kobayashi 
Japan Advertising Communications, Inc. 
New Grinza Building 
3-.13 Ginza 7-chrome 
Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104, Japan 
Tel. (03) 571-8748 

James B. Tafel, Chairman 

John K. Abely, President· 

Robert L. Dickson, Exec. Vice President 
Calverd F. Jacobson, Vice President-Finance 
Walter Harrington, Vice President and Controller 

TECHNICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY 

A DUN & BRADSTREET COMPANY 
Business Magazines 

Consumer Books 
Training Systems 



~7nformatics made a lot of promises 
when they hired me. 

All of them were kept." 

'(T 
..l. had other job offers 
when I came to Los Angeles. 
Who doesn't? 

"But the Infonnatics 
people made the biggest 
impression on me. They 
were really open. When I 
got through talking to 
them, I felt that I was still . 
an individual, not a body 
they were just going to 
pigeonhole in some 
convenient slot. 

"They made prom
ises - about helping me 
develop even greater capa
bilities, about the training 
that would give me a 
broader data processing 
background, about paid 
overtime and so on. It 
almost sounded too good 
to be true. But they've kept 
their word. 

"Even when I'm out 
in the field working with 
an Infonnatics client, 
there's a line open between 
me and the home office 
because my manager 
checks with me regularly. 
I do feel as though I'm still 
important. And all of us 
from my Infonnatics base 
office frequently discuss 
what's happening in data 
processing in general and 
to each of us in particular. 
There's pretty good contact 
all around. 

"Infonnatics has 
really delivered on their 
promises. You can bet I 
deliver for them." 

Informatics Profes
sional Services Operation 
provides consultant services 
to major corporations 
around the U.S. We've built 
our reputation on our staff's 
ability to successfully com~ 
plete difficult DP projects 
for our clients. We're 
looking for good people 
to join Tim Malamphy as 
programmer / analysts. 

In this position, you'll 
be helping to develop and 
implement effective 
solutions to our customers' 

TIm Malamphy 
Programmer/Analyst 
informatics inc 

business and professional 
needs, and you'll be partici
pating first hand in new 
developments in database 
and on-line techniques. 

The people' we're 
seeking have creative minds 
that can come up with a 
workable solution to an 
immediate problem and 
possess the energy to 
implement that solution. A 
background of at least two 
years' experience on large 
IBM systems using COBOL 
is necessary (experience 
with IMS, Mark Nor CICS 
is also a plus). 

Informatics offers 
incredible variety, the 
opportunity to work with 
virtually every type of data 
processing system, a real 
chance to make as great a 
contribution as you want 
- as well as an unlimited 
growth factor. And, given 
our Fortune 500 clientele, 
there's the level of com
pensation you might expect 
- plus paid overtime. 

The good life in data 
processing is waiting for 
you right now. Just send 
your resume to: 
Professional Services 
informatics inc 
1 Market Plaza 
Spear Street Tower 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
Or call us at 415/964-9900 
and ask for Sonia. 

• 
informatics inc I 

®I 
We can help each other grow. 

CIRCLE i300N READER CARD 

Professional Services / informatics inc /1 Market Plaza / Spear Street Tower / San Francisco, CA 94105 
Offices in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Palo Alto, Seattle, Dallas, Houston. 

An equal opportunity employer mlflb. A=.,~ 
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A n~w microwave sensor will allow military weather satellites for the first time 
to "see" through clouds to monitor meteorological conditions below. The instru
ment will scan a 1300-kilometer field of view every 1.9 seconds from an altitude 
of 450 nautical miles, sensing microwave radiation energy reflected from ice, 
land, and clouds. It will detect rainfall, ice masses, ocean wind speeds, soil 
moisture content, and other conditions, and relay compiled data within minutes 
nearly anywhere in the world. The information will help commanders of-land, 
sea, and air forces in their planning of operations that depend on accurate 
weather forecasts. Hughes, under a U.S. Air Force contract, is to build one 
prototype and develop computer software for ground processing. 

A unique "picture-taking" system comprising five separate sensors will help the 
U.S. Air Force evaluate which imaging methods may be most useful for advanced 
airborne applications. The Hughes-developed system consists of one sensor that 
sees only visible light, another that measures thermal radiation (heat), two 
active laser systems that detect the amount of reflected light, and a milli
meter-wave radar. Variations in the gray tones of panoramas made by the sen
sors, particularly in those made at night and during inclement weather, reveal 
the advantages and disadvantages bf each. 

Military pilots may get help in locating ground targets from far away with a new 
electronic process that examines TV-like imagery and selects potential targets. 
The technique, called automatic target cueing, is designed to enhance the per
formance of such imaging devices as forward-looking infrared (FLIR) systems. It 
would free pilots from having to study imagery and allow them to concentrate on 

-planning evasive action or performing other tasks. The Hughes approach checks 
full-frame pictures for likely targets and then further analyzes these high
lights for classification. Automatic target cueing has been made feasible by 
advances in ~icrocircuitry and pattern-recognition techniques. 

"High technology" best describes the products, environment, and production pro
cesses of the manufacturing division of Hughes Electro-Optical and Data Systems 
Group. Our major programs include laser rangefinders and designators, thermal 
imaging systems, and missile launching systems. We h?ve immediate openings for 
experienced or graduating engineers who seek the challenge and satisfaction of 
advanced production methods, including computer-aided. manufacturing. Send your 
resume to Dan O'Daly, EDSMD Professional Employment, P.O. Box 92746, Dept. SE, 
Los Angeles, CA 90009. Or call (213) 641-5510 collect. Equal opportunity M/F/HC. 

Saving money through energy management and preventive maintenance has been made 
easy by a hand-held infrared viewer, according to a leading zipper manufacturer. 
The Talon company reports that a Hughes Probeye® viewer helped save $96,000 in 
less than a year by pinpointing energy losses due to such problems as leaks in 
steam machines. The-Probeye viewer creates pictures by sensing heat radiated by 
objects. An operator merely turns on the viewer and looks through the eyepiece. 
Warm areas appear much brighter than other objects in the surrounding scene. 
The device can distinguish temperature differences as small as O.loC. 

Creating a new world with electronics r------------------, 
I I 

: HUGHES: 
-I I L __________________ ~ 

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
CULVER CITY. CALIFORNIA 90230 



An exchange of readers' ideas and experiences. Your contributions are invited. 

THE NEW 
AGE OF ANXIETY 
The two most difficult problems facing Western economic systems 
are employee displacement and decreased productivity. The history 
of growing annual industrial employment has ended. Traditional 
blue-collar factory jobs are scarce, particularly at the less skilled 
entry level. The productivity of individual employees has either 
slumped or barely held its own (agricultural workers remaining the 
shining exceptions). 

Stimulating employee displacement is microelectronics. 
And, at the same time, microelectronics represents a solution to the 
problems of productivity; While these points are really separate 
issues, they must be dealt with collectively; there are intimate con
nections. Simply stated, installing hardware to increase productivi-
ty is a surefire way to eliminate jobs. ' 

Each step forward in microelectronics-reduced cost and 
size, increased power and intelligence-adds to the threat of people 
being replaced with silicon chips. No job translates into no individ
ual income. No income means more and more government-support
ed welfare. Yet for the past four years it has been a demonstrable 
political fact that increased welfare benefits are no longer in style. 
The point has been proven beyond a doubt by election returns in 
Sweden, Denmark, the U.K., and the United States. 

To where do displaced workers move? The service sector is 
one possibility; a government job is an easy out. But already service 
opportunities are drying up and, culturally, working for the govern
ment is not popular. Government workers are viewed as obstacles to 
productive people, paper pushers who strangle the system in coils of 
red tape. I 

There is a trap here. Displaced workers can be crammed into 
government jobs and become a braking force on industry. Or, they 
can join the ranks of the unemployed and be supported by the indus
trial establishment's taxes. Heavy corporate taxes dry up risk-tak
ing and new ventures. Neither solution is acceptable. 

For 20 years we have talked about the impact of industrial 
automation, but until the last year or two, it was not a real problem. 
Many forces are now acting on Western economies. There is more 
competition from low-labor cost areas, the growing usability of 
industrial robots, and worldwide worry over productivity. The 
temptation to introduce microelectronics grows stronger. 

What can be done with microelectronics? Consider that 90% 
of an automobile's components weighs under five pounds. Industri
al robots can sort, store, select, and assemble parts. The Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers predicts that 50% of the direct assembly 
of a car will be done by robots within 15 years. Today's first genera
tion robot costs $50,000. This averages out to under $5 an hour of 
useful labor performed. That's a flat hourly rate. There are no fringe 
benefits, strikes, annual wage increases, or absenteeism. Today's 

READERS' 
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line worker draws at least $15 an hour. The case is clear. 
Worker displacement is not an appealing subject; it is easier 

to take a "business" attitude. Although business people in northern 
Europe have considered these problems more carefully than Ameri
cans have, there are still few solutions. The conflict between trade 
unions and corporate management continues unabated. 

Two consequences have surfaced in many European coun
tries. First, night work has gradually been outlawed, except in 
continous process industries .. Secondly, the 35-hour work week has 
been accepted intellectually. While both moves provide additional 
jobs, they are short-range tactical solutions to long-term strategic 
problems. The inevitable result of extra manpower on the job is the 
higher cost of goods and services, and therefore, an increased in
ability to compete effectively. 

WORLD 
LOOKS 
TO U.K. 

The U.K. is the laboratory to which the world 
looks for solutions. The conditions-a militant 
labor force, obsolete industrial plants, and some 
microelectronics capabilities-are not found in 

many countries. But shifting the industrial base to high technology 
won't be easy. Barrie Sherman, director of research for the white
collar union, ASTMS, predicts a minimum loss of 3.5 million jobs. 
He adds that ifthe losses reach 10 million, the country will be run at 
bayonet point. Sherman is inclined to the view that the solution 
must be in worker retraining and a changing attitude toward techno
logically based unemployment. 

The president of lIT, Rand V. Araskog, also sees the prob
lem. In a recent speech he noted, "The geographical separation and 
new skill requirements of the computer industry cannot accommo
date the electromechanical factory worker. We have to learn how to 
help people adapt to the new jobs created by the technology. " 

There are no easy answers. Microelectronics substitutes 
mechanisms forhuman labor. When measuring output against capi
tal invested, microelectronic solutions look attractive. Jobs, how
ever, are the key to most economic systems, the fuel that drives the 
industrial machine. The social price of the microelectronic solution 
is' very high. 

If we say' 'no more microelectronics, " our society becomes 
noncompetitive internationally. If we rush ahead blindly, the soci
ety may unravel because of decreased employment. 

American voters are faced with hard choices in an election 
year. We rarely talk about national goals and priorities except on a 
four-year cycle, but the political process is also a sure way not to 
arrive at a solution. Talk is "in"; answers are "out." 

It is disheartening to see this nation and this industry contin
ue to ignore these fundamental social issues. Nobody will be happy 
if the key decisions are made in the political sector on the usual 
uninformed basis. But it will happen ifthose people with the techni
cal knowledge keep avoiding public airing of the issues. The prob
lems are complex and highly sensitive. Ignoring them will not make 
them go away. 

-Philip H. Dorn 
New York, New York 
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At TTl, we're excited about the 
future and we've created an 
environment where new ideas 
are respected and progress is 
the goal. We're constantly 
seeking talented and creative 

professionals who are com
mitted to producing the high
est quality technical achieve
ments - like the sophisticated 
banking systems we designed 
for Citibank, one of the world's 
largest financial institutions, 

utilizing the latest in state-of
the-art Electronic Funds Trans
fer Systems (EFTS). More im-. 
portantly, we're searching for 
people who are as excited by 
change and dedicated to it as 
we are. 

Besides providing career
oriented individuals with ad
vanced technical challenges, 
TTl is a firm believer in seeking 
out and encouraging individual 
recognition and advancement. 
Now is the ideal time to bring 
your expertise into one of the 
following career assignments: 

• SYSTEMS 
PROGRAMMING 

'·ON·LINE 
APPLICATIONS 
PROGRAMMING 

• TEST ANALYSIS 
• PRODUCT DESIGN 
• DIAGNOSTIC 

PROGRAMMING 
• TECHNICAL 

MANAGEMENT 
• SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 
• TECHNICAL WRITERS 

CIRCLE 132 ON READER CARD 

Selected candidates will find 
an outstanding environment 
offering total career satisfac
tion. For an immediate profes
sional review, qualified individ
ualsare invited to forward a de
tailed resume, complete with 
salary history, in confidence to: 
Nancy Stockinger, DM2·1 Pro
fessional Staffing. 

TTI 
OCITICORP 

"Where the future of electronic banking Is .•. Today" 

TRANSACTION 
TECHNOLOGY; INC. 
10880 Wilshire Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
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THE ORIGINS OF 
SPECIOUS 
Your average chromosome contains 20 billion bits of genetic infor
mation. 

So says Carl Sagan in his engaging book The Dragons of 
Eden. He goes on to say how many words, pages, and books 20 
billion bits would take up, but the discussion is pretty abstract. 
What does it buy you to know your genes hold as much information 
as 4,000 books of 500 pages? 

Then two chapters later-I'm noted for my speed on the up
take-it hit me. Bits could be converted into real, meaningful, 
human-oriented units. Bytes. Twenty billion bits is about 2.5 billion 
bytes, or 2,500 megabytes. Or to be even more concrete 13 double-
density 3330s~ . 

Now here was something a body could relate to. Sagan's 
book-subtitled Speculations on the Evolution of Human Intelli
gence-dearly needed extending. Who would offer additional 
speculations putting evolution into data processing terms? 

I stepped modestly into the breach. 
My first, short-lived conclusion~all it the File Specula

tion-was that chromosomes weren't as hot as all that. My compa
ny's individual insurance file will take 30 packs; 13 looks pretty 
tame by comparison. 

But a moment's thought showed the comparison was in
valid. Everybody's chromosomes are different from everybody 
else's, aren't they? So a chromosome is more like a record than a 
file, and 13 packs is a breathtaking size for a record. 

Or look at it this way. The master record of our group insur
ance system is 10,000 bytes long. So a human being is roughly (2.5 
billion/1O,OOO =) 250,000 times as complex as a group insurance 
policy. This insight, which we owe entirely to data processing, 
ought to awe even the most jaded observer. 

If a chromosome is a record, what can we say about the sys
tem that uses it? Specifically, what about its development time? 

For reference we'll stick with our group insurance system, 
which took about five years to build. Let's assume development 
time varies as the square of complexity, which seems conservative 
enough. 

Then we'd expect development of the Human System, with 
the chromosome as its master record, to take about (250,0002 * 5 =) 
300 billion years, give or take a hundred million. But life on earth 

, has only existed for 4 billion years. , 
Now this was impressive. Humanity had developed at least 

75 tiines as fast as it should have, even assuming a more or less 
intelligent project team trying to create it. Here was meat for gener
ations of Darwinists and theologians. Or maybe, to extend the meta
phor, a steak through the heart of random mutation. 

But another moment's thought showed that this speCUlation 
too was invalid. (These moments ofthought are off-putting; they're 
rare enough, but they come atawkward times.) Humanity doesn't 
process a chromosome-humanity is more like the set of insurance 
polides the master file represents. 

The system that processes chromosomes is actually Organie 
Chemistry. It, we assume, has existed since the year dot; the Big 
Bang was likely its implementation dinner. 

Tarigentially, we can ask about the development time for the 
Organic Chemistry system. Zero? Or is the question meaningless 
because it refers to the unknowable era before the Big Bang? I prefer 
the latter. I've tried telling my boss his questions on development 
time are equally meaningless, but the results have been disappoint
ing. 

If file size and system development aren't useful models of 
the chromosome, what's left? Head crash? Packet switching? Struc
tured walkthroughs? No, no, and no again. You're on the wrong 
track entirely; I'll obviously have to tell you. 
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RENT-LEASE 
BUY 

GENERAL 
DATACOMM 36 MONTH 

MODEMS PURCHASE LEASE RATE 
212A DataSet $ 850 $ 35 
208B/A DataSet $3,275 $110 
201C DataSet $1,150 $ 40 
202Srr DataSet $ 565 $ 20 

DECwriterill LA120 $2,295 $ 80 
DECwriterlV LA34 $1,295 $ 45 
DECwriterll LA36 $1,895 $ 65 

DEC COMPATIBLE VIDEO DISPLAYS 
VT100 Compatible Datagraphix 
VT52 Compatible Hazeltine 1552 

CALL 
CALL 

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 
MAGNETIC MEDIA· ACCESSORIES 

"DEC" Compatible Magnetic Media by NASHUA· RP06 
RL01· RM03· RK05 

$ 75 
$ 45 

ACOUSTIC HOODS·XEROX 1750·tl SILENT 700 PORTABLE 

CALL NOW • TOLL FREE 
800·223·1696 

Qyt' ,el® 285 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
212-889·3888 
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TERMINALS 
FROM TRANSNET 

PURCHASE FULL OWNERSHIP AND LEASE PLANS 
PURCHASE 

DESCRIPTION PRICE 

LA36 OECwriter II . . . . . . . . .. $1,695 
·LA34 OECwriter IV ...... '. . . 1,295 
LA120 OECwriter III KSR .. .. 2,295 
VT100 CRT OECscope ...... 1,895 
VT132 CRT OECscope ...... 2,295 
OT80/1 OATAMEOIA CRT. . . . 1,895 
TI745 Portable Terminal .... 1,595 
T1765 Bubble Memory Terminal 2,795 
TI810 RO Printer .......... 1,895 
TI820 KSR Printer ......... 2,195 
Tl825 KSR Printer .•....... 1 ,695 
AOM3A CRT Terminal ...... 875 
QUME Letter Quality KSR ... 3,195 
QUME Letter Quality RO .;.. 2,795 
HAZELTINE 1410 CRT. . . .. . . 875 
HAZELTINE 1500 CRT. . . . . . . 1,195 
HAZELTINE 1552 CRT....... 1 ,295 
OataProducts 2230 Printer .. 7 ,900 
OATAMATE Mini Floppy . . . . . 1,750 

PER MONTH 
12 MOS. 24 MOS. 36 MOS. 

$162 '$ 90 $ 61 
124 69 47 
220 122 83 
-182 101 68 
220 122 83 
182 101 Ji8. 
153 85 57 
268 149 101 
182 101 68 
210 117 79 
162 90 61 
84 47 32 

306 170 115 
268 149 101 

84 47 32 
115 64 43 
124 69 47 
757 421 284 
168 93 63 

FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 OR 24 MONTHS 
10% PURCHASE OPTION AFTER 36 MONTHS 

ACCESSORIES AND PERIPHERAL-EQUIPMENT 
ACOUSTIC COUPLERS. MODEMS. THERMAL PAPER 

RIBBONS. INTERFACE MODULES. FLOPPY DISK UNITS 
PROMPT DELIVERY. EFFiCIENT SERVICE 

[%] TRAiVSNETCORPORATION 
1945 ROUTE 22, UNION, N.J. 07083 

201-688-7800 
TWX 710-985-5485 
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TERMINAL STANDS 

Every type of terminal requirement from complete 
dedicated operator work stations to simple auxiliary 
stands can be provided by Wright Line. Designed 
to provide correct keyboard and viewing heights, 
adequate work surface and filing space, stands are 
available in a variety of sizes and configurations. For 
further information, Gircle the readers' service number 
or write: Wright Line, Inc., 160 Gold Star Boulevard, 
Worcester, Massachusetts 01606. . 

FOR DATA PROCESSING ACCESSORIES 
AND SUPPLIES, YOUR ... 
single source with super service 

A Subsidiary of Barry Wright Corporation 
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The anSWer is data entry. 
It works like this. The Organic. Chemistry system has been 

chugging away on the old cosmic mainframe for eons. It haseagerly 
awaited whatever genetic instructions:---ehromosomes-resulted 
from our progenitors' mating (or coupling, in Yourdon parlance); 

When it gets its hands on a chromosome, -it somehow turns it 
into a being; chromosomes are trans~ctions for the Organic Chemis
try system. The better adapted of the resulting beings survive to 
mate, that is, generate riew chromosomes. The Organic Chemistry 
system dutifully turns these into new and different beings. And so 
on. 

So evolving a human being isn't like developing a system; 
it's really like processing a long chain of data entries. Which is 
exactly what we set out to establish .. 

And there you have it, the terminus of our journey, for I've 
managed to avoid the moment's thought that will crumple this third 
speculation and expose you to a fourth. 

But having come this far the more strong-minded and crea
tive will want to calJ)' on. Good for you. Don't forget to write; 

If you're looking for direction let rile suggest you concen
trate on probabilities. Y ouknow-if a million monkeys at a million 
typewriters typed for a million years, would they produce the works 
of Shakespeare? That kind of thing. 

How probable is the scenario we've described? How likely 
is it that random inputs to any system could produce the transcend
ent geniuses who've given us the symphony, the theory ofrelativi
ty, the ALTER statement? 

Of course you'll have to allow for the fact that some 
mutations don't survive to procreate. With suitable changes to the 
data entry model, your question will then be: 

If a million monkeys at a million termimils keyed for 4 bil
lion years, would they produce Shakespeare himself? 

-Kirk O. Hansen 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

NUCLEAR 
ENGINEERS OF 
THE 198 Os? 
Those who work in the computer industry will be the nuclear engi
neers of the 1980s. The loss of credibility and the self-doubt that 
came to nuclear engineers at Three Mile Island (TMI) will come to us 
as well. 

There are many disquieting similarities between the nu- ' 
clear reactor emergency at TMI and the problems with which we 
computer people deal every. day. 

Unexpected Anomalies. One of the problems at TMI was the 
appearance of a hydrogen bubble; this problem was' 'not amilyzed 
heretofore," in the words of Harold Denton of the Nuclear Regula
tory Commission. Computer people deal every day with bugs which 
were" not analyzed heretofore." The fact that our bugs are discov
ered at or after program execution has affected the records of possi
bly everyone in a multimillion-person data bank. 

Compounding the Problem. At TMI two workers, trying to 
reroute the plumbing, opened a pipe full of radioactive gas and vent
ed it to the outside. There have been many instances where pro
grammers trying to fix a bug have destroyed information in data 
files. In one reported case, a company almost went bankrupt·criti
cal information was destroyed first in the master file and then in the 
backup file. By luck and good fortune, the grandfather file was not 
destroyed. -
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Inadequate Instrumentation' Systems. Operators at TMI were 

misled by faulty ,instrument readings into nonproductive and coun
terproductive actions. In computer systems, operators and pro
grammers are misled daily by error messages with quality ranging 
from poorly worded to incomprehensible. These messages lead 
them into time-wasting searches through large manuals (which 
themselves are too often incorrect) or through adjacent offices in 
search of someone with an idea of how to solve the problem. 

Inadequate Emergency Plans. The Harrisburg area had an 
old civil defense plan that included no contingencies for the acci
dent at TMI. Some computer facilities have untested emergency 
plans; a few facilities actually test these procedures periodically. 
But the majority of facilities have no written emergency plans. 

Regulations Poorly Monitored. Auxiliary feedwater pumps 
are designed to preverit TMI-type incidents. However, three of these 
pumps in the cooling system had been taken out of service two 
weeks prior to the event, in violation of federal regulations. This 
went unnoticed; there were no on-site inspectors~ Most federal gov
ernment computer systems are required to perfolm regular security 
and vulnerability audits and risk analyses. However, compliance 
scrutiny is typically left up to the internal auditors. There is no inde
pendent, external review. 

Policy Attitudes. There are also similarities between the nu
clear industry approach to safety and the computer industry 
approach to information use. There are numerous reports on the 
benefits of nuclear technology, but in two decades there have been 
only a handful of comprehensive reactor safety studies and little 
work on the radioactive waste disposal problem. Similarly, in the 
computer industry, we have only minimal work on data accuracy, 
integrity or soci~l effects. Instead; we tend to emphasize decreasing 
cost -per-computation. , 

. The nuclear industry has done very little social impact anal
ysis and the computer industry doesn't have a much better record. 
Work on risk assessment uses checklists, tortile most part, although 
there is some ~mbryonic work using probability theory and fuzzy 
set theory. Very recently, some halting steps have been taken to per
form social impact analysis at the Office of Technology Assessment 
and at the Social Security Administration. But for the most part, we 
have been reluctant to take hard looks at these tough problems. 

Pubiic Backlash. Pemiission to truck radioactive wastes 
from TMI thro~gh South Carolina was denied. Pennsylvania refused 
to allow the nuclear industry to pass on TMIcosts to consumers. 
California denied requests to build Sun Desert I and II nuclear plants 
because of unsolved waste disposal problems. And these are not 
isolated incidents. Almost every week one can read of a new delay 
for some' nuclear plant. . 

There are similar instances of public skepticism regarding 
once-highly-touted computer innovations. There has been an effec
tive suspension of active development of the FBI'S National Crime 
Information Center. The proposed IRS Tax Administration System 
has been scrapped. 

The p1;lblic is increasingly leery about the effect of comput
ers on the q1;lality of life. In a recent Harris poll, the public opined 
that "computers are, an actual threat to individual privacy" by a 
margin of 54% to 31 %, a dramatic change from only three years 
ago. What is perhaps even more surprising is that computer execu
tives felt· the same way, 53% to 44%. Only 27% of the public 
thought that the privacy of personal information in computers was 
properly safeguarded, while 52% thought it was not. Fully 63% of 
the public agreed with the statement' 'If privacy is to be preserved, 
the rise of cOinputers must be sharply restricted in the future." 

The question is not whether this public concern will be 
translated into effective political interest, but how soon. It took the 
TMI accident to get some of the most powerful members of Congress 
to seriously question the statements of the nuclear industry. It will 
take a gross data bank abuse-something like the creation of 30 mil
lion electronic unpersons for a day or two-to raise the eyebrows of 
politicians. This abuse will occtir, probably within the next five 
years. We will then have our very own Three Mile Islarid. 

Performance .. MlcRODATATliERX~ Y.tablets 0; digitizers give 
the best overall performance at the lowest overall cost. ...•• ,.' 
Microproc:essor Versatility: • Scallng,~otati(:mi origin presetting (offset 
orfloating),superimposing andcharlshifting functions • Area, volume, 
length calculations along with accumulation and multiplier selection 
• Freeze, pOint, line, vector incremental, gri~and incremental X~Y digitiz 
ing modes· Five programmable dutputformats ,. Six fixed or constant 
data strings .• Cursor pushbutton 1.0'- Two event counters. - Direct key
bpard output - General purpose calculating, -Editing- Keyboard 
prompting- Floating and/or.fixed point output - Multiple interface 
selection- Interactive firmware anderror message diagnostics toaid 
tne operator, 

Tech~oloiV-Electromagnetic Absolute Ranging offers high 
performance diQilizingthrough non·metallic material up to aLO" 
thickness~ 

Simplicity- Only three items ~ tablet or digitizing w~rk surface; 
cursor and a controller. Optional keyboard and display. . 

Interf~cing .. ~. RS~232int~rfacestandarci, Mag:rape, G PIS, Plotter 
and other Interfaces optional and selectable by Micro/Firmware: 

Options ~ Eight standardtablets trom6" x 6"to 42'; )( 60" -Resolu~ 
tion 0.001" (0.025 rnm; 0: 1. mm) and 0.010" (0.25mm, 1.00 mm). Accuracy 
:!: 0.005", Optional .. :!:0.003" (1 G=.1 mil) -.Microprocessor subsystem 
with alp~a-numeric keyboard/display • Floppy disc • Cassette MT, . 
- Printer ~GraphicCRT. AINCRT -Micro/FirmwareandRS·232 inter
face - Crosswire & pen cursors - Backlighting - Rear projection. Stand 
alone systems 

Trouble Free- Noadjustments,no preventivemaintenanceand 
no detrimental environmental effects~ 

:t;te.liability- Tablets·'teaturepre~ci,sio~ pri~ted circuitgridfOr~ 
hfetlmeof rugged, stable performance backed by an exclusive 2.year 
warranty, . .... .. ' < .. . ". '...., 
Cursors feature rugged, high.impact cases and operate at hlg'h signal 
level~,\V,ithout preamps. 
Controller contains all activeCircuits located on two small plug.ln boards. 

G Teo· -We'rear1~stabl ished graphictechnology company~itha 
better idea. Evaluate and compareourtechnology and products and 
then join our Fortune 500Ust of users who are purchasing our new 
patented MICRO DATATIZER. 

1,055 FirstStreet, Rockville; MD 20850 
Telephone (301) 279·9550, Telex 898471 
Western Regional Sales (408) 996·8493 



US£fATS 
~~~ TO CL£AM UP 
~ --1&-'£ LIBRAR1 ••. 10U1\ ". reduce costly error 

FATS w\\\ dramatlcany used by p~~r qua\-
recovery and rerun~ C:EPORT Wln help 
itytapes. Th.e F!~\Ch tapes should be 
yoU detern:"ne ded or stripped. 
cleaned, dlscar tOur archival 
Use fATS to . inS~~rt:~~e:rs of stC!rage 
tapes can be rea w\\\ run on hlgher 

d that old tapes an . s 
density dnve . . MVS 

DOS OS VS and . 
Available tor IBM ou~ fre~ 30.day 
Phone or write for in compare FATS 
tria\ noW C::~;~~NE HARDWARE 
to yourUATOR or reports EP. 
EVAL d by SMF and ER -, 
generate ..' ' 

SAMPLE OF FATS REPORT 

• FAST ANALYSIS OF TAPE SURFACES DETAIL REPORT -- FATS VER 4.0 Z 

• MESSAGE 10 UCB LABEL LOCAT ION LEN'GTH RETRIES ACTION 

FATSZ04 TAPEl 2Bl 987654 1607 FT 4 IN 10 PERM DATA CHECK 
FATS204 TAPE2 281 987654 1607 FT 8 IN 10 PERM DATA CHECK 

• FATS204 TAPE2 281 987654 1608 FT 13 IN 10 PERM DATA CHECK 
FATS204 TAPE2 281 987654 1608 FT 17 IN 10 PERM DATA CHECK 

• FATS204 TAPE2 281 987654 1608 FT 21 IN 10 PERM DATA CHECK 
FATS204 TAPE2 281. 987654 1609 FT 26 IN 10 PERM DATA CHECK 
FATS204.TAPEZ 281 987654 1609 FT 30 IN 10 PERM DATA CHECK 

• FATS204 TAPE2 281 987654 1609 F T 34 IN 10 PERM DATA CHECK 

FATS204' TAPE2 281 987654 1610 FT .39 IN 10 PERM DATA CHECK 
• FATS204 TAPE2' 28~9~7654 1610 FT 43 IN 10 PERM DATA CHECK. 

CIRCLE 1380N READER CARD 
200 DATAMATION 

Forum 
REFORMS 
NEEDED 

What can we do to stave this off, or at least to 
mitigate its effects? 

First, education must be improved to re
flect the fact that the social, political, economic, and legal circum
stanceS surrounding any system should be understood before it is 
designed and put into place. The nuclear industry is only now fully 
realizing this. 

We must also improve training for security planning and 
auditing. There are problems in developing these programs in the 
university context; there is always the question of whether to put 
them in computer science, business, law, government, or else
where, since the issues are not the sole province of anyone disci
pline. We need increased analysis of the risks and benefits of new 
systems in general and of systems with widespread effects (such as 
electronic funds transfer systems, social security, FBI systems, etc.) 
in particular. 

Until we develop societal mechanisms to better control 
computer systems, we should exercise healthy skepticism about our 
own work arid that of our colleagues. While not everyone will make 
the same value judgments about the social effects of various sys
tems, it is reasonable to subject new systems to more technological 
reviews: Do they do what they claim? How problem-prone are they? 
How cost-effective are they? Do the benefits outweigh the social 
and technical risks and costs? This is especially important now that 
low-cost, high-utility microcomputer systems that sit on a desk and 
plug into an ordinary wall socket are here. 

If a proposed system cannot provide satisfactory answers to 
these questions, it should be redesigned or forgotten. Only in this 
way will we maximize the benefits and minimize the risks that com
puters bring with them. 

STORAGE 
MEDIUM 

-Lance J. Hoffman 
Washington, D.C. 

DANISH (Dust, Ash, Noxious-Insect-proof Sweetroll Holder) Model 
2-4-79. This is a high-impact storage model offering high visibility 
to encourage use in point-of-sale applications. The capacity is 
roughly 80 bites, distributed among 20 separately addressable plat
ters, randomly arranged. Each model has a 125,000 micro inch 
sucrose-derived coating on a substrate of flour, milk, and eggs. 

Throughput time is from 0.5 to 3 minutes, depending upon 
the length of the input queue. Experienced operators report even 
faster results. The transfer rate varies, and seems to be inversely re
lated to the time-since-Iast-reference. 

Refresh on a daily basis is recommended. If this is over
looked, immersion in a hot solvent (usually mountain-grown) is 
suggested. Field tests indicate that excessive use of this device can 
lead to belt strain, or, in extreme cases~ failure. Caution is advised. 

-Jim Gross 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
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